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1 Abstract
The systems Ba1�x

Ca
x

F2, Ba1�x

Sr
x

F2, Ca1�x

Sr
x

F2, Ba1�x

La
x

F2+x

, LaF3-SnF2, SnF2, BaMgF4-BaZnF4, Ba1�x

Sr
x

LiF3,
BaLiF3 and Al-doped Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZ) were synthesized by high-energy ball milling and investigated for their structures
and ionic conductivities. Furthermore the mechanically induced phase transformation of g-Al2O3 to a-Al2O3 was examined.
All these systems are characterized by compounds being in a non-equilibrium energetic state. The system Ba1�x

Ca
x

F2, which
is characterized by a broad miscibility gap that was closed by employing a mechanochemical synthesis routine, exhibits a
fluoride ion conductivity maximum for compositions x ⇡ 0.50. Indications for such a maximum were also found for micro-
crystalline Ba1�x

Sr
x

F2 within this study. This conductivity behavior was already reported for single crystalline Ca1�x

Sr
x

F2
and Pb1�x

Cd
x

F2 in the literature. Therefore, the increase of the fluoride ion conductivity could be a general effect in fluorides
crystallizing in the fluorite structure caused by the isovalent substitution of cations. The miscibility gap known for the system
Ba1�x

La
x

F2+x

in the compositional range 0.55  x  0.85 was closed by a mechanosynthesis routine. Evidence for a smooth
transition from the fluorite structure of BaF2 to the tysonite-structure of LaF3 was found. The increased conductivity in the
compositional range 0 < x  0.4 could be ascribed to a very high ratio of highly mobile fluoride ions to non-mobile or
slow-moving fluoride ions while the conductivity as well as this ratio decreases from x = 0.40 to x = 0.75.

The system LaF3-SnF2 exhibited a maximum fluoride ion conductivity being only about one order of magnitude smaller
than the one of the fastest known fluoride ion conductor, PbSnF4, which was ascribed to the very small size of the SnF2
crystallites of about 2 nm exhibiting a large amount of probably highly conducting grain boundaries. Solely milling SnF2
seems to lead to the formation of a yet unknown polymorph of SnF2. It was found that nano-crystalline BaMgF4 and BaZnF4,
being ferroelectrics, can be prepared by high-energy ball milling equimolar mixtures of the binary fluorides. Furthermore,
an intermediate compound, BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4, could be prepared this way. Mechanosynthesized, nano-crystalline BaLiF3
exhibited an increased ionic conductivity but a lower jump rate for the ions compared to single- or polycrystalline material.
Indications were found that in case of the mechanosynthesized, nano-crystalline BaLiF3, both, Li and F ions are mobile
while in case of the single or polycrystalline material probably only one of them is mobile. Ba1�x

Sr
x

LiF3 showed similar
ionic conductivities as BaLiF3 but, as indicated by NMR experiments, seems to be characterized by a different conductivity
mechanism.

A systematic study on the influence of Al-doping on cubic LLZ, being a very fast Li ion conductor, was performed.
This was enabled by the development of a low-temperature synthesis routine allowing a very accurate adjustment of the
stoichiometry. Indications for a substitution of La and Zr ions by Al were found which seems to alter the structure and
probably lowers the jump barriers for the Li ions.

The smaller the initial crystallite size the slower the mechanically induced phase transformation of g-Al2O3 to stable a-
Al2O3. This is probably caused by the, in comparison to a-Al2O3, lower surface energy of g-Al2O3. The, in the progress of
the ball milling formed, pentagonally by oxygen coordinated, Al ions play a crucial role for the phase transformation as was
already reported in the literature for the thermally induced g ! a phase transformation. The large and adjustable amount of
these pentagonally coordinated Al enables a very fine dispersion of small clusters of catalytically active substances, binding
at these sites, on the surface of the mechanically treated g-Al2O3, leading to a high catalytic performance as was verified for
V2O5 by the Leibniz Institute for Catalysis.

Keywords: Mechanochemistry, fluoride ion dynamics, solid state NMR spectroscopy

2 Zusammenfassung
Die Systeme Ba1�x

Ca
x

F2, Ba1�x

Sr
x

F2, Ca1�x

Sr
x

F2, Ba1�x

La
x

F2+x

, LaF3-SnF2, SnF2, BaMgF4-BaZnF4, Ba1�x

Sr
x

LiF3,
BaLiF3 und Al-dotiertes Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZ) wurden mittels Hochenergiekugelmahlens synthetisiert und deren Struk-
tur und ionische Leitfähigkeit untersucht. Darüber hinaus wurde die mechanisch induzierte Phasenumwandlung von g-
Al2O3 zu a-Al2O3 erkundet. All diese Systeme sind durch Verbindungen, welche sich in einem energetischen Nichtgle-
ichgewichtszustand befinden, charakterisiert. Das System Ba1�x

Ca
x

F2, welches eine breite Mischungslücke aufweist, die
durch eine mechanochemische Syntheseroute geschlossen werden konnte, weist ein F� Leitfähigkeitsmaximum im Bere-
ich von Zusammensetzungen nahe x ⇡ 0.50 auf. Hinweise auf ein derartiges Leitfähigkeitsmaximum für x ⇡ 0.5 wurden
auch für mikrokristallines Ba1�x

Sr
x

F2 innerhalb dieser Studie gefunden. Dieses Leitfähigkeitsverhalten wurde bereits für
einkristallines Ca1�x

Sr
x

F2 sowie Pb1�x

Cd
x

F2 in der Literatur beschrieben. Somit scheint es denkbar, dass es sich um ein
grundsätzliches, durch die isovalente Substitution der Kationen verursachtes Phänomen handelt, welches bei Fluoriden,
die in der Fluoritstruktur kristallisieren, auftritt. Die für das System Ba1�x

La
x

F2+x

bekannte Mischungslücke im Bereich
0.55  x  0.85 konnte mittels einer mechanochemischen Syntheseroute geschlossen werden. Es wurden Hinweise für
einen kontinuierlichen Übergang von der Fluoritstruktur des BaF2 zur Tysonitstruktur des LaF3 gefunden. Die im Zusam-
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mensetzungsbereich 0 < x  0.4 beobachtete Erhöhung der Leitfähigkeit geht einher mit einem sehr großen Verhältnis von
hochmobilen Fluor-Ionen zu nicht-mobilen oder langsamen Fluor-Ionen, während sowohl die Leitfähigkeit als auch dieses
Verhältnis für Zusammensetzungen im Bereich x = 0.40 bis x = 0.75 abnehmen.

Das System LaF3-SnF2 weist eine maximale Fluorionenleitfähigkeit auf, die nur etwa eine Größ-enordnung kleiner als
die des schnellsten bekannten Fluorionenleiters, PbSnF4, ist. Die hohe Leitfähigkeit wurde auf die geringe Kristallitgröße
des SnF2 von nur etwa 2 nm zurückgeführt, die zu einem großen Anteil von vermutlich hochleitfähigen Korngrenzbere-
ichen führt. Wird SnF2 allein gemahlen, so scheint dies zur Bildung eines bisher unbekannten Polymorphs des SnF2 zu
führen. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Synthese von nanokristallinem BaMgF4 und BaZnF4, welche Ferroelektrika
sind, mittels Hochenergiekugelmahlens äquimolarer Mischungen der binären Fluoride möglich ist. Darüber hinaus konnte
eine Übergangsverbindung, BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4, hergestellt werden. Mechanosynthetisiertes, nanokristallines BaLiF3 wies eine
im Vergleich zum einkristallinen oder polykristallinem Material erhöhte ionische Leitfähigkeit aber gleichzeitig verringerte
Sprungrate der Ionen auf. Es ergaben sich Hinweise darauf, daß im Fall des mechanosynthetisierten, nanokristallinen BaLiF3
beide Ionenspezies, also Li- und F-Ionen, mobil sind, während im Falle von einkristallinem oder polykristallinem Material
wahrscheinlich nur eine Ionenspezies mobil ist. Ba1�x

Sr
x

LiF3 zeigte ähnliche ionische Leitfähigkeiten wie das BaLiF3,
allerdings, wie NMR Experimente zeigen konnten, scheint es durch einen anderen Leitungsmechanismus charakterisiert zu
sein.

Es wurde eine systematische Studie über den Einfluss der Al-Dotierung von kubischem LLZ, das ein sehr schneller
Lithiumionenleiter ist, durchgeführt. Diese wurde durch die Entwicklung einer Tieftemperatur-Syntheseroute ermöglicht,
da so eine sehr genaue Einstellung der Stöchiometrie erreicht werden konnte. Es zeigten sich Hinweise für die Substitution
von La und Zr-Ionen durch Al-Ionen, die zu einer Veränderung der Struktur und wahrscheinlich einer Herabsenkung der
Sprungbarrieren für die Li-Ionen führt.

Je kleiner die initiale Kristallitgröße, desto langsamer findet die mechanisch induzierte Phasen-umwandlung von g-Al2O3
zum stabilen a-Al2O3 statt. Dies ist wahrscheinlich auf die im Vergleich zum a-Al2O3 kleinere Oberflächenenergie des g-
Al2O3 zurückzuführen. Die im Verlauf des Kugelmahlprozesses gebildeten fünffach mit Sauerstoff koordinierten Al-Ionen
spielen eine wesentliche Rolle für die Phasenumwandlung, so wie es in der Literatur für die thermisch induzierte g ! a
Phasenumwandlung bereits berichtet wurde. Der große und einstellbare Anteil der fünffach mit Sauerstoff koordinierten
Al-Ionen erlaubt eine sehr feine Verteilung von, an diesen sich bindenden, Clustern katalytisch aktiver Materialien auf der
Oberfläche des mechanisch behandelten g-Al2O3, was zu einer sehr guten katalytischen Wirksamkeit führt, wie im Falle von
V2O5 im Leibniz Institut für Katalyse gezeigt werden konnte.

Stichworte: Mechanochemie, Fluor-Ionen Dymamik, Festkörper NMR Spektroskopie
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3 Introduction
The synthesis and characterization of yet unknown compounds is an important source for the de-
velopment of new technologies and progress in science. A popular example is the synthesis of
high-temperature superconductors. The synthesis of a material that could conduct an electric current
without resistance at ambient temperature would be of high benefit in many technological sectors.
There are countless other examples of materials with desired properties in the areas of heterogeneous
catalysis, ion conductors and electrode materials for secondary batteries, magnetic materials (e. g.,
for generators), materials for construction or tools (hardness, stiffness, stability against corrosion
etc. Science fiction example: a material with a tensile strength large enough for a space elevator),
phosphorescent materials, dyestuffs and many more. Also the substitution of rare (thus very expen-
sive) or toxic substances used in important applications is of large interest. Hence, there are two
main tasks:

- the prediction of structure and properties from the chemical composition
- the synthesis of potentially interesting materials
Since not even the structure-property relationships are understood for many systems, the first

task is most probably out of reach for the near (and probably also for the more remote) future.
Essentially, the studies shown within this work address the synthesis of compounds not yet

known and their characterization. Thereby a main focus lies on the investigation of possible re-
lations between the ionic conductivity and the micro-structure of the compounds. Especially in case
of Ba1�xCaxF2 and isostructured fluorides this is a main task.

The synthesis technique used is mechanosynthesis, i. e., the synthesis of compounds by high-
energy ball milling of mixtures of starting materials. This technique allows the synthesis of non-
equilibrium compounds which are hardly or not at all accessible by conventional solid state synthesis
routines. Accordingly, another task of these studies is to add some information to gain a better
understanding of this highly complex synthesis routine.

In addition to the synthesis of a fast Li ion conductor and a study dealing with the phase trans-
formation of g-Al2O3 the studies shown in the following address the synthesis and characterization
of fluorides exhibiting a high fluoride ion conductivity. Such materials may be of some interest for
fluoride ion batteries which in principle should have electric capacities even larger than high capacity
Li ion batteries and, moreover, are assumed to be more secure. However, for several reasons that will
be discussed later, the development of such battery systems did not turn out to be of large success so
far.

The characterization of the structure of compounds was accomplished by X-ray scattering and,
being of high importance for this work, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. While
the first technique mainly gives information about the long-range structure, NMR spectroscopy de-
livers information about the micro-structure of the compounds. For some of the systems additional
information was gained by X-ray total scattering analysis to calculate their pair distribution func-
tions. The dynamic properties are primarily investigated by impedance spectroscopy and line shape
analysis of NMR spectra.
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4 Mechanochemistry

4.1 History of mechanochemistry: a brief overview
Mechanochemistry was defined as a "branch of chemistry which is concerned with chemical and
physico-chemical transformations of substances in all states of aggregation produced by the effect
of mechanical energy" by Heinicke[1]. Therefore, it can be said that the history of this branch
of chemistry started several thousand years ago. In the stone age tools were created from stones
skilfully struck against each other. Thus, the ignition of fire by hitting pyrite (from greek pur = fire,
FeS2) with a quartz (SiO2) or flint (SiO2 x n H2O, being the typical material from which tools were
made in the stone age), leading to the exothermic reaction 2 FeS2 + 5.5 O2 ! Fe2O3 + 4 SO2, may
have been the first chemical reaction initiated by man. The resulting sparks of burning pyrite were
used to ignite highly flammable substances like, e. g., tinder fungus. As stated by the South Tyrol
Museum of Archaeology pyrite and tinder fungus were also found in the about 5000 years old pouch
of the so called Iceman. In the following times instead of pyrite also fire steel, which is a brittle,
carbon rich steel, was used in the same way. In modern lighters the sparks igniting the flammable
gas are generated by the friction of steel on a cerium iron alloy.[2] More convenient types of lighters
use a piezoelectric to generate a large potential difference, by hitting the piezoelectric with a hammer
pin when pressing the button of the lighter (producing a clicking noise). The generated discharge
spark ignites the flammable gas. The ignition of a match which is based on the reaction of KClO3,
sulfur and red phosphor, is also initiated mechanically.[3] Thus, the common ways to ignite a fire are
still based on the introduction of mechanical energy into the system.

Although mechanochemical reactions were and are used in several areas (e. g., grinding of mate-
rials for the preparation of paints, balms, pharmaceuticals) and were already common for the people
in the stone age, there are not many publications dealing with a mechanochemical reactions before
the 19th century.[4] The probably oldest one known is from 315 B.C.E. in which Theophrastus of
Eresus reported on the mechanically initiated reduction of cinnabar (HgS) to mercury by grinding it
in a copper mortar with a copper pestle.[5] The next well known publication was about the reduction
of silver chloride by grinding it with other metals in a mortar reported by Michael Faraday.[6] Some
systematic studies were done in the 1880s by Walthére Spring and Matthew Carey Lea, see ref. 4
for more details. In 1918 Wilhelm Ostwald introduced mechanically initiated chemical reactions
into the chemical systematics in addition to thermally, electrochemically and photochemically ini-
tiated reactions.[7] The term "mechanochemistry" however, was already introduced by Crismer six
years earlier[8]. In the first half of the 20th century mechanochemical studies were a rather exotic
area of chemistry. This changed in the 1960s when more and more research groups worked in this
field mainly in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe where it still resides. Over the last years the
mechanochemistry also found slowly increasing attention in the so called western countries.

4.2 Mechanochemistry: implementation and observations
Although the use of pestle and mortar are in principle sufficient to perform mechanochemical reac-
tions, today mainly ball mills are used for this purpose. However, it should be noted that even in a
mortar at least very high pressures of about 1.5 GPa can easily be reached as shown by Dachille and
Roy[9]. In general, the effect of common mechanical actions on material should not be underesti-
mated, see e. g., ref. 10 where the change of aragonite to calcite accompanied by an enrichment of
18O by drilling is reported. Without knowledge of this change the obtained drill cores from geolog-
ical layers produced by ancient corals would give wrong information about the temperature at the
time the corals lived.[10]

Small mechanical force can initiate chemical reactions. A good example are initial explosives
like, for instance, mercury fulminate ((CNO)2Hg). Its explosive decomposition to CO, N2 and Hg
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can be initiated by very weak mechanical force.[11] Just recently, another interesting result, which
was at first assumed to be a mechanochemical reaction initiated by very weak force was published.
Instead of the explosive decomposition of a high energetic compound, Dreger et al. reported on the
fast and easy synthesis of nano-crystalline alkaline earth metal fluorides just by shaking the starting
materials NH4F and the respective metalhydroxides in a plastic container.[12] In a subsequent study,
done in cooperation with the author, however, it was found that the reaction also occurs if the starting
materials are simply brought into contact[13], as it is also known for, e. g., the oxidation of glycerin
by KMnO4.[14]

Mechanical energy can easily be transformed into heat. Thus, one may argue that mechanochem-
istry is just thermochemistry but with an inconvenient way of heating the powders. However, if the
same mixtures of starting materials are treated by a mechanochemical synthesis routine and by a con-
ventional thermal synthesis routine, the reaction products will differ in many cases.[15] Furthermore,
many compounds accessible by a mechanosynthesis routine cannot be prepared by a conventional
solid state synthesis[15], as will also be shown in the following chapters. A good example for the
different products of thermal and mechanical treatment was already discussed by M. Carey Lea in
1893[16]. He reported on the decomposition of silver chloride and mercuric chloride due to grinding
in a mortar. Heating of these compounds, however, leads to an undecomposed melting and sublima-
tion, respectively.[4]

An observation for most mechanochemical reactions of ceramic materials, be it the synthesis of
a compound from a mixture of starting materials or the treatment of a single compound in a high-
energy ball mill, is the formation of nano-crystalline materials, while the formation of nano-particles
is not a particular strength of the mechanochemical processing. The nanosized crystallites mechani-
cally prepared often consist of a quite well ordered core and a more or less disordered grain bound-
ary.[15] The crystallites are commonly agglomerated forming sometimes quite large particles. One
would expect the formation of nano-crystalline material by high-energy ball milling of amorphous
materials due to the high energies introduced. However, in case of alloys amorphous materials can be
prepared by high-energy ball milling.[17] The introduction of impurities like oxygen in such alloys,
however, shall result in crystallization as reported by Birol[18]. This leads to the crystallization be-
havior of ceramics. Milling a ceramic can result in materials with quite large amounts of amorphous
material. But can a glass (partially) be crystallized by high-energy ball milling? An interesting ex-
ample is a study dealing with the change of properties of glassy b -spodumene (LiAlSi2O6) due to
high-energy ball milling conducted by Kuhn et al. [19,20] They found, that the Li ion mobility of the
glassy b -spodumene is reduced due to high-energy ball milling exhibiting values very similar to the
ones of high-energy ball milled crystalline b -spodumene. In contrast to the nano-crystalline material
prepared from poly-crystalline b -spodumene, the high-energy ball milled glass exhibited an XRPD
pattern with only a few peaks of very low intensity. Therefore, the milled glass was denominated as
"nano-glass". The reduction of the Li ion mobility was assumed to be due to a structural relaxation
of the glass. Thus, it would be interesting to increase the milling time (or change the milling con-
ditions) to test if the structural relaxation eventually results in a crystallization of the b -spodumene
or if the nano-glassy condition of the material turns out to be stable under (certain) high-energy ball
milling conditions.

In addition the synthesis of compounds in the course of the milling process, high-energy ball
milling is also used to reduce reaction temperatures for thermal synthesis routines. This is called me-
chanical activation.[21] The effect is due to the formation of large amounts of nanosized crystallites
exhibiting fresh and, thus, reactive surfaces. Additionally, the good intermixing of the starting mate-
rials increases the reactivity of the mixture. For conventional solid state synthesis the starting materi-
als are often also high-energy ball milled in solvents (high-energy ball milling for mechanosynthesis
is generally done without solvents) for good intermixing and grain size reduction, see e. g. ref. 22.
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Figure 1: Sketch of a planetary mill in action at a rotational speed leading to a cataract motion of the
milling balls.

4.3 High-energy ball milling
Typical ball mill types used in laboratories are shaker or vibro mills and planetary mills. In the first
type of mill a single milling ball is put into a beaker made from a very hard material like for instance
stabilized ZrO2 together with the material to be milled. Now the beaker is closed and shaken such
that the ball hits the walls of the beaker. Thus, the energy is introduced by impact. Although a
SPEX 8000 shaker mill was used for a few experiments most of the work presented in this study
is executed with a planetary mill. In a planetary mill two or four milling beakers are placed onto a
main disc opposing each other. The main disc as well as the beakers themselves can be rotated in the
same plane. In the case of the planetary mill used here, which is a P7 premium line (Fritsch), a full
revolution of the main disc leads to a full rotation of the two beakers whereby the beakers and the
main disc rotate in opposite directions. Inside the beakers several milling balls, commonly smaller
than in case of a shaker mill, are present. For the work presented here amounts of 100 or 140 milling
balls with diameters of about 5 mm were used. According to Fritsch the contrarotating disc and
beakers cause complex trajectories of the milling balls. At a certain rotational speed the geometry of
the mill shall lead to the detachment of some of the milling balls from the beaker walls. These balls
are accelerated away from the axis of the main disc leading to impact events at the other milling balls
and, thus, the material milled, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This is called cataract motion. At first view
this seems unexpected since the forces acting on the milling balls always lead away from the axis of
the main disc such that they should stay at the beaker wall farthest away from the axis of the main
disc. However, due to friction (roll friction as well as sliding friction) the milling balls cannot follow
the forces acting upon them instantaneous. Starting at a certain speed of the mill the balls cannot
roll to the place of maximum centrifugal force due to frictional resistance fast enough such that they
follow the rotation of the beaker until they are almost opposed to the place of maximum centrifugal
force, see Fig. 1. At that position they detach from the wall and fall towards the place of maximum
centrifugal force. While they fall the beaker is still rotating leading to a complex trajectory of the
falling milling balls. A correct mathematical description of the process and, thus, the movement of
the milling balls, is highly complex. A distribution of kinetic energies of the milling balls can be
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assumed. This can be tested very easily by putting the milling balls into a sieve which is gently
shaken, being, however, a clearly less complex motion than inside the milling beaker. Most of the
time the milling balls will follow the movement of the sieve close to its ground. Sometimes a milling
ball will detach from the others and fall back onto them. But if the sieve is shaken for a sufficiently
long time, a milling ball will gain a large impulse and jump out the sieve. However, a simplified
estimation of the movement of one ball in the beaker shall be done here.

4.4 Mechanisms and models
The largest distance between the axis of the main disc and the wall of the milling beaker is about 9.1
cm. The inside radius of the beakers is approximately 2.35 cm. The milling balls have a diameter of
around 5 mm. The centrifugal acceleration a can be calculated by

a =
v2

r
(1)

with v being the velocity of the milling ball and r its distance from the axis of the main disc. At
the rotational speed used, which was 600 rounds per minute (rpm) = 10 rounds per second (rps), v
= 20pr. The point where the milling ball detaches from the beaker wall is not known as well as its
velocity relative to the beaker. Therefore, the starting velocity is assumed to be 0 m/s. As starting
point the point of maximum centrifugal force rotated by 180� is taken. This leads to a distance of
approximately 4.65 cm of free fall for the milling ball. Thus, the milling ball is accelerated from r1
= 9.1 cm - 4.7 cm = 4.4 cm to r2 = 9.1 cm - 0.025 cm = 9.075 cm. The acceleration a is a function
of r. This leads to

a = (20pr)2/r (2)

da/dr = d(20pr)2/dr = 400p22r (3)
r2Z

r1

800p2r = 400p2((0.09075 m)2 � (0.044 m)2)⇡ 24.87 m/s2 (4)

s = at2 ⇡ 0.0465 m (5)

t =
p

s/a ⇡ 0.043 s (6)
v = at ⇡ 1.075 m/s. (7)

Thus, in case of a milling ball made of stabilized ZrO2 with a diameter of 5 mm and a specific
density of r ⇡ 5.9 g/cm3 (given by Fritsch) the milling ball has an kinetic energy of Ekin = 0.5 ·
3.86 · 10�4 kg · (1.075 m/s)2 ⇡ 2.23 x 10�4 J (5.66 x 10�4 J in case of a milling ball made of
tungsten carbide with r = 14.95 g/cm3 (given by Fritsch)). This energy may appear to be rather
small. However, if we assume that the milling ball fell onto a spherical BaF2 crystallite with a
diameter of 10 nm the energy is distributed over about 26363 ions and, thus, 4.377 x 10�20 mol.
This leads to an energy of approximately 5 x 1012 kJ/mol (1.3 x 1013 kJ/mol) being introduced into
the crystallite. The lattice energy of BaF2 is 2.352 x 103 kJ/mol[23]. The sum of the first and second
ionisation energies of Ba is about 22 MJ/mol[24]. The ionisation energy of fluorine is approximately
25 MJ/mol[25]. Therefore, if in fact all the energy is transmitted into the crystallite, it will not just
be decomposed completely, but it will become a plasma. Even if only a small part of the energy of
the impacting milling ball (a large part of the energy will be transferred to other milling balls and the
beaker wall) is distributed over the ions forming a small crystal it would be enough to generate high-
energetic states. The small area in which the plasma or another high energetic state of the material
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is generated should cool very fast until it reaches (almost) ambient temperature again. In the 1960s
the "magma-plasma model" was developed to describe the processes happening in the course of
a mechanochemical reaction. According to this model an impact event at a particle transforms a
part of that particle to a plasma. From this plasma the product forms at the residual surface of the
particle.[26] Therefore, it seems plausible to assume that high-energetic states may be frozen this
way. Thus, high-energy ball milling might exhibit some similarities with molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) at cool surfaces. See ref. 27 for a report on the synthesis of a compound by MBE.

However that be, it should be noted that there are several models dealing with the mechanisms
and reactions taking place in the course of a mechanochemical synthesis reaction.[28] However, it
seems plausible that the formation of the products takes place in the surface regions of the milled
starting materials. The mechanical treatment introduces high pressures, shear forces and high tem-
peratures into the materials treated. Furthermore, discharge sparks due to the mechanical cracking
of grains may be generated which could affect the reactivity. However, Calka and Wexler[29] showed
that the additional introduction of electric discharges while milling enabled reactions which did not
occur in case of a mechanical treatment without these artificially introduced discharge events. Radi-
ation may also be produced while ball milling due to the discharge sparks in some cases which may
influence the reaction path, see e. g., ref. 30. The generation of radiation by mechanically breaking
chemical bonds is known as triboluminescence, a long known phenomenon, see ref. 31. It may be
mentioned that the fast unrolling of a scotch tape in vacuum leads to the generation of X-rays.[32]

Thus, high energetic radiation might be produced in the course of milling of specific materials.
Nonetheless, due to the large amount of potential influencing variables, it is very likely that different
mechanically induced reactions follow different reaction paths and mechanisms.[28]

Mechanochemical synthesis strategies can be used for the synthesis of organic and inorganic
compounds, for catalysis or extraction of elements from minerals.[28] Thus, mechanochemistry
should not be seen as an exotic technique but as the common, efficient and easy to use tool for
the chemist it is and always was.
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5 X-ray scattering
To investigate the structure of a crystalline compound, scattering techniques are the methods of
choice. In addition to neutron and electron scattering the most common technique is X-ray scattering.
It is based on the interaction of monochromatic X-ray radiation with the electrons of the atoms or
ions forming the crystal. Since distances between ions or atoms in a crystal, which are in the range
of about one angstrom, have the same magnitude as the wavelength of the X-rays, the scattering at
the equally spaced atoms or ions in a crystal lattice leads to constructive and destructive interference
depending on the angle in which the X-rays incide at the atomic planes created by the atoms or
ions. The relation of the distance between the atomic planes d and the angle of incidence on them,
denominated as q , is given by the Bragg equation,

nl = 2dsinq (8)

with n 2 N and l being the wavelength of the X-rays used. Thus, for constructive interference
between the X-rays, the difference of the path lengths of the X-rays scattered at the parallel atomic
planes, 2d sinq , have to be an integer multiple of the wavelength of the X-rays used.

In the case of a powder diffraction measurement as done with the samples investigated within
this study, a powdered sample is put onto a sample holder and pressed to a flat plane. From this pellet
the inciding x-rays are reflected towards a detector counting the intensity of the radiation. The X-ray
source and the detector move around the sample in one plane in a forficate way. The movement is
done in steps of a certain angle (in the order of 0.01�). Hence, for a certain amount of angles it is
tested if the Bragg condition is satisfied. If this is the case, there will be constructive interference
between the rays scattered at a certain regiment of atomic planes, leading to a high intensity of the
radiation. Consequently, a peak at a certain angle q is obtained. If the intensity of the radiation
recorded by the detector is plotted as a function of 2q the powder diffraction pattern of the sample
is obtained. Since each peak can be associated with a certain distance d between atomic planes, the
powder pattern in principle allows the identification of the structure of the compound investigated.
To gain a ’reflection’ of the x-rays at the atomic planes, it is obvious that q can be varied in a range
between slightly above 0� and slightly beneath 90�. For 0� no reflection is possible and for q > 90�
the pattern is mirrored. In the range from 0� to 90� sinq increases from ⇡ 0 to ⇡ 1 which means that
a large d is connected with a small angle of incidence q . Furthermore, with decreasing wavelength of
the X-ray radiation used, the angle of incidence for a constructive interference for a certain distance
d between atomic planes decreases.

If the compound is found to crystallize in a cubic structure the lattice parameter a can easily be
calculated:

a = d(h2 + k2 + l2)
1
2 (9)

With h, k and l being the Miller-Indices. To understand the meaning of the Miller-Indices we
have to look at a unit cell of a crystal. The unit cell is defined by its three vectors ~a,~b and~c and the
angles between them. Each point in the lattice can therefore be described by a vector ~g being a sum
of the three vectors:

~g = u~a+ v~b+w~c (10)

The triple of numbers uvw describes a point in the lattice. Two points can define a line in the
lattice. Since all the lines can be parallel shifted such that one of the points becomes 000, a line can
therefore be defined by one triple giving the direction of the line which is denoted as [uvw]. Thus,
the triple [uvw] describes a regiment of lines orientated in one direction in the lattice. To define a
plane in the lattice, again three numbers are necessary that describe the points at which this plane
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subtends the coordination axis, thus, the a (m00), b (0n0) and c (00p) axis. The Miller indices are
the inverse of these numbers. Therefore, a plane subtending the axis at (214) is described by the
Miller indices (1

2
1
1

1
4). To get integer numbers the least common multiple of the denominator has to

be found. This leads to the Miller-Indice (241).[1]

According to the Bragg equation one might expect the diffractogram to consist of single bars
with no extent in the 2q dimension. This is, of course, not the case since there is still constructive
interference for 2d sin(q ± dq). Furthermore there is a small phase shift of the X-ray radiation
when passing through an atomic plane due to thermal motion of the atoms. Scattering at multiple
atomic planes leads to an accumulation of these phase shifts. Thus, the diffractogram consists of
peaks with a narrow top and broad base. The peak width, or to be more exact the full width at
half maximum (FWHM), is influenced by several factors which can be separated into instrumental
broadening due to imperfections of the diffractometer as well as general effects of the measuring
principle, and broadening caused by properties of the sample. The latter ones are primarily a small
crystallite size and heterogeneous strain. The sharpness of the peaks is connected to the number N
of scattering centers for the X-rays. The more parallel atomic planes formed by the atoms or ions
scattering the X-rays, the sharper the peak becomes. Thereby the phase difference d between the
rays interfering has to satisfy the condition d = 360�/N for destructive interference. Hence, for small
crystallites with diameters smaller than about 1 µm an increase of the peak width can be observed
due to the reduced number of scattering centers in these crystallites. If the crystallite size becomes
too small, there will be no peaks visible at all and the sample is denominated as non-crystalline or
amorphous. So the transition from nano-crystalline to amorphous materials is not easy to define by
XRPD measurements.

To calculate the average crystallite size or the lattice strain from the FWHM of the XRPD peaks
the FWHM has to be decreased by the instrumental broadening effects. For that purpose the diffrac-
togram of a single crystalline material is recorded. From that pattern the FWHM of the peaks is
determined. The difference of the two widths gives the width of the peaks caused by the properties
of the sample itself, denominated as b . With this information the equation introduced by Scherrer
can give the average crystallite size, i. e., the average diameter of the crystallites hdi:

hdi= Kl360�

2pb [�2q ]cosq
(11)

Thereby, K is a geometric factor which is 0.89 in case of spherical crystallites. However, since
the crystallite size is not the only value influencing the FWHM of the XRPD peaks, the values ob-
tained from the Scherrer equation commonly underestimates the average crystallite size. As already
mentioned, a main source for peak broadening is heterogeneous strain or microstrain e . Microstrain
means a local change of d due to structural disorder. It is defined as follows[2]:

e =
dhkl �dhkl,0

dhkl,0
(12)

Thereby, dhkl is a distance between atomic planes in the strained system and dhkl,0 the same in
the non-strained system. Thus, e gives the deviation-width of dhkl from dhkl,0. To calculate both, the
average crystallite size and the microstrain, in 1953 Williamson and Hall introduced the following
equation[3]:

b cosq
l

= 4e sinq
l

+
1
hdi (13)

A plot of b cosq
l as a function of 4sinq

l gives points which can be fitted with a line. The slope of
this line gives e and the intercept with the ordinate the inverse average crystallite size. Expectedly,
the crystallite sizes calculated this way are larger than the ones calculated with Scherrer’s equation.
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However, the correct estimation of the average crystallite size of a compound remains a non-
trivial task. In principle it can also be done by transmission electron microscopy, but several thou-
sands of crystallites have to be analyzed to get a hardly significant statistics. Another way is the sim-
ulation of the XRPD pattern by assuming the crystallite size and microstrain. The average crystallite
size can also be estimated from the pair distribution function of a sample gained from scattering
experiments as shown in this work for the system Ba1�xLaxF2+x.

As already discussed the scattering angle q at which a peak occurs in the diffractogram depends
on the wavelength of the X-ray radiation used. This makes a comparison of patterns difficult. To
avoid this problem the scattering vector ~q can be used which is the vector difference between the
vectors of the incoming radiation ~k0 and the scattered radiation ~k00: ~q = ~K0 �~k0 with |~k00| = |~k0| =
2p/l . The connection between the scattering angle q and the absolute value of the scattering vector
~q is given in the following equation (for elastic scattering)[4]:

q = 2k0sin(q) = 4psin(q)/l (14)

As commonly known the diffraction pattern of a compound represents the arrangement of the
scattering objects in reciprocal space. Where ~r is the position vector of an atom or ion in normal
space, ~q is the position vector of them in reciprocal space. Thus, a Fourier transformation of the
diffraction pattern should lead to a pattern being a function of~r. For this purpose the XRPD pattern
in which the intensity Ie of the elastically scattered radiation can be found as a function of q has to
be converted to the structure factor S(q) [5]:

S(q) = 1+
Ie(q)�


n
Â

i=1
ci f 2

i (q)
�


n
Â

i=1
ci fi(q)

�2 (15)

Thereby, ci and fi are the atomic concentration and scattering factors of the atomic species in the
sample. To get Ie the diffraction pattern has to be corrected for absorption, fluorescence and inelastic
Compton scattering.

From the structure factor the total reduced pair distribution function, G(r), can be calculated by
a Fourier transformation[4,5]:

G(r) = 4pr[r(r)�r0] =
2
p

qmaxZ

0

q(S(q)�1)sin(rq)dq (16)

Thereby, r(r) and r0 are the local and average atomic number densities, respectively. r is the
radial distance. This function gives the probability to find an atom or ion in a certain distance r from
each other. Thus, information about the microstructure of a compound can be obtained which is of
particular interest in case of disordered materials. However, as can be seen from equation (16) an
integration from q = 0 to a maximum value of q is done. Hence, the larger q, the better the resolution
of r(q). Commonly a q-value of at least 15 Å�1 should be used. Nonetheless, in case of Cu-Ka
radiation with l = 0.154 nm qmax would be about 7 Å�1. Ergo X-rays with smaller wavelengths
should be used. Furthermore, the radiation should be highly monochromatic and of high intensity.
Therefore, synchrotron radiation is commonly used for this purpose.
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6 Diffusion in solids
Diffusion is the random movement of particles in space. In case of particles of different species A
and B which are at the time t = 0 separated from each other, diffusion leads to an intermixing of these
particle species exhibiting a transport of species A to the spatial region of species B and of species B
to the spatial region of species A. Thus, the diffusion of particles equalizes an initial concentration
gradient by creating a flux of particles jjj:

j =�DDDtr—c. (17)

Thereby, DDDtr is the tracer diffusion coefficient tensor and —c the concentration gradient. This is
known as Fick’s first law. If the number of particles is constant, the following equation describes the
change of the concentration of the species due to the diffusion:

dc
d t

= —(DDDtr—c) (18)

This is Fick’s second law. If DDDtr is independent of the concentration, the following equation is
obtained:

dc
d t

= DDDtrDc (19)

Since the temperature of a system is given by the energy of its particles the diffusion can be
assumed to be dependent on temperature. This dependency can be described by an empiric Arrhenius
law:

DDDtr(T ) = DDDtr
0 exp

✓
�DH

RT

◆
(20)

Thereby, DH is the activation enthalpy of the diffusion and Dtr
0 a pre-exponential factor. In a

solid, the activation enthalpy consists of two parts. The first part is the migration enthalpy which
is the energy the atom or ion needs to jump from its position to a vacant site. For a jump the ion
has to overcome a potential barrier created by the neighboring ions. In the case that there are many
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vacant sites for instance due to doping with a heterovalent ion species or a structure with inherently
partly occupied sites the activation enthalpy can be understood as migration enthalpy. If, however,
defects have to be created thermally, the activation enthalpy is in the most simple case the sum of
the migration enthalpy and a fraction of the defect formation enthalpy (depending on the defect
formation mechanism).

If the diffusivity of an ion species in a solid shall be investigated, there is commonly no con-
centration gradient (although it can be created, vide infra). Thus, the self diffusion is investigated.
While the diffusion equalizing a concentration gradient can often very easily be observed (e. g., the
diffusion of MnO�

4 in water by dropping a small amount of KMnO4 into the water and following the
expansion of the violet color), the investigation of the self diffusion is more difficult. This problem
can be circumvented by using tracers. A tracer is an isotope of the diffusing species. The tracer
is put into the material of which the diffusion coefficient shall be investigated at a certain position.
Thus, a concentration gradient is created. After a definite time the material is cooled down to stop or
slow down the diffusion and cut into thin slices. If the tracer is radioactive the diffusion coefficient
can directly be determined from the radioactivity profile using a suitable solution of the diffusion
equation (eq. (19)). Also a non-radioactive isotope of the ion diffusing in the solid can be used for
the experiment. The amount of this species at a certain position in the solid can then be estimated
by vaporizing the material after the diffusion experiment and analyzing the resulting gas by mass
spectrometry. However, the diffusion behavior of that isotope may differ from the one of the most
abundant isotope diffusing in the solid (in case of isotopes with small atomic numbers). Further-
more, the extraction or production of isotopes is often elaborate and expensive. In addition to that,
in some cases the half-life of the available isotopes is too short for diffusion experiments. Therefore,
methods which do not need tracers are needed. There are several methods available like for instance
neutron scattering, impedance spectroscopy and several NMR methods. These methods allow the in-
vestigation of the diffusion processes on different time scales. Very slow diffusion processes can be
investigated by neutron scattering[1] and NMR techniques like spin-alignment-echo (SAE) NMR[2]

or 2D NMR[3]. Faster processes are inter alia accessible by impedance spectroscopy, motional nar-
rowing of NMR lines, spin lattice relaxation at low magnetic field strengths and b -NMR[4]. Very
fast diffusion processes can be measured by field gradient NMR, b -NMR and spin lattice relaxation
experiments at high magnetic field strengths.

The self diffusion is characterized by the self diffusion coefficient Dsd which according to Ein-
stein and Smoluchowski can be described as follows:

Dsd = lim
t!•

1
2dt

h~R2i (21)

Thereby, d is the dimensionality of the diffusion and h~R2i the mean squared displacement of
the particle observed. In case of a cubic lattice and jumps between neighboring sites Dsd can be
described as:

Dsd =
l2

2dt
(22)

with l being the jump length and t the mean dwelling time of the ion at a site. This equation
is correct in case of uncorrelated jumps of the ions. In real systems jumps of the ions are often at
least partly correlated. The jump of an ion from site A to site B creates a vacancy at site A to which
the ion can jump back. Obviously, this jump process does not add to the transport of ions in the
solid which reduces the mean square displacement of the ions to hR2

corri < hR2i and, therefore, the
diffusion coefficient. This can be described by a correlation factor fc:
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fc = lim
t!•

h~R2
corri

h~R2i
(23)

Thus, 0  fc  1. Since correlated back and forth jumps do not contribute to the ionic transport
but to the spin lattice relaxation or motional narrowing from which the jump rates of the ions can
in principle be calculated or estimated, the from equation (22) obtained self diffusion coefficient is
larger than the tracer diffusion coefficient in case of correlated jumps:

Dtr = fcDsd (24)

The tracer diffusion coefficient can in principle also be calculated from the direct current con-
ductivity sdc of a material by the Nernst-Einstein equation (eq. (26)):

Dtr = DNEHV (25)

DNE =
sdckBT

nq2 (26)

Thereby, HV is the Haven ratio, with HV = 1 for uncorrelated movement of the ions, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, n is the effective density of mobile ions and q the charge of the ions.
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7 Impedance spectroscopy
The conductivities of the samples investigated within this study were measured by impedance spec-
troscopy. The impedance Z is the electric resistance to an alternating voltage V (t) = V0 exp(iwt)
with the angular frequency w = 2p f resulting in an alternating current I(t) = I0 exp(i(wt�q)) with
q being the phase angle between current and voltage and i =

p
�1 the imaginary unit. Thereby, the

amplitude of the voltage used is in the order of 20 mV for a nearly linear response of the system.[1]

It should be noted that a phase angle q 6= 0 is only observed if the sample has a capacitative or
inductive resistance causing a delayed response of the system[1]. In case of an ohmic resistor q = 0.

The complex impedance Z⇤ can be calculated similarly to the resistance R = V/I of an ohmic
system:

Z⇤ =
V (t)
I(t)

=
V0 exp[i(wt)]

I0 exp[i(wt �q)]
= Z0 exp(iq) (27)
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The inverse of the complex impedance is denominated as admittance Y ⇤ = 1/Z⇤. [1] The normal-
ized quantity of the admittance is the conductivity s⇤. In the case that the measurements are done
at a sample with plane parallel electrodes (as (in approximation) done in the case of the conducted
experiments), then

s⇤ = Y ⇤d/A (28)

with d being the thickness of the sample and A being the surface of an electrode (in approxima-
tion both electrodes have identical surfaces).

The complex values like impedance, admittance and, thus, conductivity can be separated into a
real (Z0) and a complex part (Z00). [1]

Z⇤ = Z0+Z00 (29)
Y ⇤ = Y 0+Y 00 (30)
s⇤ = s 0+s 00 (31)

In an admittance spectra as shown in several of the following chapters the real part is plotted
as a function of frequency. From the frequency independent plateau the direct current (DC) admit-
tance is estimated which is then transformed into the real part of the conductivity s 0, being the dc
conductivity.

The impedance is usually measured as a function of frequency and temperature. Time-response-
measurements (dc) and Impedance Spectroscopy are connected via Fourier Transformation. For
practical reasons, impedance spectroscopy is used for fast processes (ionic hopping) while slow
processes (polarization) are investigated by time-response measurements.
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8 NMR

8.1 The nuclear spin
Fermions like protons, electrons and neutrons are characterized by a half-integer spin s = 1/2, while
bosons are characterized by an integer spin s = 1. The spin is the quantum-mechanical analogon to
the classical angular momentum creating a magnetic dipole. The spin of the electron is the origin
of paramagnetism of atoms and molecules due to unpaired electrons (the spins of paired electron
cancel out each other). The spins of the nucleons in a nuclei couple and, thus, give the nucleus a
combined spin: the nuclear spin I = 1

2n with n 2 N. In case of odd mass numbers of the nuclei a
half-integer nuclear spin is obtained as observed for, e. g., 1H (I = 1/2), 7Li (I = 3/2), 19F (I = 1/2)
or 27Al (I = 5/2)[1]. If the number of protons and the number of neutrons forming a nucleus are
both even this leads to a canceling of the spins[1]. Examples are 12C (I = 0), 16O (I = 0) or 40Ca
(I = 0). Integer spins are observed for nuclei with odd numbers of protons and neutrons like it is the
case for 6Li (I = 1), 14N (I = 1) or 138La (I = 5). This is valid for the nuclei in their ground-state.
The spin of a nucleus can be changed by the absorption or emission of a high-energetic photon. For
example, I = 1/2 for 57Fe. If it absorbs a g-quant of the right energy (14.4 keV) its spin changes to
3/2.[2]
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The absolute value of the nuclear spin is given by |~I|=
p

I(I +1)h̄, with h̄ = h/2p and h being
the Planck constant. Thus, ~I is quantized. If we define the direction of the magnetic field as the
z-axis, then

|~Iz|= mh̄ (32)
m = I, I �1, ...,�1 (33)

with m being the magnetic quantum number.

8.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy
The nuclear spin is connected to its magnetic moment by

~µ = g~I (34)

with g being the gyromagnetic ratio which can be calculated as follows:

g =
gl ·µN

h̄
(35)

µN =
e · h̄

2mproton
(36)

with gl being the empirical and nuclear specific Landé g-factor, e the charge of the electron, mproton
the mass of the proton and µN the nuclear magneton. If nuclei with I 6= 0 are brought into an external
magnetic field B0 the magnetic moments connected with their spins will interact with the magnetic
field. The sum of the magnetic moments aligned in the magnetic field gives the measurable quantity,
the so called magnetization

~M = Â
i
~µi. (37)

The potential energy of the nucleus with I 6= 0 depends on its alignment in the magnetic field:

E =�~µ ~B0 (38)

giving combined with equations (32) and (34):

E =�gmh̄B0. (39)

Thus, in case of a nucleus with I = 1/2, when brought into a magnetic field, there are two possible
energetic states distinguishable with m = +1/2 and m = �1/2, in case of a nucleus with I = 3/2
there are four energetic states due to four possible values for m: m = +3/2, m = +1/2, m = �1/2
and m =�3/2. They are called Zeeman levels named after Pieter Zeeman (1865-1943). In general
the number of different Zeeman levels is m = 2I +1. As can be seen from equation (38), the energy
difference between these states is equal. Thereby the +1/2 level has a lower energy than the -1/2
level (cf. equation (38)). This leads to a preference of the +1/2 level creating a magnetization ~M in
direction of the field, thus, along the z-axis.

Transitions between the Zeeman levels can be initiated by the absorption or stimulated emission
of a photon with its spin being s = 1 (spontaneous emission is a rather rare event here[3]). Due to the
conservation of angular momentum only transitions between neighboring levels are possible. Thus,
for a transition the change of energy is:

DE = hn = h̄gB0 = h̄w0 (40)
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with w0 being the Larmor precession of the magnetic moments. The Larmor precession is caused by
the angular momentum ~T acting upon the magnetic moments, created by the magnetic field B0:

~T =~µ ⇥ ~B0 = µB0sinq (41)

Thus, the magnetic moments of the nuclei precess around the z-axis in a cone-shaped fashion.
The occupation ratio of the Zeeman levels can be calculated as exemplarily shown in the fol-

lowing for 19F situated in a magnet with the magnetic field strength of 14.1 T at a temperature of
293 K.

N+1/2

N�1/2
= exp(�DE/kT ) = exp(�h̄gB0/kT ) (42)

⇡ exp(�6.626x10�34/2p ·2.52x108 ·14.1/1.380x10�23 ·293) = 0.9991 (43)

Thus, in this case the ratio is about 1111 nuclei situated at the lower energetic Zeeman level to 1110
nuclei situated at the higher energetic Zeeman level.

If a photon with the Larmor frequency w0/2p = n0 of a nucleus interacts with that nucleus in the
magnetic field it comes into resonance with it and the nucleus can attain the next higher energetic
level (absorption) or the next lower energetic level (stimulated emission).

For an NMR experiment the sample is put into a coil and placed in the magnetic field. The
magnetic moments of the nuclei will align to the direction of the magnetic field, thus, to the z-
axis. An NMR signal can be measured if the magnetization ~M precesses in the xy-plane since
this movement induces an electric current in the coil. To get the magnetization into the xy-plane
another magnetic field is necessary. As already shown, the magnetic field ~B0 induces an angular
momentum ~T to the magnetic dipoles. Thus, applying an alternating electric current with an angular
frequency being the Larmor frequency w0 at the coil comprising the sample, a magnetic field ~B1 in
the xy-plane is induced. This generates an angular momentum which leads to a precession w1 of
the magnetization around the x or y-axis. However, two magnetic fields are now acting upon the
magnetic moments. This makes the treatment of the system complex. Therefore, the coordinate
system is rotated with the Larmor precession w0. This eliminates the effect of ~B0 such that the
resulting magnetic field acting upon the magnetic moments is ~B1. In case of a ~B1 in direction of the
x-axis follows:

~w1(w0) =�g ~B1(w0) =
dq(w0)

dt
~ex (44)

Thereby, q is the angle the magnetization is rotated around the x-axis. By varying the field strength
of ~B1 or the beam time t, q can be adjusted:

q = w1t (45)

Hence, the simplest experiment is the use of a p/2 pulse to bring the magnetization into the
xy-plane. A decaying, sinusoidal signal results, which is, therefore, denominated as free induction
decay (FID). The decay is due to the spin-spin relaxation, i. e., a dephasing of the magnetic dipoles.
The dephasing is caused by small differences of the local magnetic fields the nuclei experience.
These differences are due to inhomogeneities of the magnetic field ~B0 and interactions between the
nuclei. Thus, if there are strong interactions, the signal will decay fast. The spin-spin relaxation can
be described by an exponential time-law:

M(t) = M0exp(� t
T ⇤

2
) (46)
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with T ⇤
2 being the spin-spin relaxation time. As already mentioned it has different origins which

can be separated into microscopic variations of the magnetic field due to spin-spin interactions, dif-
ferent electronic environments of the nuclei (= different chemical shifts), dipolar interactions, diffu-
sion et cetera and macroscopic variations of the magnetic field, thus external field inhomogeneities.
The latter one means that the magnetic field strength of the applied field B0 differs at different re-
gions of the sample which has a large impact on T ⇤

2 . To get rid of this part (and other static effects)
a Hahn echo (or spin echo) experiment can be performed. For this purpose a p/2-pulse is applied
followed by an p-pulse after an evolution time t in which the spins dephase. The p-pulse leads to
a refocussing of the spins creating an Gaussian shaped signal with a maximum intensity after 2t .
However, only the spins which did not change their precession frequency during the waiting time
will be refocussed. Therefore, the exponential decay of the echo-amplitude with increasing waiting
time t is solely due to irreversible spin-spin relaxation characterized by the time constant T2 instead
of T ⇤

2 in eq. (46).
The FID can be transformed from the time-domain into the frequency-domain by a Fourier trans-

form giving the NMR spectrum. It consists of one or several NMR lines situated at different frequen-
cies reflecting the magnetic environments of the nuclei. If a compound which has only one chemical
environment for the nuclei observed is measured, the frequency of this signal, nref, can be used as a
reference. The difference of the frequency of the NMR line of other compounds and the frequency
of the reference is the chemical shift d = n�nref

nref
. It is commonly given in parts per million (ppm)

of the spectrometer frequency to compare chemical shifts measured with different spectrometer fre-
quencies. In case of a spectrum recorded with n0 = 400 MHz 10 ppm would be 10 ppm x 400 MHz
= 4 kHz, in case of n0 = 800 MHz it would be 8 kHz. Thus, the higher the spectrometer frequency,
the larger the distances between two NMR lines spaced by a certain chemical shift which leads to
an increased resolution since the dipolar broadening of the NMR lines is not a function of magnetic
field strength, cf. eq. (49).

In case of a fast decay of the signal, the Fourier transform leads to broad NMR lines since the
line width of the NMR lines Dn is given by:

Dn =
1

T ⇤
2
. (47)

Thus, if the interactions between the nuclei are weak or if they are averaged out due to a fast
movement of the nuclei to each other, the decay-time of the FID will be quite long giving narrow
NMR lines. This effect can be rationalized by going back to the FID. The FID consists of a su-
perposition of sinusoidal signals with slightly different frequencies caused by the precession of the
magnetic moments situated in different magnetic environments of the sample leading to slightly
different precession frequencies. The larger the interactions between the nuclei, the larger the dif-
ferences between the precession frequencies and, therefore, the faster the dephasing of the magnetic
moments. If, however, the nuclei change their sites fast, they also change their precession frequency
often. If this change is that fast that the phase shift between the different precession frequencies lead-
ing to the dephasing cannot build up, an average precession frequency is obtained. Fourier transform
of this FID gives a narrow NMR line. This process is called motional narrowing. This is the reason
why NMR lines of liquids are much narrower than NMR lines of solids. In the extreme case that
all interactions between the nuclei are averaged out, the FID is dominated by the inhomogeneities
of the magnetic field which is called extreme narrowing regime. Motional narrowing sets in if the
jump rate of the nuclei investigated or the one of its interacting, surrounding nuclei is larger than the
full width at half maximum (fwhm) of the non narrowed NMR line. That way the jump rate of the
nuclei observed or the one of its surrounding particles can be estimated.

Another important relaxation mechanism is the spin lattice relaxation (SLR). While the spin-
spin relaxation is an entropic phenomenon, the SLR is accompanied by a change of the energy of
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the system. The SLR causes the magnetization ~M to relax towards the z-axis in time t. This process
can be described by a single-exponential time-law:

M(t) = M0[1� exp(� t
T1
)] (48)

T1 is called the spin lattice relaxation time. For the measurements the magnetization is brought into
the xy-plane by applying a p/2-pulse. After a waiting time t the towards the z-axis relaxed magneti-
zation is brought into the xy-plane by applying another p/2-pulse. Like in case of the measurement
of T2 the variation of the waiting time allows the determination of T1 by plotting M(t) as a function
of t.

SLR is caused by a fast change of the magnitude and direction of magnetic interactions like
dipolar coupling, being the most important kind or interaction in this process, between the nuclei
creating fluctuating magnetic fields. These induce the nuclei to flip amongst their spin states.[3] The
fast change of the interactions is caused by motions of the nuclei to each other since the dipolar
coupling depends on the internuclear distance and angular arrangement of the nuclei[3]:

KAX =
⇣ µ0

4p

⌘ h̄gAgX

r3
AX

(2p)�1 (49)

Thereby, A and X are the two different nuclei, µ0 is the permeability of vacuum and KAX(3cos2q �1)
is the splitting of the NMR lines in Hz which, according to the equation, is a function of the distance
rAX of the two nuclei and the angle between their connecting line and the z-axis.

The probability that the fluctuations of these local fields have a component oscillating at w0
satisfying the resonance condition for an interaction with the respective nucleus gives the rate T�1

1
of the relaxation process. This probability is given by the spectral density function:

J(w) µ 2tc

1+w2t2
c

(50)

Thereby tc is the correlation time, thus, the time over which two conditions of a system (in this case
regarding the magnetic interactions) are still correlated to each other. It can be seen as memory of
the system. Therefore, it is closely related to the kind and velocities of the motions of the nuclei.
w is the angular frequency of the oscillation of the magnetic fields acting upon the nuclei observed.
Expectedly, J(w0) becomes maximal in the case that t�1

c ⇡w0. This can be used to estimate the jump
rate of an ion in a solid. If the change of the inter-nuclear interactions is solely due to translational
ionic motion, their jump rate is t�1

c .
To find tc the SLR rate T�1

1 of a sample is measured at different temperatures (assuming that the
mobility of the ion is thermally activated). The temperature at which the rate becomes maximal gives
t�1

c ⇡ w0. According to the BPP model[4], the dependence of tc on temperature can be described
by an Arrhenius term:

t�1
c = t�1

• exp
✓

EA

kT

◆
(51)

t• is the jump frequency at infinite temperature, EA the activation energy of the motion of the ions
and k is Boltzmann’s constant. If this equation is introduced into equation (50) two limiting cases
are obtained. For high temperatures, thus, for wtc ⌧ 1, T1 is correlated directly to tc, since for this
case tc

1+w2t2
c
⇡ tc

1 = tc:

T�1
1 µ tc µ exp

✓
Ea

kT

◆
(52)

ln(T�1
1 ) µ EA

kT
(53)
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while in case of low temperatures, thus, wtc � 1 the following relation is obtained:

T�1
1 µ 1

w2tc
µ w�2exp

✓
EA

kT

◆
(54)

ln(T�1
1 ) µ �2ln(w)� EA

kT
(55)

Thus, an Arrhenius-plot of the SLR rate as a function of the inverse temperature gives the activation
energy for the ionic motion observed. In case of low temperatures, thus, for the so called low
temperature flank, commonly a smaller activation energy is observed than for the so called high
temperature flank since in this regime only short range motion of the ions is observed, while the
high-temperature regime (high temperature flank) exhibits the long-range motion processes of the
ions. Furthermore, changing w0 leads to a shift of the low temperature flank in the Arrhenius plot in
the direction of ln(T�1

1 ).
A technique used for many of the systems investigated in this study is magic angle spinning

(MAS) NMR. This technique is used to get rid of the line broadening caused by dipolar interactions
between the nuclei and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA). The CSA is due to an anisotropic envi-
ronment of the nuclei observed such that crystallites with different orientations towards the z-axis
and, thus, ~B0, show different chemical shifts. As was already shown in equation (49) the dipolar
interactions are a function of the angle between the connecting line between the interacting nuclei
and the z-axis. Hence, if the term (3cos2q �1) = 0, there would be no dipolar interactions. This is
the case if q ⇡ 54.7�. Since in a powdered sample not all connecting lines between the nuclei will be
situated in that angle, and since the chemical shift anisotropy is not affected this way, the sample has
to be rotated around this angle. In time-wise average that way all connecting lines of the interacting
nuclei form an angle q ⇡ 54.7� with the z-axis. Also the CSA is averaged this way. To achieve this
time-wise average the sample has to be spun with a frequency larger than the fwhm of the NMR line
to be narrowed. Since the 19F spectra exhibit NMR lines with a broadness in the order of 30 kHz
(due to the large gyromagnetic moment of 19F) in case of this nucleus, spinning rates nrot clearly
larger than 30 kHz are necessary. The 19F MAS NMR spectra shown in the following studies were
recorded at a spinning rate of 60 kHz. In most cases additional NMR lines can be seen in an MAS
NMR spectrum which change their chemical shift with spinning frequency (that way they can be
identified in complex spectra). They are called spinning sidebands. They surround the central NMR
lines in distances of nnrot with n 2 N. The origin of this lines is the fact that the spacial orientations
of the connecting lines between the nuclei in relation to ~B0 are the same every 1/nrot s. Hence, every
1/nrot s the FID contains the signal of the unchanged spectra. Fourier transformation leads to the
respective NMR lines.

In case of the 27Al MAS NMR spectra, shown in some of the studies in this work, smaller
spinning speeds can be used due to the smaller gyromagnetic ratio of 27Al compared to the one
of 19F. However, since this nucleus has a spin I = 5/2, it has a nuclear quadrupole moment Q (as
all nuclei with I > 1/2). The nuclear quadrupole moment leads to a change of the energies of the
Zeeman levels in case the nucleus is situated in an electric field gradient, e. g., if it is coordinated by
atoms in a non-axial symmetric fashion. Thus, the equidistant Zeeman energy levels are changed to
non-equidistant energy levels, such that additional NMR lines are generated. The perturbations of
the Zeeman levels can be calculated as shown in the following:

E = E(0) +E(1) +E(2) (56)

Thereby E(0) is the energy level without perturbation and E(1) and E(2) are the first-order and the
second-order perturbations to the Zeeman levels. According to ref. 5 they can be calculated as
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shown in the following:

E(0) =�gmh̄B0 (57)

E(1) =
e2qQ

4I(2I �1)
(3m2 � I(I +1))

1
2
[3cos2q �1)+hQcos2fsin2q ] (58)

E(2) =�
✓

e2qQ
4I(2I �1)

◆2 m
w0

⇥
⇢
�1

5
(I(I +1)�3m2)(3+h2

Q) (59)

+
1

28
(8I(I +1)�12m2 �3)[(h2

Q �3)(3cos2q �1)+6hQsin2qcos2f ] (60)

+
1
8
(18I(I +1)�34m2 �5)


1

140
(18+h2

Q)(35cos4q �30cos2q +3) (61)

+
3
7

hQsin2q(7cos2q �1)cos2f +
1
4

h2
Qsin4qcos4f

��
(62)

Thereby eq = Vzz is the anisotropy of the electric field gradient (EFG) V, which is a second rank
tensor, hQ =

Vxx�Vyy
Vzz

is the asymmetry parameter of the EFG (which is zero in case of an axially
symmetric electric field gradient), f and q are the angles emerging from the orientation of the coor-
dination polyhedron surrounding the nucleus with respect to the z-axis. The angular dependence of
the perturbation leads to the emergence of a large number of additional NMR lines slightly differing
in their chemical shift and, thus, line broadening. The first order perturbation shows a dependence
on 3cos2q �1 and, therefore, the first order perturbation can be decreased by magic angle spinning.
The second order perturbation, however, does not show such a dependence but exhibits a proportion-
ality to w�1

0 and, thus, to the magnetic field strength. Hence, the second order perturbation decreases
with increasing field strength. Thus, to record well separated, narrow NMR lines with chemical shifts
close to the ones which would be obtained without the perturbations, the measurements should be
done under MAS conditions at a high magnetic field strength. However, the available field strength
for a magnet is limited and MAS spinning cannot remove the whole first order perturbation (cf. eq.
(58)). Therefore, other techniques like multiple quantum MAS NMR (which will not be treated in
this short introduction to NMR spectroscopy) have to be used to get unperturbed spectra of nuclei
with I > 1/2.
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9 Increase of the fluoride ion conductivity due to cation-mixing:
mechanosynthesis and characterization of metastable Ba1�xCaxF2

9.1 Introduction
The synthesis of metastable materials with new or enhanced catalytic, mechanical, optical, magnet-
ical or electrical properties is a mainspring for progress in science and technology.[1–14] Although
many materials with potentially interesting properties are predicted to be able to exist, they remain
in a theoretical state since the synthesis of these phases is often difficult, see e. g. refs. 1, 15 and
16. Some non-equilibrium materials hardly accessible by thermal synthesis routines were found to
be accessible by employing molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and the use of low temperature sub-
strates.[17–22] Unfortunately, this technique comes along with some disadvantages. For instance,
MBE is restricted to the synthesis of small amounts of the metastable material, i. e. thin films with
a thickness of about a micrometer or less. Additionally the experimental efforts (temperature, de-
position rate, and pressure have to be carefully adjusted to find conditions allowing the deposition
of metastable phases on a suitable substrate[1,19,20]) as well as the financial costs are rather high.
However, in addition to other techniques being more or less laborious, mechanosynthesis, which is
performed by high-energy ball milling, has proven to be a very simple method for the preparation of
rather large quantities (at least some grams) of several metastable phases.[11,23–25]

One of the properties most desired for ceramic materials these days is a high ion conductivity.
While fast Li ion conductors are in the focus of research also ceramic fast fluoride ion conductors
are of interest, for instance for chemical sensors[26,27], but also for high capacity secondary batteries
used in particular for high temperature applications[28–39].

There are several basic principles to facilitate fast ion conduction in ceramics which are, e. g., the
reduction of the crystallite size[40], doping with aliovalent ions[26] or stabilizing fast ion conducting
structures[41]. Another interesting example is the generation of highly conducting interfaces between
materials exhibiting moderate ionic conduction. For instance, Sata et al. reported on the preparation
of heterolayered films consisting of BaF2 and CaF2 by MBE which showed an anionic conductivity
parallel to the layers exceeding the ones of the binary fluorides by several orders of magnitude.[42]

They assumed that, due to the different standard chemical potentials of fluoride ion interstitials and
vacancies in BaF2 and CaF2, a certain amount of fluoride ions occupy interstitial sites in CaF2 close
to the interfaces of the layers creating fluoride ion vacancies in the BaF2 layer. That way space charge
regions between the layers are generated.[43] The conductivity increases with decreasing thickness
of the layers until the whole bulk material becomes part of the charged and, thus, defective region
which exhibits an increased ionic diffusivity.

Another way to increase the ionic conductivity of ceramics is the partial substitution of cations.
This has been shown for many oxygen ion conductors but also for fluoride ion conductors.[26,44]

For instance, the substitution of Ba ions in BaF2 by heterovalent ions like rare earth elements (RE)
leads to Ba1�xRExF2+x compounds with an increased fluoride ion conductivity compared to pure
BaF2.[26] But also in case of isovalent cation substitution ionic conduction can be facilitated. This
was, e. g., found for Ca1�xSrxF2, crystallizing in the fluorite structure, which in addition exhibit an
increased hardness compared to the binary fluorides.[45–48] An even more pronounced effect was
found for Pb1�xCdxF2 which also crystallizes in the fluorite structure.[49] Therefore, one may as-
sume that Ba1�xCaxF2 should also present an increased fluoride ion conductivity. In addition to that,
Ba1�xCaxF2 may be of some interest for optical applications as it was found for Ca1�xSrxF2 and
Ba1�xSrxF2.[50] Materials with a cubic structure like the fluorite structure do not show birefringence
at wavelengths larger than approximately 400 nm. For smaller wavelengths, however, intrinsic bire-
fringence with values of nh110i�nh001i =Dn of approximately 10�7 can also be observed in materials
with cubic structure which decreases the possible resolution of lenses made of these materials.[51,52]
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It was found that DnCaF2 < 0, while DnBaF2 as well as DnSrF2 > 0. Thus, an appropriately composed
solid solution of SrF2 and CaF2 or BaF2 and CaF2 is assumed to show no birefringence at short
wavelengths which would ease the use of these fluorides as lens-material for vacuum ultraviolet
(VUV) lithography with wavelengths down to 157 nm[51,53]. In this context it should be noted that
it is also possible, but tricky, to significantly reduce birefringence in pure CaF2, see e. g. ref. 54.

However, while CaF2 and SrF2 as well as BaF2 and SrF2 form end-to-end solid solutions acces-
sible by thermal synthesis[52,55,56] as well as, e. g., by high energy ball milling[23] this is not known
for the system BaF2-CaF2

[55,57] probably due to the large gap between the ionic radii of barium and
calcium ions of about 37 pm[58] or approximately 30 pm when the more accurate values of Shannon
and Prewitt are used[59]. Although BaF2 and CaF2 form solid solutions at elevated temperatures to a
large degree, i. e., from x = 0 to x = 0.62(5) (a-phase) and from x = 0.92(2) to x = 1 (b -phase), they
decompose while cooling, see Fig. 2.[60]

Recently, Sorokin et al. [61] tried to synthesize Ba0.30Ca0.70F2 by conventional solid state synthe-
sis and quenching techniques (⇡ 250 K/s). They were not able to synthesize the intended compound
but a mixture of a Ba-rich (x = 0.04) and a Ca-rich (x = 0.97) phase was obtained. The different
phases are lamellar ordered which is typical for the solidification of an eutectic system. Thereby, a
seed-crystal forms at a grain boundary. This is beneficial since by that the surface energy of the seed
crystal is reduced. The seed crystal grows, fed by the cations diffusing perpendicular to the growth
direction.[62] Thus, the grain boundary moves with the growth front of the crystal through the grain,
see Fig. 3 for a simple sketch of the process. Thereby, the space around the crystal is depleted in
one species primarily forming the crystal and enriched in the other species. Thus, a concentration
gradient forms, leading to a flow of the abundant species away from the growing crystal and, there-
fore, the growth of a neighboring crystal of the other phase is facilitated. The spatial extent of the
crystals is limited by the diffusivity of the cations. A fast cooling reduces the diameter of the layers,
while slow cooling should result in thick layers. Thus, it seems plausible that a very fast cooling
could prevent the decomposition. It should be noted that two geometries are observed in most cases
of eutectic growth which are layers like observed in this case or rods. Which one of these geometries
is realized by the system mainly depends on the interface surface energies.[63] Since this structure
is resemblant to the one prepared by Sata et al. [42] employing MBE, Sorokin et al. ascribed the en-
hanced dc conductivity found for their system to the emergence of space charge regions between the
lamellae.[61]

Nevertheless, already in 1982 Sullivan et al. reported on the preparation of Ba0.20Ca0.80F2 (by
assuming Vegard’s law to be applicable in this case) using MBE with a relatively low substrate
temperature of about 613 K.[17] They assumed that (Ba,Ca)F2 compounds should be accessible over
the whole range of composition using MBE, see also ref. 18.

In contrast, Schumann et al. [64] found a mixture of Ba0.01Ca0.99F2 and Ba0.92Ca0.08F2 as a result
of deposition of a mixture to give Ba0.23Ca0.77F2 using flash evaporation technique. In 1995 Hidaka
et al. [65] found some evidence for the formation of metastable Ba1�xCaxF2 solid solutions with x
= 0.30, x = 0.50 and x = 0.70 grown by MBE on Si doped InP substrates. They used X-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for the analysis of the phases prepared.[65] Thus, as already shown
for several other metastable phases[1,19–22], also metastable Ba1�xCaxF2 solid solutions can most
probably be obtained by employing MBE at sufficiently low substrate temperatures[18].

Recently, Ruprecht et al. [66] reported on the preparation of a nanostructured composite of a Ba-
rich and a Ca-rich Ba1�xCaxF2 phase by high-energy ball milling which exhibited an unexpectedly
high fluoride ion diffusivity. For some of these mixtures direct current (dc) conductivities two or-
ders of magnitude higher than the ones observed by Sata et al. [42] for the BaF2-CaF2 heterolayers
were measured. It should be mentioned that the dc conductivities measured are almost completely
due to fluoride ion transport, while the electronic contribution is negligible.[66] Small crystallites of
the Ca-rich phase next to even smaller crystallites of the Ba-rich phase were found in these sam-
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Figure 2: Phase diagram of the BaF2-CaF2 system taken from ref. 60. While both components are
miscible in the liquid (L) phase they exsolve while cooling, forming a BaF2-rich (a) and a CaF2-rich
(b ) phase.

Figure 3: Formation of a lamellar structure starting from a grain boundary between two grains of
the a-phase. From the b -phase rejected Ba ions (empty squares) diffuse to the a1-phase while the
abundant Ca ions (black squares) move to the b -phase.
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ples by employing transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as analytical tool. This indicates the
possibility of a 3D network of space charge regions between these crystallites which may be the
origin of the enhanced ionic conductivity. However, some evidence for a "mixed cation effect" be-
ing the main reason for the enhanced ionic conductivity rather than space charge regions between
the two phases was found.[66] Of course it has to be distinguished between the effect found for
Ca1�xSrxF2

[45–47], Pb1�xCdxF2
[49] and for Ba1�xCaxF2 in which the diffusivity of the anions is in-

creased, and the so called mixed cation effect found in glasses in which mixing of two different
mobile cation species leads to a decrease of the cationic conductivity.[67] Therefore, the effect was
named as "mixed alkaline-earth effect" in the short publication dealing briefly with the mechanosyn-
thesis, first 19F MAS NMR spectra and conductivity measurements on Ba1�xCaxF2, published in
2011 in J. Phys. Chem. C.[68] However, since a very similar effect was also found for Pb1�xCdxF2
this name is not appropriate. Hence, the effect will simply be named "enhancement of anion mobility
by isovalent cation substitution" effect (abbreviated as EAMICS) in the following. The main focus
of this chapter lies on investigations regarding the formation, decomposition and the microstruc-
ture of the mechanosynthesized Ba1�xCaxF2. Furthermore, some results regarding the structure and
ionic conductivity gained for mechanosynthesized Ca1�xSrxF2 and mechanosynthesized, annealed
and single crystalline Ba1�xSrxF2 were added for comparison. The reaction process as well as the
structure of the Ba1�xCaxF2 compounds were investigated by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) (for
two samples up to the high q-range to calculate their pair distribution functions) and 19F MAS NMR
spectroscopy at a spinning speed of 60 kHz. This combination of techniques allows insight into the
macro- as well as the microstructure of the powders obtained. Impedance spectroscopy and static
19F NMR were used to determine the fluoride ion diffusivity in the samples.

9.2 Experimental details
A series of samples with compositions Ba1�xCaxF2 with 0  x  1 were prepared by joint milling of
µm-sized pure BaF2 (99.99%, Sigma Aldrich) and CaF2 (99.95%, Alfa Aesar). The synthesis was
carried out using a Fritsch P7 premium line planetary mill employing a ZrO2 milling vial set (45
mL) in combination with 140 milling balls (5 mm in diameter) of the same material. The total mass
of each mixture was about 2 g. Milling times tmill used reached up to 99 h. Some compositions were
also prepared by milling in a vial set made of tungsten carbide with 100 milling balls while keeping
all other parameters unchanged. The temperature of the milling beakers did not exceed 350 K while
milling. The temperature was measured inside the beaker using a pyrometer directly after the longest
milling period applied.

Some of the samples were investigated by high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HR-TEM). Except for the Ba1�xCaxF2 sample with x = 0.10, which was investigated by Dr. An-
driy Lotnyk at the TEM center of the Christian Albrecht Universität (CAU) Kiel, the samples were
investigated by Prof. Dr. Armin Feldhoff in Hannover. The measurements were done with a JEOL
2100F in Hannover and with different devices in the TEM center of the CAU Kiel.

The obtained powders were characterized by XRPD using a Bruker (D8 Advance) diffractometer
operating with Cu-Ka radiation at 40 kV which corresponds to a wavelength of l ⇡ 0.154 nm. For
four samples PDFs were calculated from diffractograms obtained at the High-Resolution Powder
Diffraction (HRPD) beamline P02.1 of the PETRA III electron storage ring at DESY (Hamburg,
Germany) in transmission mode by Dr. Jozef Bednarcik. The energy of the synchrotron radiation
was set to 59.81 keV, which corresponds to a wavelength of l = 0.02073 nm. Two-dimensional
XRD patterns were collected using a fast image plate detector Perkin Elmer 1621 (2048x2048 pix-
els, 200x200 µm2 pixel size) carefully mounted orthogonal to the X-ray beam. The samples were
illuminated for 10 s by the X-ray beam. For each sample measurements were done with different
distances between sample and detector to obtain the best resolution in the low as well as the high
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q-range. The two dimensional XRPD patterns were integrated to the q-space by Dr. J. Bednarcik
by employing the software package FIT2D[69] giving several one dimensional XRPD patterns for
different ranges of q. These patterns were merged to a single pattern for each sample. The obtained
diffractograms were corrected (absorption, fluorescence, Compton scattering etc.) and eventually
Fourier transformed to PDF patterns by employing the software PDFgetX2[70].

For the impedance measurements the powders were pressed to pellets with a diameter of 8 mm
and approximately 1 mm in thickness (measured with a vernier caliper for each pellet) at an uniaxial
pressure of circa 1 GPa. Electrodes were applied by Au evaporation employing an Edwards 306
evaporator. The conductivity measurements were carried out with an HP 4192 A analyzer connected
to a home-built cell, which allows measurements in adjustable atmospheres, with a four-terminal
configuration in the frequency range from 5 Hz to 13 kHz. For the measurements the pellets were
heated in a constant flow of dry nitrogen gas (99.999%) to prevent incorporation of oxygen and to
work with samples free of water which would increase the dc conductivity due to proton conductiv-
ity. A Eurotherm controller was used to monitor and adjust the temperature.

19F MAS NMR spectra were recorded with two different Bruker Avance III spectrometers op-
erating at 471 MHz and 565 MHz, respectively. The NMR spectra were acquired using a single
excitation pulse of approximately 2 µs, and an accumulation number of 32 scans. The spinning
speed was nrot = 60 kHz using room-temperature bearing gas. Static 19F NMR spectra were recorded
with an MSL 400 spectrometer connected to a shimmed cryomagnet with a nominal magnetic field
of 9.4 T corresponding to a 19F NMR resonance frequency of 376 MHz. For the static 19F NMR
measurements the powders were dried at 473 K and vacuum-sealed in glass ampullae.

9.3 Results and discussion
9.3.1 Characterization by X-ray diffraction

In Fig. 4a) the XRPD patterns of Ba1�xCaxF2 are shown for 0  x  1. All samples shown in
Fig. 4a) crystallize in the cubic fluorite structure (space group Fm3m). Starting from pure BaF2 the
peaks shift to larger diffraction angles 2q with increasing amount of CaF2 which indicates lattice
contraction. The lattice parameter a, calculated according to

a =
l

2 · sin(q)
·
q

(h2 + k2 + l2) (63)

as a function of composition x is shown in Fig. 4b). Thereby, l = 0.154 nm is the average wavelength
of the X-ray radiation used, and h, k and l are the Miller indices of BaF2. With increasing x the lattice
parameter a decreases in accordance with Vegard’s law as it is also observed for Ba1�xSrxF2, and,
with decreasing x, for Ca1�xSrxF2, see Fig. 4b).

The average crystallite size hdi as well as the lattice strain e = (dhkl � dhkl,0)/dhkl,0, whereby
dhkl,0 is a distance between atomic planes in the non-strained system, and dhkl the respective one
in the strained system, were estimated by employing the equation introduced by Williamson and
Hall[71]:

brcos(q)
lXRD

= 4e sin(q)
lXRD

+
1
hdi . (64)

Thereby, br denotes the difference of the full linewidth at half maximum (fwhm) of the XRPD peaks
measured and the instrumental peak broadening (which is assumed to be 0.1�2q , estimated from the
XRPD pattern of a BaLiF3 single crystal). The hdi values were in the range from 19 to 46 nm for
the samples shown in Fig. 4a) while the lattice strain e varied in a range from 0.002 to 0.008, see
Fig. 5. The lattice strain is largest for the samples with 0.30  x  0.80 reflecting the mismatch of
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Figure 4: a) XRPD patterns of the different Ba1�xCaxF2 samples. With decreasing amount of BaF2
(red dotted lines) the corresponding peaks shift to larger 2q values indicating lattice contraction until
CaF2 (blue dotted lines) is reached. For small x also orthorhombic BaF2 is visible (green bars). In
case of the sample with x = 0.60 abraded ZrO2 (violet arrows) shows up. b) lattice parameter a of the
synthesized solid solutions as a function of composition. The green arrows mark the compositions
reached by thermal synthesis taken from refs. 61,60. For comparison the lattice parameters of several
Ba1�xSrxF2 and Ca1�xSrxF2 samples are also shown. c) dependence of the lattice parameter on tmill
for some of the samples. For Ba1�xCaxF2 solid solutions in the range from x = 0.30 to x = 0.65
milling times of 99 h were necessary to reach lattice parameters in accordance with Vegard’s law.
The lattice parameters in accordance with Vegard’s law are indicated by horizontal lines. In case of
the samples with 0.30  x  0.60 the approach to these lines seems to follow an exponential law in
the timescale reviewed (see text for further details).
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Figure 5: Average crystallite size hdi and lattice strain e as a function of composition x of the
Ba1�xCaxF2 samples.

x = 0.10                                  x = 0.40

Figure 6: HR TEM micrograph of Ba0.10Ca0.90F2 (left) and Ba0.60Ca0.40F2 (right).
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Figure 7: TEM micrograph of an agglomerate of crystallites of Ba0.60Ca0.40F2 (a) and the spatial
distribution of fluorine (b), Ca (c) and Ba (d) in it.
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the ionic radii of the Ba and Ca ions leading to a highly distorted lattice. The average crystallite
size of the samples increases from x = 0.10 to x = 0.50 and decreases significantly for x > 0.50,
see Fig. 5. Therefore, it seems possible that the formation mechanism changes with x resulting in
different crystallite sizes of the Ba1�xCaxF2. The formation mechanism will be discussed in more
detail later. It should be noted, that increasing the milling time for the binary fluorides did not lead
to a further decrease of the crystallite size.

In Fig. 6 a HR-TEM micrograph of Ba0.10Ca0.90F2 (measured in Kiel), prepared by 24 h of
milling, and a HR-TEM micrograph of Ba0.60Ca0.40F2 (measured in Hannover), prepared by milling
for 99 h, are shown. Different nano-crystalline grains can be clearly distinguished by the differently
orientated atomic plane regiments. The crystallite sizes are in good agreement with the ones obtained
from the XRPD patterns with equation (64). Furthermore, for the sample with x = 0.40, the spatial
distribution of the elements was investigated by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) which
was also done in Hannover. As can be seen in Fig. 7 the fluoride ions, the Ca ions and the Ba
ions can be found homogeneously distributed in the crystallites which supports the assumption that
Ba1�xCaxF2 with the intended composition was formed.

For the samples with x = 0.10 and x = 0.20 a small amount of orthorhombic BaF2 (space group
Pnam [72]) can be observed. See Fig. 8 for a magnification of the XRPD patterns of the sample with x
= 0.20. The behavior of the sample with x = 0.10 is very similar to the one of the sample with x = 0.20
and, thus, not shown here. The peaks are very broad which points to very small crystallite sizes and
especially a distorted lattice since the peaks in the XRPD patterns of nano-crystalline orthorhombic
BaF2 reported by Xie et al. [73] (vide infra) were clearly narrower.

Orthorhombic BaF2 and phase transformations induced by grinding or milling Orthorhom-
bic BaF2 is a high pressure polymorph of BaF2. The high pressure phase transformation from the
fluorite structure to the orthorhombic PbCl2 (cotunnite) structure is inter alia also known for CaF2
and SrF2.[72,74–76] Orthorhombic BaF2 (as well as SrF2 and CaF2) is metastable at ambient condi-
tions.[72,74] It can be preserved by quenching, i. e., by a fast release of the hydrostatic pressure in
the anvil cell. [74] The transition pressure necessary at ambient temperature for the transformation
increases with decreasing atomic number. The values reported are: between 2.5 GPa and 3 GPa for
BaF2

[72,74,76], 5 GPa for SrF2
[72] and 9 GPa for CaF2

[72]. If large shear forces are introduced into
the sample while quenching the amount of orthorhombic BaF2 which can be preserved at standard
pressure is decreased due to the fact that shear forces increase the rate of the phase transformation (in
both directions, vide infra).[74] Thus, pressure transmitting media like NaCl[72,74] or other materials
with a low shear strength at high pressures[76,77] are used to minimize the shear forces.

Orthorhombic BaF2 retransforms into the cubic fluorite modification if it is annealed at temper-
atures � 473 K[74,75]. Seifert[74,75] reported that orthorhombic BaF2 cannot be obtained at temper-
atures higher than 773 K even at a pressure of 5 GPa. Samara[78], however reported on a decrease
of the transformation pressure with increasing temperature which is assumed to be due to a high
activation energy of the phase transformation.

While in the fluorite structure the cations are coordinated by 8 anions, in the cotunnite structure
the coordination number is 9 (whereby not all of the distances between F� and Ba2+ are equal). [74]

Interestingly, also PbF2 crystallizes in the cotunnite structure and transforms to the more symmetric
fluorite-structure at temperatures beyond 588 K which is metastable at ambient temperature.[74,79]

The fluorite-type PbF2 transforms to the stable cotunnite-type PbF2 at pressures of approximately
0.4 GPa.[80] The ionic radius of the cation seems to play a decisive role concerning the transition
pressures and stabilities of the polymorphs of several binary fluorides as shown by Dorfman et
al. [72] Thus, it seems unexpected that PbF2 (r(Pb2+) = 0.132 nm[58] (0.129 nm[59]) is stable in the
cotunnite-structure, while the stable modification of BaF2 (r(Ba2+) = 0.143 nm[58] (0.142 nm[59])
is reported to be the fluorite-structure. However, Pb and Ba present different electronegativities
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Figure 8: XRPD patterns of a mixture to give Ba0.80Ca0.20F2 milled for different times. With in-
creasing milling time the peaks of BaF2 shift to larger diffraction angles which indicates lattice
contraction due to incorporation of Ca ions. A small amount of orthorhombic BaF2 (green bars) can
be observed whose peaks are increasingly shifted to higher values of 2q with increasing tmill (ma-
genta bars), which indicates the formation of orthorhombic (Ba,Ca)F2. For milling times of about
six hours and longer the amount of the orthorhombic phase decreases compared to the sample milled
for 60 minutes.
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(Pb: 2.33, Ba: 0.89, by using the values introduced by Pauling) which leads to different covalent
characters of the M-F bonds in PbF2 (DEN = 1.67) and BaF2 (DEN = 3.11) which influences the
stability of a crystal structure.

The fluorite ! cotunnite phase transformation in PbF2 is reported to be reconstructive[81] while
Seifert[74] assumed the transformation of fluorite-type BaF2 to cotunnite-type BaF2 to be dilata-
tional, i. e., that the cotunnite structure is obtained by a deformation of coordination polyhedra in
the fluorite structure and not due to a reconstructive process. However, regarding the evidences found
for a high activation energy for the phase transformation found by Samara[78] a dilatational process
seems not to be very likely.[82] A reconstructive phase transformation of cubic BaF2 to orthorhombic
BaF2 would also be in accordance to the observation of Smith et al. [83] They found a very sluggish
phase transformation when treating cubic BaF2 with hydrostatic pressure in contrast to a rather fast
transition in a non-hydrostatic pressure experiment. Seifert[74], however, reported on a fast phase
transformation of cubic BaF2 to orthorhombic BaF2. This contradiction may be solved if the role of
shear stress is regarded.[83–86] Shear stress leads to the rupture of bonds which probably ease and,
by this accelerates a reconstructive process which, therefore, seems to be the more probable phase
transformation process, here. However, the true nature of the mechanism of the phase transformation
of cubic BaF2 to orthorhombic BaF2 remains, as far as the literature known to the author is regarded,
to be clarified.

If the pressure acting upon the BaF2 is increased further, the cotunnite structure transforms to the
Ni2In structure in which the cations are coordinated by 11 anions.[76] The pressures needed for this
transformation are 14 GPa, 29 GPa, and 72 GPa for BaF2, SrF2 and CaF2, respectively.[72] In contrast
to the cotunnite structure the Ni2In structure is probably not metastable at ambient conditions.[72]

Orthorhombic BaF2 often forms if cubic BaF2 is high-energy ball milled.[23,66] It should be noted
that it was not possible to produce orthorhombic SrF2 or orthorhombic CaF2 by high-energy ball
milling within this study (even after 2 h at 1000 rpm in a tungsten carbide vial set no orthorhombic
SrF2 was observable). Interestingly, large amounts of metastable orthorhombic BaF2 can be obtained
if BaF2 is milled together with NaCl, KF, CaO or BaO (NaCl-structure, space group Fm3m [87]) or,
less pronounced, with compounds like SiO2 (space group P3221[88,89]) or yttrium stabilized ZrO2
(space group Fm3m [90]) in a molar ratio of 9 (BaF2) to 1 ensuring a high probability of a contact
between the two compounds. The mechanical treatment of BaF2 with g-Al2O3 crystallizing in a
highly complex structure which is assumed to be a kind of defect spinel structure (g-phase)[91],
respectively, also leads to the formation of large amounts of orthorhombic BaF2. Thus, it seems that
the mechanically induced formation of orthorhombic BaF2 can be clearly facilitated by joint milling
of BaF2 with a compound BaF2 does not react with to a new non-binary phase (unlike, e. g., BaF2 +
LiF ! BaLiF3) while milling. XRPD patterns and some 19F MAS NMR spectra of these composites
are shown in the supplement to this chapter.

If the maximal pressure of one ball at the wall of the beaker under the milling conditions used is
calculated by employing the formula introduced by Hertz[92]

pmax =
1
p
· 3

s
1.5FE2

r2
b(1�n2)2 (65)

F =
mv2

r
(66)

(ZrO2 milling balls with a diameter d = 2rb = 5 mm, radius of the sun gear rsg = 9.1 cm, radius of the
milling beaker rmb = 2.35 cm, rotational speed set to 600 rpm, Young’s modulus E = 205 GPa and
Poisson’s ratio n = 0.3[93], r = 6.06 g cm�1 (declared by Fritsch)), a maximum pressure of about
0.40 GPa is found. Thus, the pressure is too low for the transformation by almost a factor of 10.

However, it has to be considered that, in addition to friction between the balls and the wall
and in-between the balls, energy is also introduced by impacts of balls at the beaker walls and other
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balls. [94,95] Furthermore, the interactions between the milling balls is highly chaotic but nevertheless
a distribution of kinetic energy of the milling balls can be assumed. This can easily be exemplified
by putting the milling balls into a sieve which is gently shaken. The positions of most of the milling
balls do not change in a pronounced way. However, over time a few of the milling balls gain so much
kinetic energy that they can leave the sieve. Thus, it seems plausible to assume that a broad distribu-
tion of pressures is introduced into the material. Anyhow, already in the 1950s the formation of high
pressure polymorphs just by grinding the low pressure polymorphs was observed.[84,96,97] A popular
example is PbO2. It transforms at pressures as high as 10 GPa from the rutile to an orthorhombic
structure[98] which can already be achieved by grinding in a mortar or milling in a shaker mill. [84]

It was shown that the reaction is only due to hydrostatic pressure since shear stress does not alter
the hydrostatic pressure needed for the phase transformation but only the transformation rate (vide
supra)[83–86]. Thus, the formation of at ambient conditions metastable high pressure polymorphs by
milling may deliver information about the maximum pressures occurring while milling in a specific
(ball) mill under specific conditions (material of the vial set, speed, ball to powder ratio).

For BaF2 the transformation to the cotunnite phase was observed after treatment of a powdered
sample in a roller mill. [74,75] It should be mentioned, that the orthorhombic BaF2 obtained from the
roller mill showed broad XRPD peaks[74,75] as also observed for the orthorhombic BaF2 prepared
by ball milling in this study (vide supra). Thus, the orthorhombic BaF2 prepared by high-energy
ball milling in this study seems to become stabilized due to a quenching process. Interestingly,
orthorhombic SrF2 as well as orthorhombic CaF2 were, although in clearly smaller amounts than in
case of BaF2, accessible by employing a roller mill[74] which is in contrast to the results obtained
with the planetary mill used in this study (vide supra). Thus, the pressures introduced in the roller
mill seems to be higher than in the planetary mill or the temperatures occurring while milling in the
planetary mill are too high or the cooling process is slower so that a complete retransformation is
initiated.

Orthorhombic BaF2 is reported to slowly retransform to the cubic phase if the sample is not
phase pure orthorhombic BaF2 but a mixture of the orthorhombic and the cubic phase[74] which was
also observed in this study.

Since the phase transformation seems to be solely due to the introduced pressure it seems likely
that by an increase of the density of the milling balls the transformation should be facilitated (more
events with a sufficient high pressure in the same time compared to the situation in a milling vial set
made of a material with a lower density). In fact, changing the milling vial set from the one made
of stabilized ZrO2 to one made of tungsten carbide which has a larger Young’s modulus (E300 K ⇡
700 GPa, n ⇡ 0.2)[99] and a higher density (14.95 g cm�1, declared by Fritsch) than ZrO2 (vide
supra) leads to a faster phase transformation (tested for a milling period of 20 min). The pressure
estimated by using equation (65) leads to pmax = 1.13 GPa. However, if the milling time is increased,
the amount of the orthorhombic BaF2 prepared does not increase to clearly higher values than ob-
tained after the 20 min of milling or by milling in the ZrO2 vial set. Thus, the orthorhombic BaF2
retransforms to the cubic phase leading to a dynamic equilibrium while milling between the two
phases. This was also observed for ball milled PbF2.[100] Thus, the origin of the increased amount
of the orthorhombic BaF2 in case of joint milling cubic BaF2 with an inert phase (vide supra) is
most probably a decreased retransformation rate since an increase in pressure, as just shown for the
mechanical treatment in the WC vial set, which may also occur if a small grain of the inert phase is
hit by a ball and transfers the force to an even smaller area, does not increase the total amount of the
orthorhombic BaF2 prepared.

The retransformation is probably due to the shear stress introduced which increases the transfor-
mation rate significantly as already shown (vide supra). The shear force dissipates into heat which
probably, especially in the tip of a crack[101], creates temperatures high enough (> 473 K, vide supra)
for a (fast) thermally induced relaxation of the structure. Furthermore, as already mentioned the or-
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thorhombic phase retransforms to the cubic phase if it is contaminated by the cubic phase even when
stored at ambient conditions. It seems plausible to assume that this retransformation rate can be
increased by thermal treatment. Thus, a suppression of the retransformation should be possible if
the shear forces introduced into the material are reduced. As already mentioned the shear forces in-
troduced into the grains at high pressures generated in anvil cells can be strongly reduced by the use
of pressure transmitting media which encloses the grains of the material to be investigated. There-
fore, they enable a more (in case of liquids which stay liquid even at high pressures like mixtures of
ethanol and methanol) or less (solids) hydrostatic pressure acting upon these grains.[77] Thus, per-
haps the joint milling of BaF2 with inert compounds leads to a similar effect. BaF2 grains become
enclosed by the inert material which leads to a more uniform pressure introduced into the material.
Thus, the direct retransformation after the occurrence of a for a transformation sufficient pressure
would be reduced as well as the introduction of shear stress into already formed orthorhombic BaF2
hit by a milling ball.

It should be noted, that Bocker et al. observed nano-crystalline orthorhombic BaF2 in annealed
glasses which they ascribed to high pressures building up due to the crystallization of the glass[102].
The formation of orthorhombic BaF2 was observed in only two of three glasses while in the other
glass solely cubic BaF2 was observed. In contrast to the glass exhibiting only cubic BaF2 after
the heat treatment the two other glasses contained small amounts of KF which also facilitates the
formation of orthorhombic BaF2 initiated by high-energy ball milling as already mentioned above.
Bocker et al. did not suggest an explanation for the role of KF. It seems plausible to assume that
also in this case the KF acted as a pressure transmitting medium reducing shear forces acting on the
BaF2.

Interestingly, orthorhombic BaF2 can also be obtained from aqueous solution, as shown by Kolar
et al. [103] and Xie et al. [73]. Kolar et al. found orthorhombic BaF2 to form in the first minute after the
start of the reaction of Ba(NO3)2(aq) with NH4F(aq) with a maximum ratio of 91% after a reaction
time of 30 s. The formation of orthorhombic BaF2 was ascribed to the Ostwald step rule[104] by
Kolar et al. [103] The orthorhombic BaF2 transforms to the cubic phase when the reaction progresses
until, after 1200 s, no orthorhombic BaF2 can be observed. They found evidence that orthorhombic
BaF2 is more soluble in water than cubic BaF2 which leads to a transformation of the orthorhombic
phase to the cubic phase. Interestingly, the orthorhombic BaF2 prepared this way was stable for
months as "dry powder"[103] (although it was not phase pure) which is in contrast to the orthorhombic
BaF2 prepared by joint ball milling of BaF2 and KF whose amount clearly decreases within some
weeks of storage in ambient air, and to the results reported by Seifert[74] for orthorhombic BaF2
obtained at high pressures. Although Kolar et al. did not specify the storage conditions and, thus,
the decomposition observed for the sample prepared by high-energy ball milling may be solely due
to air moisture (KF is highly hygroscopic), one may assume that the orthorhombic BaF2 prepared by
milling differs in reactivity which may be due to the distorted character of the mechanosynthesized
orthorhombic BaF2.

Xie et al. [73] reported on the preparation of orthorhombic BaF2 by solvothermal synthesis. They
observed the formation of nanorods in case of orthorhombic BaF2 (synthesis temperature 433 K,
reaction time 4 h to 12 h) and nanocubes in case of cubic BaF2 (synthesis temperature 453 K, reaction
time 12 h to 48 h).[73] In the first stage, the cubic BaF2 is found as spherical particles with diameters
of about 4 nm. When the reaction progresses these particles grow to rectangular nanoparticles of
5(1) nm x 6(1) nm after 48 h. For the orthorhombic BaF2 the rods observed exhibited diameters of
1.5(1) nm and lengths of about 5(0.5) nm after 4 h and 3.5(1) nm and lengths of more than 300 nm
after 12 h.[73]

The stabilization of a metastable polymorph by a drastic reduction of the size of the crystallites
is inter alia known for Al2O3. It is a matter of common knowledge that in the micro- or single
crystalline regime a-Al2O3 is the thermodynamically stable phase. However, for Al2O3 crystallites
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with surface areas larger than about 125 m2g�1 the g-modification becomes the thermodynamically
stable phase due to the lower surface energy of g-Al2O3 compared to a-Al2O3.[105,106]

The surface to volume ratio in case of the orthorhombic phase is 2.66 after 4 h and finally, after 12
h at 433 K, 1.14. In case of the cubic phase when assuming a spherical shape a value of 1.5 is found
after 12 h, and after 48 h in case of a cuboid of 5 nm x 5 nm x 6 nm a value of 1.13 or even smaller
is obtained if the one dimension of the cuboid which is not observable is even larger than 5 nm. The
orthorhombic BaF2 transforms to cubic BaF2 when heat treated at 433 K for more than 12 h or at
higher temperatures. This transformation goes along with an aggregation of the nanorods[73]. Since
the surface to volume ratio of the orthorhombic BaF2 is larger than the one found for the cubic phase
a stabilization of the orthorhombic phase due to a smaller surface energy of this polymorph seems
possible. However, after long heat treatment the surface to volume ratios of both modifications are
very similar. So the formation of larger crystals of the orthorhombic phase may be fostered by the
already formed crystals of orthorhombic BaF2 serving as seed crystals. It should be mentioned that
the larger solubility of the orthorhombic BaF2 observed by Kolar et al. seems to be in contradiction
with the results of Xie et al. However, the solubility of compounds at hydrothermal conditions is
different from the ones at ambient conditions, which might explain this difference.

One may also assume that, like found for PbF2, the orthorhombic BaF2 is in fact the stable
phase at low temperatures as also suggested by Xie et al. [73]. However, the results of Dreger et
al. [107] describing low temperature solid state synthesis routines leading to cubic BaF2 and even
more striking the results of Bach et al. [108] who found cubic BaF2 forming directly from amorphous
BaF2 at 253 K by employing MBE render this assumption rather improbable. Thus, the cause for
the formation of orthorhombic BaF2 under solvothermal conditions at low temperatures remains
unexplained.

TEM measurements on a mixture of BaF2 and KF (molar ratio 9 :1) milled for six hours, which
exhibited a large amount of orthorhombic BaF2, revealed crystallite sizes in a range of 6 nm to 15 nm
for the orthorhombic phase while the crystallites of the cubic phase showed crystallite sizes between
8 and 26 nm (unfortunately the images are lost due to the loss of a storage device). Thus, although
a rough tendency for smaller crystallites in case of the orthorhombic BaF2 can be observed here, a
stabilization due to a larger surface to volume ratio of the orthorhombic BaF2 compared to the cubic
phase seems rather unlikely. For completeness, it should be mentioned that it is possible that the
necessary pressure needed for the phase transformation from cubic to orthorhombic BaF2 is largely
reduced in case of nano-crystalline BaF2 compared to larger crystallites of cubic BaF2. However, for
many materials it was found that the transition pressure increases with decreasing crystallite size,
see e. g. ref. 109. Hence, further investigations are necessary to understand this and other phase
transformations introduced by mechanical treatment in more detail.

Orthorhombic Ba1�xCaxF2 As can be seen in Fig. 8 the peaks of the orthorhombic phase are
shifted to larger diffraction angles which indicates lattice contraction. The larger tmill or x, the larger
the shift of the peaks of the orthorhombic phase. Therefore, it seems plausible to assume that Ca
ions are successively incorporated into the lattice of the orthorhombic BaF2 and, thus, orthorhombic
Ba1�xCaxF2 is formed. The amount of the orthorhombic phase also depends on tmill. After 10
minutes only a small amount is formed which increases with increasing milling time up to tmill = 60
min. For larger milling times the amount of the orthorhombic phases decreases most probably due
to the formation of the cubic solid solution presumably being the energetically favored phase.

The formation of orthorhombic Ba1�xCaxF2 was, as far as the author knows, not yet reported
in the literature. Neither orthorhombic Ba1�xSrxF2 nor orthorhombic Ca1�xSrxF2 were found in the
literature. It would be interesting to investigate the high pressure transformation of these ternary
fluorides. In case of Ca0.75Y0.25F2 the formation of the high pressure modification is not observed
even at a pressure of 11.2 GPa and, thus, if possible at all, shifted to higher pressures than found to
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be necessary for pure CaF2.[72,74] There was no mixture of BaF2 and SrF2 which was high-energy
ball milled in ZrO2 vial sets that exhibited any other phase than cubic Ba1�xSrxF2. Maybe this
phase can be observed in case of short milling times or by using WC vial sets (higher pressures).
However, since Ba1�xSrxF2 is a more stable phase its energetic minimum is probably clearly smaller
than the one of metastable orthorhombic Ba1�xSrxF2. In case of the Ba1�xCaxF2 in which the cubic
(vide supra) as well as the orthorhombic phase are metastable the energetic difference between these
structures could be smaller such that both structures can coexist.

Formation of Ba1�xCaxF2 with x. 0.75 In the range from x = 0.30 to x = 0.65 a very long milling
time of about 99 h (when employing the ZrO2 vial set) is necessary to reach lattice parameters in
accordance with Vegard’s law. For x = 0.50 (less pronounced also for x = 0.40, not shown here)
a small amount of residual CaF2 can be seen in the XRPD pattern even after 99 h of milling, see
Fig. 10. Expectedly, for the sample with x = 0.50 a small deviation from Vegard’s law towards a
slightly larger a can be observed.

The amount of CaF2 introduced into BaF2 and, thus, the decrease of the lattice parameter a of
the Ba1�xCaxF2, depends on tmill, see Fig. 4. The decrease of the lattice parameter of the cubic solid
solutions seems to follow an exponential law (Fig. 4). As already mentioned above, the orthorhombic
phase also shows lattice contraction with the increase of tmill. In Fig. 9 XRPD patterns of mixtures
to yield the samples with x = 0.60, x = 0.65 and x = 0.70 milled for six hours, respectively, are
shown. The amount of Ca ions incorporated into the BaF2 lattice increases with increasing deviation
of the composition from x = 0.50. This is expected since the probability for a contact of a BaF2
unit with a CaF2 unit, necessary to substitute Ba ions by Ca ions in BaF2 or Ca ions by Ba ions in
CaF2, increases the larger the overspill of one of the binary fluorides becomes. Accordingly, after
six hours of milling the reaction is more advanced in case of the sample with x = 0.70 than for the
sample with x = 0.65. In turn, the latter sample shows a larger amount of Ca ions incorporated than
the sample with x = 0.60 (see Fig. 9). Thus, Ba ions are consecutively substituted by Ca ions in
the BaF2 lattice and, expectedly, to a smaller degree Ca ions by Ba ions in the CaF2 lattice during
milling. Expectedly, since CaF2 has the smaller lattice parameter and a higher hardness such that the
CaF2-crystallites are less destroyed during milling than the ones of BaF2 which makes it harder for
the Ba ions to get into the CaF2 lattice. This is in agreement with the slope found for the decrease
of a with tmill since an exponential decrease is expected due to a = f(x(CaF2)) and x0(CaF2)-x(CaF2)
= f(tmill) = x0(CaF2)exp(-ktmill) where x(CaF2) is the amount of CaF2 introduced into the BaF2. The
lattice parameter gives the composition x of Ba1�xCaxF2 by employing Vegard’s law. In Fig. 11 a)
a logarithmic plot of x0(CaF2)-x(CaF2) as a function of milling time tmill is shown. Expectedly, a
linear decrease is observed for the samples (admittedly, in the case of the sample with x = 0.30 there
is a large deviation of one of the points from a linear decrease). The slope of these lines give the
velocity constants k which are shown as a function of x in Fig. 11 b). In accordance with the previous
deliberations, the smallest reaction velocity constant is found for the mixture to give Ba0.50Ca0.50F2
and the largest one for the mixture to give Ba0.80Ca0.20F2.

Interestingly, the reaction progress can be accelerated by changing the vial set material. Exem-
plarily, an XRPD pattern of a mixture to give Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 milled in a vial set made of tungsten
carbide, being a stiffer, harder and much denser material than ZrO2 (WC: Young’s modulus E300 K
⇡ 700 GPa, Poisson’s ratio n ⇡ 0.2[99], r = 14.95 g cm�3 (declared by Fritsch); ZrO2: E = 205
GPa and n = 0.3[93], r = 5.9 g cm�3 (declared by Fritsch)), for only 30 h at 600 rpm with 100 balls
(5 mm in diameter) made of the same material is also shown in Fig. 10. The lattice constant of this
sample is in good agreement with Vegard’s law. In contrast to the sample milled for 99 h in the
ZrO2 vial set no peaks of residual CaF2 can be observed. Thus, in addition to a small amount of
abraded WC, phase pure Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 is obtained. For completeness, also the XRPD patterns of
the samples with x = 0.40, x = 0.50 and x = 0.60 prepared by milling in a tungsten carbide vial set
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Figure 9: XRPD patterns of the Ba1�xCaxF2 compounds from x = 0.60 to x = 0.70 milled for 6 h,
respectively. The sample with x = 0.65 shows two peaks with similar intensities, exhibiting a Ba-rich
and a Ca-rich mixed phase, easily spotted by comparing the peak positions to the ones of BaF2 (red
dotted lines) and CaF2 (blue dotted lines). A similar XRPD pattern is obtained for the sample with
x = 0.70.

for only 30 h are shown in Fig. 12 and compared to the samples milled for 99 h in ZrO2. For all
these samples the synthesis in the WC vial set seems to be beneficial compared to the synthesis in
the ZrO2 vial set regarding the completeness of the reaction. The synthesis process probably can be
further improved concerning the reduction of tmill and abrasion by systematically varying the milling
parameters. However that be, the introduction of larger mechanical force and, thus, higher energies
into the mixture accelerates the reaction. Hence, the reaction seems to need high energies to take
place.

Formation of Ba1�xCaxF2, x & 0.75 Interestingly, in case of Ba1�xCaxF2 with x = 0.75, x =
0.80 and x = 0.90, thus, probably for all mixed fluoride samples with x & 0.75, the Ba1�xCaxF2
compounds seem to be formed directly from the binary fluorides since no shift of the CaF2 and BaF2
XRPD peaks can be observed but the emergence of the XRPD peaks of the final phase next to the
XRPD peaks of the binary fluorides as exemplarily shown for the sample with x = 0.80 in Fig. 13.
A comparable, but not identical, result is found for a sample with x = 0.70 after 3 h of milling, see
Fig. 14. The binary fluorides are still almost phase pure while the peak of a mixed phase (which is
not Ba0.30Ca0.70F2) embedded by amorphous material or a broad distribution of compositions of x
is observed in between the peaks of the binary fluorides. However, after 6 h of milling no binary
fluorides can be observed anymore. Thus, this composition lies in the transition area of compositions
of the two regimes of formation behavior.

Already after 10 min of milling an XRPD peak of small intensity representing a small amount
of Ba0.20Ca0.80F2 can be seen at a diffraction angle 2q of about 27.45�. Thus, the reaction is faster
than in case of the samples with x < 0.75 but restricted to a smaller amount of the milled material at
the same time. After 6 h of milling also the (002) peak which in case of pure CaF2 has a vanishing
intensity becomes visible at about 31.7� 2q . This is due to the larger atomic form factor of the Ba
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Figure 10: XRPD patterns of a mixture to give Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 milled for different tmill. For the
sample milled for six hours residual CaF2 (blue bars) is visible. After 20 h of milling the CaF2 is
converted to a Ca-rich mixed phase of (Ba,Ca)F2. Finally, milling for 99 h leads to a shift to larger
diffraction angles 2q once more, exhibiting, in addition to a very small amount of residual CaF2,
nearly pure Ba0.50Ca0.50F2. Milling for 30 h in a tungsten carbide (WC) vial set leads to phase pure
Ba050Ca0.50F2.

Figure 11: a) plot of ln(x0(CaF2)-x(CaF2) vs. tmill to give the reaction velocity constants k which are
shown in b) as a function of x.
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Figure 12: XRPD patterns of compositions to yield Ba0.40Ca0.60F2, Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 and
Ba0.60Ca0.40F2 milled in the ZrO2 vial set for 99 h in comparison to samples of the same com-
position milled in WC vial sets for 30 h.
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Figure 13: XRPD patterns of a composition to yield Ba0.20Ca0.80F2 milled for the times indicated.
After 10 min of milling an intermediate phase is observed which can also be seen after 12 h of milling
(black arrows). After 24 h of milling no residual starting materials can be observed anymore. No
further change but a small amount of abraded ZrO2 (violet arrows) can be observed in the pattern
after milling for 80 h.
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Figure 14: Left: XRPD patterns of a composition to give Ba0.30Ca0.70F2 milled for the times indi-
cated. After 3 h of milling still almost phase pure binary fluorides can be observed in addition to
mixed phases. After 6 h of milling no BaF2 or CaF2 can be detected. Right: XRPD patterns of a
composition to give Ba0.25Ca0.75F2 milled for the times indicated. After 3 h the binary fluorides in
addition to Ba0.25Ca0.75F2 can be observed.

ions incorporated into CaF2 increasing the scattering ability of the atomic planes.
If the XRPD patterns are examined in more detail, it can be seen that there is some intensity

between the (111) peaks of the binary fluorides (at about 24.85� and 28.27� 2q ) pointing to (i)
amorphous material or (ii) a broad distribution of compositions x. The arrow in Fig. 13 marks a
rather well resolved broad intensity. It can be observed after 10 min of milling. For larger milling
times it is masked by the overall increased intensity between the (111) peaks of the binary fluorides.
Thus, it is questionable if this is a singular intermediate phase or just a snapshot of the beginning of
the formation of the manifold of phases with compositions 0 < x < 1.

It should be mentioned that in case of the samples with x = 0.10, x = 0.15 and x = 0.20 (as for all
other compositions with x < 0.75 investigated (vide supra)) no fast quasi single step reaction can be
observed. Instead a time dependent behavior of the lattice parameter is obtained as already shown
for the sample with x = 0.20, see Fig. 8.

Possible formation mechanisms For the samples with x < 0.70 no residual pure binary fluorides
in addition to a crystalline solid solution can be seen even after short reaction times. Thus, the
reaction progresses in steps to the final composition. A stepwise progress of the reaction is only
possible if in approximation every BaF2 (CaF2) unit comes into reactive contact with a CaF2 (BaF2)
unit within a rather narrow time window.

Obviously, a reactive contact is only possible at the surfaces of the crystallites. Thus, the reaction
may be imagined in the following way: a BaF2 crystallite comes into contact with a CaF2 crystallite.
Into this region energy is introduced by friction or impact while milling. This leads to a mixing of
the cations in a small volume in the interfacial region between the two crystallites. Ca substitutes
Ba in the BaF2 crystallite, and Ba substitutes Ca in the CaF2 crystallite. Thus, two phases, one rich
in Ca the other rich in Ba are generated as was observed experimentally in case of the samples with
x < 0.70. It seems plausible to assume that the small Ca ions will substitute Ba in BaF2 easier than
the large Ba ions Ca in CaF2. Therefore, more Ba ions will be substituted by Ca in BaF2 than Ca
ions by Ba in CaF2 which is in agreement with the experimental findings.

Furthermore, after the reaction it seems plausible to assume that the mixed phases are probably
enclosed by the two crystallites consisting of BaF2 and CaF2. Thus, it seems feasible to assume that
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Figure 15: Probability of a contact between the binary fluorides in an ideal mixture of the binary
fluorides as a function of x.

first the residual binary fluorides presenting free surfaces will react with each other until the mixed
phases will exhibit free surfaces and by this become accessible for other crystallites due to crushing
of the crystallites enclosing the mixed phases. It also seems possible that in case of a repetitive
introduction of energy into the connected crystallites the reaction between them will progress, i. e.,
the amount of substituted cations increases in both crystallites. The concentration gradient of the
two different cation-species in the crystallite may, at the same time, initiate diffusion over short
periods of time (when energy is introduced by mechanical force) inside the due to the mechanical
treatment defective crystallites leading to a homogenization of the concentration of the introduced
cation species. This would lead to a composition of at maximum x = 0.50 (starting from an x close
to 1 and an x with a value close to 0) in the interfacial regions.

However, a mixing of cations has to be initiated by a contact between crystallites. The formation
of the mixed phases starts in the interfacial regions. Diffusion of Ca ions into the BaF2 crystallite
and of Ba ions into the CaF2 crystallite might play a role for the progress of the mixing process,
thus, the reaction may not be limited to the surface assigned regions of the crystallites.

However, as already shown, the whole material in the milling beaker reacts within a small time
window in case of the samples with x < 0.70. Therefore, either all material is in a rather short period
of time part of a surface or diffusion of cations inside the crystallites has to play an important role.
Obviously, for both mechanisms small (and defective) crystallites would be beneficial regarding a
fast process which is necessary for a quasi homogeneous reaction rate at all times in the whole
material.

In case of the samples with x � 0.75 only a rather small fraction of the material reacts at one
time. Thus, for long periods of time a large part of the BaF2 (CaF2) does not come into contact with
CaF2 (BaF2). The small part of the binary fluorides reacting, however, is transformed very fast to the
Ba1�xCaxF2 with the respective composition x intended to be prepared. Thus, there seems to be a
limited number of reaction centers which are fed from the binary fluorides. In these reaction centers
all compositions x are passed until the material is homogenized and the solid solution reflecting
the overall BaF2 to CaF2 ratio is formed. Thus, the compositions in these small reaction volumes
becomes very similar to the overall composition and, in case of the mixtures to give solid solutions
with x = 0.80, after milling times larger than 1 h the amount of the solid Ba1�xCaxF2 with the
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stoichiometry representing the overall composition became larger than the ones of the Ba1�xCaxF2
compounds with other compositions.

Since in case of the samples with x 0.25 a stepwise reaction progress is observed this difference
cannot be explained by the contact probabilities due to the BaF2 to CaF2 ratio. As shown in Fig. 15
the probability of a contact between CaF2 and BaF2 (in an ideal mixture of the BaF2 and CaF2 units)
increases with increasing deviation of the composition from x = 0.50. Thereby, p(CaF2-CaF2) =
x(CaF2) is the probability of a contact between a CaF2 unit and another CaF2 unit, p(BaF2-BaF2) =
x(BaF2) is the probability for a contact between a BaF2 unit and another BaF2 unit, p(BaF2-CaF2)
= x(BaF2) is the probability for a contact between a BaF2 unit and a CaF2 unit (for x  0.50) and
p(CaF2-BaF2) = x(CaF2) is the probability for a contact between a CaF2 unit and a BaF2 unit (for
x � 0.50).

One may assume a size effect causing the different reaction behaviors in the two composi-
tional regimes such that, e. g., the crystallites of one of the binary fluorides are much larger than
the crystallites of the other binary fluoride. In the recent study of Ruprecht et al. [66] dealing with the
mechanosynthesis of (Ba,Ca)F2 mixed phases the BaF2 crystallites were found to be clearly smaller
than the CaF2 crystallites while the reaction progresses.

If the CaF2 crystallites are much larger than the BaF2 crystallites the surface of the CaF2 crys-
tallites will probably be occupied rapidly by the small BaF2 crystallites. Depending on the BaF2
to CaF2 ratio and the difference in size and, thus, specific surface area of the crystallites of the two
binary fluorides there will be residual BaF2 crystallites which from this moment cannot come into
contact with CaF2. Thus, the reaction will take place on the rather small surface of the CaF2 crystal-
lites while a more or less large ratio of the BaF2 as well as of the CaF2 will be quasi inert until fresh
CaF2 surfaces are generated by crushing the crystallites. Certainly, the obtained result may also be
explained if both binary fluorides consisted of large crystallites.

If the CaF2 crystallites are clearly larger than the BaF2 crystallites the effect should be more
pronounced in case of small x (if the crystallite size differences are not changed) since there is more
BaF2 and less CaF2 offering surface areas for reaction. Thus, perhaps the crystallite sizes differ
with x which may be due to the different hardness of CaF2 and BaF2

[57] or a different behavior
concerning agglomeration. If for instance CaF2 crystallites tend to bond with other CaF2 crystallites
more tightly than it is true for BaF2 crystallites, a mixing of the two binary fluorides would be easier
in case of a mixture with a large BaF2 to CaF2 ratio, thus, for mixtures leading to Ba1�xCaxF2 with
a rather small x. In case of mixtures with large amounts of CaF2 the amount of BaF2 may not be
sufficient to prevent the CaF2 crystallites to agglomerate and, therefore, the accessible surface area
of CaF2 would be strongly reduced.

In general it can be said that in case of the samples with x � 0.75 the reaction of the fluorides
seems to be restricted to the surface of large crystallites while in case of the samples with x < 0.75
the reaction takes place in almost the whole material at the same time. This seems to be in agreement
with the results obtained for the sample with x = 0.70. At first the reaction would be restricted to
the surface of the large CaF2 crystallites or agglomerates. While the reaction progresses the size of
the crystallites is reduced and/or the CaF2 agglomerates are destroyed, the CaF2 crystallites became
separated by BaF2 crystallites and the whole material starts to react with each other within a small
time window. Furthermore, since the reaction seems to be restricted to small volumes over long time
scales diffusion does not seem to play an important role. So in case of x > 0.70 the reaction seems
to take place in volumes close to the surface of the crystallites.

Thus, the distribution of sizes of the two binary fluorides as a function of x in the time regime
the reaction progresses needs to be examined, e. g., by TEM.

Thermal stability The thermal stability of some of the Ba1�xCaxF2 prepared was tested. As can
be seen in Fig. 16, Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 decomposes to the binary fluorides at elevated temperatures.
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Figure 16: Left: XRPD patterns of Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 milled for 99 h and the same sample after heat
treatment. After three hours at 623 K the pattern is almost unchanged apart from a slight narrowing
of the peaks. The Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 is completely decomposed to the binary fluorides BaF2 (red lines)
and CaF2 (blue lines) after 16 hours at 773 K. Right: XRPD patterns of Ba0.20Ca0.80F2 after milling
for 24 h and after heat treatment. After 17 h at 613 K small peaks of the binary fluorides become
visible while the positions of the peaks of the solid solutions remain unchanged. After14 h at 873 K
a complete decomposition of the solid solution to the binary fluorides is observed.

Figure 17: Left: XRPD patterns of Ba0.70Ca0.30F2 after 99 h of milling and after heat treatment.
After 12 h at 613 K the pattern is almost unchanged apart from a slight narrowing of the peaks.
Right: XRPD patterns of Ba0.30Ca0.70F2 after milling for 99 h and after heat treatment. After 12 h
at 613 K the pattern is almost unchanged apart from a slight narrowing of the peaks.
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However, the solid solution is stable at 623 K for at least three hours. Since Ba0.20Ca0.80F2 formed
unintentionally by employing MBE[17] (vide supra) one may assume a larger stability of this phase.
However, it was not possible to prepare micro-crystalline Ba0.20Ca0.80F2 by heating the sample
milled for 24 hours for several hours at 873 K. Also in this case the only products obtained are
BaF2 and CaF2, see Fig. 16. Already after 17 h at 613 K small peaks of CaF2 became visible. As
shown in Fig. 17, the XRPD pattern of Ba0.70Ca0.30F2 and Ba0.30Ca0.70F2 remain almost unchanged
after annealing at 613 K for 12 h apart from a slight narrowing of the peaks probably due to grain
growth or reduction of substitutional disorder. Thus, Ba1�xCaxF2 compounds seem to be relatively
stable even at 613 K. It may be noted, that Sullivan et al. used a substrate temperature of 613 K for
deposition of Ba0.20Ca0.80F2

[17] (vide supra).
For the mixture of a Ca-rich and a Ba-rich phase reported about by Ruprecht et al. a partial

decomposition to the binary fluorides as well as the formation of oxides and carbonates after stor-
age under air at ambient temperature for more than ten months was observed. However, at least
Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 prepared in this study (tmill = 99 h, ZrO2) which was exemplarily tested seems to be
stable for at minimum nine months and remains phase pure under the same conditions.

It is assumed that the generation of non-equilibrium phases by high-energy ball milling is due
to the ’freezing’ of impact-induced high energetic states.[110–112] Therefore, it should be tested if
Ba1�xCaxF2 solid solutions are accessible by faster quenching techniques[113–115] than employed by
inter alia Sorokin et al. [61] who threw the crucible with the liquid BaF2-CaF2 mixture into liquid
nitrogen. However, it should be emphasized, that the mechanosynthesis of compounds is not yet
understood in detail. [112]

9.3.2 Characterization by 19F NMR spectroscopy

Local environments of the fluoride ions To investigate the microscopic structure of the prepared
solid solutions, 19F MAS NMR spectra were recorded for some of the samples. In Fig. 18 the 19F
MAS NMR spectra of six samples (x = 0.20, x = 0.40, x = 0.50, x = 0.65, x = 0.70 and x = 0.80)
are shown. Interestingly, there are up to five NMR lines (x = 0.50) visible. The isotropic chemical
shifts diso of the NMR lines recorded exhibit a clear correlation with the different contents of CaF2
in the samples, i. e., a small CaF2 content leads to NMR lines near the chemical shift of pure BaF2
(153 ppm)[116] whereas a large amount of CaF2 induces NMR lines near the chemical shift of pure
CaF2 (58 ppm).[116] The NMR lines of the samples with intermediate values of x expectedly show
up between the NMR lines of the pure binary fluorides.

It is reasonable to assign the different NMR lines to the different cationic environments of the
fluoride ions. Since all of the Ba1�xCaxF2 compounds prepared crystallize in the fluorite structure
and show lattice parameters in accordance with Vegard’s law, it seems appropriate to assume that
only the cation sites of the fluorite structure (of course disregarding disorder like Frenkel defects)
are occupied by the two cation species. In the fluorite structure each fluoride ion is coordinated
by four cations in this case thus, Ca or Ba. Therefore, the fluoride ions can be situated in five
different environments which are [Ba]4, [Ba]3[Ca], [Ba]2[Ca]2, [Ba][Ca]3 and [Ca]4 (see Fig. 19 for
an idealized crystal structure of Ba0.50Ca0.50F2).

In Fig. 20 the 19F MAS NMR spectra of Ca1�xSrxF2 (left), prepared by high-energy ball milling
for 6 h under the same conditions as used for Ba1�xCaxF2, and Ba1�xSrxF2 (right) prepared the same
way are shown for several compositions x. As can be seen, also for this samples up to five NMR
lines are visible which, however, are separated more clearly from each other, especially in case of
Ba1�xSrxF2. The reasons for this will be discussed later. In case of these samples the five NMR lines
can also be ascribed to the five different chemical environments of the fluoride ions.

As can be clearly seen in Fig. 18 five NMR lines show up for the Ba1�xCaxF2 samples with
x = 0.50 and x = 0.65. In Tab. 1 the chemical shifts of the NMR lines recorded from the six samples
are listed. It is plausible to assign the NMR lines at about 55 ppm to a [Ca]4 environment. Going
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Figure 18: 19F MAS NMR spectra recorded at 471 MHz and a spinning speed of 60 kHz. The
samples show up to five different NMR lines (see text for further explanations). The asterisks mark
spinning side-bands. The sample with x = 0.20 shows a very small amount of residual CaF2.
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Figure 19: Idealized structure of Ba0.50Ca0.50F2. The large blue balls represent Ba ion while the Ca
ions are displayed as smaller, orange balls. The green balls represent fluoride ions. The fluoride ions
themselves are coordinated tetrahedrally by the cations. The cations are cubically coordinated by
fluoride ions. The fluoride ion cubes share all their edges with other cubes.
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Figure 20: 19F MAS NMR spectra of Ca1�xSrxF2 (left) and Ba1�xSrxF2 recorded at 565 MHz and a
spinning speed of 60 kHz. All the samples were prepared by high-energy ball milling for 6 h. The
samples show up to five different NMR lines clearly separated from each other (see text for further
explanations). The asterisks mark spinning side-bands.
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to larger chemical shift values the ratio of Ba cations increases until the [Ba]4 environment can be
found at around 162 ppm in case of the sample with x = 0.20. This assignment is also reasonable if
the empirical superposition model of Bureau et al. is considered[116] as shown in the following.

Table 1: diso (in ppm) of the six samples of Ba1�xCaxF2.

x = 0.20 x = 0.40 x = 0.50 x = 0.65 x = 0.70 x = 0.80
55 55 55 55 [Ca]4

76 77 78 82 86 89 [Ba][Ca]3
105 107 108 115 120 124 [Ba]2[Ca]2
129 139 141 151 158 [Ba]3[Ca]
162 177 182 187 [Ba]4

According to this model it is possible to estimate the chemical shift of complex or mixed fluo-
rides in a qualitative manner by using the experimental chemical shift values of the binary fluorides
forming the complex or mixed fluoride. In this case, only the first shell of neighbors of the fluo-
ride ions is taken into account, since the cations farther away have only a small direct effect on the
chemical shift which is smaller than the expected error of this method. Furthermore, the calcula-
tions would become more and more complex if all the possible next nearest cationic neighbors are
regarded.

The shift of the resonance frequency is due to the electrons surrounding the nucleus. The reso-
nance frequency of a nucleus not surrounded by electrons would be

n0 =
gB0

2p
(67)

with g being the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus and B0 the magnetic field applied. In case of a
nucleus surrounded by electrons the magnetic field will induce a circular movement of the electrons
around the magnetic field lines due to the Lorentz force. The circular movement creates a magnetic
field in opposite direction to ~B0 which reduces the field strength the nucleus experiences and is,
therefore, called diamagnetic shielding.

The diamagnetic shielding of the nucleus is not the only effect which changes the local magnetic
field the nucleus experiences. The external magnetic field distorts the electron distribution around the
nucleus which can be described by a mixing of the ground state with excited states of the electron
wave function. Some of these excited states may possess paramagnetic properties which leads to
paramagnetic deshielding of the nucleus. Thus, a shielding constant s changing the magnetic field
to B = B0(1�s) can be described as the sum of a diamagnetic and a paramagnetic contribution

s = sd +s p. (68)

Therefore, the resonance frequency of a nucleus surrounded by electrons is

n =
gB0(1�s)

2p
(69)

whereby the change of the resonance frequency is very small and, thus, given in parts per million
(ppm) of the Larmor frequency n0. Instead of the absolute value for the difference between n0 and
n of the respective nucleus a shift of its resonance frequency relative to the resonance frequency of
this nucleus in a reference substance nref is measured which is the chemical shift d :

d = 106 n �nref

nref
(70)
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With respect to (69) equation (70) can be formulated as

d = 106 sref �s
1�sref

(71)

and since 1 � sref (71) can be simplified to

d ⇡ sref �s (72)

when d is given in ppm.
At this point we should note that the shielding of the nucleus is described by a tensor of second

order, thus, a 3 x 3 matrix

sss =

0

@
sxx sxy sxz
syx syy syz
szx szy szz

1

A (73)

It is possible to choose the axis frame such that the shielding tensor is diagonal. This can be done
when the surrounding electron distribution, thus, the surrounding atoms (in a molecule or crystal)
of the nucleus in question is used to define the axis frame. The obtained axis frame is called the
principal axis frame (PAF). In case of molecules in a liquid state the orientation of this PAF with
respect to B0 changes very fast, such that in average an isotropic shielding of the nucleus is obtained
which is siso = 1

3(sxx +syy +szz). The same is true under MAS conditions. Therefore, here the
isotropic chemical shift is measured.

diso =
siso,ref �siso

1�siso,ref
⇡ siso,ref �siso (74)

The isotropic chemical shift can in principle be calculated if the shielding tensor is known. The
components of the shielding tensor can be calculated using the following equations:

sd
gg =

µ0e2

4p2me
hY0|Â

i

a2
i +b 2

i

r3
i

|Y0i (75)
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75 (76)

Thereby µ0 is the vacuum permeability, e is the charge of the electron and me its mass, a,b ,g
are Cartesian coordinates, ri is the distance of the ith electron from the nucleus in question while l̂ia
and l̂ib are the a and b components of the angular momentum of the ith electron, respectively. Y0 is
the wave function in the ground state, while Yk is the wave function in an excited state of the system
(vide supra). Ek �E0 is the energy difference between the excited state and the ground state of the
electron system. Thus, the wavefunctions Y0 and Yk of the system have to be known which is in
case of the excited state only possible by the use of approximations.

The shielding depends on ri which means that only the inner electrons will have a pronounced
effect on the chemical shift. The effect of the surrounding atoms on the local magnetic field of the
nucleus in question is negligible in case of diamagnetic shielding but has a pronounced effect on
the paramagnetic shielding. s p

iso for 19F was calculated by Bureau et. al. [116] by summarizing the
squares of overlap integrals Sl (l = ligand) of the atomic orbitals of the nucleus in question and the
ones of the surrounding atoms (see ref. 116). For sd

iso they calculated a value of 480 ppm. Based on
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the absolute scale of Hindermann and Cornwell[117] C6F6 has a shift of 352.9 ppm. In accordance
with (12) it follows that

diso = sref �sd �s p = 352.9 ppm�480 ppm�s p =�127.1�s p (ppm) =�127.1�
Â
l

Sl

D
(ppm).

(77)

whereby the average value D > 0 replaces Ek �E0 > 0[116]. However, Bureau et al. showed that the
chemical shift of a fluorine atom in a defined environment can be approximated by a very simple
method which they named superposition model. As already mentioned s p can be calculated as a
sum of the deshielding contributions of the different atoms surrounding the fluorine atom in question,
thus, s p = Â

l
sl. According to Bureau et al. these values can be estimated in the following way:

sl = sl0exp[�al(d �d0)] (78)
sl,0 = (diso,exp +127.1)/cn (79)

al =�0.806rl +4.048 (80)
diso,calc =�127.1�Â

l
sl. (81)

Here diso,exp is the chemical shift and d0 is d(M-F) of the corresponding binary (basic) fluoride
which would be BaF2 if the contribution of a Ba ion to the chemical shift of fluorine shall be esti-
mated or LiF in case of a Li ion etc. cn is the coordination number of the fluoride ion in question.
Thus, sl,0 = (153+ 127.1)/4 = 70.025 ppm in case of BaF2. rl is the ionic radius of the ligand
cation, d is d(M-F) in the compound whose chemical shift shall be calculated. As can be seen from
the information given above, the distance of the cation to the fluoride ion d(M-F) in the solid solu-
tions plays a crucial role in the calculation. Small variations of d have a large effect on the chemical
shift due to the exponential character of equation (78).

If d(M-F) is calculated based on the lattice parameters a calculated from the XRPD patterns of
the different solid solutions, the chemical shifts calculated strongly deviates from the ones found
experimentally and listed in Tab. 1. Exemplarily, for the sample with x = 0.40 the following values
are calculated: 270 ppm, 196 ppm, 121 ppm, 47 ppm and -28 ppm. Since the lattice parameter a
obtained from the XRPD pattern is an average value it seems appropriate to assume that d(Ba-F)
differs from d(Ca-F) in the mixed phases since the cations have different ionic radii (112 pm and
142 pm for eightfold coordinated Ca2+ and Ba2+, respectively[59]). If the cation-fluorine distances
are taken from the pure fluorides BaF2 and CaF2 the following values are obtained: 152 ppm, 129
ppm, 105 ppm, 82 ppm and 58 ppm which are in fair agreement with the values measured. Since
for the [Ca]4 environment a value of 55 ppm is found, d(Ca-F) should be slightly larger than in pure
CaF2 which is reasonable due to the strain introduced by the larger Ba ions. If the value of d(Ca-F)
is increased by about 0.2%, a chemical shift of 55 ppm is obtained.

The distances d between the cation and the fluoride ion in the solid solutions can be directly
calculated from the chemical shift using equation (78):

sl = sl0exp[�al(d �d0)] (82)

d =
ln sl

sl0

�al
+d0 (83)

sl =
�127.1+diso,exp

N
(84)

Where N is the number of cations of the same species coordinated to the fluoride ion. In case of the
mixed cationic environments sl can be found when the sl-values obtained for N = cn are used, here
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named as sl,par:

sl =
�127.1�Nsl,par �diso,exp

cn�N
(85)

Thus, if d(Ba-F) in the [Ca]3[Ba] environment of Ba1�xCaxF2 with a certain x and a respective
diso,exp of the NMR line representing this environment shall be calculated, equation (85) will be

sl =
�127.1�3sl,[Ca]4 �diso,exp

4�3
(86)

=�127.1�3sl,[Ca]4 �diso,exp. (87)

To calculate d(Ca-F) in the same environment equation (85) will be:

sl =
�127.1�sl,[Ba]4 �diso,exp

4�1
(88)

=
�127.1�sl,[Ba]4 �diso,exp

3
(89)

The values calculated this way are probably fraud with a systematic error since it is not clear if
the deshielding sl in a mixed coordination sphere does not differ from the one in the [Ba]4 or the
[Ca]4 environment, sl,par, since d(Ba-F) and d(Ca-F) could be smaller or larger in a mixed cationic
environment than in the [Ba]4 or the [Ca]4 environment. Furthermore, it is assumed that in one
coordination shell all cations of the same species have the same distance to the fluoride ion which
might not be the case since it seems likely that the type of MF8 cubes, i. e. the cation species
centering these cubes, surrounding the MF8 cubes which are part of the [Ba]4�z[Ca]z environment
in question, influences d(M-F) in this environment. Thus, there could be a distribution of distances
d(M-F) with M = Ca2+ or Ba2+ in the respective [Ba]4�z[Ca]z environments for each composition x
of the Ba1�xCaxF2 compounds. However, it should be noted that due to the exponential connection
between d(M-F) and sl such a distribution should be rather narrow.

The values obtained for d(M-F) as a function of compositions show a plausible trend for the
systems Ba1�xSrxF2 and Ca1�xSrxF2, i. e. the lattice parameter a decreases with decreasing d(M-
F), while the situation is less clear for Ba1�xCaxF2, as shown in Fig. 21. Especially for d(Ca-F)
no clear change with x is visible. Intuitively one would assume an increased distance d(M-F) in
case of the smaller cation and a decreased distance d(M-F) for the larger cations to reduce the
mismatch between the MF8 cubes. Interestingly, d(Ba-F) as well as d(Ca-F) in the mixed cationic
environments are found to be larger than in the [Ba]4 and [Ca]4 environments, respectively. This is,
less pronounced, also the case for Ca1�xSrxF2 and Ba1�xSrxF2. One may assume that this difference
is due to the errors of the calculation by employing equation (85). But, if d(Ca-F) is smaller than
calculated, d(Ba-F) would necessarily be larger than d(Ba-F) in the [Ba]4 environment. If d(Ba-F) is
smaller than calculated, d(Ca-F) would necessarily be larger than d(Ca-F) in the [Ca]4 environment.
Thus, it seems that in fact the MF8 cubes neighboring each other expand in case that their centers are
not occupied with the same cation species. Since the chemical shifts do not lead to unique possible
arrangements of the cations around the fluoride ion another possibility seems to be the assumption of
heterogeneous distances d(Ba-F) and d(Ca-F) in the mixed cationic environments which would lead
to distorted MF8 cubes. In case of Ba1�xCaxF2 with x = 0.50 for the [Ca]3[Ba] coordination sphere
a value of d(Ba-F) even larger than d(Ba-F) in BaF2 is calculated which supports the assumption of
distorted MF8 cubes. Furthermore, we have to consider the broadness of the NMR lines especially in
case of Ba1�xCaxF2 which is most probably due to a distribution of d(M-F) values as will be shown
in more detail later. It should also be considered, that a decrease of d(Ba-F) should be energetically
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less favorable than an expansion since for the ionic bond the attractive term scales with 1/d but the
repulsive part scales with 1/dx with x � 10. Thus, the repulsive force increases with d10 or even a
higher power while the attractive force increases only with d. [118]

In Fig. 22 the coordination of one fluoride ion by the four cations is shown. As can be seen in this
figure the fluoride ions (colored green) are cubically arranged around the cations in the fluorite struc-
ture. Some edges of these cubes are shared between the coordination spheres illustrated by red balls.
As already shown, the chemical shifts of the NMR lines recorded for the Ba1�xCaxF2 solid solution
show strong evidence that d(Ba-F) 6= d(Ca-F). Therefore, the fluoride ion cubes surrounding the Ca
ions have to be smaller than the cubes around the Ba ions which would lead to a mismatch between
neighboring cubes with different cation: d(F-F) = d(M-F)/

p
3 which would lead to a mismatch in

the order of 0.03 nm ([Ba][Ca]3) to 0.0235 nm ([Ba]3[Ca]) in case of Ba1�xCaxF2, 0.013 nm for
Ba1�xSrxF2 and 0.012 nm for Ca1�xSrxF2 (according to the d(M-F) values shown in Fig. 21).

Finally, we should note that the superposition model gives only a rough trend and no exact
chemical shift values, for which much more elaborate calculations are necessary, see, e. g., ref. 119.
However, to test the quality of the d(M-F) values calculated from the 19F MAS NMR spectra these

values can be averaged by
4
Â

i=1
di(M-F)bi with bi being the abundance of the respective distance in

the compound. Example: d(Ca-F) in the [Ca]3[Ba] environment shall be d2(Ca-F). Then, b2(Ca-F)
= c2(Ca-F)/(c1(Ca-F)+c2(Ca-F)+c3(Ca-F)+c4(Ca-F))) with ci being the integrals of the NMR lines
assigned to the four [Ba]1�z[Ca]z environments in which Ca occurs (see also next chapter). If the
d(M-F) values calculated from the 19F MAS NMR spectra are accurate, the averaged d(M-F) values
should be very similar to the ones calculated from the respective XRPD patterns since the X-ray
diffraction technique provides the over a large scale averaged distances in the system. For a better
comparison with the values obtained from the XRPD patterns the d(M-F) values are used to cal-
culate the average lattice parameter aav by employing the following formulas (exemplarily for the
Ba1�xCaxF2 system):

aCa-F =
d(Ca-F)

(0.252 +0.252 +0.252)0.5 (90)

aBa-F =
d(Ba-F)

(0.252 +0.252 +0.252)0.5 (91)

aav = aCa-F · x(CaF2)+aBa-F · (1� x(CaF2)) (92)

In table 2 the lattice parameters calculated are shown for the samples for which all necessary data
(distances of all environments) is available (cf. Fig 21). The values obtained are in surprisingly good
agreement with the ones calculated from the respective XRPD patterns. While in case of Ca1�xSrxF2
and Ba1�xSrxF2 almost no differences can be seen, in case of Ba1�xCaxF2 the differences between
the lattice parameters calculated from the 19F MAS NMR spectra and the ones calculated from the
XRPD patterns are a bit larger. This is probably due to the less accurate estimation of the amounts of
the respective environments bi (see next chapter) or due to the larger distribution of distances d(M-F)
in this compound.

Cation distribution Expectedly, an NMR line representing the [Ca]4 environment does not show
up for the sample with x = 0.20 due to the small CaF2 content and, thus, the negligible quantity of
this environment in this sample (vide supra). In the sample with x = 0.40 this NMR line is partly
covered by the shoulder of the NMR line of the [Ca]3[Ba] environment and, thus, this coordination
sphere is almost not detectable in the sample. Accordingly, an NMR line for the [Ba]4 environment
cannot be found for the sample with x = 0.80. Even the [Ba]3[Ca] environment does not show up.

In Fig. 23 on the left side the amount of fluoride ions located in the five different environments
with composition x is shown. The lines show the fractions of the different environments expected
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Figure 21: d(M-F) calculated for Ca1�xSrxF2, Ba1�xSrxF2 and Ba1�xCaxF2.
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Table 2: Average distances in the solid solutions calculated from 19F MAS NMR chemical shift
values

Ca1�xSrxF2 x dav(Ca-F) in nm dav(Sr-F) in nm aav in nm aXRPD in nm
0.40 0.2374 0.2494 0.5594 0.5597
0.50 0.2378 0.2498 0.5629 0.5631
0.60 0.2380 0.2500 0.5664 0.5665

Ba1�xSrxF2 x dav(Sr-F) in nm dav(Ba-F) in nm aav in nm aXRPD in nm
0.30 0.2536 0.2674 0.6080 0.6080
0.40 0.2534 0.2669 0.6040 0.6040
0.50 0.2531 0.2666 0.6000 0.6000
0.60 0.2526 0.2662 0.5959 0.5960

Ba1�xCaxF2 x dav(Ca-F) in nm dav(Ba-F) in nm aav in nm aXRPD in nm
0.50 0.2401 0.2666 0.5851 0.5831
0.60 0.2386 0.2657 0.5760 0.5757
0.65 0.2383 0.2650 0.5718 0.5721

if the two different cation species are distributed randomly over the lattice sites. To calculate these
values a cubical lattice consisting of 1.5625 x 1010 cations was simulated with a program which
algorithm was designed by Dr. Benjamin Ruprecht and the author and written by Dipl.-Ing. Malte
B. Rücker. For the random distribution of the cations over the lattice sites the Mersenne Twister
algorithm was used.[120] Expectedly, a highly symmetric distribution is obtained.

While in case of Ba1�xSrxF2 and Ca1�xSrxF2
[56] a random distribution of the cations was ob-

served this is not true for Ba1�xCaxF2. As can be seen in Fig. 23 on the left side, only the [Ca]4
and [Ba]4 environments follow the predicted values for a random distribution of the cations in case
of Ba1�xCaxF2, roughly. The amount of fluoride ions in the mixed cationic environments clearly
differ from the amounts expected in case of a random distribution. This is partly due to the badly
separated NMR lines which made a fit of them difficult which can also be seen if the stoichiometry
of the samples is tested by adding the integrals of the NMR lines and weighting them by their Ba-
or Ca-content. This leads to x values close to the ones expected for x = 0.40 (0.41), x = 0.70 (0.71)
and x = 0.80 (0.83) but shows rather large differences in case of the samples with x = 0.50 (0.59), x
= 0.60 (0.66) and x = 0.65 (0.71), thus for the samples exhibiting the NMR spectra with the broadest
and most overlapping NMR lines, see Table 3. The [Ba][Ca]3 environment, however, seems to be
clearly overrepresented while the [Ba]2[Ca]2 and the [Ba]3[Ca] environments are underrepresented,
which can already be seen in Fig. 18.

One may assume that this could be a kinetic effect, i. e., that initially the different environments
are not in equilibrium. Hence, with increasing tmill the cations should become more and more ran-
domly distributed over the lattice sites. The relative amounts of the different coordination spheres
were also found to be a function of tmill in Ba1�xSrxLiF3.[23]

However, as shown in Fig. 24 no pronounced change of the amounts of the different fluoride ion
environments was found for a sample with x = 0.30 milled for 99 h compared to the one milled for
52 h as well as for a sample with x = 0.80 milled for 24 h and 80 h, respectively. Therefore, it seems
unlikely that a kinetic effect is the reason for the deviation from a random distribution of the cations.

The deficiency in Ba-rich environments for larger x might simply be explained by the overall
decrease of d(M-F) with increasing x which also leads to a decreasing lattice parameter. The larger x
the larger should be the strain introduced by Ba-rich environments and, thus, Ca-rich environments
will be preferred. As already mentioned, it is energetically favorable to substitute a Ba ion in a [Ca]4
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Figure 22: Coordination sphere of a fluoride ion in Ba1�xCaxF2 where Ba ions are portrayed as blue
balls and Ca ions as orange balls. The balls colored red mark the fluoride ions shared by the four
cation associated MF8 cubes.

environment for a Ca ion and increase the average M-F distance, than to substitute a Ca ion in a [Ba]4
environment for a Ba ion and decrease the average M-F distance. This is in good agreement with the
results shown in Fig. 23 for x � 0.50 especially for the [Ba]2[Ca]2 environment. For this environment
it also has to be considered that there are four shared edges of the MF8 cubes centered by non-similar
cation species while in case of [Ba]3[Ca] and [Ba][Ca]3 three edges of the MF8 cubes centered by
non-similar cation species are shared which presumably should result in a reduced tension of these
environments compared to the [Ba]2[Ca]2 environment.

In Fig. 23 on the right side, diso measured for the different cation coordination spheres in the sys-
tems Ca1�xSrxF2, Ba1�xSrxF2 and Ba1�xCaxF2 as a function of composition are shown. An almost
perfect linear slope is obtained for Ca1�xSrxF2 and Ba1�xSrxF2 which was also found for Ca1�xSrxF2
by Youngman et al. [121] and Ponader et al. [56] and for Ba1�xSrxLiF3

[23], while the slope is only in
approximation linear in case of Ba1�xCaxF2. This linear dependence of diso is, as already discussed
before, most probably due to the change of d(M-F). Expectedly, no change is observed for the chem-
ical shift of the [Ca]4 environment in Ba1�xCaxF2 for x = 0.50 to x = 0.80. Thus, as already shown
in Fig. 21 d(Ca-F) seems to be constant in this coordination sphere in this compositional range. It
should be noted that if the [Ca]4 environments were segregated from the other environments, this
would imply the presence of (small clusters of) CaF2 which was not observed by XRPD or 19F MAS
NMR. Therefore, the reason for the fixed d(Ca-F) has to be found on a microscopic level. At first
glance one might think that the further environment of the [Ca]4 coordination sphere for all com-
positions is very similar which could also explain the deviation from a statistical distribution of the
five coordination environments of the fluoride ions. However, it seems more likely that the Ca-F
distances in the [Ca]4 environment, in contrast to the Ba-F distances in the [Ba]4 environment, are
hardly influenced by the ions surrounding it apart from an increase of d(Ca-F) compared to d(Ca-F)
in CaF2. This would mean that the small [Ca]4 environment can be placed in every [Ba]z[Ca]4�z
neighborhood without creating sufficient amounts of strain to force the Ca ions or fluoride ions in
this environment to change their place while the larger [Ba]4 environment as well as the other envi-
ronments occupying more space than the [Ca]4 environment have to change their distances to fit into
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Figure 23: Left: change of the areas of the NMR lines of the different [Ba]z[Ca]4-z, 0  z  4,
environments in dependence of x. Right: shift of diso in dependence of x. With increasing x the
NMR lines are shifted to higher ppm values except for the [Ca]4 coordination sphere.
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Table 3: Stoichiometries of the samples estimated from the integrals of the NMR lines

x real x calculated
0.20 0.16
0.30 0.36
0.40 0.41
0.50 0.59
0.60 0.66
0.65 0.71
0.70 0.72
0.80 0.83

Figure 24: Left: 19F MAS NMR spectra of a sample with x = 0.30 after 52 h and 99 h of milling.
Right: 19F MAS NMR spectra of a sample with x = 0.80 after 24 h and 80 h of milling.

the different [Ba]z[Ca]4�z neighborhoods.
It should be mentioned that the chemical shift in a solid can be used to estimate the temperature

of a sample in the probe coil very precisely due to d(N’-N”) = f(T ) with N’ and N” being nuclei
of which one or both are NMR active.[122] The high spinning frequency of the rotor as well as the
necessary small diameter of the rotor lead to an increase of the sample temperature in the order of 40
to 60 K.[123] Thus, the absolute values of the positions of the NMR lines measured are different from
the ones at 293 K. Since all the NMR lines are referenced to C6F6 and were measured at the same
spinning frequency the chemical shifts should not be much different from the ones which would be
measured at ambient temperatures although the change of d(M-F) with T is material specific. Thus,
if chemical shifts recorded at different spinning speeds are compared this potential source of error
should not be ignored.

Substitutional disorder As mentioned above, the NMR lines reflecting the different [Ba]z[Ca]4�z,
z  4, environments are very broad which is probably due to a variety of slightly different magnetic
environments for each fluoride ion located in one of the cationic environments. This is probably
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Figure 25: a) 19F MAS NMR spectra of Ca0.5Sr0.5F2, Ba0.5Sr0.5F2 after 10 h and Ba0.5Ca0.5F2 after
99 h of milling, respectively. For all samples five NMR lines are visible which clearly deviate in
position and fwhm. b) 19F MAS NMR spectra of a sample with x = 0.30 milled for 80 h and of the
same sample after annealing for 12 h at 613 K. c) 19F MAS NMR spectra of a sample with x = 0.70
milled for 24 h and of the same sample after annealing for 12 h at 613 K.

due to different distributions of the cations in the higher coordination spheres of the respective
[Ba]z[Ca]4�zF unit. Therefore, slightly different distortions of the lattice next to this unit emerge
which change d(Ba-F) and d(Ca-F) in this unit and, thus, unequal magnetic environments for the
fluoride ions, although located in the same type of [Ba]z[Ca]4�z environment, are established. Thus,
the broad NMR lines are superpositions of NMR lines with slightly different chemical shifts.

Interestingly, the full width at half maximum (fwhm) of the 19F NMR line of the [Ca]4 envi-
ronment is considerably smaller than the ones of the other [Ba]z[Ca]4�z environments. As already
shown, the chemical shift of the [Ca]4 environment does not change with x over a broad composi-
tional range and, thus, d(Ca-F) is considered to be constant in this environment for the compositions
with x = 0.50 to x = 0.80. Therefore, this environment experiences only the outer changes of the
cation-anion distance as well as the different deshielding[23,116] due to the different kind of cations
enclosing this unit in the farther neighborhood which leads to a narrower NMR line. Accordingly,
the fwhm of the 19F MAS NMR line of the [Ca]4 environment in the solid solutions is still more than
about a factor of two larger than the fwhm of the 19F MAS NMR line of milled pure CaF2. This is
also true for the NMR lines of the other binary fluorides when compared to the respective isocationic
environments [Ba]4, [Sr]4 and [Ca]4 in Ba1�xCaxF2, Ba1�xSrxF2 as well as in Ca1�xSrxF2.

In Fig. 25 a) 19F MAS NMR spectra of Ca0.50Sr0.50F2, Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 both milled for 10 h and
of Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 milled for 99 h are shown. The spectrum of Ca0.50Sr0.50F2 consists of five narrow
NMR lines with only slightly different chemical shifts. In comparison the clearly broader NMR
lines of Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 are distributed over a much wider range of chemical shifts reflecting the large
deshielding of the fluoride ions due of the large number of electrons of the Ba ions compared to Sr
and Ca ions.[116] While the chemical shift range of Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 is only a little wider, the NMR
lines are much broader than the ones of Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 which is probably due to the large difference
of the ionic radii of the Ba and Ca ions leading to a larger variability of d(M-F) in this compound
and probably also due to differences of the microstructure of the Ba1�xCaxF2 and the microstructure
of Ba1�xSrxF2 and Ca1�xSrxF2 as discussed before.
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Figure 26: a) 19F MAS NMR spectra of the sample with x = 0.80 after mechanical treatment for
different tmill. An additional NMR line is visible (black arrows). Spinning sidebands are marked by
asterisks. The different position of the sidebands for the sample milled for 24 h is due to the smaller
field strength (19F resonance frequency = 471 MHz) at which this spectrum was recorded. b) 19F
MAS NMR spectra of the sample with x = 0.20 recorded at 565 MHz after mechanical treatment
for the periods shown. After five minutes of milling the NMR line of cubic BaF2 dominates the
spectrum. Small amounts of orthorhombic BaF2 show up (red arrows). c) Spectra of the mixtures to
give Ba1�xCaxF2 with x = 0.30, x = 0.40, x = 0.50, x = 0.60, x = 0.65 and x = 0.70 after six hours of
milling. For comparison the spectra (dotted lines) of the same samples after 99 h (x = 0.30, x = 0.40,
x = 0.50, x = 0.60 and x = 0.65) and 24 h (x = 0.70) of milling, respectively, are shown.
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Thermal stability and formation In Fig. 25 also 19F MAS NMR spectra of the soft annealed (12
h at 613 K) samples Ba0.70Ca0.30F2 (b) and Ba0.30Ca0.70F2 (c) are shown. Although there were no
signs of decomposition visible in the XRPD patterns of these compounds after heat treatment (vide
supra), the spectra exhibit a change of the amounts of the fluoride ions in the different cationic en-
vironments. For Ba0.70Ca0.30F2 the amounts of fluoride ions in the Ba rich environments increased,
while the amounts of fluoride ions in the Ca rich environments decreased. Accordingly, in case of
Ba0.30Ca0.70F2 a change towards the Ca rich environments is observed. However, in both cases no
NMR lines of the binary fluorides emerge. Therefore, the narrowing of the XRPD peaks after soft
annealing of the Ba1�xCaxF2 discussed in section 9.3.1 is at least partly due to a reduced substitu-
tional disorder.

In Fig. 26 a) the change of the 19F MAS NMR spectra of the sample with x = 0.80 with increasing
tmill is shown. After six hours of milling the narrow NMR line of CaF2 is still clearly visible and also
the NMR line of cubic BaF2 exhibiting a smaller intensity is resolved. Next to the NMR line of CaF2
the broader NMR line of the [Ca]4 environment shows up increasing in intensity with increasing
milling time. The NMR lines of the [Ca]3[Ba] and [Ca]2[Ba]2 environments are clearly visible
already after six hours of milling. The chemical shifts of these NMR lines show no dependence on
tmill. This is in accordance with the observation of a (pseudo-)single step reaction by XRPD already
discussed before (see Fig. 13). For short milling times an additional NMR line emerges (Fig. 26
d)) which probably can be assigned to the intermediate phase found in the XRPD pattern after 10
min of milling. This NMR line decreases in intensity with increasing tmill and, thus, progressing
reaction to the solid solution. In Fig. 26 b) the formation of the sample with x = 0.20 is shown.
After five minutes of milling the spectrum is dominated by the NMR line of BaF2. In addition to the
smaller NMR line of CaF2 reflecting the much smaller amount of this fluoride in this mixture NMR
lines of orthorhombic BaF2 show up at 103 and 176 ppm (red arrows)[66]. In accordance with the
results obtained by XRPD the amount of orthorhombic BaF2 is clearly increased after 60 minutes
of milling. After 28 hours of milling no orthorhombic BaF2 can be detected by 19F MAS NMR
due to the broad NMR lines of the [Ba]4 and [Ba]2[Ca]2 environments masking the residual small
amount of the orthorhombic phase (compare Fig. 8). The shift of the NMR lines representing the
different cationic environments of the fluoride ions with tmill can be clearly seen (dotted lines). This
is in accordance with the observation in Fig. 8 showing a decrease of the lattice parameter a with
increasing milling time. Interestingly, the NMR line of BaF2 has changed to the one of the [Ba]4
environment after 60 minutes of milling, i. e., it is broadened and lost a lot of intensity, while the
NMR line of the CaF2 remained unchanged. Thus, as already deduced from the XRPDs the BaF2
reacts much faster than the CaF2 which is probably due to the larger lattice parameter of the BaF2
which should ease the introduction of the small Ca ions into it and the larger hardness of the CaF2
which should lead to a stronger decrease of the BaF2 crystallite size compared to the one of the CaF2
which also should accelerate the reaction of the BaF2.

In Fig. 26 c) spectra of the samples with compositions in the range x = 0.30 to x = 0.70 after
mechanical treatment for six hours are shown. The [Ba]4, [Ba]3[Ca] and [Ba]2[Ca]2 environments
are already clearly visible except for the samples with x = 0.65 and x = 0.70. For the samples with x
= 0.30 to x = 0.60 a very similar chemical shift for each of the coordination spheres can be observed,
which is in accordance with their very similar lattice parameter (see Fig. 4) indicating a similar
formation mechanism for these samples, as shown before. As already discussed above the NMR
lines of the different coordination spheres shift to larger ppm values with increasing tmill.

9.3.3 Pair distribution function

For Ba0.50Ca0.50F2, Ba0.60Ca0.40F2, Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 and Ca0.50Sr0.50F2 XRPD patterns were recorded
using synchrotron radiation which enabled the measurement of diffractograms with q-values of up
to 20 Å�1. This allowed the calculation of pair distribution functions (PDF) of the samples by
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Fourier transformation of the diffractograms. While the XRPD patterns allow the determination of
the average positions of the atoms the PDF pattern exhibits the actual distances between the atoms.
In Fig. 27 the PDF patterns of the samples are shown. The q-range used for the Fourier transform
was 18 Å�1 for all samples since the quality of the diffractograms is drastically decreased for larger
values of q due to instrumental effects. Since all the samples crystallize in the cubic fluorite structure
the PDF patterns of the samples are very similar. The distances between the ions increase in the
order Ca0.50Sr0.50F, Ba0.50Sr0.50F2, Ba0.60Ca0.40F2, and Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 which is in agreement with
the lattice parameters obtained from the XRPD patterns. In the same order the width of the peaks
in the PDF patterns increase indicating an increase of the distribution width of the distances of the
ions in the compounds. The lattice parameters can also be seen in the PDF patterns (the second
M-M distance, which are marked with a ‡) and are in good agreement with the values form the
XRPD patterns. With increasing distance only the metal-metal distances can be seen due to the
larger structure factors of the metal ions compared to the one of the fluoride ion. The shortest metal-
fluoride distances (which are marked with a #) in the compounds are slightly smaller (about 0.002
nm) than the d(M-F) values calculated from the 19F MAS NMR chemical shifts with M being the
metal ion with the larger atomic number and, thus, larger structure factor. Expectedly, the slightly
different distances calculated from the 19F MAS NMR spectra are not resolved in the PDF pattern
but a broad peak is visible which is most probably a superposition of the several distances d(M-F).
An increase of q could increase the resolution such that some of the different M-F distances may
become visible. Interestingly, the PDF pattern of the samples Ca0.50Sr0.50F and Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 show
one, the samples Ba0.60Ca0.40F2 and Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 two additional peaks which cannot be assigned
to a distance in the fluorite lattice, see the black arrows in Fig. 27. For the Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 the peak
can be found at 0.36 nm, while in case of the Ca0.50Sr0.50F2 just a broad shoulder is observable in
this region. In case of Ba0.60Ca0.40F2 the peak is located at 0.33 nm and for the sample with the
composition Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 it can be found at 0.305 nm. Thus, this distance is correlated with the
lattice parameter of the compounds. These distances seem too large for a M-F distance and too short
for a M-M distance in the fluorite lattice (the smallest d(Ca-Ca) in CaF2 is 0.386 nm). The second
peak in case of the two Ba1�xCaxF2 samples shows up at 0.228 nm for the sample with x = 0.40
and at 0.226 nm for the sample with x = 0.50. These distances are shorter than the shortest distance
in CaF2 (d(Ca-F) = 0.236 nm). There was also no additional 19F NMR line in the spectra of these
samples visible which can be assigned to such a short M-F distance. In case of a d(Ca-F) smaller
than 0.236 nm the 19F NMR line should be located at a higher ppm value than the one of the [Ca]4.
In fact the NMR lines of the [Ca]3[Ba] environments seem to be a bit asymmetric. Thus, maybe
the NMR line which can be assigned to this short Ca-F distance is overlaid by the other NMR lines.
This could also explain the too high abundance of the [Ca]3[Ba] environment. Perhaps it is a F-F
distance although the ionic radii of 0.133 nm and the fact that they would repel each other make
this assumption rather improbable. By all means, this distance seems to represent the distortion of
the fluorite structure due to the different ionic radii of the two different cation species building up
the structure. Therefore, the larger distance might be caused by a cation-cation distance which is
decreased due to these distortions. On the other hand, the small distance is not visible in case of
the Ca0.50Sr0.50F2 and the Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 but only the larger distance can be observed. Thus, there
seems to be no direct connection between the two additional distances. However, without a reliable
simulation of the lattice the true nature of these distances cannot be revealed. Another way to assign
these peaks is to measure the Extended-X-ray-Fine Structure (EXAFS) which allows to distinguish
between the elements being part of a pair of the pair distribution function. Such measurements were
done in October at Diamond Light Source in Oxfordshire. The measurement results are currently
processed. Furthermore, after these measurements a simulation of the microstructure will be initiated
using all the information gained with the different techniques as a reference.
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Figure 27: PDF patterns of Ba0.50Ca0.50F2, Ba0.60Ca0.40F2, Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 and Ca0.50Sr0.50F2.
Metal-metal distances are marked with a ‡ while metal-fluoride distances are marked with a #.

9.3.4 Ionic conductivity of the compounds

In Fig. 28 the temperature dependence of the dc conductivity of a selection of Ba1�xCaxF2 samples
is shown in an Arrhenius representation according to

sdcT = s0exp(�Ea/(kBT )) (93)

where Ea denotes the activation enthalpy, s0 is the pre-exponential factor and kB is Boltzmann’s
constant.

As already shown by Ruprecht et al. [66] the dc conductivity of a mixture of 0.40 parts BaF2
and 0.60 parts CaF2 mechanically treated in a high-energy ball mill is higher than the ones of the
mechanically treated binary fluorides. With an ionic conductivity of about 3x10�3 S/cm observed
for Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 at 588 K this fluoride ion conductor is comparable to the well known fast ion
conductor Ba0.50La0.50F2.5 for which a dc conductivity of 2.5x10�3 S/cm was found at that tem-
perature.[124] The dc conductivity of Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 is about 2 orders of magnitude higher than
the one of pure BaF2 milled for 6 h. Thus, it is very similar to the value found in the study of
Ruprecht et al. for their BaF2-CaF2 mixture milled 3 hours in a tungsten carbide vial set. [66] In turn,
the dc conductivity of milled BaF2 is about two orders of magnitude higher than that of untreated
BaF2 (cf. ref. 66) and even about three orders of magnitude higher than found for single-crystalline
BaF2

[124]. The dc conductivity of single-crystalline CaF2 (not shown in Fig. 28) is even lower than
the one of single-crystalline BaF2 with a dc conductivity of about 1.75 x 10�10 S/cm at 572 K[45].
A micro-crystalline sample of CaF2 was not measured due to persistent problems to press a pellet
which survives the measurements in a sufficiently broad temperature range. Mechanical treatment
of the binary fluorides for tmill > 6 h does not lead to a further increase of their dc conductivity.

The increased conductivity of the binary fluorides after milling can be ascribed to the formation
of large amounts of highly conductive grain boundaries.[66,125] Since the Ba1�xCaxF2 samples do not
clearly differ in crystallite size (cf. Fig. 5) this effect cannot explain the increased ionic conductivity
found for Ba1�xCaxF2. In case of Ca1�xSrxF2 and Ba1�xSrxF2 prepared by mechanical treatment
only the expected increase of the conductivity from CaF2 to SrF2 and SrF2 to BaF2 can be observed,
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Figure 28: Arrhenius plot of the dc conductivities of some of the samples prepared by 6 hours of
milling. The sample with x = 0.50 shows the highest dc conductivity, while milled CaF2 shows a by 4
orders of magnitude smaller conductivity. At high temperatures the dc conductivity is not increasing
linearly anymore probably due to decomposition of the compounds or grain growth in case of the
binary fluorides.

Figure 29: Dc conductivities at different temperatures as a function of composition x for Ca1�xSrxF2
prepared by high-energy ball milling (left), and of single crystalline Ca1�xSrxF2 (data taken from
ref. 45).
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see Figs. 29 (left) and 30 (top). In case of single crystalline Ca1�xSrxF2, however, a maximum of
the conductivity for x ⇡ 0.50 was observed by Subrahmanya Sarma et al. [45], see Fig. 29 (right) for
which the data of Subrahmanya Sarma et al. [45] was used. Interestingly, as can be seen in Fig. 29,
the nanostructured Ca1�xSrxF2 exhibits an overall higher dc conductivity than the single-crystalline
material[45,47] most probably due to the defects introduced by high-energy ball milling masking the
EAMICS effect. The preparation of and conductivity measurements on the Ca1�xSrxF2 (as well as
of Ba1�xSrxF2) were done by E. Merzlyakova in the frame of her bachelor thesis under my guidance.

To test if the EAMICS effect is also present in the Ba1�xSrxF2 system (the author found no such
work in the literature) the mechanosynthesized material was heat treated to get rid of the defects
and highly conducting grain boundaries probably responsible for the high conductivities observed.
Furthermore, two single crystals with the compositions Ba0.67Sr0.33F2 and Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 were ob-
tained from Dr. Reinhard Uecker from the Leibniz Institut für Kristallzüchtung in Berlin. From
these crystals discs were sawed out and used for the impedance measurements. Furthermore, a small
amount of the material was investigated by XRPD to confirm their stoichiometry and purity. It was
found that both crystals have lattice parameters which are in good agreement with the intended sto-
ichiometries. No impurities were found in the diffraction patterns. For comparison, disk shaped
crystals of BaF2 and SrF2 were bought from Korth Kristalle GmbH. The conductivity measurements
on these materials were done by A.-T. Duong in the frame of her bachelor thesis under my guidance.
As can be seen in Fig. 30, the heat treatment of the Ba1�xSrxF2 leads to an overall decrease of the
dc conductivity and there seems to be a conductivity maximum at a composition of x = 0.50 which
indicates the existence of the EAMICS effect. However, in case of the single crystalline material
there is no clear effect visible. Thus, in case of this material investigations of more compositions are
necessary to decide if there is an effect or not.

In case of Ba1�xCaxF2 a pronounced conductivity maximum can be observed in a range from
x = 0.30 to x = 0.70, see Fig. 31 a). In this range the dc conductivity of the samples does not
change in a very distinct way. A drastic increase of the dc conductivity by more than two orders
of magnitude to a value which is very similar to that of milled BaF2 was observed at T = 554 K
(for lower temperatures the conductivity of the CaF2 was out of the accessible measuring range of
the impedance spectrometer used) when x was decreased from 1 to 0.90. However, with increasing
amount of fluoride ions in the [Ba]4 and [Ca]4 environments the ionic conductivity converges to the
one of the respective binary fluoride.

It should be mentioned that for comparison BaF2 and CaF2 were milled separately for 3 h at 600
rpm. After milling, similar volumes (the respective masses were calculated from their densities given
in the literature) of the binary fluorides were put into a round-bottomed flask filled with isopropyl
alcohol and stirred for a day. Then the solvent was evaporated by heating. From the obtained powder
an XRPD pattern was recorded which showed CaF2, cubic BaF2 and a small amount of orthorhombic
BaF2. A crystallite size of about 146(5) nm for the BaF2 and 136(5) nm for the CaF2 was calculated
from the diffractogram of the mixture by employing the formula of Williamson and Hall[71]. The
conductivity of this sample at a temperature of about 554 K is shown in Fig. 31 a), marked by an
arrow. It is much smaller than the conductivity of the Ba1�xCaxF2 and slightly higher than found
by Sata et al. for BaF2-CaF2 layers with a layer-thickness of 103 nm. In case of a 3D network of
space charge regions between the CaF2 and BaF2 crystallites the amount of highly conducting grain
boundary regions should be higher than in case of a layered system. Therefore, the conductivity
observed for the mixed sample might be explained by a space charge model. However, it was not
investigated if both fluorides were thoroughly intermixed. Even if they were, the grains are probably
less dense packed than in the layered system prepared by Sata et al. [42] by employing MBE. Hence,
the conductivity of the non-intermixed binary fluorides, milled for 3 h and subsequently stirred 24
h in isopropyl alcohol should be measured, too. In the case that an effect of the intermixing can be
observed the intermixed sample needs to be investigated in more detail, e. g., by TEM before reliable
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conclusions are possible. This will be done in the future.
It should also be mentioned that Sata et al. [126] ruled out a mixed cation effect being the rea-

son for the increased ionic conductivity found for their epitaxial layers of BaF2 and CaF2 (vide
supra). To do this they prepared a sample by simultaneous deposition of CaF2 and BaF2 which
they assumed to lead to a maximum mixing of BaF2 and CaF2.[126] Interestingly, they found only
a slight increase of the conductivity compared to the binary fluorides being clearly smaller than the
conductivity found in the epitaxial layers. Therefore, and since they used substrate-temperatures
of about 773 K for deposition it seems very likely that no metastable Ba1�xCaxF2 was formed but
a mixture of small grains of a Ba-rich and a Ca-rich phase with compositions comparable to the
ones prepared by Sorokin et al. by conventional solid state synthesis[61] (vide supra). As mentioned
above Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 is completely decomposed to the binary fluorides after annealing this sample
at 773 K for several hours.

Zahn et al. [127] calculated the qualitative effect of a single Ba ion introduced into a CaF2 lattice
and of a single Ca ion introduced into a BaF2 lattice on the ionic conductivity. They assumed that
the mixing of the cations in the fluorite lattice can be approximated by the use of the space charge
model which explained the increase of the fluoride ion conductivity in a layered BaF2-CaF2 system
very well. [43,128] According to their calculations vacancies shall be trapped close to the Ba ions
introduced. The introduction of Ca ions into BaF2 shall stabilize fluoride ions on the interstitial
position in the center of the unit cell of the fluorite lattice, octahedrally coordinated by six cations,
due to the smaller ionic radius of the Ca ion compared to the one of the Ba ion. By this means
vacancies shall be created in the lattice which should increase the fluoride ion conductivity of the
material. The introduction of Ba ions into the CaF2 on the other hand shall decrease the ionic
conductivity. The last prediction is not in agreement with the results shown here since the strongest
increase of the conductivity can be observed when going from pure CaF2 to Ba0.10Ca0.90F2, see
Fig. 31. Furthermore, Zahn et al. [127] did not mention structural relaxation caused by the substitution
of Ba ions by Ca ions (or Ca ions by Ba ions) in BaF2 (CaF2).

Expectedly, since the cations are substituted by isovalent cations, for all samples a rather similar
pre-exponential factor s0 being in the range of 105 to 106 S·cm�1K was found, see Fig. 32. For
the samples in the range of x = 0.30 to x = 0.70 the range is even narrower: 2.4 x 105 to 4.5 x 105

S·cm�1K. The prefactor s0 can be described by the following equation:

s0 =
Nq2 f a2

HrkB6t0
(94)

t�1
0 = t�1eEa/(kBT ) (95)

Thereby, Ea denotes the activation energy, N is the mobile ion concentration, a is the average jump
distance of the mobile ions, q is the electric charge of the mobile ions, f is the correlation factor, Hr
is the Haven ratio, t�1 is the average jump rate of the mobile ion, t0 is a pre-exponential factor which
can be understood as attempt frequency and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.[129] Thus, an increase of
s0 could mean an increase of the mobile ion concentration. Thus, if the number of vacancies would
increase with x, s0 should also increase until a saturation value is reached. Since there is no clear
increase visible, it seems plausible to assume that there is no increase of the mobile ion concentration
in the Ba1�xCaxF2 compounds.

The activation energies obtained, shown in Fig. 31, reflect the dc conductivities pretty good
since a high dc conductivity goes along with a small activation energy. The plateau found for the dc
conductivities in the range from x = 0.30 to x = 0.70 is mirrored by the activation enthalpies. The
activation enthalpy for the ionic conductivity consists of two parts, which is (i) the energy necessary
for the ion to leave its potential well and (ii) the defect-formation enthalpy. Thus, the migration
potential barrier may be decreased as well as defects may be formed more easily due to the distortion
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 30: Dc conductivities at different temperatures as a function of composition x for a)
Ba1�xSrxF2 prepared by high energy ball milling, b) the mechanosynthesized material after anneal-
ing at 1070 K for 24 h (at center), and of single crystalline Ba1�xSrxF2, c).
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Figure 31: a) Dc conductivities of Ba1�xCaxF2 in dependence of x at three different temperatures.
A broad maximum from around x = 0.30 to x = 0.70 shows up. Milling the mixtures for 24 h or
even longer (see Fig. 4 for respective tmill) does not change their dc conductivity in a pronounced
way. Also the activation energies in dependence of x are shown. The arrow marks the conductivity
of a mixture of nano-crystalline BaF2 and CaF2 at a temperature of 554 K. See text for further
explanations. b) Change of the dc conductivity of Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 as a function of the milling time.

Figure 32: Arrhenius plot of the conductivities of the Ba1�xCaxF2 samples. The inset shows the
pre-exponential factor s0 as a function of composition x.
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of the lattice reflected by the different [Ba]z[Ca]4�z environments of the fluoride ions. Combining
the fact that N is roughly constant as a function of x and that there is a minimum of activation energy
for compositions in the range 0.30  x  0.70 it seems plausible to assume decreased migration
potential barriers being responsible for the increased dc conductivity observed.

As can be seen in Fig. 31 b) the dc conductivity increases with increasing milling time. Interest-
ingly, the milling time has almost no influence on the dc conductivity if tmill � 6 h are considered,
see Fig. 31 b), although the macrostructure of the mixtures changes in a pronounced way with tmill
as already shown before. However, as shown in Fig. 4 the lattice parameter of the samples with x =
0.30 to x = 0.65 after six hours of milling are very similar. Thus, the cationic environments of the
fluoride ions should be very similar in all these samples as actually found for the samples with x =
0.30, x = 0.40, x = 0.50 and x = 0.60, see Fig. 26. In fact, all these samples show the [Ba]3[Ca]
and the [Ba]2[Ca]2 environments which probably enable the fluoride ions to be highly mobile. The
large amount of residual CaF2 as well as the lattice parameter and, accordingly, d(Ba-F) within this
coordination spheres seem to have almost no effect on the ionic conductivity, see Fig. 31. However,
as already shown also for the samples with x = 0.90 and x = 0.10 the dc conductivity is clearly
enhanced. Therefore, also the [Ba][Ca]3 as well as the [Ba]3[Ca] facilitates a high mobility of the
fluoride ions compared to the [Ba]4 along with the [Ca]4 coordination spheres in the binary fluorides.

Thus, the mixed cationic environments which enable a high diffusivity of the fluoride ions most
likely create highly conducting percolation paths through the bulk material. After only six hours of
milling the amount of this mixed cationic environments enabling a high mobility of the fluoride ions
is already clearly beyond the percolation threshold. Thus, most of the possible direct paths between
the electrodes consisting of the highly conducting environments are already formed. Therefore, if
the amount of the mixed phase is increased further, the amount of direct paths is not increased in
a pronounced way. Instead of this, the interconnection between the paths increases which will not
noteworthy contribute to the dc conductivity but affects the mobility in the short range regime as
will be shown in the next paragraph. Hence, if the reaction progresses the ionic conductivity is
only very slightly increased. This result is in accordance with the observation obtained by Ruprecht
et al. [66] In that study the ionic conductivity increased with increasing milling time until a saturation
conductivity was reached, although no phase pure Ba1�xCaxF2 was investigated.

9.3.5 Static 19F NMR

For some of the samples static 19F NMR spectra were recorded at temperatures between 293 K and
473 K. Exemplarily, in Fig. 33 a) the NMR spectra of the sample with x = 0.50 after 6 h and 99
h of milling, respectively, are shown. The sample milled for 6 h exhibits three NMR lines at all
temperatures measured while the one milled for 99 h shows only a single line at high temperatures
(see Fig. 33) which is also true for the other samples investigated. The narrow NMR line in the mid-
dle is caused by chemical exchange of fluoride ions between their different cationic environments.
If the exchange rate between these different cationic environments exceeds the distance between
the respective NMR lines the discrete NMR lines coalesce to a single NMR line.[130] The chemi-
cal shift of that NMR line will be an average of the chemical shifts (di) of the fluoride ions in the
different cationic environments participating on the exchange weighted by the relative populations
(pi) of these environments. Thus, the two residual, broad NMR lines visible at high temperatures
for the sample obtained after only 6 h of milling represent fluoride ions which do not participate
in a fast exchange. Accordingly, these NMR lines can be ascribed to residual reactants, i. e., the
binary fluorides or compositions of Ba1�xCaxF2 with very large or very small x. In case of the single
phase Ba1�xCaxF2 almost every fluoride ion participates in the fast exchange between the different
chemical environments and, thus, only a single NMR line is visible at high temperatures.

In Fig. 33 b) the chemical shifts of the narrow NMR lines (dc) of some compositions are shown.
The chemical shift values are in tolerable agreement with the expected chemical shift values if a
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Figure 33: a) Static 19F NMR lines of the sample with x = 0.50 after 6 h and 99 h of milling. b)
Chemical shift of the narrow line for the different compositions after 6 h of milling and for the solid
solution (with tmill as specified in Fig. 4).
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chemical exchange of fluoride ions between some of the cationic environments is assumed. If the
[Ba]2[Ca]2 environment is examined, a chemical shift of about 100 ppm is calculated (Â pidi = dc)
for the sample with x = 0.50 taking into account the possible environments in direct neighborhood
of this cationic environment which are [Ba]4, [Ba]3[Ca], [Ba]2[Ca]2 and [Ba][Ca]3. In case of the
sample with x = 0.40 a chemical shift of about 120 ppm is found that way which is in good agreement
with the chemical shift found experimentally. In case of the sample with x = 0.80 an exchange be-
tween the [Ba][Ca]3 environment with its possible direct neighbors [Ba]3[Ca], [Ba]2[Ca]2, [Ba][Ca]3
and [Ca]4 has to be assumed to get a value of about 90 ppm being in good agreement with the value
found.

9.4 Conclusions and Outlook
Metastable Ba1�xCaxF2 compounds with 0  x  1 are accessible by high-energy ball milling.
The lattice parameter a of the samples prepared was found to be in agreement with Vegard’s law.
Accordingly, all lattice parameters between the ones of BaF2 and CaF2 are accessible by joint milling
of mixtures of the binary fluorides. Except for the samples with x = 0.10 and x = 0.20 in which
small amounts of orthorhombic Ba1�xCaxF2 were found, the compounds prepared are single phase
materials. Furthermore, only in a few samples prepared by using very long milling times small
amounts of abraded ZrO2 or WC were observed.

19F MAS NMR measurements expectedly exhibit five different chemical environments of the
fluoride ions as it was also found for Ca1�xSrxF2

[121], Ba1�xSrxF2 and Ba1�xSrxLiF3.[23] This sup-
ports the assumption of the formation of metastable Ba1�xCaxF2 also from an atomic point of view
since these results can hardly be explained by the perfect mixing of very small nano-crystals of BaF2
and CaF2 which would likewise result in average lattice parameters in accordance to Vegard’s law.
Furthermore, from the chemical shifts of the respective NMR lines in the 19F MAS NMR spectra
the distances d(M-F) between the respective cations and fluoride ions were calculated. The average
distances dav calculated from these d(M-F) were in almost perfect agreement with the values ob-
tained from the XRPD patterns which exhibit the capability of 19F MAS NMR spectroscopy to get
information about the microstructure of a complex fluoride. From this data it was concluded that
the fluorite structure the Ba1�xCaxF2 compounds (as well as the Ca1�xSrxF2 and Ba1�xSrxF2 com-
pounds) crystallize in, is most probably highly distorted. These results were corroborated by the pair
distribution functions of Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 and Ba0.60Ca0.40F2 which showed distances which cannot
be assigned to distances in the ideal fluorite lattice. In addition also in case of the stable compounds
Ca0.50Sr0.50F2 and Ba0.50Sr0.50F2 evidence for structural distortions was found this way.

The very first stages of the reaction of BaF2 and CaF2 to Ba1�xCaxF2 were investigated by XRPD
and 19F MAS NMR. The formation of the solid solutions by mechanical treatment turned out to be
due to a consecutive introduction of CaF2 into the BaF2 lattice and BaF2 into the CaF2 lattice, except
for the compounds with x � 0.75, which means that in a short period of time the whole material
comes into reactive contact. The compositions with x � 0.75 were formed in a pseudo-single step
reaction directly from the binary fluorides which indicates that only a small amount of the binary
fluorides comes into reactive contact in time. This reacting material then forms the final composition
very fast. During, or after this process some new reaction spheres of the binary fluorides are created
keeping the majority of the binary fluorides untouched over long milling times. This can be explained
by the assumption of a variation of the agglomeration behavior and the crystallite sizes of the binary
fluorides with composition x of the mixtures when mechanically treated in a high-energy ball mill.

The prepared mixed phase with x = 0.50 exhibits an about two orders of magnitude higher
dc conductivity than found for mechanically treated BaF2. This maximum is embedded in an
slightly curved plateau from x = 0.30 to x = 0.70. The dc conductivities of Ba1�xCaxF2 seem to
be solely dependent on Ea. A similar behavior is already known for single crystalline Ca1�xSrxF2
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and Pb1�xCdxF2 from the literature[45,49]. The results obtained for Ba1�xSrxF2 regarding its con-
ductivity behavior as a function of x are to this moment still inconclusive although some preliminary
results indicate the existence of a conductivity maximum at x = 0.50 and, thus, the existence of a
EAMICS effect for all three compounds.

The enhanced dc conductivity of Ba1�xCaxF2 is assumed to be due to ion conduction in the
bulk material. The mixed fluoride ion coordination spheres observed by 19F MAS NMR are proba-
bly characterized by decreased migration potential barriers, probably caused by structural disorder,
compared with the ones of the fluoride ion coordination spheres in the pure binary fluorides. This
result is corroborated by temperature dependent static 19F NMR measurements.

Further investigations to reveal the microstructure of the mixed fluorides are necessary to under-
stand the properties of these systems. EXAFS measurements, which were done in October 2013,
will contribute to a better understanding of the microstructure. The information gained from these
measurements, the PDF patterns (which will be fitted in the future by employing the software DIS-
CUS) and the results from the 19F MAS NMR measurements will allow a well-founded simulation
of the lattice. The knowledge of the microstructure will allow the determination of pathways for
the fluoride ions and general insight into the origins of the enhanced fluoride ion conductivity of the
mixed earth alkaline fluoride compounds.

According to the literature, Ba1�xCaxF2 compounds with 0  x  1 are probably also accessi-
bly by MBE[17,18,65] if the temperature of the substrate is low. Therefore, metastable Ba1�xCaxF2
seems to be accessible by both, a fast quenching process speculated to happen in the course of
mechanochemical reactions[111,112], as well as low temperature deposition techniques. Therefore, a
comparison of the properties of Ba1�xCaxF2 or mixed phases prepared by both techniques would be
interesting also for a comparison of the reaction mechanisms of the two techniques.

In general, it should be tested if other metastable phases which are to this time only accessible
by deposition techniques can also be prepared by high-energy ball milling which would allow the
preparation of larger amounts of these phases.
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Appendix: orthorhombic BaF2
All powders were treated in a Fritsch Pulverisette 7 premium line. The overall mass of the pow-
ders to be milled was 2 g. All XRPD patterns were recorded with a D8 Advance diffractometer
(Bruker). The ZrO2 milling vial sets were equipped with 140 milling balls (5 mm in diameter) made
of the same material, while the WC milling vial set was equipped with 100 milling balls (5 mm in
diameter) made of the same material.

Figure 34: XRPD pattern of BaF2 milled for 6 h at 600 rpm in a ZrO2 milling vial set.
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Figure 35: 19F MAS NMR spectrum of BaF2 milled for 6 h at 600 rpm in a ZrO2 milling vial set.
The spectrum was recorded with n0 = 565 MHz and nrot = 60 kHz. The NMR lines associated with
the orthorhombic BaF2 at 103 ppm and 176 ppm are marked with arrows. The main NMR line at
152 ppm represents the cubic BaF2.

Figure 36: XRPD pattern of BaF2 milled for 4 h at 600 rpm in a WC vial set. The amount of
orthorhombic BaF2 is a bit larger than in case of the BaF2 milled for 6 h in a ZrO2 milling vial set.
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Figure 37: XRPD pattern of a mixture consisting of similar volumes of BaF2 and g-Al2O3 milled for
6 h at 600 rpm in a ZrO2 milling vial set. A large amount of orthorhombic BaF2 can be observed.

Figure 38: 19F MAS NMR spectrum of the mixture of BaF2 and g-Al2O3 milled for 6 h at 600 rpm
in a ZrO2 milling vial set. The spectrum was recorded with n0 = 565 MHz and nrot = 60 kHz. The
NMR lines associated with the orthorhombic BaF2 at 103 ppm and 176 ppm are marked with arrows.
The main NMR line at 152 ppm represents the cubic BaF2. The broad NMR line peaked at about 46
ppm is most probably due to fluoride ions residing at the surfaces of g-Al2O3 crystallites.
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Figure 39: a) XRPD pattern of a mixture of 9 BaF2 and 1 yttria stabilized ZrO2 milled for 6 h at 600
rpm in a WC milling vial set. The shift of the peaks associated with the stabilized ZrO2 are shifted
to smaller scattering angles due to the substitution of some of the Zr ions by the larger Y ions. b)
XRPD pattern of a mixture of similar volumes of BaF2 and yttria stabilized ZrO2 milled for 6 h at
600 rpm in a WC milling vial set.
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Figure 40: XRPD pattern of a mixture of similar volumes of BaF2 and quartz milled for 6 h at 600
rpm in a ZrO2 milling vial set.

Figure 41: XRPD pattern of a mixture of 9 BaF2 and 1 NaCl milled for 6 h at 600 rpm in a ZrO2
milling vial set. The two additional peaks at about 23�2q and 34�2q could not be assigned (neither
peaks NaF nor peaks of BaCl2 being obvious candidates of compounds to form could be found in
the pattern).
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Figure 42: 19F MAS NMR spectrum of the mixture of 9 BaF2 and 1 NaCl milled for 6 h at 600 rpm
in a ZrO2 milling vial set. The spectrum was recorded with n0 = 565 MHz and nrot = 60 kHz. The
NMR lines associated with the orthorhombic BaF2 at 103 ppm and 176 ppm are marked with arrows.
The main NMR line at 152 ppm represents the cubic BaF2. A small amount of X-ray amorphous
NaF can be observed at d = -52 ppm. The other NMR lines could not be assigned to a compound,
yet.

Figure 43: XRPD pattern of a mixture of 9 BaF2 and 1 CaO milled for 6 h at 600 rpm in a ZrO2
milling vial set. The peaks of the cubic BaF2 are shifted to slightly larger angles 2q probably due to
the formation of Ba1�xCaxF2 while the peaks of the orthorhombic BaF2 are shifted to smaller angles
2q probably due to the formation of orthorhombic Ba1�xCaxF2.
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Figure 44: XRPD pattern of a mixture of 9 BaF2 and 1 BaO milled for 6 h at 600 rpm in a ZrO2 vial
set.

Figure 45: XRPD pattern of a mixture of 9 BaF2 and 1 KF milled for 6 h at 600 rpm in a ZrO2 vial
set.
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Figure 46: a) XRPD pattern of the mixture of 9 BaF2 and 1 KF milled for 6 h at 600 rpm in a ZrO2
vial set. b) XRPD pattern of the same sample after four months of storage in air.
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10 Mechanosynthesis and characterization of the fluoride ion
conductor Ba1�xLaxF2+x

The system Ba1�xLaxF2+x as well as related systems of alkaline earth fluorides crystallizing in the
fluorite or tysonite structure (heavily) doped with rare earth fluorides were investigated for some
decades regarding their high fluoride ion conductivity[1] of which its origin is still not satisfactory
clarified. A sophisticated and popular model is the enhanced ionic motion model created by Wape-
naar and Schoonman in 1979.[2] According to this model the increased ionic conductivity is due to
a distribution of jump enthalpies for the fluoride ions. This distribution is caused by the structural
relaxation of the fluorite lattice close to so called 2:2:2 defect clusters (caused by the incorporation
of LaF3) creating percolation paths for the fluoride ions.[3] According to this model it is assumed
that the fluoride ions in this clusters are non-mobile.[3] Some years later Andersen et al., however,
found evidence that at least some of the fluoride ions in these clusters are mobile.[4]

Another interesting aspect of this system is its structure. The assumption of the formation of
2:2:2 clusters and related defect clusters is based on the interpretation of neutron scattering data.[5]

However, eight years later Chernov et al. [6] argued that these defect clusters are structurally very sim-
ilar to parts of the tysonite structure. Hence, it seems likely, that starting from the fluorite structure
and increasing the amount of incorporated LaF3 the structure of the formed Ba1�xLaxF2+x should
slowly change to the one of the tysonite structure. However, BaF2 and LaF3 are immiscible from
x ⇠ 0.55 to x ⇠ 0.85[7,8] such that this theory could not be tested.

In the following manuscript entitled "Mechanosynthesis of the fast fluoride ion conductor
Ba1�xLaxF2+x - from the fluorite to the tysonite structure" (written mainly by the author and Prof.
P. Heitjans) which will be published in J. Phys. Chem. C the mechanosynthesis of Ba1�xLaxF2+x
over the whole range of compositions is reported. By employing XRPD, Synchrotron measurements
carried out at Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY) by Dr. Jozef Bednarcik which were used
to calculate pair distributions functions of some of the samples prepared and 19F MAS NMR mea-
surements evidence was found for a continuous change from the fluorite to the tysonite structure.
The XRPD patterns can be assigned to the fluorite structure for compositions x up to 0.775 while
19F MAS NMR spectra reveal structural aspects of the tysonite structure for the samples with x &
0.70.

Regarding the ionic conductivity differences to the results observed for single crystalline ma-
terial were found. The dc conductivities of the mechanosynthesized fluorite-type Ba1�xLaxF2+x
compounds are larger than the ones reported for the single crystalline material, except for the sam-
ple with x = 0.50 for which very similar values were found. A broad conductivity maximum was
observed for the samples with x between ⇠0.30 and ⇠0.40 followed by a conductivity minimum at
about x = 0.75. In case of the, judging from the XRPD patterns, tysonite structured compounds the
conductivities of the mechanosynthesized samples are clearly smaller than the one of the single crys-
talline material. Another clear difference is the increase of the pre-exponential factor with increasing
x in the range 0  x  0.80 while in case of the single crystalline material no correlation between
the composition and the pre-exponential factor was observed. Static 19F NMR measurements were
done to reveal the fluoride ion diffusivity from a microscopic point of view. Interestingly, it was
found that at temperatures beyond 433 K all the fluoride ions seem to be highly mobile in case of
the samples with 0.10  x  0.50. Combined with indications found for the formation of 2:2:2 clus-
ters in the mechanosynthesized material this means that the fluoride ions in the 2:2:2 cluster are not
non-mobile. Hence, there are no percolating highly ion conducting paths. Instead of this the whole
material became fast fluoride ion conducting. The decrease of the dc conductivity observed for the
samples with 0.50 < x < 0.80 is accompanied by the observation of non-mobile fluoride ions visi-
ble in the static 19F NMR spectra. Furthermore, the motional narrowed NMR lines are broadened
compared to the ones observed for the samples with  0.50. Thus, there seems to be an exchange
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of fluoride ions between several magnetically and, thus, chemically different fluorine sites leading
to a superposition of several coalesced NMR lines. The chemical shifts of the narrowed NMR lines
increase with x in a continuous fashion which also supports the assumption of a continuous transition
from the fluorite to the tysonite structure.

In the future also single crystalline Ba1�xLaxF2+x should be investigated with static 19F NMR
to test if also for this samples all fluoride ions are mobile at moderate temperature. Furthermore,
it should be tested if there are microstructural differences between the single-crystalline and the
mechanosynthesized samples.
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ABSTRACT: Ba1−xLaxF2+x covering the whole range of compositions was synthesized
by high-energy ball milling of mixtures of BaF2 and LaF3 at ambient temperature. The
compounds obtained in this way crystallize in the cubic fluorite structure in the range
from 0 ≤ x ≲ 0.775 which extends the range for the fluorite-type Ba1−xLaxF2+x covered
up to now (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.55) considerably. By employing 19F NMR spectroscopy and X-ray
(total) scattering, indications for a continuous change from the fluorite (BaF2) to the
tysonite structure (LaF3) were found. The mechanosynthesized samples showed slightly
higher fluoride ion conductivities for the samples with x ≤ 0.40 and clearly smaller
conductivities in the case of the samples with x ≥ 0.85 than reported for their
monocrystalline counterparts. Two conductivity maxima at x ≈ 0.40 and x ≈ 0.85 and a
conductivity minimum at x ≈ 0.75 were observed for the mechanosynthesized
Ba1−xLaxF2+x. For the samples with 0.10 ≤ x ≤ 0.50, exhibiting a dc conductivity in the order of 10−5 S/cm at 400 K, all fluoride
ions seem to be highly mobile at temperatures beyond 453 K. The decrease of the ionic conductivity observed for Ba1−xLaxF2+x
with increasing x in the range from x ≈ 0.50 to x ≈ 0.75 is accompanied by a change of the diffusion behavior and a decrease of
the ratio of highly mobile to nonmobile or slow fluoride ions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last years it has become apparent that compounds
ground or synthesized by high-energy ball milling often show a
change in their properties, e.g., an enhanced ionic conductivity,
compared to their micro- or monocrystalline counterparts
prepared by conventional solid state synthesis routines.1−5

Furthermore, the synthesis of compounds conducted by
mechanical treatment of the starting materials, the so-called
mechanosynthesis, is known to be a very efficient technique for
the preparation of metastable, partly new, compounds.5−7 A
well-known specialty of this technique is the preparation of
solid solutions of normally immiscible or hardly miscible
phases.5−9 In this respect, the BaF2−LaF3 system is of particular
interest. Ba1−xLaxF2+x crystallizes in the fluorite structure (space
group Fm3 ̅m) for compositions x ≲ 0.5510,11 and in the
tysonite structure (space group P3 ̅c1) for x ≳ 0.8510,11. In the
intermediate composition range from x ≈ 0.55 to x ≈ 0.85, the
system is characterized by a miscibility gap.10,11

The microstructure, or more specifically the fluoride ion
sublattice of fluorite-type Ba1−xLaxF2+x, turned out to be quite
complex. By neutron scattering experiments some indications
for the formation of so-called 2:2:2 clusters were found for the
fluorite-type Ba1−xLaxF2+x with x ≳ 0.05.12,13 These 2:2:2
clusters consist of two fluoride ion interstitials (x = 0.5, y =
0.32, z = 0.32)14 denoted as F!, two fluoride ion interstitials (x
= 0.46, y = 0.46, z = 0.46)14 denoted as F" and two F−

vacancies (x = 0.25, y = 0.25, z = 0.25).14 Chernov et al.15

argued that the structure of these clusters resembles structural
elements of the tysonite structure. This assumption was
corroborated by results of Kadlec et al.16 who found vibration
modes in Ba1−xLaxF2+x similar to those in LaF3. Hence, an
investigation of the transition of Ba1−xLaxF2+x from the fluorite
structure to the tysonite structure seems tempting. In addition,
the 2:2:2 clusters are assumed to be responsible for the
enhanced ionic conductivity observed for the compounds with
0.05 ≲ x ≲ 0.50.16−20 According to the enhanced ionic motion
model,18,21 the structural relaxation of the BaF2 lattice close to
the clusters leads to a decrease of the migration barriers of the
fluoride ions. As a consequence, percolation paths for the
fluoride ions should be formed in the interface regions of the
moderate fluoride ion conductor BaF2 and the presumed
nonconducting 2:2:2 clusters.18,21 It should be noted that in
contradiction to the latter assumption, which is based on
calculations regarding the stability of the 2:2:2 clusters,18,22 the
results of Andersen et al.13 indicate that at least some of the
fluoride ions in the 2:2:2 clusters are mobile.
Due to its high ionic conductivity Ba1−xLaxF2+x was already

used as a solid fluoride ion conductor in a chemical sensor23
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and as an electrolyte in a fluoride ion battery.24 Fluoride ion
batteries have found some attention in the past and present
since they promise a large inherent safety and very high
capacities.23!34 For this kind of batteries, in which a reaction of
the type MFy + M! ⇌ M + M!Fy (M = metal) takes place, only
ceramic electrolytes have been tested, yet. Therefore, the
fluoride ion battery systems exhibiting a high specific energy
investigated up to now can only be operated at elevated
temperatures due to the rather low ionic conductivity of the
electrolytes being stable in a sufficiently broad potential range.
The latter criterion most probably excludes the usage of the
very fast known fluoride ion conductors containing lead or tin35

like PbF2,
36 PbSnF4,

37 and presumably also BaSnF4. Thus,
other fast fluoride ion conductors have to be found.
Ba1!xLaxF2+x seems to offer a high electrochemical stability38

but in comparison with, e.g., PbSnF4 a rather low ionic
conductivity.20,37 As already mentioned, the ionic conductivity
of several ceramic compounds could be increased by
mechanical treatment or mechanosynthesis. Furthermore, as
stated above, the miscibility gap of BaF2 and LaF3 may be
closed by employing a mechanosynthesis routine.6 Hence,
mechanosynthesis may open up a path to the preparation of
Ba1!xLaxF2+x compounds which exhibit higher ion conductiv-
ities than observed so far for this system.
Therefore, in this study the ionic conductivity of

mechanosynthesized Ba1!xLaxF2+x with 0 " x " 1 was
investigated by impedance spectroscopy. Further insight
regarding the fluoride ion diffusion in the prepared materials
was gained by 19F nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy. The structure and microstructure of the samples
were investigated by X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and 19F magic
angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy. For some samples
X-ray scattering experiments were done up to large q-values to
calculate their pair distribution functions (PDFs), G(r).

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A series of samples with compositions Ba1!xLaxF2+x with 0 " x
" 1 were prepared by joint milling of micrometer-sized pure
BaF2 (99.99%, Sigma Aldrich) and LaF3 (99.9%, Fluka). The
synthesis was carried out using a Fritsch P7 premium line
planetary mill employing a ZrO2 milling vial set (45 mL) in
combination with 140 milling balls (5 mm in diameter) of the
same material. The total mass of each mixture was 2.0000(5) g.
Milling times tmill used reached from 6 to 24 h. The
temperature of the milling beaker was measured with a
pyrometer in the inside of the beaker directly after milling. It
did not exceed 343 K.
The obtained powders were characterized by XRPD using a

D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker) operating with Cu!Kα
radiation at 40 kV which corresponds to a wavelength λ #
0.154 nm. For some of the samples PDFs were calculated from
X-ray diffractograms obtained at the High-Resolution Powder
Diffraction (HRPD) beamline P02.1 of the PETRA III electron
storage ring at DESY (Hamburg, Germany) in transmission
mode. The energy of the synchrotron radiation was set to 59.81
keV, which corresponds to a wavelength of λ = 0.02073 nm.
Two-dimensional XRD patterns were collected using a Perkin-
Elmer 1621 fast image plate detector (2048 ! 2048 pixels, 200
! 200 μm2 pixel size) carefully mounted orthogonal to the X-
ray beam. The samples were illuminated for 10 s by the X-ray
beam. For each sample measurements were done with different
distances between the sample and detector to obtain the best
resolution in the low as well as the high q-range. The two-
dimensional XRPD patterns were integrated to the q-space by
employing the software package FIT2D.39 This results in
several one-dimensional XRPD patterns for different ranges of
q which were merged to a single pattern for each sample. The
obtained diffractograms were corrected (absorption, fluores-
cence, Compton scattering, etc.) and eventually Fourier
transformed to PDFs by employing the software PDFgetX2.40

Figure 1. XRPD patterns of the different Ba1!xLaxF2+x compounds. If not stated otherwise all compositions were milled for six hours. With a
decreasing amount of BaF2 (blue bars) the corresponding peaks shift to larger 2θ values in the case of the compounds which crystallize in the fluorite
structure. For x > 0.80 the samples show the typical XRPD pattern of LaF3 (red bars) shifted to smaller values of 2θ. See text for further
explanations.
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For TEM investigations, the powdered sample was dispersed
in isopropyl alcohol. A drop of approximately 10 μL of this
suspension was dried on a copper-supported holey carbon film.
(S)TEM was done at 200 kV on a field-emission instrument of
the type JEOL JEM-2100F-UHR.
The impedance measurements were done on cylindrical

pellets with a diameter of 8 mm and approximately 1 mm
thickness (measured with a vernier caliper for each pellet). The
pellets were produced by cold-pressing the powders at a
uniaxial pressure of about 1 GPa. Electrodes were applied by
coating the plane parallel sides of the pellets with an alcohol-
based graphite conductive adhesive (Alfa Aesar). The measure-
ments were done with an HP 4192 A analyzer connected to a
home-built cell with a four-terminal configuration in the
frequency range from 5 Hz to 13 MHz. The cell is designed to
be operated under controlled atmospheres. Here, a constant
flow of dry argon gas (99.999%) was applied. A Eurotherm
controller was used to monitor and adjust the temperature.
For the temperature-variable static 19F NMR measurements

the powdered samples were put into glass ampullae, dried in
vacuum at 380 K for at least 24 h, and then heat sealed. The
measurements were done with an MSL 400 spectrometer
(Bruker) connected to a shimmed Oxford cryomagnet with a
nominal field of 9.4 T which corresponds to an 19F resonance
frequency of ν0 = 376.5 MHz. A modified 7 mm MAS NMR
probe (Bruker Biospin) was used for the measurements. The
duration of the π/2 excitation pulse applied was 3.3 μs. For all
measurements the saturation recovery pulse sequence was used,
followed by an adjustable waiting time and a single π/2
pulse.41,42 For each spectrum 32 scans were accumulated. To
obtain fully relaxed spectra the waiting time was chosen to be
five times the relaxation time T1 at the respective temperature.
The 19F MAS NMR spectra were recorded with an Avance

III spectrometer (Bruker) operating at ν0 = 564.7 MHz by
employing a 1.3 mm MAS probe (Bruker) and using room-
temperature bearing gas. The NMR spectra were acquired by
applying a single π/2 excitation pulse with a length of
approximately 2 μs. For each spectrum 32 scans were
accumulated with a recycle delay of 5 s and a spinning speed
of νrot = 60 kHz. All 19F NMR spectra were referenced to C6F6
(which has a chemical shift δ = !162.9 ppm when referenced
to CCl3F

43).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Characterization by X-ray Diffraction. Starting from

pure BaF2 all XRPD peaks of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x show the typical
pattern of the fluorite structure in a range from 0 " x " 0.775
(see Figure 1). The positions of the peaks are shifted toward
larger 2θ values with increasing amounts of LaF3 which
indicates lattice contraction. Even the sample with x = 0.80
shows the typical pattern of the fluorite structure, but there are
also some very broad peaks of weak intensity exhibiting the
XRPD pattern (particularly the (002), (110), and (111) peaks)
of LaF3 crystallizing in the tysonite structure which seem to be
shifted toward smaller values of 2θ. It should be noted that an
increase of the milling time from 24 to 60 h or the change of
the milling vial set does not lead to the disappearance of the
XRPD peaks of the tysonite phase in the case of the sample
with x = 0.80 (see Figure S1, Supporting Information). In the
case of the sample with x = 0.85, the shifted (111) and (200)
peaks of the BaF2 pattern can still be detected at approximately
26° 2θ and 30.1° 2θ besides the typical pattern of LaF3 (space
group P3̅cl) shifted toward smaller values of 2θ. Thus, these

two samples seem to be mixtures of Ba1!xLaxF2+x crystallites of
which a part crystallizes in the fluorite and the other ones in the
tysonite structure. The width of the small peaks in the case of
the sample with x = 0.80 makes a clear assignment to a phase
difficult. Thus, judging from the XRPD pattern it cannot be
excluded that just residual pure LaF3 or amorphous material is
present. However, it should be noted that both structures
should be highly distorted in this range of compositions as will
be discussed later. Thus, one might assume that the samples
with x = 0.80 and x = 0.85 may be transitional phases
combining structural aspects of both structures and are not
mixtures of differently structured crystallites of Ba1!xLaxF2+x,
which is essentially in agreement with the deliberations of
Chernov et al.15 (vide supra). The samples with x > 0.85 show
the XRPD pattern of LaF3 in which the peaks are shifted
toward smaller diffraction angles which indicates lattice
expansion.
The PDFs, i.e., G as a function of r, of the samples with x =

0.20, x = 0.50, x = 0.70, x = 0.80, and x = 0.85, shown in Figure
2, exhibit the average distances r of the ions in real space or, to

be more exact, the probability to find ions in a certain distance
from each other (by integration of G(r) from r1 to r2).

44 At first
view the patterns of all the samples are very similar. Even in the
case of the sample with x = 0.85 exhibiting an XRPD pattern
typical of the tysonite structure (see Figure 1), almost all of the
peaks visible in the PDFs of the other samples crystallizing in
the fluorite structure still show up. Starting from the sample
with x = 0.20 the distances between the ions decrease with
increasing x as was already observed in the XRPD patterns in
Figure 1. The lattice parameters a of the fluorite type
Ba1!xLaxF2+x can easily be recognized in the PDFs of the
samples as the second from left of the M!M (M = Ba2+, La3+)
peaks, which are marked with an ‡. They are in good agreement
with the ones obtained directly from the XRPD patterns (vide
infra).
Going from x = 0.80 to x = 0.85 the change of the structures

can be observed by the disappearance of the peak representing
the lattice parameter a of the fluorite lattice, the emergence of
three new peaks (arrows in Figure 2), and a change of the
height of some of the peaks already present in the PDFs of the
other samples. Furthermore, the first peak is clearly shifted to
smaller r (0.24 nm) and shows a higher intensity compared to
the peak representing the shortest M!F distance in the case of
the sample with x = 0.80. It can be attributed to the shortest
distance between La3+ and F! in the tysonite structure. The
new peak at 0.32 nm probably represents a cation!fluoride ion

Figure 2. Pair distribution functions of several Ba1!xLaxF2+x
compounds. ‡ marks M!M distances, while # shows the distances
between M and F. See text for further explanations.
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distance in the tysonite structure since it is too small for a
cation!cation distance. Thus, this peak is probably associated
with a Ba!F distance in the tysonite structure. The other new
peak at 0.55 nm probably shows a Ba!Ba distance of Ba ions
neighboring each other in the tysonite structure. This
assumption is in good agreement with the assumed Ba!F
distance of about 0.32 nm and the low intensity of the peak,
representing the expected low abundance of this pair. The last
new peak in the shown distance regime at 1.68 nm can
probably be attributed to a La!La distance in the tysonite
structure. A similarly positioned peak seems to exist also in the
sample with x = 0.80 (marked by an arrow). Apart from these
three peaks, the La!F peak at 0.24 nm, and several changes in
the intensity of some of the cation!cation peaks due to
different coordination numbers, the PDF of the tysonite
structured Ba0.15La0.85F2.85 is similar to the ones of the fluorite
structured samples.
There are no peaks in the PDFs which can clearly be

associated with the M!F distances in the 2:2:2 clusters (the
M!M distances are the same as in the undistorted fluorite
structure). These distances are, however, rather close to the
ones in the undistorted fluorite structure and, therefore,
difficult to separate from each other. However, there should
be a peak between the first two peaks in the PDFs of the
samples with x = 0.20 up to x = 0.80 corresponding to the
distances between the cations and the fluoride ions at F! and F"
sites. In fact, a broad shoulder can be seen in this range in the
case of the samples with x = 0.20, x = 0.50, and x = 0.80 but not
for the sample with x = 0.70. Whereas the sample with x = 0.70
lacks such a shoulder, its first M!F peak is clearly broader and
larger than observed for the other samples. Thus, one might
assume a change of the cluster structure for this sample.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the position of the second
smallest d(M!F) peak changed in a pronounced way: from
about r = 0.50 nm in the case of the sample with x = 0.70 to r =
0.48 nm for the sample with x = 0.80. Therefore, the shoulder
in the case of the sample with x = 0.80 is probably not due to
the 2:2:2 clusters but may rather be related with the peak at
0.32 nm appearing in the PDF of the sample with x = 0.85
which probably represents the shortest Ba!F distance in the
tysonite structure (vide supra).
Although the PDFs of the samples with x = 0.80 and x = 0.85

seem to be quite similar, the PDF of the sample with x = 0.80 is
still more similar to the PDFs of the samples with x = 0.20, x =
0.50, and x = 0.70. Coming back to the question regarding the
actual structure of the sample with x = 0.80, it can be seen that
the PDF of this sample indeed combines aspects of the PDFs of
the samples with x = 0.70 and x = 0.85 without showing

identical peaks. There are also no peaks in the PDF of the
sample with x = 0.80 which can clearly be matched with
distances in pure LaF3 (which admittedly does not rule out the
possibility of the presence of a small amount of LaF3 in this
sample). Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that the
sample with x = 0.80 is not a mixture of Ba1!xLaxF2+x
crystallizing in the fluorite and Ba1!xLaxF2+x crystallizing in
the tysonite structure. Instead of this, it seems to crystallize in a
structure in between these structures.
In Figure 3a the lattice parameter a of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x

crystallizing in the (structurally distorted) cubic fluorite
structure, calculated according to

λ
θ= · · + +a h k l

2 sin
( )XRD 2 2 2

(1)

is shown as a function of x. Here !XRD = 0.154 nm is the
average wavelength of the X-ray radiation used, and h, k, and l
are the Miller indices of BaF2. The positions of the maxima of
the first ten peaks were used for the calculations. With
increasing amount of LaF3 the lattice parameters a of the
compounds decrease linearly in the range 0 " x " 0.80. The
slope of the line is 0.0306(4) and, thus, very similar to the one
reported by Sobolev et al. for monocrystalline Ba1!xLaxF2+x

11

which is 0.03033. This indicates that the intended amounts of
LaF3 were introduced into the BaF2 lattice for x " 0.80.
The XRPD peaks of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x are very broad. This

can inter alia be caused by a reduced number of scattering
centers (atomic planes) due to size reduction of the crystallites
or by lattice strain which leads to a distribution of distances
between the atomic planes. Interestingly, the peaks of the
binary fluorides are less broad than the ones of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x
products. This is probably mainly due to an enhanced size
reduction caused by the mechanical interaction of the
Ba1!xLaxF2+x crystallites with each other or with the starting
materials which seems to be more effective than in the case of
the pure binary fluorides.
This is indicated by the results obtained by employing the

procedure introduced by Williamson and Hall45 using the full
width at half-maximum (fwhm) of the XRPD peaks corrected
for instrumental broadening effects (see ref 4 for more details).
Values of the average crystallite size ⟨d⟩ in a range from 9(5)
nm (x = 0.80) to 29(5) nm (x = 0.10) were found for
Ba1!xLaxF2+x without a continuous trend when plotted as a
function of x (see Figure 3b). The lattice strain " varies from
0.002(1) to 0.008(1) and increases with x (Figure 3b) which
indicates increasing structural disorder with rising x. In the case
of the ball-milled binary fluoride, values of 60(5) nm (" =
0.002) for BaF2 and 31(5) nm (" = 0.003) for LaF3 were

Figure 3. (a) Lattice parameter a of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x compounds exhibiting the fluorite structure, whose XRPD patterns are shown in Figure 1, as a
function of composition x. (b) Average crystallite size ⟨d⟩ (black squares) and lattice strain " (red circles) as a function of x.
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determined. The average crystallite size can also be estimated
from the PDFs as the distance r at which G(r) cannot be
separated from noise anymore (see Figure S2, Supporting
Information). The values obtained that way are in quite good
agreement with the values obtained by the Williamson and Hall
approach.
In Figure 4 a high-resolution (HR)TEM micrograph of the

sample with x = 0.80 is shown. The crystallites were found in

agglomerates and exhibit diameters of approximately 10 nm
which is in good agreement with the value calculated from the
XRPD and the PDF. They show a well-ordered structure even
at their boundaries.
The thermal stability of Ba1−xLaxF2+x was tested for the

samples with x = 0.80 and x = 0.65. After heat treatment for 6 h
at 873 K in air the XRPD patterns exhibit the formation of LaF3
besides Ba1−xLaxF2+x (see Figure 5). The XRPD peaks of the
Ba1−xLaxF2+x are narrowed which is due to grain growth or
decreased lattice strain, and they are shifted to smaller values of
2!. Thus, the Ba1−xLaxF2+x compounds were depleted in LaF3
by thermal treatment. Several additional peaks of weak intensity
are also visible which we were not able to attribute to a known
phase. Since the lattice parameter a of the Ba1−xLaxF2+x
crystallizing in the fluorite structure changes linearly with x it
was possible to calculate the compositions of the annealed
samples. They changed from x = 0.80 to x = 0.66 and from x =
0.65 to x = 0.57, respectively. Thus, the higher the LaF3 content
of the thermally treated Ba1−xLaxF2+x, the more pronounced is
the depletion of LaF3. Hence, as already expected, the fluorite-
type Ba1−xLaxF2+x with 0.55 ≲ x ≲ 0.80 is metastable at room
temperature and most probably cannot be prepared by
conventional solid state synthesis.
B. 19F MAS NMR Spectroscopy. For several mixed

fluoridic systems it was possible to receive an impression of

the unequal cationic environments of the fluoride ions and,
thus, of the microstructure of the materials by 19F MAS NMR
spectroscopy using high spinning speeds.6,7,46 However, the
spectra obtained for the Ba1−xLaxF2+x do not allow a separation
of the different cationic environments of the fluoride ions (see
Figure 6). Whereas in the case of solid solutions of BaF2 and
CaF2

6, BaF2 and SrF2,
6 or CaF2 and SrF2,

6,46 which crystallize in
the fluorite structure, up to five NMR lines, representing the
five possible cationic environments of the tetrahedrally
coordinated fluoride ions, were observed, here at maximum
two NMR lines can be separated (see Figure 6). This is due to
several characteristics of this system. First, the isotropic
chemical shifts "iso of the

19F NMR lines of BaF2 (152 ppm)
and LaF3 (143 and 192 ppm) are close to each other.
Furthermore, the mechanical treatment of the pure binary
fluorides leads to a broadening of their NMR lines (see Figure
6). The high defect concentration in the mechanically treated
materials, especially in the grain boundary affected regions of
the crystallites, leads to a large amount of fluoride ions situated
in slightly different chemical environments. Hence, these
fluoride ions experience slightly different magnetic field
strengths leading to a manifold of NMR lines with similar
chemical shifts which merge into a broad NMR line. This line
broadening eases the superposition of NMR lines which are
separated in the case of well-ordered materials. However, the
presumably most important aspect is the fact that the excess
positive charge of the La ions substituting the Ba ions in the
BaF2 has to be compensated by fluoride ions sitting on
interstitial sites which leads to the formation of a structurally
distorted lattice. For instance, in the case of Ba0.5La0.5F2.5 in
theory 1/5 of the fluoride ions have to occupy interstitial sites.
As already mentioned before, indications for the formation of
2:2:2 clusters, hosting the additional fluoride ions in
monocrystalline Ba1−xLaxF2+x, were found by neutron scatter-
ing.13 Since the slope of the lattice parameter as a function of x
is very similar to the one found for single crystals and judging
from the PDFs (vide supra), it seems likely that also for the
mechanosynthesized Ba1−xLaxF2+x these (or similar) cluster
structures are formed at least for the samples with x < 0.70.
Especially in the case of large x many fluoride ions should be
situated in slightly different chemical environments, e.g.,
fluoride ions at the different sites in the 2:2:2 clusters, fluoride
ions on regular sites close to displaced fluoride ion sites,
fluoride ions coordinated by different cation species, or fluoride
ions experiencing strain in the fluorite structure for instance
close to the 2:2:2 clusters. Thus, there should be many NMR
lines with slightly different chemical shifts which apparently
cannot be resolved anymore. As a consequence very broad
NMR lines emerge.
The fluoride ions at some of the sites associated with the

2:2:2 clusters might be represented by the NMR line with an
isotropic chemical shift of about 170 ppm in the spectrum of
the sample with x = 0.05 (see Figure 6), which was also
reported by Rongeat et al.47 This NMR line increases in
intensity with increasing x and, thus, increasing amount of
excess fluoride ions until it overlaps with the central NMR line.
That way an increasingly broad NMR line with a fwhm of up to
57 ppm for the sample with x = 0.775 is obtained. Thus, when
sticking to this hypothesis the 2:2:2 clusters and the fluorite-
type structure cannot be distinguished in the case of
Ba1−xLaxF2+x with x > 0.40 which implies that the whole
material is strongly affected by the 2:2:2 clusters in that
compositional range.

Figure 4. HRTEM micrograph of the sample with x = 0.80.
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In the spectra of milled BaF2 and of the sample with x = 0.05
also the NMR lines representing orthorhombic BaF2

3 (black
arrows in Figure 6) can be found. Orthorhombic BaF2 is a high-
pressure phase of BaF2

48,49 and known to form while
milling.3,7,48 For LaF3, which crystallizes in the tysonite
structure, three NMR lines in the case of monocrystalline
material were observed.50 These three NMR lines can be
attributed to the three different sites of the fluoride ions, F1, F2,
and F3, in the LaF3 lattice (see ref 50). The fluoride ions on the
F1 sites exhibit a chemical shift of approximately 143 ppm,
while the ones on F2 and F3 sites (which do not differ that
much from each other regarding their local cationic environ-
ments) can be found at around 192 ppm (see Figure 6). The
fluoride ions on the F1 sites are coordinated by 4 La3+ which
differ in distance d(La!F): 0.246, 0.248, 0.264, and 0.300 nm.51
The fluoride ions on the F2 and F3 sites are coordinated by 3
La3+ with a distance d(La!F) of approximately 0.242 and 0.244
nm, respectively.51 These short distances lead to the large
chemical shifts observed compared to the one representing the
fluoride ions on the F1 sites with clearly larger cation!fluoride
ion distances.52

The NMR lines representing the fluoride ions on the F2 and
F3 sites cannot be separated in the 19F MAS NMR spectra of
high-energy ball-milled LaF3. With decreasing x the two NMR
lines representing the fluoride ions on F1 sites or fluoride ion

sites in the structurally distorted fluorite lattice and the fluoride
ions on F2/3 sites converge until for the sample with x = 0.75
the two NMR lines can hardly be separated and eventually for
the sample with x = 0.65 only a single NMR line is observed.
Thus, with decreasing x the chemical environments of the
fluoride ions on the F2 and F3 sites become more and more
similar to the ones of the fluoride ions on the F1 sites or the
ones located in the fluorite-type Ba1!xLaxF2+x. Hence, the
microstructure seems to become more homogeneous.
Furthermore, this means that for the sample with x = 0.75
clearly and solely showing the XRPD pattern of the fluorite
structure an NMR line of considerable intensity representing
fluoride ions in distorted F2/3 sites can be seen (see the two
fit-lines in the spectra in Figure 6), which is in agreement with
the deliberations of Chernov et al.15 and the results of Kadlec et
al.16 (see Section I). It should be kept in mind that the TEM
micrographs as well as the XRPD patterns show no hints for
noteworthy amounts of amorphous material. Hence, it seems
that the structure of the crystalline material is homogenized
regarding the fluoride ion coordination spheres. These results
indicate a continuous transition from the fluorite to the tysonite
structure.
As observed for the lattice parameter (see Figure 3a), also in

the case of the chemical shift a linear dependence on x is
observed as shown in Figure 7. The change of the chemical shift

Figure 5. XRPD patterns of Ba0.35La0.65F2.65 (top) and Ba0.20La0.80F2.80 (bottom) after annealing for 6 h at 873 K in comparison to the XRPD patterns
of the mechanosynthesized samples with the milling times 10 and 24 h, respectively, before annealing. The green dotted lines show the positions of
the XRPD peaks of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x after annealing. The red bars indicate the positions of the XRPD peaks of BaF2 and the blue bars the ones of
LaF3.
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is associated with d(M!F), as was already discussed in refs 6
and 7. However, the NMR line representing the fluoride ions
on the F1 sites shifts toward larger chemical shift values with
increasing amounts of BaF2 and, thus, increasing lattice
parameter. At first glance this seems unexpected since an
expanding lattice, and thus expanding distances d(La/Ba!F),
should lead to a decrease of the isotropic 19F NMR chemical
shift.6,7,52 In fact such a behavior can be seen for the NMR line
representing the fluoride ions on F2/3 sites (see Figure 7).
Therefore, the increase of the chemical shift is most probably
due to a larger deshielding of the fluoride ions by the Ba ions
introduced with respect to the La ions. Simply put, the value of
the isotropic 19F NMR chemical shift can be treated as the sum
of the diamagnetic shielding and the paramagnetic deshielding

of the fluoride ions. The diamagnetic shielding is caused by the
electrons of the fluoride ion and is not affected by its chemical
environment. The paramagnetic deshielding, however, is caused
by the electrons of the atoms or ions surrounding the fluoride
ion. Its value can be determined by simply summing up the
respective contributions of these atoms or ions.52,53 Of course
the separation of the diamagnetic shielding from the para-
magnetic deshielding is rather hypothetical. The paramagnetic
deshielding of the fluoride ion strongly depends on the distance
d(M!F) in an exponential way.52 Thus, the smaller the initial
distance between the cation and the fluoride ion the larger the
change of the isotropic chemical shift when d(M!F) is varied.
Therefore, the fluoride ions on F2 sites can be distinguished
from the fluoride ions at the almost identical F3 sites in
polycrystalline LaF3

50 despite that Δ(d(M!F)) = d(M!F3) !
d(M!F2) = 0.002 nm. In BaF2 a distance of 0.268 nm between
the fluoride ion and the four Ba2+ leads to a chemical shift of
152 ppm. Although the distances d(La!F) of three of the four
cations coordinating the fluorine on the F1 site in LaF3 are
clearly smaller than 0.268 nm, its chemical shift is only 143
ppm. Therefore, as may already be estimated from their
different ionic radii, the deshielding of the La ions is smaller for
this distance regime than the one of the Ba ions. Thus, the
increase of the distances between the ions which should lead to
a decrease of the chemical shift is overcompensated by the
deshielding of the fluoride ions by the Ba ions. This leads to an
increase of the isotropic chemical shift with decreasing x.
However, when x is decreased below a certain value the
expansion of the lattice should overcompensate the higher
deshielding of the Ba ions due to the exponential decline of the
deshielding with increasing d(M!F), as illustrated in the inset
of Figure 7. Hence, the chemical shift should not increase
anymore but start to decrease toward the chemical shift value of
BaF2. In fact, this is observed: starting at a composition of x =
0.55 the chemical shift value decreases with decreasing x
(Figure 7).

Figure 6. 19F MAS NMR spectra of Ba1!xLaxF2+x with the compositions x as indicated, recorded at !0 = 565 MHz with !rot = 60 kHz. For
comparison also the spectra of the milled binary fluorides are shown. The spectra of the samples with x = 0.75 and x = 0.80 were fitted by two lines
(see text for further explanations). The arrows show the NMR lines representing orthorhombic BaF2. Spinning sidebands are marked by asterisks.

Figure 7. Variation of the chemical shift of 19F in Ba1!xLaxF2+x with x.
The red points denote the maxima of the main NMR lines in Figure 6
corresponding to F! on their sites in the fluorite structure and F1 sites
in the tysonite structure. The blue rhombi denote the maxima of the
less intense NMR lines clearly visible for the samples with x " 0.80
corresponding to F! on F2 and F3 sites in the tysonite structure. The
inset shows the deshielding of the F1 fluoride ions and the ones in the
fluorite structure by the two cation species as a function of the distance
between cation and fluoride ion d(M!F). See text for further
explanations.
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The decrease of the chemical shift of the NMR line
representing the fluoride ions on the F2/3 sites with increasing
BaF2 content is also due to the substitution of the La ions
coordinating these fluoride ions by Ba ions since the fluoride
ions on F1 sites share their cationic neighbors with the fluoride
ions on F2 and F3 sites. The increase of the, in this case initially
very small, cation!fluoride ion distances (vide supra) causes a
decrease of the chemical shift. This eventually leads to an
averaging of the distances between fluoride ions and cations in
the three coordinations spheres of the fluoride ions as already
described before.
Interestingly, the change of the chemical shift with x in a

range from x = 0.55 to x = 1 seems to be linear although in this
range the macroscopic structure of Ba1!xLaxF2+x changes from
fluorite to tysonite. This means that the change of the chemical
environment of the fluoride ions situated in Ba1!xLaxF2+x
crystallizing in the structurally distorted fluorite lattice to the
one of the F1 sites in the Ba1!xLaxF2+x crystallizing in the
distorted tysonite structure is continuous.
It should be noted that the 19F MAS NMR spectra of

annealed samples (18 h at 823 K) of the stable compounds (x
" 0.55), which are not shown here, do not differ in chemical
shift or shape when compared with their mechanosynthesized
counterparts but show just a slight decrease of the fwhm. Thus,
the microstructure of the mechanosynthesized, nanocrystalline
Ba1!xLaxF2+x with x " 0.55 seems to be similar to the one of the
microcrystalline Ba1!xLaxF2+x.
C. Ionic Conductivity of the Compounds. In Figure 8

the temperature dependence of the dc conductivity taken from

the frequency-independent plateaus of the conductivity spectra
(! as a function of frequency) of a selection of samples is
shown in an Arrhenius representation according to

σ = !T A e E k T
dc 0

/( )a B (2)

with

τ=A
Nq fb

H k 60

2 2

r B 0 (3)

τ τ=! ! eE k T
0

1 1 /( )a B (4)

where Ea denotes the activation energy; N is the particle density
of the charge carriers; b is the average jump distance of the
mobile ions; q is the electric charge of the mobile ions; 0 " f "
1 gives the degree of correlation of the ion jumps ( f = 1:
uncorrelated jumps); Hr is the Haven ratio; "!1 is the average
jump rate of the mobile ion; "0 is the pre-exponential factor;
and kB is Boltzmann!s constant (see, e.g., ref 54). The milling
times are the same as shown in Figure 1.
The ionic conductivities of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x compounds are

clearly larger than the ones found for the binary fluorides.
Compared to the dc conductivity of monocrystalline BaF2
reported by Sorokin et al.19 the dc conductivity of the BaF2
was also increased by approximately 3 orders of magnitude by
high-energy ball milling (see also Figure 9a and refs 3 and 55).
Interestingly, in the case of the LaF3 the mechanical treatment
shows no effect on the dc conductivity as can be seen by
comparison with the ionic conductivity of a single crystal
investigated by Sinitsyn et al.56

If the negative imaginary part of the impedance (!Z!) is
plotted versus its real part (Z"), a single depressed semicircle is
observed for all samples investigated in this study (see Figure
S3, Supporting Information). Therefore, the conductivity in the
grains cannot be distinguished from the one in the grain
boundaries which makes an elucidation of the processes leading
to the dc conductivities measured difficult.
The dc conductivity of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x compounds varies

with x in a range of approximately 0.6 orders of magnitude at a
temperature of 588 K as shown in Figure 9a. Starting from pure
ball-milled BaF2 the conductivity increases by about 1 order of
magnitude when going to Ba0.90La0.10F2.1. A maximum of
conductivity is observed for the sample with x = 0.40 which is
in good agreement with the results of Rongeat et al.47 for
mechanosynthesized Ba1!xLaxF2+x with x " 0.55. From x = 0.40
on, the dc conductivity decreases with increasing x until a
minimum of the dc conductivity for the sample with x = 0.75 is
reached. If x is increased further a second maximum occurs at x
= 0.85. This behavior can be observed in a range from 350 to
588 K, although the positions of the maxima change from x =
0.30 and x = 0.90 at 350 K to x = 0.40 and x = 0.85 at 588 K,
respectively (see Figure 9a).
In the range from x = 0.10 to x = 0.40 the dc conductivities

at 588 K of the samples prepared are approximately 0.5 orders
of magnitude larger than the ones reported for monocrystalline
Ba1!xLaxF2+x by Sorokin et al.

19 In the case of the sample with x
= 0.50 the conductivities of the mechanosynthesized and the
monocrystalline material are very similar (see Figure 9a).
Sorokin et al.19 as well as Wapenaar et al.18 reported increasing
conductivities and decreasing activation energies with increas-
ing LaF3 content from x = 0 to x = 0.50. Andersen et al.,
however, found no decrease of the activation energy going from
x = 0.209 to x = 0.492 but a slight increase from 0.54 to 0.57
eV.13 In the case of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x samples prepared here the
conductivities increase from x = 0 to x = 0.40, and the
activation energies decrease between x = 0 and x = 0.20.
However, it should be noted that the latter vary by only 0.05 eV
in the range from x = 0.10 to x = 0.50 (see Figure 9b).
In Figure 9b also the pre-exponential factors A0 of the

mechanosynthesized samples are shown as a function of x. It
can be seen that the pre-exponential factors of the binary
fluorides are clearly smaller than the ones found for
Ba1!xLaxF2+x. Interestingly, A0 increases almost linearly from
x = 0.10 to x = 0.80 where a maximum of A0 is reached (see
Figure 9b). Since A0 depends on several parameters (cf. eq 3),

Figure 8. Logarithmic plot of the dc conductivities of some of the
mechanosynthesized Ba1!xLaxF2+x samples as a function of inverse
temperature fitted by using the Arrhenius eq 2. For comparison also
the dc conductivities of a BaF2 single crystal taken from ref 19 are
shown.
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it is hard to say which is the origin of this increase. However,
due to the linear increase of A0 it seems plausible to assume an
increase of the particle density of mobile fluoride ions N with
increasing x. No continuous change of the pre-exponential
factor with x was observed for monocrystalline Ba1!xLaxF2+x
with x " 0.50 by Sorokin et al.19 It should be noted that by
keeping the value of the pre-exponential factor fixed to the
value found for the sample with x = 0.50 the quality of the
fittings of the Arrhenius plots is clearly reduced, and the
behavior of the activation energy as a function of x is not
changed significantly (not shown). Thus, the different
conductivity behavior of the monocrystalline and the
mechanosynthesized Ba1!xLaxF2+x seems to be real.
The different conductivity behaviors of the mechanosynthe-

sized Ba1!xLaxF2+x and the monocrystalline material might be
due to grain boundary effects as assumed by Rongeat et al.47 In
fact, the positions of the dc conductivity maxima seem to be in
quite good agreement with the minima of the average crystallite
size shown in Figure 3b. We will come back to this in the next
section. To find an alternative explanation, it should be recalled

that the PDF of the sample with x = 0.70 lacks a typical
distance of the 2:2:2 clusters which, however, was observed in
the PDFs of the samples with x = 0.20 and x = 0.50 (see section
A). Hence, the decrease of the ionic conductivity between x =
0.40 and x = 0.75 might be due to a change of the
microstructure of the grains or grain boundaries with x such
that the migration enthalpy or defect formation enthalpy
increases. Differing microstructures are often found for
mechanically treated or synthesized compounds and their
micro- or monocrystalline counterparts.5 However, if the
formation of percolation paths consisting of the distorted
fluorite lattice close to the 2:2:2 clusters is assumed, a decrease
of the conductivity is expected if the number of the presumed
non- or badly conducting 2:2:2 clusters is increased beyond a
certain number such that more and more paths are blocked by
these clusters. Such behavior was, e.g., found for mixtures of the
poor Li ion conductor Li2O and the insulator B2O3.

57 In this
context it should be recalled that the 19F MAS NMR spectra
showed a coalescence of the NMR line probably representing
the fluoride ions in the 2:2:2 clusters for the samples with x >

Figure 9. (a) Isothermes of the dc conductivities of mechanosynthesized Ba1!xLaxF2+x as a function of x at the temperatures indicated. The lines are
meant to guide the eye. For comparison also the isotherm of the dc conductivity of monocrystalline Ba1!xLaxF2+x at 588 K taken from ref 19 is shown
(dotted line). (b) Activation energies Ea and pre-exponential factors A0 of the samples as a function of x. See text for further explanations.

Figure 10. 19F NMR spectra of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x samples with x = 0.30, x = 0.40, x = 0.70, and x = 0.75 recorded at !0 = 376 MHz at different
temperatures.
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0.40 (see chapter B). However, a decrease of the ionic
conductivity was not observed for monocrystalline Ba1!xLaxF2+x
up to x " 0.50. Kadlec et al.16 assumed that this behavior may
be explained by the assumption that the clusters formed are
fragments of the tysonite structured fast fluoride ion conductor
LaF3 (see also ref 15) such that networks of these clusters
should also show a good ionic conductivity. As already
mentioned, Andersen et al.13 found evidence that at least
some of the fluoride ions in the 2:2:2 clusters are mobile.
Interestingly, the dc conductivity measured for the samples

with x = 0.90 and x = 0.85 is approximately 1 order of
magnitude smaller than reported by Reddy et al.24 They also
prepared Ba1!xLaxF2+x with 1 # x # 0.85 by high-energy ball
milling. However, their compounds were prepared by milling in
argon atmosphere and by using silicon nitride as a vial set
material. Thus, the atmosphere, the mechanical energy, or the
amount or kind of abraded material of the milling vial set
introduced into the mixture seems to have an influence on the
ion conductivity of tysonite-type Ba1!xLaxF2+x. Interestingly, the
ionic conductivity of single crystals of Ba1!xLaxF2+x crystallizing
in the tysonite structure is even higher than reported by Reddy
et al. for their mechanosynthesized samples.24,58 They assumed
that the decrease of the ionic conductivity is due to blocking
grain boundaries.47 In this context it might also be recapitulated
that high-energy ball milling of LaF3 did not increase its ionic
conductivity compared to monocrystalline LaF3. Thus, the
introduction of defects or grain boundaries into tysonite
structured Ba1!xLaxF2+x due to mechanical stressing seems to
impede the fluoride ion conductivity.
D. Static 19F NMR. To gain information on the fluoride ion

diffusion in Ba1!xLaxF2+x from a microscopic point of view and
to find answers to some of the questions raised by the results of
the conductivity measurements, temperature-variable static 19F
NMR measurements were performed on all samples. In Figure
10 the 19F NMR spectra of the Ba1!xLaxF2+x samples with the
highest (x = 0.30 and x = 0.40) and lowest ion conductivity (x
= 0.70 and x = 0.75), in a temperature range from 293 to 473
K, are shown. The NMR lines of the samples with x = 0.30 and
x = 0.40 consist of a single Lorentzian-shaped NMR line at 293
K, while the ones of the samples with x = 0.70 and x = 0.75
seem to be composed of at least two NMR lines. Furthermore,
the NMR lines of the latter samples are much broader than
those of the samples with x = 0.30 and x = 0.40. It should be
mentioned that, expectedly, all the NMR lines are much
broader than the NMR lines recorded under MAS conditions
due to dipolar interactions of the fluoride ions. Moreover, it
should be noted that the spectra of the samples investigated in a
compositional range of 0.10 $ x $ 0.50 are very similar to each
other as well as the spectra of the samples with 0.60 $ x $ 0.80
(see Figure S1, Supporting Information). The latter ones,
however, show an increase of the line width with increasing x.
At a temperature of 313 K the spectra of the four samples

shown in Figure 10 exhibit the emergence of a narrow NMR
line atop the broad NMR line. This phenomenon is called
motional narrowing in the case of the narrowing of a single
NMR line and coalescence if two or more separated NMR lines
fuse to a single, narrow NMR line. The origin of this effect is in
both cases the same: the ions change their positions in the
structure so fast that they lose their identity regarding their
magnetic environment. Therefore, these ions experience an
averaged magnetic environment and, thus, are represented by a
single, narrow NMR line.59 Motional narrowing can be
observed if the jump frequency of the ion species investigated,

or of the ions surrounding that species, becomes larger than the
fwhm of the non-narrowed NMR line (ΔRL). In the case of
coalescence the jump rate has to be larger than the distance
between the NMR lines which fuse to a single NMR line due to
the exchange of fluoride ions between the sites represented by
the initially separated NMR lines.59 Thus, for the samples with
x = 0.30 and x = 0.40 a jump rate of some of the fluoride ions
exceeding ΔRL = 46 kHz at 313 K can be deduced from the
spectra. For the narrow NMR line visible at T # 313 K in the
spectra of the samples with x = 0.70 and x = 0.75 the
calculation cannot be done since it is not clear which and how
many NMR lines coalesce. The larger width of the narrow
NMR line in the case of the samples with 0.60 $ x $ 0.80
(fwhm " 30 ppm at 473 K) compared to the ones of the
samples with x < 0.60 (fwhm " 10 ppm at 473 K) is probably
due to a superposition of several narrow NMR lines with
slightly different chemical shifts, thus originating from different
NMR lines coalescing. This would mean that there is fast
exchange of fluoride ions between more than one pair of
chemically different fluoride ion sites. For comparison and
completeness it should be noted that the NMR spectrum of
BaF2 consists of a single broad NMR line, and no change of the
spectra with temperature up to 473 K was observed (not
shown). The spectrum of LaF3 (not shown) consists of two
NMR lines at ambient temperature, exhibiting a narrow NMR
line at temperatures larger than 333 K which is clearly narrower
than the ones observed for the samples with 0.60 $ x $ 0.80.
While for the samples with x = 0.30 and x = 0.40 a narrowing

of the entire NMR line with increasing temperature can be
observed until at a temperature of about 453 K only the narrow
NMR line is left, in the case of the spectra of the other two
samples shown in Figure 10, a broad NMR line is still visible
beneath the narrow NMR line even at 473 K. Thus, the ratio of
mobile fluoride ions to nonmobile or slow fluoride ions is
clearly larger in the case of the samples with x = 0.30 and x =
0.40 than for the samples with x = 0.70 and x = 0.75 which may
explain the decreased conductivity of the latter samples.
Furthermore, there seem to be no nonmobile or even slow
fluoride ions in the samples with 0.10 $ x $ 0.50 at
temperatures larger 453 K, although the fluoride ions in the
2:2:2 clusters, which seem to be present also in the
mechanosynthesized Ba1!xLaxF2+x (see sections A and B),
were expected to be nonmobile at these temperatures.18,21 In
the case of percolation pathways between the fluorite-type
structured material and the 2:2:2 clusters not all fluoride ions
should be highly mobile but only the fluoride ions in the
regions close to the 2:2:2 clusters. In that case a narrow line
atop a broad NMR line would be observed even at 473 K (see,
e.g., ref 60). However, also for the sample with x = 0.10 in
which only a part of the material should be affected by the
clusters a single narrow NMR line is obtained at 473 K (see
Figure S4, Supporting Information). Thus, the percolation
model outlined above seems inappropriate to describe the
fluoride ion conductivity of the mechanosynthesized
Ba1!xLaxF2+x since the whole material seems to be highly
conductive for the samples investigated with x $ 0.50.
Moreover, fluoride ions in the bulk and fluoride ions in the
grain boundaries cannot be separated by their diffusivity for the
samples with x $ 0.50. If the increased ionic conductivity was
caused by highly conducting grain boundaries, a narrow NMR
line atop a broad NMR line representing the less good
conducting bulk material should be observed. For the samples
with 0.60 $ x $ 0.80, however, the broad part of the NMR line
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might be associated with slow fluoride ions in the bulk and the
narrow NMR line with fast fluoride ions in the grain
boundaries. However, since the crystallite sizes for all
Ba1!xLaxF2+x samples investigated are quite similar it seems
more likely that a change of the microstructure is responsible
for the emergence of a broad NMR line beneath the narrow
NMR line for the samples with 0.60 " x " 0.80. This is also in
accordance with the broadening of the narrow NMR line (vide
supra) and the results discussed in section A. Wang et al.50

reported that the mobility of the fluoride ions in the F1
sublattice of LaF3 starts at lower temperatures and has a lower
activation energy than the ones in the F2 and F3 sublattices.
Therefore, the steady change of the character of the fluoride ion
environments from the one at the fluorite and F1 sites toward
the one of the F2/3 sites with increasing x might explain the
decrease of the fluoride ion mobility.
In Figure 11 the chemical shifts of the maxima of the narrow

NMR lines as a function of x are shown. The chemical shift

increases with x in an approximately linear fashion from x =
0.10 to x = 0.75. In the case of the tysonite structured
Ba1!xLaxF2+x the chemical shift values of the narrow NMR lines
are very similar to the chemical shift value of the narrow NMR
line in LaF3, indicating similar transport mechanisms in these
samples. Interestingly, the values of the chemical shifts of the
narrow NMR lines of the samples with x = 0.75, x = 0.775, and
x = 0.80 lie in-between the values of the chemical shifts of the
narrow NMR lines of the samples with x = 0.70 (167 ppm) and
x = 0.85 (177 ppm) (see Figure 11). Thus, there seems to be a
smooth transition regarding the dynamic behavior of the
fluoride ions when going from the fluorite to the tysonite
structured Ba1!xLaxF2+x reflecting the assumed continuous
change from the fluorite to the tysonite structure.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Ba1!xLaxF2+x crystallizing in the cubic fluorite structure in the
large range of 0 " x " 0.775 was prepared by high-energy ball
milling. A linear change of the lattice parameter a is observed
for the samples in a range of 0 " x " 0.80. Ba1!xLaxF2+x with
0.55 < x < 0.80 turned out to be metastable at ambient
conditions and is, as already reported in different studies, most
probably not accessible by conventional solid state synthesis.
By employing 19F NMR, TEM, and X-ray total scattering,

several indications for a continuous change from the fluorite to
the tysonite structure by passing a structurally distorted
crystalline phase were obtained. This transitional phase,
found within a range from x # 0.70 to x # 0.85, combines
structural aspects of both crystal structures.

The mechanosynthesized fluorite-type Ba1!xLaxF2+x com-
pounds show slightly higher dc conductivities for x " 0.40 than
observed for the monocrystalline Ba1!xLaxF2+x reported in the
literature. In the case of the tysonite-type Ba1!xLaxF2+x a
pronounced decrease of the ionic conductivity with respect to
the monocrystalline material was observed. A conductivity
maximum for the fluorite-type material was found for x # 0.40.
For compositions with x > 0.40 the ionic conductivity decreases
until a conductivity minimum is reached for the sample with x
= 0.75. The decrease of the ionic conductivity is accompanied
by a change of the microstructure and diffusion behavior of the
fluoride ions as well as a decrease of the ratio of highly mobile
fluoride ions to nonmobile or slow moving fluoride ions.
For the samples with 0.10 " x " 0.50 a high mobility of all

fluoride ions at temperatures beyond 453 K in the Ba1!xLaxF2+x
was observed which means that (i) also the fluoride ions in the
2:2:2 clusters which seem to be present in the mechanosynthe-
sized Ba1!xLaxF2+x are highly mobile and (ii) the fluoride ion
diffusivities in the bulk and the grain boundaries do not differ in
a pronounced way. Thus, the enhanced ionic conductivity of
the mechanosynthesized fluorite-type Ba1!xLaxF2+x seems to be
caused by the distorted fluorite lattice decreasing the migration
or defect formation enthalpies for the fluoride ions in the whole
material.
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11 Mechanosynthesis and characterization of BaLiF3 and
Ba1�xSrxLiF3

BaLiF3 (or LiBaF3) is one of the rare compounds crystallizing in the inverse perovskite structure.
The typical formula for the perovskite is ABX3 where A has a lower valence than B.[1] In the cubic
perovskite A forms the edges of a cube, B is in the center of this cube and X can be found at the face
centers. Thus, in the cubic perovskite, Li should be located at the A-position, Ba at the B-position
and F at the X-position. Whether a compound crystallizes in the cubic perovskite structure can be
calculated by employing the formula introduced by Goldschmidt:

t =
rA + rXp
2(rB + rX)

(96)

Thereby rA, rB and rX are the ionic radii of the ions. Thus, t is the ratio of the diagonal of a site
(2(rA + rX ) of the cube and the lattice parameter multiplied by

p
2 (from the Pythagorean theorem:

c2 = a2 + a2 = 2a2 leading to c =
p

2a), i. e. 2
p

2(rB + rX). If both values are equal, thus t =
1, the conditions for a cube are satisfied. However, even in case of a small deviation the cubic
perovskite structure is obtained. The limits are about 0.89  t  1 according to ref. 2. The A
site is coordinated by 12 anions, the B-site by 6 anions and the anions by 2+4 cations. In order to
calculate which cation will occupy which site in the perovskite structure, the ionic radii are needed.
The ionic radius is a concept treating ions as hard spheres, which they are not. However, for the
calculations this concept is used by employing the ionic radii calculated by Shannon and Prewitt[3]

being the commonly accepted values regarding ionic radii at the moment. The ionic radii change
with coordination number. Expectedly, for the small Li ion a coordination number of 12 is not
known. Thus, for the calculations the ionic radii of the sixfold coordinated Li is used. Therefore,
these calculations can only give a rough trend. The following values are obtained: t(LiBaF3) = 0.54
and t(BaLiF3) = 1.00 (= perfect cube). Thus, this compound crystallizes in the inverse perovskite
structure and is written as BaLiF3.[4,5] See Fig. 47 for a sketch of the structure of BaLiF3.

However, there seems to be some confusion in the literature about the terminology. Ludekens
and Welch named the perovskite in which the A and B positions are exchanged an "inverted" per-
ovskite. This term is also used by Boumriche et al. [1]. In crystallography the term inverted means
the structure after the symmetry operation "inversion". Since the cubic perovskite structure is cen-
trosymmetric the inversion would lead to the very same structure. This might be the reason why
Luaña et al. [6] used the terms inverse perovskite and anti-perovskite. However, these denomina-
tions are commonly used for perovskite-type structures in which cations and anions have exchanged
their positions, see e. g. ref. 7. Furthermore, if the chemical formula is written as BaLiF3 and then
named inverse perovskite, this would suggest that Ba is the ion at the B site and Li the ion at the
A site. Thus an appropriate name needs to be found for these compounds. Maybe "cation-inverse
perovskite" (here: cation-inverse perovskite LiBaF3) and "anion-cation inverse perovskite" could be
a solution. However, in accordance with the three papers attached to this introduction the compound
will be named BaLiF3 in the following.

The first paper published in Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., mainly written by Prof. M. Wilkening,
deals with the mechanosynthesis of BaLiF3 and its characterization by XRPD and impedance mea-
surements. It was found that BaLiF3 can be prepared by high-energy ball milling of an equimolar
mixture of LiF and BaF3. The mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 showed an ionic conductivity three or-
ders of magnitude higher than BaLiF3 prepared by a conventional solid state synthesis. After heat
treatment of the mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 its conductivity decreased by about two orders of mag-
nitude being very similar to the intrinsic conductivity of a BaLiF3 single crystal which was delivered
by Dr. Reinhard Uecker from the Leibniz Institut für Kristallzüchtung in Berlin. It should be noted
that for the intrinsic conductivity of the single crystalline BaLiF3 an activation energy of about 1
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Figure 47: Structure of BaLiF3.

eV was found while its extrinsic conductivity was characterized by half that activation energy, thus
0.5 eV, which is a common ratio observed for ion conductors.[8] Furthermore it was shown that the
conductivity of the single crystal can be largely decreased by grinding and pressing a new pellet
from the obtained powder. Thus, the grain boundaries of the micro-crystalline material block the
ion transport while in case of the nano-crystalline BaLiF3 the ion transport seems to be facilitated.
Therefore, the structure of the grain boundaries in the nano-crystalline BaLiF3 is probably different
from that in the micro-crystalline samples.

In the second paper, written by Prof. M. Wilkening and the author, temperature dependent 7Li
NMR measurements were shown. The 7Li NMR spectra of the mechanosynthesized, the annealed
and the conventionally synthesized BaLiF3 differ at elevated temperatures as shown in the paper.
The BaLiF3 prepared by solid state synthesis and in a more pronounced way also the annealed
mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 showed a motional narrowing of the NMR line. The narrowing is due
to a fast change of the chemical environment of the Li ions averaging the dipolar interactions of
the Li ions with the other ions. The dipolar interactions scale with the gyromagnetic ratio of the
ions interacting.[9] Since the gyromagnetic ratio of Ba is much smaller than the one of fluorine and
lithium the Li-Ba interaction leads to the smallest line broadening. Thus, the Li-Li as well as the
Li-F interactions are the main sources for line broadening. Therefore, by this means it cannot be
determined which of these ion species is moving since in both cases a line narrowing is expected.

Interestingly, the mechanosynthesized sample showed only a small amount of highly mobile ions
although exhibiting a much higher ionic conductivity than the heat-treated samples. Thus, it seems
reasonable that in case of the mechanosynthesized sample more ions are mobile than in case of the
heat-treated BaLiF3 but that they move slower. This might be explained by the assumption that in the
mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 fluoride ions as well as Li ions are mobile while in the polycrystalline
BaLiF3 only the fluoride ions are mobile. It should be mentioned that a molecular dynamics study of
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Figure 48: Static 19 NMR spectra of different samples of BaLiF3. The measurements were done
with a Larmor-frequency of 376 MHz. All samples exhibit a very similar spectrum.
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Figure 49: Static 19 NMR spectra of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 (left) and of the same material
after annealing at 870 K for 24 h. The measurements were done with a Larmor-frequency of 376
MHz.
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Figure 50: Change of the fwhm of the 7Li NMR lines of the BaLiF3 samples denoted.
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Zahn et al. [10] showed that both ion species are mobile in case of amorphous BaLiF3. Amorphous,
or at least highly distorted BaLiF3 can be assumed to be present in the grain boundary-regions of the
mechanosynthesized BaLiF3. However, this assumption still needs to be tested which will be done in
the future. For this purpose the conductivity of the three BaLiF3 samples by using Li electrodes and
applying a dc voltage will be measured in order to determine their Li transference numbers. When
compared to the dc conductivity as well as to the electronic conductivity the transport numbers of
the three species would be gained.

For completeness temperature-variable 19F NMR spectra of the mechanosynthesized sample and
of the mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 after heat treatment at 870 K for 24 h are shown in Fig. 49. The
measurements were done with a modified 7 mm MAS probe (Bruker) without spinning the sample.
Interestingly, three NMR lines seem to be visible in the static NMR spectra, see Fig. 48. The line
shape is very similar to the ones reported for single crystalline RbCaF3

[11] (t = 0.93) and RbPbF3
[12]

(t = 0.86). Kaliaperumal et al. stated that three NMR lines are expected in case of the RbCaF3 due
to chemical shift anisotropy. The fluoride ion in the cubic perovskite RbCaF3 is coordinated by two
Ca ions in one direction and four Rb ions in the two other directions of the lattice (see Fig. 47 for
the situation in BaLiF3 in which Li assumes the role Ca has in RbCaF3). Therefore sxx = syy 6= szz
if the Ca ions are located in the z-direction of the fluoride ion. As can be seen in Fig. 48 three NMR
lines were found for single crystalline BaLiF3. The orientation of the crystal to the magnetic field
was not adjusted or determined since the sample was simply thrown into the feed line of the coil of
the MAS probe for this first measurements. The integrals of the two main NMR lines give a ratio of
0.75(1) to 0.25(1) for the line centered at about 38 ppm to the NMR line centered at about 125 ppm.
Interestingly, except for the NMR line centered at about -60 ppm which seems to shift to about -100
pm and the decrease of the intensity of the NMR line centered at approximately 125 ppm, the line
shapes of the polycrystalline as well as of the nano-crystalline BaLiF3 are very similar to the one
of the single crystalline BaLiF3. This is unexpected since the chemical shift anisotropy depends on
the orientation of a crystal in the magnetic field. In case of a powdered sample the crystallites will
have all possible orientations in the magnetic field. Since every orientation of a crystallite should
have the same probability (at least there is no reason, like, for instance, magnetism of the crystallites
which would align the crystals to the external magnetic field, why they should not) there should
not be distinct lines but a superposition of all possible NMR lines generating a broad NMR line
with sharp edges at highest and lowest chemical shift. The NMR lines of the powdered samples
are broadened and the intensity of the NMR line located at about 125 ppm is decreased compared
to the NMR lines of the single crystal. However, the two NMR lines are still separated. Thus,
it seems that, for a reason unknown, there is a discontinuity in the orientational dependence of the
shielding of the fluoride ion. Or a (potentially dynamic) distortion of the structure has to be assumed.
However, there is evidence for a cubic perovskite structure gained by XRPD as well as by elastic
neutron scattering.[1] Therefore, the investigation of the dependence of the chemical shift from the
orientation of a single crystal in the magnetic field would be interesting. There already exists a study,
but the authors do not show the 19F NMR spectra but solely the change of the fwhm as function of
the orientation of the crystal in the magnetic field without mentioning the emergence of extra-NMR
lines[13]. However, a probe enabling such an experiment was not available. Furthermore, powdered
RbCaF3 as well as RbPbF3 should be investigated by static 19F NMR in the future.

The 19F NMR lines of the mechanosynthesized sample do not change with increasing tempera-
ture. Even the NMR line of the heat treated BaLiF3 changes only slightly at temperatures larger than
433 K where an additional NMR line seems to emerge at around 99 ppm. This NMR line probably
indicates the presence of highly mobile ions as already indicated by the motional narrowing of the
7Li NMR lines of this sample. See Fig. 50 for the change of the full width at half maximum (fwhm)
of the 7Li NMR lines with temperature for the three BaLiF3 samples investigated. Motional narrow-
ing can be observed if the jump frequency of the observed ion (or its surrounding) exceeds the width
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Figure 51: Left: static 19F NMR spectra of mechanosynthesized Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 recorded at the
temperatures indicated. The measurements were done with a Larmor-frequency of 376 MHz. Right:
static 7Li NMR spectra of the same sample recorded at the temperatures denoted. The measurements
were done at a Larmor-frequency of 155 MHz.
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Figure 52: Left: static 19F NMR spectra of mechanosynthesized Ba0.60Sr0.40LiF3 recorded at the
temperatures indicated. The measurements were done with a Larmor-frequency of 376 MHz. Right:
static 7Li NMR spectra of the same sample recorded at the temperatures denoted. The measurements
were done at a Larmor-frequency of 155 MHz.
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of the non-narrowed NMR line, thus, in this case for jump frequencies larger than 12 kHz. The 19F
NMR lines, however, are much broader than the 7Li NMR lines such that a higher jump frequency
is necessary for a motional narrowing. Since the 19F NMR spectrum consists of more than one line
also a coalescence is possible. This means that two or more NMR lines converge to one narrow line
due to exchange of the fluorine between the different sites in the lattice. This happens if the jump
frequency exceeds the distance between the NMR lines converging. However, in both cases jump
frequencies clearly larger than about 30 kHz are needed for the emergence of a narrow NMR line in
the 19F NMR spectra.

The preparation of SrLiF3 as well as CaLiF3 was not reported in the literature, yet. However, Roy
assumed that these compounds could form at low temperatures[5]. According to the calculations of
Luaña et al. [6] CaLiF3 and SrLiF3 shall be more stable than a mixture of the binary fluorides as well
as for perovskite-type LiCaF3 and LiSrF3. Both compounds should crystallize in the cubic cation
inverted perovskite structure[2]: t(SrLiF3) = 0.95, t(LiSrF3) = 0.59, t(CaLiF3) = 0.92, t(LiCaF3) =
0.63. All attempts to prepare these compounds by high-energy ball milling failed. In all cases no
reaction of the two binary fluorides was observed. However, an exchange of a part of the Ba ions
by Sr ions is possible as shown in the third paper dealing with the synthesis and characterization
of Ba1�xSrxLiF3 published in Journal of Material Chemistry (written by the author and Prof. M.
Wilkening). It was found that single phase material crystallizing in the inverse perovskite structure
can be obtained by high-energy ball milling for compositions up to x = 0.40. Ba1�xSrxLiF3 turned
out to be not accessible by conventional solid state synthesis since it starts to slowly decomposed to
BaLiF3 (or Ba1�xSrxLiF3 with very small x), Ba1�xSrxF2 and LiF when heat-treated at temperature
above 393 K.

19F MAS NMR spectra of Ba1�xSrxLiF3 consisted of five NMR lines which can be assigned
to the five different possible environments of the fluoride ions. The fluoride ion is coordinated by
two Li and four Ba ions in the BaLiF3 structure. If only the Ba ions are substituted by Sr ions
(which seems to be the case judging from the 19F MAS NMR spectra) the following environments
will be formed: [Ba]4[Li]2, [Ba]3[Sr][Li]2, [Ba]2[Sr]2[Li]2, [Ba][Sr]3[Li]2 and [Sr]4[Li]2. Also
the formation behavior was studied by employing 19F MAS NMR. It turned out that initially BaLiF3
was formed and subsequently SrF2 was introduced into the BaLiF3 to eventually form Ba1�xSrxLiF3.
Furthermore, Ba1�xSrxF2 seemed to be a competing product of the reaction of mixtures of LiF, BaF2
and SrF2.

Interestingly, the dc conductivities found for the mechanosynthesized Ba1�xSrxLiF3 samples are
similar to the dc conductivities found for the mechanosynthesized BaLiF3. However, the temperature-
variable static NMR spectra of Ba1�xSrxLiF3 and BaLiF3 differ as shown in Figs. 51 and 52 where
the 19F NMR spectra as well as the 7Li NMR spectra of Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 and Ba0.60Sr0.40LiF3 are
shown. Note that the 19F NMR spectra recorded at ambient temperature are similar to the 19F NMR
spectra of BaLiF3 at this temperature corroborating the assumption that the interaction of the fluo-
ride ions with the Li ions is the origin of the three NMR lines in the static spectra of BaLiF3. As
mentioned before, in case of the mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 almost no motional narrowing is visi-
ble in case of the 7Li NMR spectra even at 630 K and no change at all of the 19F NMR lines can be
observed. However, in case of these two Ba1�xSrxLiF3 samples the 7Li NMR spectra as well as the
19F NMR spectra exhibit the emergence of narrow NMR lines. For both samples the 7Li NMR lines
exhibit a narrow NMR line atop a broader NMR line. The 19F NMR spectra of Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 and
Ba0.60Sr0.40LiF3 reveal the emergence of an additional narrow line at temperatures larger than 373
K with a chemical shift of 56 ppm and 54 ppm (at 473 K), respectively. Thus, only a part of the ions
are highly mobile and their jump frequencies seem to be clearly higher than even in case of the heat
treated BaLiF3 discussed before.

Since the ionic conductivities of the Ba1�xSrxLiF3 samples investigated and the one of mechano-
synthesized BaLiF3 are similar, the transport mechanism for the ions change when Ba ions are sub-
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stituted by Sr ions in BaLiF3. If in mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 fluoride as well as Li ions are
mobile, this seems to decrease the jump rate of both ions. Thus, it seems plausible that in case of
Ba1�xSrxLiF3 only one ion species is mobile. This could be due to the structural distortions intro-
duced into the perovskite structure by the introduction of the smaller Sr ions (r(Sr2+(XII) = 0.144
nm, r(Ba2+(XII) = 0.160 nm[3]) facilitating the mobility of one ion species and reducing it for the
other ion species. However, the fast ionic motions observed may also be due to the decomposition
of the Ba1�xSrxLiF3 which was observed for temperatures larger than 373 K. This would also agree
with the observation of a more pronounced motional narrowing in case of Ba0.60Sr0.40LiF3. On the
other hand, the increase of the SrF2 amount should also lead to an increase of the ionic motion if a
decrease of the jump barriers due to structural distortions is assumed to be the origin of the enhanced
ionic motion. The origin of the different ionic transport behaviors of BaLiF3 and Ba1�xSrxLiF3 will
be evaluated in the future, starting by separating the fluoride ion from the Li ion conductivity the
same way as already discussed for the BaLiF3 samples (vide supra). Furthermore, the mechanosyn-
thesis of Ba1�xCaxLiF3 will be tested.
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The mechanosynthesis of highly pure nanocrystalline BaLiF3 is reported. The product with mean

crystallite diameter of about 30 nm was prepared by joint high-energy ball-milling of the two

binary fluorides LiF and BaF2 at ambient temperature. Compared to coarse-grained BaLiF3 with

mm-sized crystallites, which is available via conventional solid-state synthesis at much higher

temperatures, the mechanosynthesized product exhibits a drastic increase of ionic conductivity

by several orders of magnitude. This is presumably due to structural disorder introduced during

milling and to the presence of a large volume fraction of interfacial regions in the nanocrystalline

form of BaLiF3 providing fast di!usion pathways for the charge carriers. Starting from

mechanosynthesized nanocrystalline BaLiF3 it is possible to tune the transport parameters

in a well defined way by subsequent annealing. Changes of the electrical response of

mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 during annealing are studied in situ by impedance spectroscopy.

The results are compared with those of a structurally well-ordered single crystal which clearly

shows extrinsic and intrinsic regions of ionic conduction.

I. Introduction

Fast-ion conductors play a crucial role in materials science.1–7

In particular, they are needed to develop sustainable energy
storage systems, chemical sensors or advanced electrochromic
devices.8–17 Currently, there are two main strategies to find
(ceramic) materials showing high ionic conductivity. One is to
synthesize new bulk materials with improved transport
properties, the other is to modify the microstructure of known
(single- or multi-phase) materials and, thus, to take advantage
of nano-size and interface e!ects.18,19 In a simplified view
nanocrystalline ion conductors can be regarded as structurally
heterogeneous materials consisting of nm-sized crystalline
grains and a large fraction of interfacial regions4 which in
many cases dominate the overall ionic transport behaviour.
The interfacial regions may also show structural disorder and
can provide fast di!usion pathways for the ions.20 Recently,
we observed a large increase of the Li ion conductivity of
lithium tantalate, LiTaO3, when the microcrystalline source
material with a mean crystallite diameter in the mm range was
high-energy ball-milled for several hours in a shaker mill in
order to produce its nanocrystalline, structurally disordered

but chemically identical counterpart.21 Subsequent annealing
of the so obtained nanocrystalline sample allowed us to adjust
the Li dc-conductivity in a controlled way. LiTaO3 as well as
nanocrystalline LiNbO3 investigated before20,22–25 served as a
model substance to study the influence of crystallite size and
structural disorder on the ionic conductivity.
In the present paper we extend our investigations to a

ternary Li containing fluoride viz BaLiF3. In particular, the
paper is aimed at the fundamental question how and to which
extent interfaces and grain boundaries a!ect the overall charge
transport in ion conductors. BaLiF3 turned out to be a
suitable model system for this purpose. It is one of the
rare examples and the only known ternary fluoride which
crystallizes with the cubic inverse perovskite-type structure26–28

(space group Pm!3m, a = 0.3996 nm (polycrystalline powder,
see ref. 26), a = 0.3994(7) nm (single crystal, see ref. 29).
Presumably, two mobile charge carriers, Li+ and F!, are
present in BaLiF3. This is in contrast to LiTaO3 where Li
cations dominate ionic conductivity.21 It is presently not clear
whether one of the two is dominant; this is subject to future
work in our laboratory. While nanocrystalline LiTaO3 was
prepared by reducing the particle size of coarse-grained
lithium tantalate by ball milling (top–down approach, see
ref. 21), phase pure nanocrystalline BaLiF3 can be easily
mechanosynthesized by high-energy ball milling a stoichio-
metric mixture of LiF and BaF2 at ambient temperature as is
shown here. Mechanosynthesis by high-energy ball-milling
inducing a heterogeneous reaction has been used in recent
years to produce quite a number of compounds not easily
accessible by conventional routes (see, e.g., ref. 30–33). To our
knowledge, the mechanosynthesis route has not been reported
for BaLiF3 in the literature so far. The mean crystallite size of
the product obtained ranges from 11 to 30 nm. Let us note that
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in its single crystalline form BaLiF3 is considered to be a
promising window material in the ultra-violet and vacuum-
ultra-violet region.29 Moreover, it is of interest as a potential
laser-active medium when doped with suitable transition
metals34–37 and discussed as possible candidate for quantum
computing devices.38

The ionic transport parameters and di!usion properties of
as prepared and annealed mechanosynthesized BaLiF3, which
was characterized by X-ray di!raction, ultra-fast 19F MAS
NMR spectroscopy as well as preliminary TEM micrographs,
were investigated by impedance spectroscopy. The results are
compared with those of a Czochralski grown BaLiF3 single
crystal, see, e.g., ref. 39, as well as with those of a micro-
crystalline powder sample. The latter was prepared by
conventional solid-state synthesis40 and is characterized by a
mean crystallite size with a diameter of about 0.8 mm.

II. Experiment

A Preparation of BaLiF3

Nanocrystalline BaLiF3 was prepared by high-energy ball
milling of BaF2 (99.99%, Sigma Aldrich) together with an
equimolar amount of LiF (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) in a Fritsch
Pulverisette 7 (premium line) planetary mill. The total mass of
the mixture was about 2 g. A grinding beaker made of
stabilized ZrO2 with a volume of 45 mL was employed.
The mixture was mechanically treated for times between 30
and 180 min using 140 milling balls (ZrO2, 5 mm in diameter)
at 600 rpm. One sample, which was prepared by milling of
BaF2 and LiF in an equimolar ratio for three hours, was
annealed at 870 K for 24 h as well as 50 h in air.

Single crystalline BaLiF3 was prepared by the following
procedure. First, the starting materials of the crystal growth
processes BaF2 (crystal pieces) and LiF (GFI ‘‘optical grade’’)
were purified by a pre-treatment,34 i.e., the source materials
were treated with HF at elevated temperatures. Afterwards
they were mixed in the required ratio and subjected to a
zone melting procedure under HF. Since BaLiF3 melts
incongruently at about 1100 K the composition of the starting
melt has to deviate from the crystal composition. According to
the peritectic point of the binary phase diagram BaF2-LiF the
chosen composition was Ba0.86Li1.14F2.86. The crystal was
grown in a platinum crucible by conventional Czochralski
technique with RF-heating and automatic diameter control. In
order to suppress oxidation of the melt the growth atmosphere
consisted of an Ar-CF4 mixture. The growth rate was
2 mm h!1 and the rotation varied from 10 to 25 min!1. The
so obtained colorless crystal was 70 mm in length and 18 mm
in diameter.

For comparison, polycrystalline BaLiF3 was also prepared
by conventional solid-state (high-temperature) synthesis
following the procedure being described in detail in ref. 40.
According to that preparation route an equimolar mixture of
BaF2 and LiF, which was initially mixed for 10 min in a
planetary mill at 600 rpm, was heated for about two hours in
nitrogen atmosphere at 620 K for drying purposes and then
fired at 1020 K for 5 h. After that it was left to cool down to
room temperature. It has to be mentioned that synthesizing

BaLiF3 via ceramic synthesis routes has some disadvantages
compared to one-step mechanochemical preparation. In
particular, vaporization of Li at high temperatures leads to
less pure and non-stoichiometric products.

B XRD, impedance and NMR measurements

Sample characterization of the powders was carried out at
room temperature using X-ray di!raction (XRD) with a
Philips PW 1800 operating with Cu-Ka radiation at 40 kV.
For the impedance spectroscopy measurements an HP 4192 A
analyzer (frequency range 5 Hz to 13 MHz) connected to a
home-built cell was employed. Conductivity jigs with a four
terminal configuration were used. The powdered samples were
pressed to cylindrical pellets (8 mm in diameter and 1 mm in
thickness) at room temperature. If not stated otherwise this
was done by applying an uniaxial pressure of about 1 GPa.
Electrodes were applied either by Au sputtering or by
subsequent pressing the uncoated pellet between Pt powder.
During the measurements the impedance samples were strictly
kept under inert gas atmosphere by using a stream of dry
nitrogen (99.999%). Temperatures ranged from 298 K to
about 800 K.

19F MAS (magic angle spinning) NMR spectra were
acquired with a Bruker Avance III spectrometer operating at
471 MHz. The NMR spectra were recorded using a single
excitation pulse at an ultra-fast spinning speed of nrot =
60 kHz with room-temperature bearing gas. The p/2 pulse
length was about 2 ms.

III. Results and discussion

A Sample characterization by XRD and 19F MAS NMR

In Fig. 1 X-ray di!raction (XRD) powder patterns of
equimolar mixtures of BaF2 and LiF treated in the planetary
mill for tmill = 30, 60 and 180 min, respectively, are shown.
Already after 30 min of milling, the XRD powder pattern of
BaLiF3 with its inverse cubic perovskite structure (see Fig. 1)
dominates the di!ractogram. After milling the mixture for one
hour the conversion of LiF and BaF2 to BaLiF3 seems to be
close to 100% since there are no peaks visible pointing to
residual LiF or BaF2. The latter are highlighted in Fig. 1(a) by
asterisks and filled circles, respectively. The XRD peak
positions found for BaLiF3 are in perfect agreement with
those reported in the literature.41 For comparison, in Fig. 1
the XRD pattern of a sample prepared by conventional
solid-state synthesis as well as that of mechanosynthesized
BaLiF3, which was annealed at 870 K for 24 h, are also shown.
In Fig. 2 magnifications of some of the XRD patterns

displayed in Fig. 1 are shown in order to verify the phase
purity of the mechanosynthesized products with respect to
residual LiF and BaF2. In contrast to the conventionally
prepared sample where a small amount of residual BaF2

is found, after 1 h of mechanical activation of the
LiF : BaF2-mixture, the XRD peaks of the two binary starting
materials cannot be detected any longer. Furthermore, it can
be clearly seen that BaLiF3 (Pm!3m) is the only phase which is
formed under the milling conditions described above. This is
fully corroborated by 19F MAS NMR (vide infra).

11252 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2010, 12, 11251–11262 This journal is "c the Owner Societies 2010
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Compared to the XRD peak widths of conventionally
prepared BaLiF3, those of the ball-milled product are
broadened due to both much smaller crystallite sizes and
e!ects of lattice strain e. In a first approximation we have
used the equation introduced by Scherrer42 (1) to determine
the mean crystallite size hdi, which is related to the broadening
of the peak via

hdi ! K " lXRD " 360#

2p " bf $y;hkl%&
#2y' " cos y

$1%

y denotes the angle between the surface of the sample and the
incident X-ray beam. K = 0.89 is chosen assuming a spherical
shape of the crystallites. lXRD is the average wavelength of the
X-ray source. For a Cu anode lXRD of the Ka1 line equals
0.154 nm. In the case of Lorentzian-shaped XRD peaks, which
is the case here, the width (fwhm, full width at half maximum)
bf(y,hkl) is given by bf(y) = br(y) ( bg(y) taking into account
instrumental broadening e!ects. br(y) is the measured peak
width and bg(y) is the width of a reference material such as
microcrystalline CaF2 or coarse-grained BaLiF3 produced
from BaLiF3 single crystals. Expectedly, the mechano-
synthesized BaLiF3 samples show mean crystallite sizes in
the nm-range. As an example, mechanosynthesized BaLiF3

obtained after tmill = 180 min is characterized by hdiE 30 nm.
Reducing the milling time leads to an increase of hdi
(see Table 1). The sample which was prepared by solid-state
synthesis at a much higher temperature has a crystallite size of
0.8 mm. Interestingly, the XRD peak widths of the mechano-
synthesized material, which was additionally annealed at
870 K, are less broadened than those of the conventionally
prepared one which was calcined at much higher T
(see Fig. 2(b) for comparisons). Most likely, this is due to a
larger mean crystallite size indicating that the microstructure

of a ball-milled powder favours grain growth. In order to
quantify to which degree lattice strain e a!ects the hdi values
listed in Table 1, we have analyzed the XRD patterns according
to the procedure of Williamson and Hall.43

bf $y;hkl% cos y
lXRD

! 4e
sin y
l
) 1

hdi
$2%

Except for the mixture milled for 30 min, the values obtained
by eqn (2) for hdi are twice as large as those estimated via
eqn (1), see Table 1. This indicates that the values obtained by
the Scherrer equation should be regarded as a rough estimate
for the crystalline size.
Apart from an almost negligible impurity, which might be

identified with orthorhombic BaF2 (chemical shifts d amount
to 102 and 176 ppm, see ref. 44) or another metastable
intermediate, the phase purity of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3

probed by X-ray powder di!raction is clearly confirmed by the
room temperature 19F MAS NMR spectrum shown in Fig. 3.
Orthorhombic BaF2 is a known high pressure modification of
BaF2.

45,46 In a previous study we have shown that it is formed
to a small extent during mechanical treatment of cubic BaF2

for 3 h in a planetary mill.44,47 Increasing the milling time to
about 6 h increases the amount of orthorhombic BaF2 formed.
Thus, one might suppose that during the initial stages of
milling an LiF : BaF2 mixture, orthorhombic BaF2 is formed
first which transforms into BaLiF3 shortly after.
In agreement with the crystal structure of BaLiF3 a single

and Lorentzian-shaped 19F NMR resonance line is observed
under high-speed MAS conditions. It shows up at d= 66 ppm
when referenced to C6F6. The measured chemical shift is
identical to that recently reported in the literature for a
powdered sample of BaLiF3.

48 Here, the same d-values are
found for the other samples investigated within this study.

Fig. 1 Left: X-ray powder di!raction patterns of nanocrystalline BaLiF3 prepared by mechanical treatment of BaF2 and LiF (molar ratio of 1 : 1)

in a planetary mill at 600 rpm and for di!erent milling times tmill (a) 30 min, (b) 60 min and (c) 180 min. (d) For comparison, the corresponding

XRD pattern of conventionally prepared BaLiF3 is shown, too. (e) XRD pattern of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 (tmill) which was annealed at

870 K for 24 h. Right: Crystal structure of BaLiF3 (space group Pm!3m). Large blue spheres denote Ba cations, orange and green spheres represent

Li cations and F anions.
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However, the NMR line width of the mechanically synthesized
nanocrystalline product is by more than a factor of two larger
than that of microcrystalline BaLiF3 (Fig. 3). Since the spectra
are recorded with the same spinning speed nrot of approxi-
mately 60 kHz, the larger line width can be attributed to a
distribution of chemical shifts present in the mechanically
prepared product. This clearly reflects microstructural
disorder such as distortions of the F! octahedra or deviations
from ideal bond lengths.

B Impedance spectroscopy studies on structurally di!erent
forms of BaLiF3

1. Mechanosynthesized, nanocrystalline BaLiF3

a Basics. Impedance spectroscopy is a simple but important
method to study the electrical processes occurring in a system

on applying an ac signal across the sample pellet.49,50 The
technique is based on analyzing the electrical response of the
system usually after a sinusoidal perturbation. The impedance
is generally calculated as a function of the frequency of this
perturbation. Conventionally, the output response, which
comprises both resistive (real part) and reactive (imaginary
part) components, is either displayed in a complex plane plot
(Nyquist plot or Cole–Cole diagram) or in form of impedance
spectra, i.e., the real part s0 of the complex conductivity ŝ(o) is
plotted vs. frequency. Here, o(= f"2p) denotes the angular
frequency. In a Cole–Cole plot the negative imaginary
part !Z0 0 of the impedance (o) is plotted vs. the real part Z0

and appears in succeeding semicircles representing the contri-
butions to the electrical properties due to the bulk material,
grain boundary e!ects and, if there are any, interfacial
polarization phenomena.4 The impedance Ẑ(o) is given by

Ẑ#o$ % Z0 ! iZ00 % R! i

oC
and

Z0

Z00
% e00

e0
% tan d #3$

where R and C are the resistance and capacitance, respectively.
i = (!1)1/2 is the imaginary unit, e0 and e0 0 denote the real and
imaginary parts of the complex dielectric permittivity. d is
the loss angle. The peaks of the di!erent semicircles are
characterized by their individual time constants according to
the relation

omaxt = omaxRC = 1 (4)

Fig. 2 Magnifications of the XRD powder patterns shown in Fig. 1.

The XRD peaks of residual BaF2 are indicated. After tmill = 60 min

the formation of BaLiF3 is completed. The di!ractogram of a sample

treated for 180 min in the planetary mill verifies the phase purity of

mechanosynthesized BaLiF3. For comparison, the XRD di!racto-

grams of the two coarse-grained samples are also shown. The peak

at about 251 2y, which is of very low intensity, reveals a very small

amount of residual BaF2 owing to weighing errors.

Table 1 hdi and e values of BaLiF3 prepared via di!erent ways. The
mean crystallite sizes were estimated via XRD peak broadening.
The error of hdi is at least of the order of &5 nm

tmill hdi (eqn (1)) e hdi (eqn (2))

30 min 50 nm 0.003 340 nm
60 min 40 nm 0.002 80 nm
180 min 30 nm 0.002 60 nm

Fig. 3 19F MAS NMR spectra of ‘single crystalline’ (top) and

mechanosynthesized (nanocrystalline) BaLiF3 (bottom) which were

recorded at a spinning speed of 60 kHz using ambient bearing gas

pressure. A small piece of the single crystal was ground in an agate

mortar for the MAS NMR measurements. The di!erent line widths

(fwhm) are 2.5 and 5.9 ppm, respectively. Inset: magnification of the

NMR spectrum of nanocrystalline BaLiF3. Most likely, the signal of

very low intensity which shows up at about 103 ppm can be attributed

to orthorhombic BaF2.
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Thus, the relaxation frequency is given by fmax = 1/(2pRC).
Alternatively, other representations, e.g., the complex
modulus M̂(o) = M0 + iM0 0 can be used to highlight a
particular aspect of the electrical response of a sample. For
example, the modulus representation is useful when measure-
ments are a!ected by high capacitance e!ects, such as those
due to inter-granular impedances and electrode polarization
e!ects.51,52 M̂(o) is related to the complex impedance via the
equation

M0 + iM0 0 = ioC0Ẑ (5)

where C0 = (e0A)/d. A and d are area and thickness of the
pellet and e0 is the permittivity of free space.

b Complex plane plots and impedance spectra. The first part
of this section is concerned with nanocrystalline BaLiF3

synthesized by high-energy ball milling (see above). We have
started to characterize the sample by impedance spectroscopy
measurements at temperatures T > 385 K. The temperature
was continually increased in order to detect any changes of the
electrical response of the sample. In Fig. 4(a) the complex
impedance spectra of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 are shown
which were measured at the temperatures indicated. Partly, the
corresponding peak frequencies, i.e., the frequencies where the
imaginary part passes through the maximum, are given.

As often observed for structurally disordered materials, the
arcs of mechanically prepared BaLiF3 can be described by
depressed semicircles, i.e., the respective centers lie below the
Z0 axis. In particular, this holds for low temperatures when
the data of BaLiF3 is regarded. These shifts clearly reveal that
the curves are composed of a range of semicircular arcs
pointing to a large distribution of relaxation frequencies being
characteristic of the electrical response of the sample. With
increasing temperature the shape of the arcs progressively
become more semicircular and their centers shift towards the
origin of the complex plane plot. Most likely, these observa-
tions are due to slight structural changes of the sample. At low

frequencies spikes are clearly visible which originate from
electrode polarization e!ects.
The same features also govern the corresponding impedance

spectra which are shown in Fig. 4(b). At both low T and low
frequencies they clearly show a distinct dc-conductivity
plateau. The dc-conductivity sdc is identical to the value which
can be determined from the corresponding resistance of the
low-frequency intercept of the complex impedance arcs on the
real axis. With increasing frequency the dispersive region of
the impedance spectra shows up. Once again, the frequency
dependence of s0 changes with temperature. Up to frequencies
of about f= 1 MHz the spectra can be roughly described by a
power law behaviour according to s0 ! s0dc " A0os with A0

being the dispersion parameter and s the power law exponent
usually ranging between 0 and 1. Here, s turns out to be
depending on temperature. It is approximately 0.63 at low and
reaches 0.40 at high temperatures.
In Fig. 4(c) the temperature dependence of the dc-conductivity

is shown in an Arrhenius representation according to

sdcT = s0exp(#Ea/(kBT)) (6)

where Ea denotes the activation energy and kB Boltzmann’s
constant. Ea turns out to be 0.74(1) eV. Very similar results
were obtained for a sample which was prepared by mechanical
treatment of LiF and BaF2 for tmill = 20 h under the same
preparation conditions. For that sample a mean crystallite
diameter of about 11 nm can be estimated from XRD peak
broadening (see section III A). For comparison with the
sdcT data, the temperature dependance of the so-called
characteristic frequency oc, being a measure of the onset of
conductivity dispersion according to s0(oc) = 2s0(dc), is
shown in Fig. 4(c), too. oc(T) also follows Arrhenius
behaviour with an activation energy being similar to that
deduced from sdcT (cf. Fig. 4(c)). Plotting sdcT vs. oc in a
log-log plot should result in a straight line with a slope of
unity. This is only roughly fulfilled below 465 K. At higher T
deviations show up and the slope is reduced to about 0.8

Fig. 4 (a) Cole–Cole plots of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 which was produced by joint milling of LiF and BaF2 in a planetary mill for 3 h. The

frequencies fZ,max indicated follow Arrhenius behaviour. From the intercepts at low frequencies (marked exemplarily by two arrows) the resistance

is obtained showing the same temperature dependence as the dc-conductivity (see Fig. 4(b)). (b) Corresponding impedance spectra of

mechanosynthesized BaLiF3, i.e., the real part of ŝ is plotted vs. frequency f = o/2p. The dc-conductivities can be directly read out from

the low-frequency plateau where s0 is independent of frequency. Solid lines represent fits according to Jonscher’s power law: s0 = sdc + A0os

(see text for further explanation). (c) Electrical dc-conductivity of mechanosynthesized nanocrystalline BaLiF3 as a function of temperature

(plotted as sdcT vs. 1000/T). Solid lines represent fits according to an Arrhenius law. The activation energy turns out to be 0.74(1) eV characterizing

long-range transport of the charge carriers in the ternary fluoride. For comparison, the electrical relaxation rate t#1M deduced from theM0 0 maxima

and the characteristic frequency oc are also included.
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indicating that the electrical relaxation behaviour depends on
temperature. The fact that a linear relationship between sdc
and oc is not fully observed is also seen when the well-known
time-temperature scaling53,54 s/sdc vs f/(sdcT) or the modulus
representation is used to characterize the conduction processes
in mechanosynthesized BaLiF3. In order to obtain a conduc-
tivity master curve (see Fig. 5), sdc and sdcT are used to scale
the conductivity spectra which collapse into a single curve if
sdc p oc holds. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the scaled
impedance spectra do not coincide. This is in agreement with
the features observed when M0 0 is plotted vs. frequency for
di!erent temperatures (Fig. 6).

c Comparison with the modulus representation. The peak
maxima of M0 0(o/2p) increase with increasing T. This is
accompanied by a reduction of the peak widths. Simulta-
neously, the asymmetry of the modulus curves, which shows
up at the best at low T, continuously decreases leading to more
symmetric peaks at higher temperatures. Altogether, these
findings clearly reflect that particularly at low T highly non-
Debye behaviour is observed which is also expressed by the
depressed semicircles of Fig. 4(a). Moreover, the non-Debye
response observed depends clearly on temperature. Generally,

a (normalised) Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) correlation
function,54–59

f(t) = exp(!(t/t0)b0) 0 o b0 p 1 (7)

considering a distribution of electrical relaxation times, t0 by
the exponent b0o 1, is simply assumed in an empirical manner
to explain (asymmetric) modulus curves. Ideal Debye
behaviour is obtained when b0 equals 1. It is worth mentioning
that eqn (7) fits M0 0(o/2p) well except at large frequencies.
However, this has negligible e!ect on the electrical relaxation
rate 1/tM, which can be deduced from the peak maxima ofM0 0

(see below). Moynihan et al. proposed

M̂(o) = (1/eN){1 ! L(!df/dt)} (8)

with limo-NM̂(o) = 1/eN and where L(x) is the Laplace
transform of x.59 Numerical simulations59 of M̂(o) for given
b0 values can be used to relate the full width at half maximum
G of the M0 0(o)-curves with b0. In Fig. 7 b0 (1/T) of the
M0 0-curves of Fig. 6 is shown ranging from approximately 0.5
(T E 400 K) to about 0.64 (T E 530 K). Let us note that the
use of M0 0 to analyze impedance data is often criticized50,60

because M0 0 represents a tangled combination of both the
conductivity s0 and the permittivity e0 which, in contrast to
M0 0, can be measured directly. However, here the M0 0

representation is just used to highlight changes of the electrical
response of the samples during heat treatment and to compare
these results with those obtained when s0 is analyzed directly.
With this in mind we have additionally parameterized the M0 0

data of as prepared mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 on the
frequency scale directly with Lorentzian-shaped fits according to

M00 / otM
1" #otM$2!ns

#9$

Once again, such an analysis, which is used here simply to
illustrate the deviations from ideal Debye behaviour, yields
temperature dependent stretching factors b = 1 ! ns ranging
from 0.31 at about 385 K to ca. 0.5 when the temperature is
raised to about 550 K (see Fig. 7). The peak maxima of Fig. 6
mark the crossover from long-range to short-range motions of
the charge carriers. The frequencies fM,max associated can be
roughly transformed into electrical relaxation rates 1/tM via
fM,max2p%tM = 1. The temperature dependence of 1/tM
obtained this way is shown in Fig. 7 together with that of
1!ns. Taking into account non-exponential KWW-correlation
functions (eqn (7)), the rates obtained via eqn (9) slightly di!er
from those shown in Fig. 4(c) yielding an activation energy
(0.75(2) eV) which is very similar to that obtained when sdcT is
analyzed (0.74(1) eV, see Fig. 4(c)). The corresponding
pre-exponential factor t!1M,0 of the underlying Arrhenius law

t!1M = t!1M,0exp(!Ea,M/(kBT)) (10)

turns out to be about 2.2 & 1013 s!1 and, thus, lies in the
typical range of phonon frequencies.
The deviation from Debye behavior manifests itself also

in the absolute widths of the modulus spectra. At low
temperatures the peak width G (fwhm) is about 2.1 decades
(on the frequency scale). The spectrum measured at the highest
T (see Fig. 6) reveals a peak width of only 1.7 decades. Ideal

Fig. 5 (a) Conductivity master curve of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3.

The scaled spectra were recorded at the temperatures indicated. (b)

sdcT vs. oc. Note the deviation from a linear relation of the two

quantities indicated by the dashed line.

Fig. 6 Frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the electric

modulus of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 at various temperatures. The

relaxation rates t!1M , which can be deduced from the peak maxima, are

shown in Fig. 5. The temperature was continuously increased and the

curves were measured beginning from the lowest temperature.
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Debye response is characterized by a width of about 1.14
decades. As we will show below, such a behaviour is exactly
found when structurally well-ordered, single crystalline
BaLiF3 is investigated by impedance spectroscopy.

d Influence of annealing on s0 and M0 0. After the last
measurement performed at 548 K the sample was let to cool
down to room temperature. Then a second run of measure-
ments was started. The corresponding modulus spectra are
shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen that after annealing, the shape
of M0 0(o) turns out to be nearly independent of temperature.
The peaks are all characterized by almost the same width
which equals that of the spectrum measured at 548 K of the
first run. Interestingly, the positions of the peak maxima did
not change. Therefore, analyzing the data of the second run
according to eqn (9) yields electrical relaxation rates t!1M being
very similar to those measured before (see Fig. 7). A third run
of measurements did not lead to any further changes of
the data. Obviously, the sample was brought into a stable
structural state. The changes observed for the first and second
run should also show up in the corresponding impedance
spectra. For comparison, in Fig. 9(a) the spectra of the second
run are compared with those displayed in Fig. 4(b). Note that
the respective temperatures of the two runs slightly di!er.
Whereas at high temperatures the spectra coincide, a remark-
able di!erence shows up at low T when the dispersive regime is
regarded. In contrast to the first run, the spectra of the sample
exposed to 550 K, can be scaled such that an almost
ideal master curve is obtained, i.e., the linear relationship
sdcT p oc is more and more fulfilled. The spectra can be
fitted with power laws characterized by s E 0.4 depending
only slightly on T. This is in fair agreement with b0 E 0.64
which can be very roughly related to s via b0 = 1 ! s.55

Expectedly, the scaling behaviour observed for s0 holds also
for the corresponding modulus spectra of the second run of
measurements. The soft annealing process carried out at 550 K
and under N2 atmosphere does not influence the dc-plateaus.
Instead, the thermally induced structural relaxation of the
sample mainly a!ects short-range motions of the charge

carriers rather than long-range transport parameters. This
can be clearly illustrated when the ac-conductivity s0 is read
out at a frequency of 1 MHz and plotted as s0T vs. the inverse
temperature (Fig. 9(c)). Before annealing at 550 K s0ac"1 MHz#T
exhibits non-Arrhenius behaviour. This is in contrast to
the situation after the sample was exposed to 550 K. The data
of the annealed sample follow an Arrhenius law with an

Fig. 7 Temperature dependence of (i) the most probable electrical

relaxation time tM in nanocrystalline BaLiF3 as obtained from

eqn (9) and (ii) the stretching exponent b0 of the underlying KWW

correlation function (eqn (7)) as well as 1 ! ns obtained from eqn (9).

The solid line shows a fit according to an Arrhenius relation,

t!1M = t!1M,0exp(!Ea,M/(kBT)), with Ea,M = 0.75(2) eV and t!1M,0 =

2.2 $ 1013 s!1. Squares show the relaxation rates deduced from the

complex modulus spectra of Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Repetition of the complex modulus measurements shown in

Fig. 6 after the sample was exposed to about 550 K. The curves were

recorded at 423 K, 480 K, and 543 K (2nd run). For comparison, some

of the curves of Fig. 6, whose peak height depends on T are shown,

too. The corresponding relaxation rates t!1M are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9 (a) Impedance spectra of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 after the

sample was exposed to about 500 K. Spectra recorded at 416, 474 and

548 K are those already shown in Fig. 4(b). (b) dc-conductivity of the

spectra displayed on the left. For comparison, the data of Fig. 4(c) are

shown, too. (c) ac-conductivity "s0ac"1 MHz#T#, read out at 1 MHz, of

mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 (1st and 2nd run). (d) Comparison of the

ac-conductivity of Fig. 9(c) with that of a mechanosynthesized BaLiF3

sample which was annealed for 50 h at 870 K. For further comparison,

s0ac"1 MHz# (1) and sdc (2) of BaLiF3 prepared by solid-state synthesis

are also shown. See text for further details.
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activation energy of approximately 0.6 eV. It is worth noting
in this context that grain growth is not observed when
nanocrystalline BaLiF3 is exposed to 550 K for several hours.
Most likely, internal strain is released and/or the structure of
the material is locally relaxed at elevated temperatures.
Interestingly, the e!ect observed here is less pronounced when
tmill is increased from 3 to 20 h. Internal strain seems to be
generated in the early stages of milling and is still preserved
even after 3 h of mechanical treatment. Obviously, at larger
milling times structural relaxation can be induced also
mechanically. Recently, such a process was reported for
mechanically treated LiAlSi2O6 glass samples.61

Nevertheless, the modulus peaks of structurally disordered,
nanocrystalline BaLiF3 prepared by ball milling remain
asymmetric in shape. The non-Debye behaviour observed is
a clear indication of non-random correlated motions of
interacting charge carriers. As shown in the next subsection,
this is in contrast to a perfectly ordered single crystal of
BaLiF3 where the ions move randomly from site to site.

2. BaLiF3 single crystal—comparison with mechanosynthesized
(nanocrystalline) and microcrystalline BaLiF3

a Comparison of r0 and M0 0. Provided the ions do not
interact with each other or with their surrounding matrix,
s(o) will be constant. Indeed, exactly this electrical behaviour
is observed for the BaLiF3 single crystal. In Fig. 10 and 11 the
data from impedance spectroscopy are shown which were
recorded at temperatures ranging from ca. 450 K to 720 K.
The shape of the complex modulus M0 0(o) (Fig. 11) is
independent of temperature and the peak width turned out
to be about 1.15 which is in agreement with the expected
value for Debye behaviour. Fitting eqn (9) to the M0 0(o) data
yields ns = 0 reflecting fully symmetric modulus peaks which
clearly indicates that ion hopping in the BaLiF3 crystal is
governed by an exponential correlation function which is
characteristic of random hopping processes via point defects.
The same features show up in the corresponding Cole–Cole
plots (Fig. 10(a)) and impedance spectra (see Fig. 10(b)). The
complex plane representation reveals (perfect) semicircles
whose centers lie on the Z0-axis, i.e. they can be represented
with a single RC unit. Expectedly, any dispersive regimes are

absent in the impedance spectra at least in the frequency range
covered here.

b dc-conductivity of single crystalline BaLiF3. In Fig. 10(c)
sdcT of the single crystal is plotted vs. the inverse temperature.
The data were recorded starting from the lowest temperature.
Interestingly, below 625 K single crystalline BaLiF3 shows a
rather high ionic conductivity following an Arrhenius law with
an activation energy of only 0.5 eV (Fig. 10(c)). A similar value
(see also Fig. 10(c)) is found when the modulus peaks of
Fig. 11 are analyzed. For comparison, in Fig. 10(c) the
corresponding conductivity relaxation rates 1/tM are also
included.
Below 660 K sdc of single crystalline BaLiF3 can be

attributed to extrinsic ion conduction. Above 660 K the sdcT
values sharply increase. Obviously, the ionic dc-conductivity
at higher T is of intrinsic nature with an activation energy of
0.98 eV. Although this behaviour was not observed by the
impedance measurements on single crystalline BaLiF3 carried
out earlier by Rush et al.,62 it is expected for an undoped, i.e.,

Fig. 10 (a) Cole–Cole plots of single crystalline BaLiF3. The centers of the semicircles lie on the real axis reflecting ideal Debye behavior. From

the intercepts at low frequencies (see the arrows in Fig. 4(a)) the resistances can be read out which show the same temperature dependence as the

dc-conductivity (see Fig. 10(c)). (b) Corresponding impedance spectra which are, up to a frequency of 1 MHz, composed of dc plateaus, only.

(c) sdcT vs. 1000/T. Solid lines represent fits according to sdcT = s0exp(!Ea/(kBT)) with the activation energies indicated. For comparison, the

electrical relaxation rate t!1M deduced from the M0 0 maxima are shown, too.

Fig. 11 Frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the electric

modulus of single crystalline BaLiF3. The complex modulus curves

were recorded at the temperatures indicated. The corresponding

relaxation rates t!1M are shown in Fig. 10(c). The dashed line shows

a fit according to eqn (9). The peaks are fully symmetric leading to an

exponent ns = 0.
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nominally pure ionic crystal. Halide crystals, in particular,
may contain heterovalent cations and other impurities leading
in the case of BaLiF3 to a variety of impurity-related defects.
The two activation energies probed represent the migration
(0.50 eV) and the total activation energy (0.98 eV) of the
charge carriers, respectively. The latter comprises both the
formation activation energy as well as the migration activation
energy of the ions due to the permanent lattice defects.
Rush et al. have shown that doping of BaLiF3 with oxygen
anions causes an increase of the ionic conductivity suggesting
that the mobile defects are F! vacancies.62 They reported an
activation energy of 0.50 eV for F! vacancy migration and
0.55 eV for F! interstitial migration. The latter was deduced
from BaLiF3 crystals doped with Ce3+, which most likely
produces F! interstitials at large Ce3+ concentrations. Li
vacancies are reported to be formed at low Ce3+ concentrations.63

One might suppose that ion conductivity in the extrinsic region
is due to F! vacancy migration. However, it is worth noting
that preliminary 7Li NMR line shape measurements give
evidence that the Li cations are mobile, too. Certainly, it
cannot be excluded that F! vacancies are particularly formed
during the crystal-growth process described above. Hence, the
observation of an extrinsic dc-conductivity region is not
surprising at all. We have observed a slight shift of the
extrinsic dc-conductivities towards larger values when the
single crystal, which was kept under inert gas atmosphere
inside the impedance cell, was exposed to very high tempera-
tures of about 1000 K. Presumably, point defects formed at
high T are responsible for the enhanced conductivity in the
extrinsic region pointing out that the thermal history of the
sample is relevant for its transport behaviour.

c Influence of grain boundaries on ion transport. When the
single crystal was ground by hand using an agate mortar and
the resulting powder was pressed into a pellet for impedance
measurements afterwards, the dc-conductivity clearly
decreased as is shown in Fig. 12. Obviously, grain boundaries
introduced have a pronounced blocking e!ect on long-range
ionic transport and mask the observation of the fast transport
processes in the bulk. The activation energies of both the
intrinsic and extrinsic conduction processes increase by about
0.4 eV. From the corresponding complex plane plots as well as
the impedance spectra the electrical response resulting from
grain boundaries can be clearly di!erentiated from that which
is attributed to ion transport taking place in the bulk material.
As an example, in Fig. 13 the Cole–Cole plot of the powdered
BaLiF3 crystal is compared with that of the intact single
crystal recorded at the same temperature and corrected for
the di!erent sample thickness and diameter. In accordance
with this plot, the corresponding impedance spectra show
another plateau at frequencies larger than 105 Hz. The corres-
ponding conductivities s0 of the second plateau are in good
agreement with those of the single crystal (see Fig. 10(b)).

Consistently, below 650 K the modulus peaks of the
powdered sample exhibit a shallow shoulder located on the
low frequency side of M0 0(o). This might be attributed to ions
located near the grain boundary regions showing electrical
relaxation frequencies in the kHz range. In contrast, the
electrical response of the microcrystalline sample which was

conventionally prepared by solid-state synthesis (see above,
cf. Fig. 1(d)) seems to be fully determined by grain boundary
e!ects which drastically limit long-range transport in BaLiF3

Fig. 12 Temperature dependence of the dc-conductivity of a BaLiF3

sample which was obtained by grinding a small piece of the BaLiF3

single-crystal (cf. Fig. 10). For comparison, sdc(1/T) of the

single crystal and of a microcrystalline sample, which was prepared

by solid-state reaction (see above and Fig. 14), is indicated, too

(dashed-dotted line).

Fig. 13 (a) Cole–Cole (complex plane) plot (!Z0 0 vs. Z0) of the

electrical response of BaLiF3 which was obtained after grinding the

single crystal. For comparison, the data of the single crystal is shown,

too. The measurement was carried out at 720 K. Whereas the

contribution in the low impedance range is due to ion transport in

the bulk, the depressed one showing up at larger impedance values can

be attributed to blocking grain boundary regions. (b) Impedance

spectra of the powdered crystal. (c) Comparison of sdc with s0

determined from the second frequency-independent plateau of the

impedance spectra shown in (b).
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at least below 750 K. The corresponding activation Ea energy
turns out to be about 1.2 eV.

d Ionic dc-conductivity of structurally di!erent forms of
BaLiF3. For comparison, the temperature dependencies of
sdc of single crystalline BaLiF3, the conventionally prepared
counterpart as well as of the mechanosynthesized material are
shown in Fig. 14. Although the mechanosynthesized,
nanocrystalline material can be characterized by a large
volume fraction of grain boundaries, its dc-conductivity is
comparable to that of the extrinsic one of the single crystal
(450 K o T o 500 K). Obviously, the increased defect
concentration in nanocrystalline BaLiF3 introduced by ball
milling compensates for the e!ect of blocking grain
boundaries so that long-range transport can occur resulting
in an overall high ionic dc-conductivity. Above 500 K the
dc-conductivity of the nanocrystalline material even starts to
exceed that of the single crystalline material. Compared to the
activation energy characterizing intrinsic ion conduction in the
single crystal, Ea of the mechanosynthesized sample is by a
factor of about 3/4 lower. However, it is worth noting that in
many cases the microstructure of the grain boundaries of
mechanically treated materials is expected to di!er from that
of coarse-grained and even structurally well-ordered nano-
crystalline materials. Recently, this was shown using LiNbO3

which can be prepared in structurally di!erent forms, too.20

The dc-conductivity of ball-milled LiNbO3 (hdi= 20 nm) is by
many orders of magnitude higher than that of the single
crystalline LiNbO3 counterpart. Moreover, it is comparable
to that of fully X-ray amorphous LiNbO3. High-resolution
(HR) TEM and EXAFS measurements gave direct evidence
for an amorphous grain boundary structure of the nano-
crystalline material which was prepared using a high-energy
shaker mill.20 This is in contrast to a nanocrystalline sample
obtained by partial calcination of amorphous LiNbO3. No

indications could be found for a large volume fraction of
amorphous LiNbO3 in such a sample.20 In contrast to that
result, preliminary HR-TEM images of mechanosynthesized
BaLiF3 show that the nm-sized crystallites are covered by a
thin amorphous layer of about 2 nm in thickness. Thus, one
might assume that once again structurally disordered inter-
facial regions have to be considered when discussing the
observed trends of sdc presented in Fig. 14.
For the sake of completeness, the dc-conductivity values of

mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 which was annealed for some
tens of hours at elevated temperature are included in
Fig. 14, too. The samples annealed at 870 K for 24 h and
50 h, respectively, have average crystallite diameters with
values in the mm range (see the corresponding XRD-pattern
of the sample annealed for 24 h in Fig. 1). The activation
energies Ea found are very similar and amount to be about
1.0 eV, thus, almost identical with that one of intrinsic
conduction in single crystalline BaLiF3. Preliminary TEM
micrographs reveal that the annealed samples consist of
mm-sized particles which are sintered together forming relatively
large interconnected cluster assembled agglomerates.
Annealing a mechanosynthesized sample at 1020 K for 5 h

resulted in an additional decrease of sdc finally reaching the
ionic conductivity of the microcrystalline material as expected.
It is worth mentioning that an increase of the uniaxial pressure
applied to prepare dense impedance pellets by about a factor
of four does not lead to any changes of the conductivity results
of the annealed samples. Thus, the lower conductivity found
for the annealed samples cannot be interpreted in terms of the
samples’ package densities.
Interestingly, ac-conductivities read out at 1 MHz, see

Fig. 9, reveal that short range ion motions in the nano-
crystalline as prepared sample are very similar to those of
the annealed one which was heated at, e.g., for 50 h at 870 K.
This indicates a comparable and relatively high bulk
conductivity of the two samples which is characterized by an
activation energy of about 0.6 eV (see above).
Note that both ball milling and annealing of the materials

were carried out in air atmosphere. As mentioned above, one
might expect that if oxygen incorporation occurs this would
lead to an increase of the dc-conductivity presumably due to
the formation of vacant fluorine positions. To explore this, we
have mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 under inert gas atmosphere,
too. Remarkably, a slight enhancement of sdc by a factor of
approximately two is found (see Fig. 14) rather than a
decrease. Accordingly, the activation energy is reduced to
0.68 eV. Careful inspection of the sdc values of the sample
prepared under inert gas atmosphere reveals a slight deviation
from Arrhenius behaviour below 410 K (see dotted line in
Fig. 14). It has still to be checked if this is caused by extrinsic
ion conduction. For comparison with the data of the single
crystal, the activation energy corresponding to the dashed line
in Fig. 14 turns out to be 0.45(5) eV. In order to confirm or
rule out such a contribution, an impedance analyzer being able
to detect dc-conductivities smaller than 10!7 S will be employed.
Finally, preliminary impedance measurements show that by

appropriate doping of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 with Sr2+,
which can be easily carried out by milling a mixture consisting
of BaF2, SrF2, and LiF, the electric conductivity can be further

Fig. 14 Temperature dependence of sdc of single-crystalline,

conventionally prepared microcrystalline and mechanosynthesized

BaLiF3. For comparison, the sdc values of mechanically synthesized

BaLiF3 which was annealed for 24 and 50 h, respectively, are also

shown. Solid lines show fits according to an Arrhenius law

(cf. eqn (6)).
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increased by one order of magnitude. Details about BaLiF3

samples modified in such a way will be reported in a
subsequent paper.

IV. Summary and conclusion

BaLiF3 served as an interesting model system to study the
e!ects of nanostructuring and structural disorder on
long-range as well as short-range ion motions in solids. It
belongs to one of the rare fluorides which crystallize with the
anti-perovskite structure. Nanocrystalline samples can be
prepared with high purity by high-energy ball milling of a
stoichiometric mixture of LiF and BaF2. Mechanical treat-
ment of the binary source materials for 3 h in a planetary
mill at 600 rpm yields BaLiF3 nano-crystallites with a
mean diameter of approximately 30 nm. Interestingly, the
Arrhenius-type dc-conductivity of the mechanosynthesized
product is by four orders of magnitude higher than that of
conventionally prepared BaLiF3 with mm-sized crystallites.
Accordingly, the activation energy Ea of the nanocrystalline
sample is much smaller than that of the coarse-grained
counterparts including also samples which were obtained by
appropriate heat-treatment of the as prepared mechano-
synthesized material. It was shown that both ball-milling
and subsequent annealing allow the adjustment of desired
transport parameters over a dynamic range of some decades.
Such a knowledge-based controlling of transport properties is
essential for the design of new functional materials.

The influence of grain boundary regions on ion transport
was studied by comparing with a single crystal, which shows a
relatively high extrinsic ionic conductivity from the outset.
Single crystalline BaLiF3 shows two conductivity regions
which can be ascribed to intrinsic and extrinsic ionic transport.
As expected, the respective activation energies di!er by about
a factor of two reflecting the migration activation energy and
the total activation energy. The latter comprises both the
migration as well as the formation activation energy of the
charge carriers. In the powdered sample the extrinsic
conductivity region starts to be masked by grain boundary
e!ects obviously limiting ion transport in the inverse
perowskite structure of BaLiF3. These seem to have a
non-blocking character in the case of mechanically prepared,
nanocrystalline BaLiF3 with a large amount of interfacial
regions and grain boundaries. The blocking character
reappears when the nanocrystalline sample is annealed at
higher temperatures. It became obvious that the micro-
structure of a material with a given chemical composition
can have a drastic e!ect on its ionic transport parameters, see
also ref. 21,64–67.

It will be a challenge to study the structural details of the
di!erent samples from a microscopic point of view. For this
purpose NMR measurements, see, e.g., ref. 21,68–72, are
underway which are suitable to study Li and F di!usion
parameters separately from each other.
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Highly pure nanocrystalline BaLiF3 (space group Pm3 ̄m, inverse perovskite structure) with a mean crystallite
size of the order of 30 nm was mechanosynthesized from the binary fluorides LiF and BaF2. The source
materials with μm-sized crystallites were treated in a planetary mill for several hours at ambient
temperature. The product is characterized by X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy. Its
ionic conductivity was probed by solid state impedance spectroscopy. For comparison, a coarse-grained
sample of BaLiF3 with a mean crystallite diameter in the μm range was synthesized by conventional high-
temperature ceramic synthesis. The ionic conductivity (dc) of the mechanosynthesized nanocrystalline
sample, which is characterized by a large fraction of interfacial regions, is by about three orders of magnitude
(T=570 K) larger than that of the conventionally prepared one. Preliminary temperature-variable 7Li NMR
spectra provide first insights into the Li dynamics of the samples studied.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Nanocrystalline ceramics [1,2], which show fast ionic conduction,
increasingly play an important role in the development of sustainable
energy storage systems, chemical sensors or advanced electrochromic
devices [3–7]. The investigation of ion transport in materials with the
same chemical composition but different crystallite sizes and
microstructures might inter alia help to understand the influence of
interfacial effects on dynamic properties [8–11]. Such a knowledge is
crucial for the development of new functional materials.

Recently, it has been shown that the Li ion conductivity in lithium
tantalate (LiTaO3), which was used as a model substance to study the
influence of structural disorder on ionic transport, can be increased by
several orders ofmagnitudewhen the coarse-grained sourcematerial is
treated for several hours in a high-energy ballmill [8]. Similar results are
obtained for other materials such as lithium niobate (LiNbO3) [9,10] or
the binary fluorides BaF2 and CaF2 which form a highly defective
nanocrystalline mixed phase (Ba, Ca)F2 when milled together [12,13].

The ternary fluoride BaLiF3 crystallizing with the space group
Pm3 ̄m (inverse perovskite structure) [14] is another interestingmodel
system to study ionic transport in a ceramic which can be prepared in
a nano- and microcrystalline as well as single crystalline form [15]. In

the present study nanocrystalline BaLiF3 was mechanosynthesized
from LiF and BaF2 using a high-energy planetary mill at ambient
temperature. Its ionic conductivity (dc), which was measured by
impedance spectroscopy, exceeds that of the microcrystalline coun-
terpart by nearly three orders of magnitude. This might be ascribed to
the large fraction of interfacial regions providing fast diffusion
pathways of the ions as well as the large amount of defects introduced
by ball milling. Remarkably, the material is relatively stable against
grain growth up to approximately 550 K so that the high ion
conductivity is preserved even at elevated temperatures.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of BaLiF3

Nanocrystalline BaLiF3 was prepared by high-energy ball milling of
an equimolar mixture of LiF (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) and BaF2 (99.99%,
Sigma Aldrich) in a Fritsch Pulverisette 7 (premium line). A grinding
beaker made of stabilized ZrO2 (45 mL) and 140 balls (5 mm in
diameter) of the samematerial were used. Themixture was milled for
tmix=180 minwith 600 rpmunder ambient atmosphere. A part of the
so obtained material was pressed to pellets with a diameter of 8 mm
by applying a uniaxial pressure of 1 GPa. After that these pellets were
annealed at 870 K in air for 24 h.

For comparison, a sample of BaLiF3 was prepared by conventional
solid state synthesis [16]. To this end an equimolar mixture of BaF2
and LiF was initially milled for 10 min at 600 rpm under air. After
heating the mixture for 3 h at 620 K for drying purpose it was fired at
1020 K for 5 h. The complete synthesis was strictly done under N2
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atmosphere. It has to be mentioned that the conventional synthesis is
disadvantageous compared to the one-step mechanochemical rou-
tine. Since Li starts to evaporate at high temperatures it needed
several attempts to find a tolerable mixing ratio close to LiF:BaF2.
Nevertheless this synthesis route leads to a less pure and less
stoichiometric product.

2.2. XRD, TEM, impedance and NMR measurements

The characterization of the samples was carried out at room
temperature using X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Philips PW 1800
operating with Cu-K! radiation at 40 kV. An HP 4192 A analyzer
connected to a home-built cell was employed to record the
impedance data. Frequencies investigated ranged from 5 Hz to
13 MHz. Conductivity jigs with a four terminal configuration were
used. The samples were pressed to cylindrical pellets (8 mm in
diameter, about 1 mm in thickness) with a uniaxial pressure of about
1 GPa. Electrodes were applied by subsequent pressing the uncoated
pellet between Pt powder. During the measurements the pellet was
kept under inert gas atmosphere by using a constant flow of dry
nitrogen (99.999%).

19F magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectra were acquiredwith a
Bruker Avance III 500 wideband spectrometer operating at a radio
frequency of 471 MHz. The spectra were recorded using a single
excitation pulse (pulse length "/2=2 μs) at an ultra-fast spinning
speed of 60 kHz. Static 7Li NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker
MSL 400 spectrometer connected to a shimmed Oxford cryomagnet
with a fixed field of 9.4 T corresponding to a 7Li resonance frequency
of 155 MHz. The "/2 pulse length was about 3 μs.

For transmission electron microscope (TEM) investigations, a
powder specimen was dispersed in ethanol, and a drop of 10 μL of
suspension was dried on a copper-supported holey carbon film.
(Scanning) transmission electron microscopy (S)TEM was made at
200 kV on a field-emission instrument of the type JEOL JEM-2100F-
UHR in bright-field, dark-field, and phase contrasts.

3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 1 the XRD patterns of the samples investigated are shown.
BaLiF3 is the only phase which is formed by high-energy ball milling a
stoichiometric mixture of LiF and BaF2. Compared to the sample

prepared by solid state synthesis, which shows a small amount of
residual BaF2 [17], the mechanosynthesized product is remarkably
pure. As expected, the XRD peaks of the nanocrystalline material are
broadened due to size effects and strain. Disregarding the latter, a
mean crystallite size of approximately 30 nm can be roughly
estimated using the equation introduced by Scherrer [18]. Details
for such an estimation in a similar system can be found elsewhere
[12]. Annealing the nanocrystalline material at 870 K for 24 h causes a
decrease of the diffraction peak widths leading to crystallites with
diameters in the μm range. Interestingly, the XRD peak widths of this
annealed sample are even smaller than those of the material which
was prepared by solid state synthesis, i.e., fired for 5 h at about 1020 K.

The particle sizes determined from TEM micrographs (see Fig. 2)
are in fair agreement with the values deduced from XRD peak
broadening. The nanocrystalline sample consists of cluster-assembled
particles whose diameters range from 50 to 100 nm. A significant
amount of amorphous material is not observed. However, the
particles seem to be covered with an amorphous-like layer with a
thickness of only 1 nm, see the high-resolution (HR) TEMmicrograph
in Fig. 3. In contrast to that, the TEM image of the annealed sample
reveals a homogenous material consisting of μm-sized particles being
interconnected to each other, while those of the sample prepared by
solid state synthesis are characterized by a large distribution of
different sizes ranging from some tens of nanometer to some μm.
However, the volume fraction of μm-sized particles clearly dominates
as compared to that of the nano-particles. The presence of very small
crystallites next to larger ones points to an unfinished Ostwald
ripening process, i.e., larger particles grow on expense of the smaller
ones in order to minimize the energy of the system [19]. Let us
mention that it is known for some materials that annealing of a metal
or ceramic powder consisting of particles with diameters in the range
of some nanometers leads to microcrystalline materials with
improved properties such as hardness and ductility [20–22]. Here,
annealing of mechanosynthesized nanocrystalline BaLiF3 seems to
represent an interesting synthesis route to obtain μm-sized and
uniformly shaped crystallites.

Further characterization of the samples was carried out by 19F MAS
NMR. Corresponding spectra are shown in Fig. 4. Expectedly, BaLiF3
shows only a single NMR line whose isotropic chemical shift # is
66 ppmwhen referenced to C6F6. This is in perfect agreement with the
value reported in the literature [23]. Compared to the sample which
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BaLiF3
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(180 min, 600 rpm)
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solid state synthesis
(5 h, 1020 K)

LiF

Fig. 1. X-ray powder diffraction patterns of a) mechanosynthesized nanocrystalline BaLiF3, b) the mechanosynthesized sample after annealing for 24 h at 870 K and c) the sample
prepared by solid state synthesis at higher temperature. Vertical lines indicate the positions and intensities of the XRD peaks of the source materials BaF2 and LiF, respectively.
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was annealed for 24 h, the 19F MAS NMR line width of the
nanocrystalline material is broadened indicating a large distribution
of slightly different chemical environments of the F ions. This
unequivocally points to a material with a large number density of
structural defects.

In Fig. 5 the temperature dependence of the dc conductivity !dc of
mechanosynthesized BaLiF3, its annealed counterpart as well as that
prepared by conventional solid state synthesis are shown in an
Arrhenius plot. !dc values were determined from the frequency
independent plateau of the corresponding impedance spectra. The
mechanosynthesized sample shows the highest dc conductivitywith an
activation energy Ea of 0.74(1) eV. After annealing, !dc decreases by

about 1.5 orders of magnitude and Ea increases to 1.04(3) eV. The
sample prepared by solid state synthesis exhibits a dc conductivity
which is about three orders ofmagnitude (T=560 K) lower than that of
the sample prepared by ball milling. Accordingly, it shows the highest
activation energy (Ea=1.18(1) eV). Regarding the TEM micrographs
presented above, it seems reasonable that the lower dc conductivity of
the conventionally prepared material is caused by grain boundaries
blocking long-range ionic transport (see also Ref. [17]). Let us note that
annealing the mechanosynthesized sample for 5 h at 1020 K leads to a
microcrystalline material whose !dc values are very similar to those
obtained for the material prepared conventionally.

Fig. 2. STEM micrographs of a) mechanosynthesized BaLiF3, b) a sample prepared by
solid state synthesis at 1020 K and c) the annealed material.

Fig. 3.HR-TEMmicrograph of nanocrystalline BaLiF3 which was prepared in a planetary
mill from a stoichiometric mixture of LiF and BaF2.

iso (ppm)

LiF BaF2

a)
BaLiF3
mechanosynthesized
(180 min, 600 rpm)

b)
annealed
(24 h, 870 K)

c)
solid state synthesis
(5 h, 1020 K)

19F MAS NMR
471 MHz

Fig. 4. 19F MAS NMR spectra of the three samples investigated. Spectra were recorded at
471 MHzanda spinning speedof60 kHz.Onlya singleNMR line showsupat "iso=66 ppm
proving the high purity of the samples prepared. Dashed lines indicate chemical shifts of
the starting materials BaF2 and LiF, respectively. See text for further details.
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Although the mechanosynthesized sample is characterized by a
large volume fraction of grain boundaries and interfacial regions its dc
conductivity is higher than those found for the other two samples.
Therefore, it seems reasonable that the interfacial regions, in contrast
to those of the samples with µm-sized crystallites, provide pathways
for fast ion transport. Most likely, these regions are characterized by a
large number fraction of defects introduced by mechanical treatment.

In Fig. 6 temperature-variable 7Li NMR spectra recorded at a
resonance frequency of 155 MHz are shown. The spectra were
obtained by Fourier transformation of the free induction decay
which is obtained after excitation of the sample with a single radio

frequency pulse. Due to the cubic symmetry of BaLiF3 quadrupole
intensities are absent although 7Li is a spin-3/2 nucleus. In the case of
the mechanosynthesized sample NMR echo techniques may be
helpful to detect Li ions residing in distorted polyeder with lower
symmetry. Presumably, such quadrupole intensities are expected for
those Li ions residing near or in the interfacial regions of the
nanocrystalline sample. Here, we will restrict ourselves to discuss
the central transition only. At low temperatures the NMR lines of all
three samples are dipolarly broadened due to 7Li–7Li as well as 7Li–19F
interactions. In the so-called rigid-lattice regime the line width Δ (full
width at half maximum) is of the order of 8 kHz. It is worth
mentioning that the NMR line shape of a powder sample of BaLiF3
significantly deviates from a pure Gaussian. This can be explained
regarding the investigation of Goto et al. who recorded NMR line
widths of a BaLiF3 single crystal as a function of its orientation in the
static magnetic field [24]. The observed line shape here for a powder
sample is the superposition of the NMR lines shown by Goto et al [24].

In general, with increasing temperature Li diffusivity increases and
the mean jump rate reaches the order of the rigid-lattice value of Δ.
Consequently, Δ decreases due to averaging of dipole–dipole inter-
actions [25]. Therefore, the NMR line shows the typical motional
narrowing due to Li jumps with rates of the order of 10!4 s!1 [26].
Finally, at sufficiently high temperatures the line width is solely
determined by the inhomogeneity of the static magnetic field used
(extreme narrowing regime). Motional line narrowing is clearly seen
for the sample prepared conventionally (Fig. 6c) as well as for that
which was mechanosynthesized but annealed at higher temperatures
(Fig. 6b). More precisely, the conventionally prepared sample exhibits
a so-called heterogeneous motional narrowing. For comparison, it
shows a heterogeneous distribution of crystallite sizes. For example,
at T=510 K the 7Li NMR line is composed of a broad and narrow
contribution (Fig. 6c). The latter increases with increasing T reaching
an area fraction of about 45% at 630 K. In contrast, the NMR line of the
annealed sample is composed of only a single Lorentzian shaped NMR
line at this temperature. Motional narrowing of this sample seems to

T (K)

mechanosynth.
BaLiF3

annealed
solid state synth.

Fig. 5. Arrhenius diagram of the dc conductivity plotted as !dcT vs. the inverse
temperature of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 as well as its annealed counterpart. For
comparison, data of the sample synthesized via a ceramic route is also shown.
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c)b)a)

solid state
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frequency / kHz frequency / kHz

Fig. 6. a) Temperature-variable 7Li NMR spectra of mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 which were recorded at a resonance frequency of 155 MHz. b) 7Li NMR spectra obtained after the
nanocrystalline sample (see (a)) was exposed to 870 K for 24 h. c) Corresponding NMR spectra of BaLiF3 prepared using a ceramic synthesis route.
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be more homogenous which might be related to the microstructure
observed by TEM, see above.

Surprisingly, up to T=630 K no such significant motional
narrowing of the 7Li NMR line is observed for the mechanosynthe-
sized sample (Fig. 6a), which, in contrast to the μm-sized samples,
shows the highest dc conductivity (Fig. 5). So far, preliminary 19F NMR
spectra at temperatures up to 473 K do not indicate a large amount of
highly mobile F anions overcompensating the apparently low Li
diffusivity observed (Fig. 6a). It is worth noting that dc conductivity
measurements are sensitive to long-range Li transport rather than to
short range motions which also affects NMR line shapes. Thus, the
observed motional narrowing of the coarse-grained samples might be
caused by fast Li motions within a crystallite but grain boundaries
might block long-range motions of the Li ions. Interestingly, these fast
Li ions cannot be clearly resolved in the case of the mechanosynthe-
sized sample. The enhanced dc conductivity of the nanocrystalline
material might be explained by a small number fraction of highly
mobile Li (and/or F anions) located in the interfacial regions which are
different in microstructure when compared to those of the annealed
counterpart. Possibly, these regions form a network of fast diffusion
pathways for the ions. A rather small number fraction of mobile ions
might be hardly detectable by recording NMR line shapes.

Certainly, further 7Li NMR and 19F NMR measurements including
spin-lattice relaxation techniques[2,25] are necessary to figure out the
different diffusivities of the two charge carriers in BaLiF3. However,
already now the NMR results indicate that ionic conduction in
nanocrystalline BaLiF3 seems to be quite different from that observed
for the microcrystalline counterpart.

4. Conclusion

Nanocrystalline BaLiF3 can be easily prepared and in high purity by
high-energy ball milling from BaF2 and LiF at ambient temperature.
The dc conductivity (at T=560 K) is about three orders of magnitude
higher than that of a sample obtained by conventional solid state
synthesis carried out at high temperature. Probably, in the coarse-
grained material blocking grain boundaries affect charge carrier
transport over long distances. A similar situation is found for a sample
which was obtained by annealing the as-prepared nanocrystalline
material. However, 7Li NMR line shape measurements indicate fast Li

motion in the microcrystalline materials. Although a higher dc
conductivity and lower activation energy is found for the mechan-
osynthesized sample, a significant motional narrowing of the 7Li NMR
line is not observed. However, the enhanced transport properties
might be explained by a fast interfacial diffusion process.
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Access to metastable complex ion conductors via mechanosynthesis:
preparation, microstructure and conductivity of (Ba,Sr)LiF3 with inverse
perovskite structure†
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Highly metastable Ba1!xSrxLiF3 (0 < x# xmaxz 0.4) with an inverse perovskite structure analogous to

that of BaLiF3 was synthesized by soft mechanical treatment of BaF2 and LiF together with SrF2 at

ambient temperature. Ex as well as in situ X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) measurements show that

heat treatment at 393 K initiates the decomposition of the mixed phase into BaLiF3, LiF and (Sr,Ba)F2.

Structural details of the metastable compound (Ba,Sr)LiF3 were investigated by ultrafast 19F magic

angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. Interestingly, five

magnetically inequivalent F sites were identified which correspond to fluorine anions coordinated by

a variable number of Ba and Sr cations, respectively. Details from XRPD and NMR spectroscopy are

discussed with respect to the formation mechanisms and thermal stability of the as prepared fluorides.

Impedance spectroscopy is used to characterize (long-range) ionic transport properties. Results are

compared with those obtained recently on mechanosynthesized BaLiF3.

I. Introduction

Formany yearsmuch effort has been spent on developing new ion

conductors1–10being vital for the successful design of, for instance,

high-energy batteries,8,11–13 fuel cells,1,2,13 electrochromic

devices,1,2,13 and sensors.1,2 To at least the same extent, many

attempts have been undertaken focussing on the improvement of

transport parameters of known ion conductors by, e.g. interface

engineering.14–19 In many cases this is done following essentially

two routes, viz either by (i) varying chemical compositions of, for

example, non-stoichiometric compounds or (ii) via directed

modification of local microstructures in order to take advantage

of, e.g., nano-size or interfacial effects while the overall chemical

composition roughly remains untouched.14–18,20–22

The playground of suitable materials being helpful in the field

of interesting ion conductors might be further extended when

thermodynamically metastable compounds are made available,

see, e.g. ref. 23–25. Often, such materials are predicted theoret-

ically,26–28 however, their synthesis is difficult if not even impos-

sible by employing standard preparation techniques commonly

requiring high temperatures. A number of studies exist where

metastable compounds have been successfully synthesized by

mechanosynthesis (high-energy ball milling) carried out at room

temperature by the use of shaker or planetary mills.29–33

Conspicuously often, the so obtained compounds reveal new

structural and electric, as well as magnetic, properties which can

be systematically controlled by varying the numerous milling

conditions such as the milling time, the kind of vial set used, the

ball-to-powder weight ratio, etc.34,35 Therefore, the mechano-

synthesis of solids36,37 is being increasingly considered in the

preparation of new functional materials whose properties have to

be directed in a specific way.

So far, diffusion properties of metastable crystalline ion

conductors prepared by ball milling have been less intensively

studied.23–25,38 In the present paper we will show how mechano-

synthesis can be used to prepare a non-equilibrium ion

conductor, which is not or only hardly available by high-

temperature ceramic synthesis. Structural details are revealed

and the formation as well as decomposition mechanisms are

studied by both X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) and ultrafast
19F magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) spectroscopy. Additionally, the overall ionic conduc-

tivity of the highly metastable mechanosynthesized product is

investigated by electrical impedance spectroscopy.

The inverse perovskite BaLiF3, see, e.g., ref. 39, can easily be

prepared by treating BaF2 with the same amount of LiF in

a high-energy ball mill.40 Since the product is single phase and of

very high purity, it is an ideal model substance to investigate to

which degree Sr can be substituted for isovalent Ba in the cubic

structure. Here, it turned out that the resulting quaternary

fluoride Ba1!xSrxLiF3 is very sensitive to heat-treatment.
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At sufficiently high temperature it decomposes leaving over the

almost Sr-free BaLiF3 which is much more stable than the

quaternary compound. Thus, it is expected that the mixed phase

with a large Sr content cannot be prepared by conventional high-

temperature solid-state synthesis without taking advantage of,

e.g., a well elaborated quenching technique. Even by ball milling

carried out below 350 K the upper limit of x reached is

approximately 0.3 if tmill # 3 h. For tmill > 3 h larger x values of

up to 0.4 are accessible. Let us note that the synthesis of SrLiF3

as well as that of CaLiF3 crystallizing with (distorted) perovskite

structure have not been reported in the literature yet.

II. Experimental details

A series of samples with the composition Ba1!xSrxLiF3 (Fig. 1)

was prepared by joint milling of highly pure BaF2 (99.99%,

Sigma Aldrich), SrF2 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar), and LiF (99.99%,

Alfa Aesar) at ambient temperature. The synthesis was carried

out in air using a planetary mill (Fritsch, P7 premium line)

operated at a rotational speed of 600 rpm, see also ref. 40. The

mill was equipped with a ZrO2 vial set in combination with 140

milling balls (ZrO2, 5 mm in diameter). The total mass of each

mixture was about 2 g. If not stated otherwise the milling time

tmill was set to 3 h. The samples obtained after milling were

characterised by X-ray powder diffraction using a Philips PW

1800 as well as a Bruker (D8 Advance) diffractometer both

operating with Cu Ka radiation at 40 kV. For transmission

electron microscope (TEM) investigations, a powder specimen

was dispersed in ethanol, and a drop of 10 mL of suspension was

dried on a copper-supported holey carbon film. (Scanning)

transmission electron microscopy (S)TEM was made at 200 kV

on a field-emission instrument of the type JEOL JEM-2100F-

UHR in bright-field, dark-field, and phase contrast.

In order to study the decomposition process of the quaternary

fluorides prepared, some in situ XRPD measurements (see

Fig. S1, ESI†) were carried out using the D8 Advance in

combination with a high-temperature cell HTK-1200N (Anton-

Paar) flushed with air. Temperatures ranged from 298 K to

973 K. The equilibration time before each scan was 60 min.

Heating and cooling rates were set to 12 K min!1.

For the alternating current (ac) conductivity measurements an

HP 4192 A analyzer as well as a Novocontrol Concept

80 broadband dielectric spectrometer were employed. The HP

impedance analyzer, working at frequencies from 5 Hz to

13 MHz, is connected to a home-built cell with a four-terminal-

configuration. The cell is designed such that conductivities can be

measured under inert gas atmosphere. Here, the impedance

samples were strictly kept under dry nitrogen gas (99.999%). A

Eurotherm controller was used to adjust and monitor the

temperature (385 K–730 K) near the sample. The Novocontrol

impedance spectrometer is equipped with a BDS 1200 sample cell

and a BETA analyzer which is capable to measure impedances

down to 10!14 S at frequencies ranging from a few mHz to

20 MHz. Temperature regulation and controlling within an

Fig. 1 (a) XRPD ofmechanosynthesized BaLiF3 prepared bymechanical treatment of BaF2 and LiF (molar ratio of 1 : 1) in a planetary mill at 600 rpm

(b)–(e) XRPD patterns of Ba1!xSrxLiF3 with different compositions x. The peaks slightly shift towards larger diffraction angles (shown for x " 0.047

and x" 0.2) clearly indicating lattice contraction, i.e., a decrease of a, due to the incorporation of Sr2+. (f) At x$ 0.32 the maximum Sr2+ level is exceeded

when tmill is set to 3 h. Besides (Ba,Sr)LiF3 the binary fluorides SrF2 and BaF2 show up.
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accuracy of about 0.5 K was carried out with a Quattro cry-

osystem (Novocontrol) using dry nitrogen gas. The root mean

square ac voltage was typically 0.1 to 1.0 V. Prior to the

measurements the powder samples were uniaxially cold-pressed

at 1 GPa to cylindrical pellets which were 8 mm in diameter and

approximately 1 mm in thickness. The thickness of each pellet

was measured with a vernier calliper. Electrodes were applied

either by Au evaporation using an Edwards 306 or by pressing

the uncoated pellet between Pt powder. It turned out that the

kind of electrodes have no effect on the electrical impedance

response measured.
19F MAS NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker Avance

III spectrometer operating at 471 MHz. The NMR spectra were

acquired using a single excitation pulse whose length was

approximately 2 ms. The spinning speed was nrot ! 60 kHz with

room-temperature bearing gas leading to a temperature in the

sample chamber of approximately 340 K. Such an ultrafast

rotation frequency ensures a sufficiently high resolution of the

MASNMR spectra even in a structurally disordered sample with

nm-sized crystallites. Usually, in those materials the 19F MAS

NMR line widths exhibit a broader distribution of chemical

shifts23,38,40 than it is observed in their chemically identical but

structurally well-ordered counterparts with a much larger mean

crystallite size. 6Li MAS NMR spectra of Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 were

recorded at magnetic fields of 17.6 T and 14.1 T corresponding to

the resonance frequencies of 107 MHz and 88 MHz, respectively.

The rotation frequency was either 12 kHz (17.6 T) or 30 kHz

(14.1 T).

III. Results and discussion

A. Sample characterization by XRD and 19F MAS NMR

1. X-Ray diffraction patterns and TEM micrographs.

Mechanical treatment of BaF2 together with LiF at ambient

temperature results in the formation of the inverse perovskite

BaLiF3 (space group Pm3m̄, a ! 0.3996 nm, see also ref. 39). In

Fig. 1 the corresponding XRPD pattern is shown. Vertical lines

indicate the position and intensity of the diffraction peaks which

can be found in the literature.41 Substitution of SrF2 for BaF2

leads to the formation of a mixed fluoride while the cubic

symmetry of BaLiF3 is retained. Additional diffraction peaks

which would indicate the formation of new phases do not show

up. With increasing Sr content x the XRPD peaks of Ba1"xSrx-

LiF3 shift towards larger angles 2q. Thus, the lattice contracts

when Ba2+ cations (ionic radius of 143 pm)42 are continuously

replaced with the smaller Sr2+ ions (127 pm).42 The mean

lattice parameter a can be calculated according to

a ! #l=$2sinq%&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
h2 ' k2 ' l2
p

where l ! 0.154 nm is the average

wavelength of the Cu Ka radiation used and h, k and l denote

Miller’s indices of BaLiF3 (see the XRPD pattern of Fig. 1d). In

Fig. 2 the parameter a is shown as a function of x. Beginning

from a ! 0.3996 nm (x ! 0) it decreases to approximately 0.396

nm when the composition reaches x ! 0.3. The values shown

refer to a milling time of 20 h and 10 h, respectively. Similar results

are found for shorter milling times if x < 0.3. For tmill ! 20 h

the upper composition limit which can be reached by mechanical

treatment is about 0.4. For larger values of x the diffraction

peaks of SrF2 and BaF2 show up in the corresponding XRPD

pattern. 19F MAS NMR also revealed the formation of a very

small amount of (Ba,Sr)F2 (see below).

Provided the linear relationship found between a and x (Fig. 2)

is valid over the whole composition range, by extrapolating the

fit a(x) to x ! 1.0 the lattice constant of not-yet-synthesized

‘‘SrLiF3’’ can be roughly estimated to a ! 0.3875 nm. For

comparison, the value calculated by Ouenzerfi et al.43 for single

crystalline perovskite-type ‘‘SrLiF3’’ is only 0.376 nm.

A rough analysis of the XRPD peak widths d2q (fwhm, full

width at half maximum) of Sr-free BaLiF3 using the formalism

introduced by Scherrer44 (see ref. 23,38 for details of a similar

analysis) yields a mean crystallite size hdci of approximately

25 nm for tmill ! 3 h. Of course, the Scherrer equation does not

consider internal strain 3 additionally leading to XRPD peak

broadening. Interestingly, with incorporation of Sr, i.e., with

increasing x, the peak widths of Ba1"xSrxLiF3, which was

prepared under the same milling conditions as BaLiF3, increase.

This can be clearly seen when the XRPD pattern of a sample with

x ! 0.2 is compared with that of BaLiF3 (Fig. 3). Irrespective of

the indices h k l the width d2q increases by about 37% when going

from x! 0 to x! 0.2. Additionally, we have analyzed the XRPD

peaks of a series of samples prepared by milling for 20 h:

according to the method by Williamson and Hall45 which takes

peak broadening by strain (see also ref. 23,40) into account, the

mean crystallite size hdci of a sample with x! 0.26 turns out to be

about 36 nm and 3 is of the order of 3.8 ( 10"3. From the cor-

responding Williamson and Hall plots it is deduced that for this

series the crystallite size hdci decreases from approximately 46 nm

at x ! 0.02 to ca. 28 nm when x! 0.4 is reached. This increase of

the peak width might be either due to a combination of both (i)

a smaller mean crystallite size and the additional introduction of

internal strain, or (ii) simply due to a larger distribution of

diffraction angles in the phase with mixed cations, i.e., due to

small variations of a. The first assumption might be explained by

the larger hardness of SrF2, ref. 46, compared to BaF2, see also

ref. 38,23 for a similar comparison. However, our analysis shows

that the 3 values exhibit a decrease rather than an increase with

increasing x. Thus, most likely there is a distribution of lattice

Fig. 2 Lattice constant a of mechanosynthesized Ba1"xSrxLiF3 as

a function of composition x. The decrease of a indicates the incorpora-

tion of the smaller Sr2+ ions (ionic radius 127 pm) into BaLiF3. The radius

of Ba2+ is about 143 pm. See text for further details.
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constants present. This is in agreement with the results from 19F

MAS NMR spectroscopy (vide infra) revealing a series of

different local environments for the F anions. A very similar

observation concerning XRPD peak broadening (and 19F MAS

NMR) was made for (Ba,Ca)F2 which was also prepared by

mechanical treatment of the binary source materials BaF2 and

CaF2 in a shaker mill, see ref. 23,38.

TEM micrographs roughly confirm the crystallite sizes esti-

mated from XRPD peak broadening. Several micrographs of

a sample with the composition Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 which was milled

for 20 h show crystallites with diameters ranging from 10 to

50 nm. As an example, in Fig. 4 a TEM image of a crystallite is

shown characterised by a mean diameter of approximately

45 nm. Defects in the inner regions of the crystallite are difficult

to be seen by TEM. While some of the grain boundary regions

reveal only a small area fraction showing dislocations being

located on the surface of the crystallites (see arrow on the right

hand side), there are also regions visible exhibiting structural

disorder (see arrows in the lower part of micrograph A in Fig. 4).

In these regions, which are characterised by a thickness of only

1 to 2 nm, no long-range order as in the inner part of crystallites

is present. However, large amounts of amorphous (Ba,Sr)LiF3,

which might additionally influence the transport parameters

(see below), are absent. This is similar to mechanosynthesized

BaLiF3 investigated by TEM recently.47

2. 19F MAS NMR spectra. The 19F MAS NMR spectrum of

Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 is composed of five signals which can be well

resolved using a spinning speed of 60 kHz (Fig. 5). This obser-

vation is similar to that made in ref. 48,49. 19F NMR chemical

shifts of Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3, when referenced to C6F6, range from

70 to 32 ppm. The NMR line at 70 ppm can be attributed to F

anions with four Ba cations as next nearest neighbours ([Ba]4-

configuration). For comparison, in BaLiF3 a single NMR line

shows up at 66 ppm. The slight shift towards more positive ppm

values might be explained by the lattice contraction observed for

(Ba,Sr)LiF3. The fact that in the case of (Ba,Sr)LiF3 no signal is

observed at 66 ppm clearly shows that no large amounts of

a separate BaLiF3 phase are present. Moreover, neither SrF2

(diso! 78 ppm), BaF2 (153 ppm) nor LiF ("37 ppm) are detected.

Thus, there are no hints pointing to any residual non-reacted

source materials. For comparison, the 6Li MAS spectra, which

were recorded at 107 MHz and 88 MHz, respectively, are

composed of a single resonance line. The spinning speed was 12

and 30 kHz, respectively.

The successive replacement of Ba with Sr leads to the config-

urations [Sr][Ba]3, [Sr]2[Ba]2, [Sr]3[Ba] and [Sr]4. Analogous

structural units were recently found in (Ca,Sr)F2 single crystals

with the fluorite structure, i.e., cubic symmetry.49 According to

the assignment of the five 19F NMR lines shown in Fig. 5 the

isotropic chemical shift diso decreases the more Ba cations are

replaced with Sr ions. Thus, the 19F NMR signal of pure

‘‘SrLiF3’’ would show up at diso values comparable to that of

[Sr]4. The proposed assignment is also reasonable when the

Fig. 3 Magnification of the XRPD patterns of BaLiF3 and Ba0.8Sr0.2-

LiF3 (tmill ! 3 h) in the range from 2q ! 32# to 42#. Solid lines represent

fits with a combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian lines to obtain the

peak widths d2q indicated.

Fig. 4 Typical TEM micrograph of mechanochemically synthesized

Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 which was treated in a planetary mill for 20 h. The lower

image (B) shows the magnification of the rectangular area highlighted in

the upper one (A). See text for further discussion.
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NMR intensities and areas under the signals are regarded. Most

probably, [Ba]4 as well as [Sr][Ba]3 are formed when the Sr

concentration is kept much smaller than that of Ba2+ (see also

Fig. 6). Indeed, the signals at 70 and 58 ppm dominate the 19F

MAS NMR spectrum of Fig. 5. Both the NMR signal at 70 ppm

and that located at 32 ppm, which are assigned to [Ba]4 and [Sr]4
units, respectively, show larger intensities as expected for, e.g.,

a binominal distribution of Ba and Sr on the available lattice

sites. Interestingly, the number fraction of Sr-rich units increases

with milling time (vide infra).

In Fig. 6 the 19F MAS NMR spectra of samples with different

compositions are shown which were prepared at a milling time of

20 h. At very small x the spectrum is dominated by the NMR

signal of [Ba]4 at 66 ppm. With increasing x the intensity of this

resonance decreases and the signal shifts towards diso ! 70 ppm.

Simultaneously, the intensities of the NMR signals attributed to

the mixed configurations continuously increase when x values up

to 0.3 are regarded. The corresponding area fractions of the

different NMR lines are shown in Fig. 7. Of course, the relative

populations of the structural units depend on milling time.

The assignment shown in Fig. 5 (as well as in Fig. 6) is also

reasonable when the empirical superposition model of Bureau

et al.50 developed for 19F NMR isotropic chemical shifts is

considered. By using experimental diso values of binary fluorides

such as LiF, KF, BaF2, SrF2 it is possible to estimate isotropic

shifts of structurally more complex as well as mixed fluorides in

a qualitative manner.50,51 Here, only the first shell of next nearest

neighbours of one fluorine ion is taken into account. The 19F

NMR isotropic chemical shift diso (with respect to that of C6F6) is

expressed as the sum of a constant diamagnetic and a para-

magnetic term comprising the contributions from neighbouring

cations l such as Ba, Sr and Li: diso;calc: ! "127:1ppm"
X

l
nlsl

where nl is the coordination number of the fluorine ion and sl is

given by sl ! sl,0 exp("al(d " d0)). The pre-factor sl,0 of the

paramagnetic shielding term can be obtained from experimental

NMR chemical shifts diso,basic of the so-called basic, i.e., binary,

fluorides (vide supra) according to sl,0!"(diso,basic + 127.1 ppm)/nl.

For BaF2, SrF2 and LiF the following sl,0 values
50,51 are obtained

"70 ppm, "52 ppm and "15 ppm, respectively. While d (vide

supra) is the distance between the cation and the F anion in the

fluoride whose chemical shift has to be calculated, d0 represents

the distance between the cation and the F anion in the related

basic fluoride, see ref. 50,51. The (empirical) parameter al is given

by al ! "0.806rl + 4.048 where rl is the ionic radius of the ligand

l.50,51 Here, we used rLi ! 0.078 nm, and rBa ! 0.143 nm.42

The value of d, which most likely depends on the Ba-Sr-config-

uration regarded, plays a crucial role in the calculation. In the

Fig. 5 Solid-state 19F MAS NMR spectrum of mechanosynthesized

Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 recorded at 471 MHz and a spinning speed of 60 kHz.

The spectrum is referenced to C6F6. It is composed of five NMR lines

with distinct chemical shifts diso ranging from 70 to 32 ppm. For

comparison, the 19F MAS NMR spectrum of mechanosynthesized

BaLiF3 is also shown which consists of a single line at 66 ppm (green line).

The red line shows a fit composed of a combination of suitable Voigt

functions which are separately shown in the lower part of the figure. Let

us note that fitting the spectrum with Gaussian functions leads to a fit of

a very similar quality. See text for further details.

Fig. 6 Solid-state 19F MAS NMR spectra of mechanosynthesized

Ba1"xSrxLiF3 with different compositions. Data were recorded at

471 MHz and a spinning speed of 60 kHz. The spectra are referenced to

C6F6. The milling time was set to 20 h; in that case x values of up to 0.4

are accessible. The area fractions of the distinct NMR lines are shown as

a function of x in Fig. 7. See text for further details.
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present case we have simply used the lattice constants a of the

pure end members BaLiF3 and ‘‘SrLiF3’’ to calculate d (Ba-F)

and d (Sr-F). While for BaLiF3 an experimental value can be

used; the one calculated by Ouenzerfi et al.43 is taken for

‘‘SrLiF3’’. The Li-F distance is calculated using the mean lattice

constant probed for Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3. Thus, assuming a mean

Li-F distance d of 0.198 nm and Ba-F and Sr-F distances of

about 0.283 nm and 0.266 nm, respectively, the results shown in

Table 1 are obtained.

Let us emphasize that the diso,calc. values obtained have to be

regarded as a very rough estimate to understand the experi-

mentally obtained 19F NMR chemical shifts in structurally

disordered, mixed (Ba,Sr)LiF3. Nevertheless, the estimation

clearly reveals that diso,calc. decreases the more Sr cations are

located in the direct neighbourhood of the F anion. Within this

superposition model small variations of d can have a very large

effect on the resulting chemical shifts. For example, using

a! 0.3875 nm which is the value found after extrapolation of the

fit shown in Fig. 2 (vide supra) to calculate d(Sr-F) ! 0.274 nm,

the following ppm values are obtained: 91, 71, 51, 31, and

10 ppm, respectively. By estimating the specific d values directly

from the ionic radii of Ba, Sr and F (0.133 nm), the resulting

diso,calc. are very similar to those shown in Table 1. Quite recently,

diso of pure BaLiF3 was precisely calculated on the basis of DFT

calculations.52 The theoretically predicted value of 68.9 ppm

obtained by using a periodic structure model52 is in good

agreement with the experimental one found here (66 ppm) which

is identical to that probed by Bureau et al.50 For comparison, the

value calculated for BaLiF3 using the empirical superposition

model turned out to be 91 ppm indicating the uncertainty of the

estimated values.

Interestingly, a slight shift of diso is observed (Fig. 8) when the

composition is changed from x ! 0.02 to x $ 0.3 (Fig. 6), i. e.,

when a decreases. For example, the signal attributed to [Sr][Ba]3
shifts from about 56.5 ppm at x ! 0.02 to approximately 59.4

ppm when x reaches a value of 0.4 (Fig. 8). Note that phase-pure

samples with x values larger than 0.3 are only obtained when tmill

exceeds 3 h. The same trend of diso has been recently found for

the above mentioned single-crystalline (Ca,Sr)F2 and is discussed

in detail in ref. 49.

As mentioned above besides x (see Fig. 6) an increase of tmill

also affects the ratio of the line intensities of the NMR spectra

shown in Fig. 5 and 6. Investigating this observation in detail one

might find out whether any of the five environments are ener-

getically more preferred than others. An attempt is presented in

Fig. 9 where the area fractions of the distinct 19F NMR lines of

Fig. 5 are plotted as a function of milling time tmill. For

comparison, the corresponding spectra of Ba1"xSrxLiF3 with

x ! 0.26 are also shown. At the early stages of milling, i.e., at

tmill z 30 min, the most intense signal is that of BaLiF3 being

located at 66(1) ppm. With increasing milling time its intensity

decreases and diso shifts towards 70 ppm. The other NMR signals

show a negligible shift with increasing tmill. Thus, besides a small

amount of (Ba,Sr)LiF3, the Sr-free inverse perovskite BaLiF3

seems to be the initial product into which Sr is progressively

introduced during mechanical treatment (see bottom of Fig. 9).

Table 1 Experimental (#2 ppm) and estimated 19F NMR isotropic
chemical shifts of Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 by using the empirical superposition
model introduced by Bureau et al., see ref. 50

Structural unit diso/ppm diso,calc./ppm diso " diso,calc./ppm

[Ba]4 70 92 22
[Sr][Ba]3 58 79 21
[Sr]2[Ba]2 47 66 19
[Sr]3[Ba] 39 53 14
[Sr]4 32 39 7

Fig. 8 Variation of the 19F NMR chemical shift of the five distinct F

environments in Ba1"xSrxLiF3 as a function of composition x. The

milling time tmill was 20 h. Note, slightly different results are obtained for

Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 when tmill is restricted to 3 h (see Fig. 5 for comparison).

This indicates that diso depends on both composition as well as milling

time. The spectra do not show any evidence for residual amounts of the

starting materials or the formation of other phases such as (Ba,Sr)F2 (see

text for further details).

Fig. 7 Area fractions of the distinct 19F NMR lines of Ba1"xSrxLiF3

which was prepared bymechanical treatment of the corresponding binary

fluorides for 20 h. The lines are to guide the eye. Whereas the number of

[Ba]4 units continuously decreases with increasing x, those of the other

species, except that of [Sr][Ba]3 possibly passing through a shallow

maximum at x z 0.3 (not indicated), show an increase.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011 J. Mater. Chem., 2011, 21, 6238–6250 | 6243
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If tmill is chosen to be larger than or equal to 180 min the

transformation into (Ba,Sr)LiF3 is completed and no NMR

signals arising from the source materials (LiF, cubic-BaF2, SrF2)

are detected any more. For tmill larger than 6 h the area fractions

of the five NMR lines do not change any longer reaching an

equilibrium state.

The NMR signal at 103(1) ppm (Fig. 9a) reveals a small

amount of orthorhombic BaF2, see also ref. 23, being a high-

pressure modification of barium fluoride53–55 whose cubic form

was used for mechanosynthesis here. The formation of the

orthorhombic form is seen clearest at short milling times. As an

example, in Fig. 10a the 19F MAS NMR spectrum of mechano-

synthesized Ba1!xSrxLiF3 with x " 0.12 is presented which gives

direct insights into the composition of the reaction mixture at the

beginning of the mechanically driven solid-state reaction. In

particular, BaLiF3 and orthorhombic BaF2 can be clearly iden-

tified as the initial products formed. In orthorhombic BaF2 two

magnetically inequivalent fluorine positions exist for which two

different chemical shift values are expected. These two signals

show up at approximately 103 and 174 ppm, respectively (see

also ref. 23). To some extent orthorhombic BaF2 is also produced

when cubic BaF2 is mechanically treated alone or together with

LiF to form BaLiF3 (see the
19F MAS NMR spectra of Fig. 10b).

Fig. 9 (a) Solid-state 19F MAS NMR spectra (471 MHz, spinning speed

of 60 kHz) of a mixture of cubic-BaF2, SrF2, and LiF milled for 30 min

and 20 h, respectively, to give (Ba,Sr)LiF3 of the nominal composition

Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3. (b) Area fraction of the distinct 19F MAS NMR lines of

Fig. 5; for comparison, see the 19F MAS NMR spectra displayed in

Fig. 9a.

Fig. 10 (a) 19FMASNMR spectra (471MHz, 60 kHz spinning speed) of

a mixture of cubic BaF2, SrF2 and LiF which was mechanically treated

for only 30 min to enlighten the early stages of milling. Chemical shift

values presented are referenced to C6F6. Increasing tmill to 180 min results

in phase-pure (Ba,Sr)LiF3 and the NMR signals of the source materials

(LiF: !38(1) ppm, cubic BaF2: 152(1) ppm, SrF2: 78(1) ppm) as well as

those of orthorhombic BaF2 (103(1) and 175(1) ppm, respectively) cannot

be detected any longer (for comparison, see the NMR spectra presented

in Fig. 9). (b) Stacked plot of two 19F MAS NMR spectra of a stoichio-

metric mixture of LiF and BaF2 leading to phase-pure BaLiF3 at suffi-

ciently large milling times. NMR spectra were recorded at a resonance

frequency of 471 MHz and a spinning speed of 60 kHz. At very short tmill

a relatively large amount of orthorhombic BaF2 is detected which is also

seen in the corresponding XRPD patterns.
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One might suppose that the intermediate formation of ortho-

rhombic BaF2 is a necessary pre-step for the successful mecha-

nosynthesis of BaLiF3 which, in the presence of SrF2, then

transforms into (Ba,Sr)LiF3. Note that the crystallographic

structure of orthorhombic BaF2 resembles the inverse-perovskite

structure of BaLiF3. For comparison, by means of high-energy

ball milling the synthesis of SrLiF3 and CaLiF3, expected to

crystallize with a highly distorted perovskite structure if at all,

has not been observed yet. This fact might be due to the

circumstance that the corresponding orthorhombic modifica-

tions of SrF2 and CaF2 as well require much higher pressures to

be formed.53 Even when SrF2 or CaF2 are mechanically treated

under the milling conditions as described here, there are no

indications that the orthorhombic phase is created.

Finally, concerning Fig. 10a, the NMR intensity showing up at

approximately 128 ppm (marked by a small arrow) presumably

reflects the unresolved 19F MAS NMR lines of a small amount of

(Ba,Sr)F2 (vide infra).

B. Decomposition of mechanosynthesized (Ba,Sr)LiF3 as

followed by XRD and 19F MAS NMR

The metastable character of mechanosynthesized, nanocrystal-

line (Ba,Sr)LiF3 comes to the fore when the phase-pure product

is exposed to elevated temperatures for several hours. As an

example, in Fig. 11 the XRPD patterns of Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 are

shown which was annealed for 3 h at 493 K and 1030 K,

respectively. After exposing the sample at 1030 K the Sr-con-

taining inverse perovskite is largely decomposed. In fact, the

decomposition process starts already at lower temperatures;

annealing Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 for 3 h at 393 K leads to the emer-

gence of SrF2 peaks of very low intensity (see Fig. 11). The

XRPD peaks of LiF partly overlap with those of BaLiF3 as well

as BaF2 (Fig. 1) and, thus, are hardly detectable. Interestingly, no

oxides are formed during the decomposition process which was

carried out in air; this was also verified using in situ X-ray

diffraction (Fig. S1, ESI†). Much more surprising is the fact that

no BaF2 can be seen after heat treatment. This is also confirmed

by an in situ XRPD measurement carried out up to 973 K

(Fig. S1, ESI†). Thus, BaLiF3, fromwhich SrF2 as well as LiF are

removed, is the main decomposition product.

Interestingly, the 2q values of the new peaks showing up are

slightly shifted towards smaller diffraction angles. Most prob-

ably, a very small amount of Ba is incorporated into SrF2 leading

to a mixed (Sr,Ba)F2 phase. Indeed, mechanical treatment of

SrF2 together with BaF2, but in the absence of LiF, unequivo-

cally leads to the formation of structurally disordered (Sr,Ba)F2

(see Fig. 12). The other way round, SrF2 + BaF2 / 2(Sr,Ba)F2

might be regarded as a competitive reaction with respect to the

formation of (Ba,Sr)LiF3 as well as BaLiF3. The presence of SrF2

seems to hinder the reaction BaF2 + LiF / BaLiF3 since non-

reacted BaF2 is detected in the XRPD pattern of Fig. 1f when x is

chosen to be large enough and tmill set to 3 h. Moreover,

increasing x to about 0.5 clearly leads, besides (Ba,Sr)LiF3, to the

formation of (Sr,Ba)F2 if tmill > 10 h. Even when the milling time

is increased to 48 h or a vial set of tungsten carbide (WC), having

a density (14.95 g cm!3) much larger than that of ZrO2 (6.06 g

cm!3), is used, residual (Sr,Ba)F2 is detected by XRPD. This also

shows that even under these extreme milling conditions large

Fig. 11 XRPD pattern of mechanosynthesized Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 which was annealed for 3 h at the temperatures indicated. Decomposition of the sample

starts when it is exposed to 393K. The newXRPD peaks emerging (see pattern at the top) can be attributed to a mixed (Sr,Ba)F2 phase because the peaks

at large diffraction angles, in particular, shift towards lower 2q values. This indicates lattice expansion due to the incorporation of larger Ba2+ cations

into the cubic structure of SrF2. Narrowing of the XRPD peaks results from grain growth of the initially nm-sized crystallites. The same features were

observed by in situ X-ray diffraction (see Fig. S1, ESI†).
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amounts of Sr cannot be incorporated into BaLiF3 completely.

In contrast, if SrF2 is absent, the formation of BaLiF3 by high-

energy ball milling of LiF together with BaF2 is clearly finished

after 3 h.40

Let us note that mechanical treatment of SrF2 with CaF2

instead of BaF2 also leads to the formation of (Ca,Sr)F2 solid

solutions. See ref. 38 and 23 where the ionic direct current (dc)

conductivity of metastable (Ba,Ca)F2 is studied which was

prepared by mechanical treatment in a very similar way. Simi-

larly to the situation in (Ba,Sr)LiF3, in mixed (Sr,Ba)F2 (as well

as in (Ca,Sr)F2 as mentioned above49) the NMR chemical shift of

fluorine depends on the number of different earth alkali cations

in the (direct) neighbourhood of the nuclei. The inset of Fig. 12

shows the 19F MAS NMR spectrum of mechanosynthesized

(Sr,Ba)F2. Despite the structural disorder of the nanocrystalline

material different NMR signals are clearly resolved. The main

signals are labeled by their chemical shift values. Vertical lines

indicate the position of the NMR signals of the source materials

SrF2 (78(1) ppm) and cubic BaF2 (152(1) ppm), respectively.

Most probably, the NMR lines showing up at about 94, 119, and

144 ppm represent the mixed configurations [Sr]3[Ba], [Sr]2[Ba]2,

and [Sr][Ba]3, respectively. Expectedly, the signal attributed to

[Sr]2[Ba]2 shows the highest intensity. Interestingly, the NMR

signals show up in an almost equidistant manner; beginning from

about 70 ppm the 19F NMR chemical shift continuously increases

in steps of 25 ppm. This is very similar to the situation in

(Ca,Sr)F2.
49 The NMR signal attributed to F in the neighbour-

hood of a [Sr]2[Ba]2 configuration appears at (diso(SrF2) +

diso(BaF2))/2. In agreement with Vegard’s law the lattice constant

a of Sr0.5Ba0.5F2 turns out to be 0.60 nm. This is exactly the

average of the lattice constants a of the two source materials,

BaF2 (0.62 nm) and SrF2 (0.58 nm).

The decomposition of (Ba,Sr)LiF3 can also be followed by 19F

MAS NMR. In Fig. 13 NMR spectra of Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3

(see Fig. 5) which was heated for 3 h at 393 K and 493 K,

respectively, are shown. Note that the NMR spectra were

recorded on the same samples after they were kept under air

atmosphere for several weeks. They clearly show the re-forma-

tion of the binary fluorides LiF, SrF2 and cubic BaF2 which can

be unambiguously identified by their specific 19F NMR chemical

shifts (Fig. 13b). Interestingly, as also verified by XRPD

patterns, which are not shown here for brevity, the long-term

exposition of the material to air does not lead to the formation of

any detectable oxides or oxofluorides although this might be

expected in the case of nanocrystalline materials characterised by

an extremely large surface area. As indicated by TEM

Fig. 12 XRPD pattern of (Sr,Ba)F2 which was prepared by ball milling

of SrF2 with an equimolar amount of BaF2 in a planetary mill for 3 h at

600 rpm. Whereas the XRPD peaks of SrF2 shift towards smaller angles,

those attributed to BaF2 appear at larger 2q values which clearly indicates

the formation of a new phase with mixed cations. Inset: Corresponding
19F MAS NMR spectrum recorded at a spinning speed of 60 kHz and

a resonance frequency of 471 MHz. The five nearly equidistant NMR

signals (D z 25 ppm) represent the different cation environments the F

ions are exposed to in the structurally disordered mixed phase. Vertical

lines in the inset point to NMR intensities of residual SrF2 and BaF2,

respectively.

Fig. 13 19F MAS NMR spectra of Ba1!xSrxLiF3 with x " 0.26 which

was annealed at the temperatures indicated (see text for further details).

Data were recorded at a spinning speed of 60 kHz and a resonance

frequency of 471 MHz. (a) Comparison of the NMR spectrum of the

sample annealed at 493 K with that of the as prepared one (see Fig. 5).

The signal at about 67 ppm reflects F in BaLiF3 which is re-formed. The

intensity at approximately 78 ppm is due to SrF2 which is almost free of

any Ba. (b) NMR spectra showing the re-formation of LiF and cubic

BaF2. Any significant amount of orthorhombic BaF2 cannot be detected.

The shallowNMR signal at about 130 ppm shows a very small amount of

mixed (Ba,Sr)F2.
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micrographs (see above), the surface of the nm-sized crystallites

partly reveals structural disorder. Thus, it is expected to be highly

reactive. However, it becomes evident from Fig. 13b that (Ba,Sr)

LiF3, in contrast to its behaviour at high temperature, decom-

poses in such a way that also BaF2 is re-formed. In agreement

with the NMR results the corresponding XRPD pattern reveals

the formation of cubic BaF2. Most probably, the (Ba,Sr)LiF3 left

after heat treatment, which is largely depleted or almost free of Sr

(see the following paragraph), might be much more sensitive

to moisture than a sample directly prepared from the binary

fluorides.

The reappearance of the NMR signals of the binary fluorides

at !38(1), 78(1) and 152(1) ppm, respectively, is accompanied by

a decrease of those lines which are attributed to (Ba,Sr)LiF3

(Fig. 13a). In accordance with the conclusion drawn from the

XRPD measurements, the signal at 66(1) ppm unequivocally

shows that BaLiF3 almost free of Sr is (partly) re-formed while

the signal at about 70 ppm is attributed to an F environment

characterised by [Ba]4 in mixed (Ba,Sr)LiF3 (see Fig. 13a).

Orthorhombic BaF2 does not seem to belong to the main

decomposition products observed after exposing the sample to

air.

Let us mention that our attempts to prepare phase-pure

Ba1!xSrxLiF3 with Sr contents of x " 0.3 by solid state reaction

failed. A mixture of well ground source materials and a mecha-

nosynthesized (Ba,Sr)LiF3 sample were both heated at 973 K for

several hours and then rapidly quenched to room temperature.

The corresponding XRPDs (see Fig. S2, ESI†) clearly show the

presence of BaLiF3 and SrF2 as well as a small amount of Sr-rich

(Ba,Sr)F2. The amount of Sr successfully incorporated into

BaLiF3 turns out to be approximately 10% at most.

C. Ion transport properties

Ion transport parameters for various freshly prepared samples of

Ba1!xSrxLiF3 were studied by impedance spectroscopy.56

Exemplarily, in Fig. 14 the impedance spectra, i. e., the real part

of the complex conductivity s0 versus frequency n, of Ba1!xSrx-

LiF3 with x " 0.26 are shown. The isotherms are typically

composed of a well-defined dc-plateau and a dispersive region

showing up at low temperatures and high frequencies.57

Dc-conductivity values sdc are obtained by extrapolating the real

part s0 of the complex conductivity to n / 0. In our case this is

possible for temperatures higher than room temperature. At

lower T the dispersive part of s0(n) dominates the spectra. Note

that electrode polarization effects show up at higher T affecting

the impedance data at low frequencies. These blocking effects

have to be taken into account when sdc is read out from the

impedance spectra. Alternatively, complex plane representations

can be analyzed to obtain conductivity data. In the present case

this yields the same results.

The isotherms shown in Fig. 14 represent those of a second run

of measurements. After drying the sample, which was prepared

in air, for 24 h at 333 K under vacuum, the first impedance

spectrum was recorded at 323 K. Measurements were strictly

carried out in nitrogen atmosphere. For the first run, the

temperature was decreased to 233 K and then increased up to

473 K in steps of 20 K. Immediately after that, a second run of

measurements was started for which the temperature was at first

decreased from 473 K back to 233 K and after that increased

once again to 473 K in steps of 20 K. In each case the sample was

kept at 473 K for less than 10 min in order to prevent substantial

decomposition during heating. The whole procedure is illustrated

in Fig. 15, where the dc-conductivity values are plotted as sdcT

versus the inverse temperature. Obviously, whereas the data of

the first run are still affected by traces of water that might be

absorbed during the synthesis process, the sdc values of the

second run reflect the ionic conductivity of (Ba,Sr)LiF3. This is

corroborated by the observation that sdc values recorded at

temperatures up to 550 K with the HP impedance analyzer fit to

the data sampled at lower temperature utilizing the Novocontrol

system. Thus, any further changes of sdc do not occur. Certainly,

exposing the sample to higher temperatures for much longer

times causes the beginning of decomposition as described above.

The data of the second run of measurements follow Arrhenius

behaviour and yield an activation energy of about 0.76 eV. This

value is very similar to that observed for mechanosynthesized,

nanocrystalline BaLiF3, recently.40 Interestingly, the initial

impedance spectra of the first run lead to conductivity values

which show the same activation energy. The difference of the

absolute conductivity values is about one order of magnitude. If

this relatively small enhancement is not caused by traces of water

as proposed above, it might also be explained by a structural

effect. A higher density of defects due to increased structural

disorder would cause an enhancement of the pre-exponential

factor of the corresponding Arrhenius law for sdc. The pre-factor

depends on the number of available charge carriers as well as an

entropy term reflecting the degree of disorder. In a non-annealed

mechanosynthesized sample the ion conductivity might be

Fig. 14 Conductivity s0 of mechanosynthesized Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 plotted

double-logarithmically versus the measuring frequency. At elevated

temperatures the impedance spectra are each composed of a dc-plateau

and a dispersive region. At low frequencies and high temperatures

distortions show up which are due to space charges accumulating near the

blocking Au electrodes leading to a spurious decrease of s0. A s0 f n

frequency dependence would represent constant loss behaviour. The

spectrum recorded at the lowest temperature (233 K) is still affected by

both dc and ac conductivities. The values indicated represent exponents s

of a power law fit using s0 " sdc + A0n
s.
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controlled by these frozen-in structural features. Annealing at

elevated temperatures might cause structural relaxation and thus

a slight decrease of sdc.

In order to enlighten the influence of the preparation atmo-

sphere on ionic conductivity we have examined a sample which

was mechanosynthesized and handled in inert gas atmosphere

(Fig. 15 and 16). The inset of Fig. 15 shows sdc values of a sample

with the same composition as that in the main figure but which

was prepared in Ar atmosphere instead of milling the binary

fluorides in air. Prior to the electrical measurements the sample

was additionally dried at 500 K for about 40 min under nitrogen

atmosphere inside the sample cell. Subsequently, impedance

spectra were recorded in steps of 25 K down to 193 K. The

corresponding isotherms are shown in Fig. 16. A second run

including an initial drying period of 30 min at 573 K does not

lead to any further changes of sdc. Conductivity values were

readily reproduced through subsequent heating and cooling

cycles. For comparison, in the inset of Fig. 15 also the high-

temperature conductivity values of the sample prepared in air are

included.

The solid lines shown in Fig. 14 represent fits according to

a simple power law:58 s0 ! sdc +A0n
s with A0 being the dispersion

parameter. The exponent s usually ranges from 0 to 1. s ! 0 is

expected for uncorrelated motion of the ions which is usually

expected for ionic conductors with a very low concentration of

mobile charge carriers. s ! 1 represents the so-called nearly

constant loss (NCL)57 being often observed at low temperatures.

There are many studies which show that the NCL might be

ascribed to caged, i.e., highly localized dynamics which does not

contribute to long-range transport.57 However, a clear under-

standing of this phenomenon is still missing. It can be seen from

Fig. 14 that the impedance spectrum recorded at 233 K can be

divided into two regions obeying different power laws. At low

frequencies the s0 values are influenced by both dc and ac

conductivities. The slight dependence of s on temperature (see

the values given in Fig. 14) vanishes after annealing the sample

softly at higher T. For comparison, see the impedance spectra

shown in Fig. 16 of the sample prepared in Ar atmosphere. As

mentioned above this sample was exposed to 573 K yielding

conductivity isotherms being similar in shape in the high

frequency regime. Recently, similar observations were made for

mechanosynthesized BaLiF3 and ascribed to thermally-induced

structural relaxation processes affecting the transport charac-

teristics on short length scales only.40

For the sake of completeness, the dotted line of the inset of

Fig. 15 marks the conductivity values of a sample with x ! 0.02.

The ion transport characteristics of (Ba0.98Sr0.02)LiF3 are very

similar to those observed for the sample with x ! 0.26. Careful

inspection of the conductivity data shows that starting from x !
0 the ion conductivity first decreases by about a factor of about

five. Increasing x to 0.12 leads to a small increase of sdc until the

ionic conductivity reaches the sdc values of pure BaLiF3 whose

ionic dc conductivity almost coincides with that of a sample with

x! 0.26. Thus, varying x in the range from x! 0 to x! 0.26 does

not exhibit a great influence of the Ba:Sr ratio on the conduc-

tivity of the inverse perovskites studied.

D. Conclusions and outlook

(Ba,Sr)LiF3 turns out to be a highly metastable quaternary

fluoride crystallizing with the inverse perovskite structure. It can

Fig. 15 Arrhenius plot for the dc conductivity (sdcT) of mechanosyn-

thesized Ba1"xSrxLiF3 with x! 0.26 obtained by extrapolating s0 to n/
0 (see Fig. 14). Uncertainties are within the size of the symbols. The

dashed line is calculated using an Arrhenius law for s
0

dcT with an acti-

vation energyEa of about 0.76 eV. The arrows illustrate the chronological

order of the measurements. The data of the first (,) and second (-) runs

of measurements are obtained with the Novocontrol setup; the other data

points (grey-filled squares) are measured by using an HP analyzer (see

section II). The latter are also included in the inset and compared with

those which were obtained on a Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 sample prepared under

argon atmosphere. See text for further details. The dashed line shown in

the inset represents sdcT of a sample with x ! 0.02.

Fig. 16 Impedance spectra of Ba0.74Sr0.26LiF3 which was mechanosyn-

thesized in Ar atmosphere. At very low temperatures the real part of the

complex conductivity follows s0 ! n0.85 (solid line) when frequencies

ranging from 100 to 105 Hz are regarded. The spectra are very similar to

those shown in Fig. 14. However, changes at very low temperatures and

high frequencies might be attributed to localized structural relaxation

occurring during annealing the sample at 500 K for about 40 min.
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be prepared in high purity by taking advantage of room-

temperature high-energy ball milling being a soft synthesis route

avoiding high synthesis temperatures. A quasi in situ character-

ization of the mechanosynthesis of (Ba,Sr)LiF3 is possible since

the reaction can abruptly be stopped by switching off the mill. 19F

MAS NMR spectroscopy was used to elucidate both the

formation mechanisms including possible side reactions as well

as decomposition processes clearly starting when the material is

exposed to elevated temperatures for many hours. The latter was

verified by ex as well as in situ XRPDmeasurements. Despite the

structural disorder of the material five magnetically inequivalent

fluorine sites can be well resolved with the help of ultrafast 19F

MASNMR. The technique helps to understand the mechanically

driven solid state reactions from an atomic-scale point of view.

NMR spectra reveal the structural changes with both increasing

Sr content as well as milling time, i.e., with increasing progress of

the reaction. Obviously, BaLiF3 is initially formed into which Sr

is increasingly incorporated during milling. The relatively high

ionic conductivity of the metastable perovskites studied so far

might be further improved by replacement of Ba with other di- as

well as trivalent cations using convenient one-step mechano-

chemical preparation techniques.
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12 Mechanosynthesis of BaMgF4, BaZnF4 and BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4

12.1 Introduction
BaMgF4 crystallizes in the orthorhombic BaZnF4 structure (space group Cmc21).[1] It melts at about
1190 K in CF4 atmosphere[2] but decomposes in N2 atmosphere at temperatures higher than 820
K[3]. BaMgF4 (as well as BaZnF4) is a ferroelectric material. [3,4] The polarization of BaMgF4 (and
BaZnF4) established along the a axis is due to the displacement of the Ba ions along the c axis
accompanied by a rotation of the MF6 octahedra in the ab plane.[5,6] See Fig. 53 for the crystal
structure of BaMgF4 based on the data of Gingl[1].

A ferroelectric material is a material in which a permanent electrical polarization can be switched
by applying an electric potential. This polarization is caused by the shift of ions inside the material.
Thus, a ferroelectric material is always also pyroelectric (polarization changes with temperature) and
piezoelectric (polarization caused by elastic deformation) but a pyroelectric or piezoelectric material
not necessarily a ferroelectric material.

Since the polarization of ferroelectrics can be switched and is retained when no electrical field
is applied it is an interesting class of materials to be used in random access memory (RAM) to
obtain ferroelectric random access memory (FRAM) in which the dielectric of the capacitor used
to store the information 1 or 0 (represented by the two possible directions of the polarization) is
substituted by a ferroelectric material. [7] Thus, FRAM preserves the information saved in it when
the electric potential is taken away while in conventional, dielectric RAM the information is lost in
this case. The advantage of FRAM compared to magnetic storage devices and other non-volatile
storage devices is its much shorter write and read cycle time (< 100 ns).[7] The slow read and write
cycle times of established non-volatile storage devices would drastically slow down a computer.
Therefore, a personal computer has to boot, i. e. the operating system stored on the magnetic storage
device (or flash memory) is transferred into the much faster RAM. Thus, by using FRAM instead of
RAM no booting would be necessary. However, although already in use for specialized applications
FRAM is still in development to increase its performance, by decreasing the thickness of the thin
films of the ferroelectrics to decrease the necessary electric potential for switching by maintaining
retention and cycling enduring.[7] In addition to the use in FRAM and for many other applications
ferroelectric materials are also discussed for their application in mass storage systems.[7] This is
due to their much higher potential packing density compared to magnetic systems since the walls
between differently directed domains (magnetization or polarization) are much broader (> 10 nm)
in case of ferromagnetic materials than in case of ferroelectrics (⇡ 1 nm).[7]

BaMgF4 is also discussed as an optical frequency converter by second harmonic generation of
radiation in the UV and VUV region due to its transparency for wavelengths < 140 nm.[3,8] An-
other interesting property found for BaMgF4 is a quasi-one-dimensional ionic conduction along
the c-axis.[9] This makes BaMgF4 an interesting model system for the investigation of the fluo-
ride ion mobility as well as the polarization properties of polycrystalline material compared to the
mechanosynthesized, nano-crystalline material.

The synthesis of BaMgF4 and analogous compounds like BaMnF4, BaCoF4, BaNiF4 and BaZnF4
is commonly done thermally from the melt of BaF2 and the respective other binary fluoride at tem-
peratures above 1073 K in an CF4 or HF atmosphere.[3] There were also attempts to synthesize them
by sol-gel methods. Fujihara et al. reported on the synthesis of BaMgF4 contaminated with small
amounts of the starting materials and an unknown impurity by heat treatment at 1073 K of a sol
made from Ba(CH3COO)2 and Mg(CH3COO)2·4H2O in trifluoroacetic acid.[10] Some years later
Groß et al. reported on the sol-gel synthesis of BaMgF4 contaminated by small amounts of BaF2
by using HF as reagent.[11] In 2010 Kim et al. reported on a hydrothermal synthesis routine for
the synthesis of single phase BaMF4 with M = Mg, Mn, Co, Ni and Zn from the binary fluorides
in trifluoroacetic acid and water.[3] However, to the knowledge of the author there are no synthesis
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Figure 53: Crystal structure of BaMgF4. Four unit cells of the structure are shown. The Mg ions are
octahedrally coordinated by fluoride ions while the Ba ions are coordinated by four fluoride ions.

routines for nano-crystalline BaMF4 compounds. Here the solvent-free mechanosynthesis of nano-
crystalline BaMgF4, BaZnF4 and a mixed phase, BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4, and its characterization by XRPD
and 19F MAS NMR is reported.

12.2 Experimental
Mixtures of micro-crystalline BaF2 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar), MgF2 (99.99%, Alfa Aesar) and ZnF2
(99.995%, Alfa Aesar) were high-energy ball milled employing a Fritsch Pulverisette 7 premium
line planetary mill at a rotational speed of 600 rpm. For the milling procedure vial sets made of
tungsten carbide (45 mL) and 100 milling balls with a diameter of 5 mm made of the same material
were used. The mixtures containing only BaF2 and MgF2 were milled under air while the mixtures
including the hygroscopic ZnF2 were milled under Argon.

The XRPD measurements were done with a Bruker Advance 8 diffractometer using Cu-Ka ra-
diation at 40 kV leading to lXRD = 0.154 nm. 19F MAS NMR spectra were recorded with a Bruker
Avance III spectrometer operating at 565 MHz employing a 1.3 mm MAS probe (Bruker) with a
spinning speed of 60 kHz. The NMR spectra were acquired using a single p

2 excitation pulse with a
length of approximately 2 µs and an accumulation number of 32 scans.

12.3 Results and Discussion
12.3.1 X-ray powder diffraction

In Fig. 54 XRPD patterns of mixtures of BaF2 and MgF2 to give BaMgF4 after various times of
high-energy ball milling are shown. As can be seen, even after 30 minutes of milling, peaks which
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Figure 54: XRPD patterns of a mixture of BaF2 and MgF2 to give BaMgF4 milled for different
times.

can be assigned to BaMgF4
[1] (red bars) can be observed besides peaks of BaF2 (blue bars) and

MgF2 (green bars). There are no other peaks visible in the XRPD patterns. Thus the BaMgF4 seems
to be formed directly from the binary fluorides. With increasing milling time the peaks of the binary
fluorides vanish until after about 10 h of milling only peaks of BaMgF4 can be observed. Milling
for 24 h does not change the diffractogram in a pronounced way although the peaks seem to become
more distinct.

By using the formula introduced by Williamson and Hall (equation (97)) the average crystallite
diameter hdi and the lattice strain e = (dhkl � dhkl,0)/dhkl,0, whereby dhkl,0 are distances between
atomic planes in the non-strained system, and dhkl the respective ones in the strained system, can be
calculated.

brcos(q)
lXRD

= 4e sin(q)
lXRD

+
1
hdi . (97)

Thereby br denotes the difference of the full linewidth at half maximum (fwhm) of the XRPD peaks
measured and the instrumental peak broadening (which is assumed to be 0.1� 2q , estimated from
the XRPD pattern of a ground BaLiF3 single crystal). The wavelength l of the X-ray radiation used
was 0.154 nm. For the sample milled for 24 h giving BaMgF4 an average crystallite size hdi = 35(5)
nm and e = 0.005(2) was calculated.

In Fig. 55 the XRPD patterns of equimolar mixtures of BaF2 and MgF2 mechanically treated for
24 h and after heat treatment for 18 h at 620 K are shown. After heat treatment the XRPD peaks are
clearly narrowed which indicates growth of the crystallites or decreased lattice strain. The peaks of
the heat treated sample are in good agreement with the ones of BaMgF4 from the literature[1]. The
material is single phase without any traces of abraded WC.

In Fig. 56 the XRPD patterns of mixtures to give BaMgF4, BaZnF4 and BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 after
milling for 24 h are shown. The XRPD pattern of the BaZnF4 is in good agreement with the one
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Figure 55: XRPD patterns of a mixture of BaF2 and MgF2 to give BaMgF4 milled for 24 h and after
annealing for 18 h at 620 K.

Figure 56: XRPD patterns of mixtures of the respective binary fluorides to give BaMgF4 and BaZnF4
as well as a mixture to give BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 after 24 h of milling.
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Figure 57: XRPD patterns of the mixture of the binary fluorides to give BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 after 24 h
of milling and after heat treatment for 18 h at 620 K.

from the literature[12], although there are some additional small peaks around 35� 2q and at 44� 2q
which cannot be assigned to the BaZnF4 phase, to one of the educts used, a known (Ba,Zn)Fz phase
or abraded WC. The low intensities of the peaks makes the identification of the phase even more
difficult.

The XRPD pattern of the mixture to give BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 expectedly resembles the ones of the
BaMgF4 and BaZnF4 and shows no additional peaks of another phase. The reflex positions are
in between those of BaZnF4 and BaMgF4. Thus, it seems plausible to assume that single phase
BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 was prepared (ignoring the possibility of amorphous material being present in the
sample) for the first time since it could not be found in the literature. In Fig. 57 the XRPD pattern
of the mechanosynthesized BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 before and after heat treatment for 18 h at 620 K is
shown. The structure of the compound is retained but there are additional XRPD peaks of cubic
BaF2. Thus, the BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 is reduced in Ba. Perhaps it tends towards a system in which the
cations are equally represented like Ba0.34Mg0.33Zn0.33F4. Hence, it seems that BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 is
a metastable compound. Further investigations of the mixing behavior of the three binary fluorides
will be performed in the future.

The thermal lability of the BaZnF4 can be seen in Fig. 58. After heat treatment for 18 h at 620 K
the prominent phase is Ba2ZnF6 in addition to a smaller amount of BaZnF4 and a small amount of
cubic BaF2. The intensity of the peaks of the unknown phase already visible in the non-heat treated
material grow (black arrows in the figure) during heat treatment. In upcoming investigations the
thermal stability of the mechanosynthesized BaZnF4 will be tested in more detail.

12.3.2 19F MAS NMR spectroscopy

In Fig. 59 19F MAS NMR spectra of mixtures of BaF2 and MgF2 to give BaMgF4 milled for the
times indicated are shown. After 30 minutes of milling the spectrum is dominated by an intense
and narrow NMR line with a chemical shift of -32 ppm which can be assigned to MgF2

[13]. The
NMR line of BaF2 is visible at 152 ppm which is also in good agreement with the value from the
literature[13]. Interestingly, the NMR line of the BaF2 is much less intense and clearly broader than
the one of the MgF2. The fitting of these two NMR lines gives a BaF2 to MgF2 ratio of about 1 to 5.
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Figure 58: XRPD patterns of the sample prepared from an equimolar mixture of BaF2 and ZnF2
after milling for 24 h and after heat treatment for 18 h at 620 K.

Since equimolar amounts of BaF2 and MgF2 were milled and since after 30 minutes of high-energy
ball milling the material should be well intermixed this means that a large part of the BaF2 must have
lost its chemical identity. A small part of the cubic BaF2 transformed to orthorhombic BaF2 which
is, as was already discussed in the chapter dealing with the Ba1�xCaxF2, a high pressure polymorph
of BaF2. Its NMR lines show up at 104 ppm and 176 ppm which is in good agreement with the
values found by Ruprecht et al. [14]. The rest of the BaF2 has to be found in the other NMR lines.
If the NMR line at 168 ppm which cannot be assigned to a known phase (maybe a small amount
of Ba1�xMgxF2 with small or large x) is integrated and when hypothetically assuming that it is an
unknown polymorph of BaF2 (which is very unlikely) then the ratio of MgF2 to BaF2 would change
to 2 : 1. Thus, it seems plausible to assume that the broad NMR line in between the NMR lines which
can be assigned to BaMgF4 is due to BaF2 coordinated to or in reactive contact with MgF2. Due to
the different hardness of MgF2 (according to CrysTec GmbH: 6 (Mohs scale) and BaF2 (according to
CrysTec GmbH: 3 (Mohs scale)) it is plausible to assume that very small BaF2 crystallites surround
larger MgF2 crystallites which would explain the differences in broadness (MgF2 is more ordered
than the BaF2 due to its larger crystallite size which leads to a narrower NMR line) and abundance
of the two bulk binary fluorides in the milled mixture (loss of the chemical identity of the BaF2
when coordinated to the MgF2 in the grain boundary regions of the MgF2). Hence, the large width
of the NMR line located between the NMR lines of the BaMgF4 is probably due to a superposition
of many NMR lines with slightly different chemical shifts. This is expected if one of the fluorides is
distributed in the grain boundary affected regions of the other fluoride. A similarly broad 19F MAS
NMR line was observed for CaF2 distributed in the grain boundary regions of g-Al2O3.[15]

With increasing milling time the broad NMR line decreases in intensity as well as the NMR
lines of the binary fluorides while the intensity of the NMR lines of the BaMgF4 increases, thus,
the reaction progresses. As was already observed from the XRPD patterns the reaction seems to be
almost finished after 10 h since no other NMR lines than the ones of the product can be observed.
However, analogous to the observations from the XRPD patterns, the intensity of the broad shoulders
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Figure 59: 19F MAS NMR spectra of equimolar mixtures of BaF2 and MgF2 milled for the times
indicated. The spectra were recorded with a spectrometer frequency of 565 MHz and an MAS
spinning rate of 60 kHz. The arrows point to an unknown phase. Spinning sidebands are marked
with asterisks.
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Figure 60: 19F MAS NMR spectra of an equimolar mixture of BaF2 and MgF2 milled for 24 h,
and after heat treatment for 18 h at 620 K of the milled material. The spectra were recorded with a
spectrometer frequency of 565 MHz and an MAS spinning rate of 60 kHz. Spinning sidebands are
marked with asterisks.

Figure 61: 19F MAS NMR spectra of an equimolar mixture of BaF2 and MgF2, a mixture of BaF2,
MgF2 and ZnF2 to give BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4, and an equimolar mixture of BaF2 and ZnF2, all milled for
24 h. The spectra were recorded with a spectrometer frequency of 565 MHz and an MAS spinning
rate of 60 kHz.
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in between the NMR lines of the BaMgF4 still decreases, when going from 10 h to 24 h of milling
while the NMR lines of the products become a more defined. Thus, the reaction still progresses after
10 h of milling. The chemical shift of the NMR lines are -3 ppm, 4 ppm, 82 ppm and 86 ppm and
thus in quite good agreement with the ones found in the literature (-5 ppm, 4 ppm, 77 ppm, 85 ppm
according to ref. 13 or -2 ppm, 6 ppm 80 ppm and 86 ppm according to ref. 16). The four NMR
lines correspond to the four different sites[1] of the fluoride ions in the BaMgF4 lattice as shown by
Kowalczyk et al. [16] After heat treatment for 18 h at 620 K the chemical shift changes to -2 ppm,
6 ppm, 80 ppm and 86 ppm being in perfect agreement with the chemical shift values reported by
Kowalczyk et al. [16] Furthermore the NMR lines are much narrower and clearly separated giving
a spectrum very similar to the one recorded for single crystalline BaMgF4

[16], see Fig. 60. The
differences in chemical shift, although rather small, exhibit structural differences between the heat
treated and, thus, micro-crystalline BaMgF4 and the nanocrystalline BaMgF4. Since the NMR lines
of the similarly coordinated fluoride ions leading to chemical shift of -2 ppm and 4 ppm, as well as
82 ppm and 86 ppm are closer to each other than for the heat treated sample the microstructure seems
to become slightly more symmetric. However, the structural changes should affect the polarization
behavior and probably also the conductivity behavior as will be tested in the future.

In Fig. 61 the 19F MAS NMR spectra of the mixtures of the respective binary fluorides to give
BaMgF4, BaZnF4 and BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 after mechanical treatment for 24 h are shown. The line
shape of BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 differs from the line shapes of BaMgF4 and BaZnF4 regarding the chem-
ical shifts and intensities of the NMR lines. There are no NMR lines of BaMgF4 or BaZnF4 visible
in the spectrum of BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4. This supports the assumption of the formation of this cation
mixed phase. The chemical shifts of the NMR lines of the mechanosynthesized BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 are
-2.8 ppm, 1.9 ppm, 80 ppm and 85 ppm. There seems to be an NMR line at about 6 ppm, too.

The chemical shifts of the mechanosynthesized BaZnF4 (5.8 ppm, ⇠9 ppm, 66.5 ppm and 80.7
ppm) are in good agreement with the ones reported in the literature (3 ppm, 7 ppm, 65 ppm and 80
ppm according to ref. 13 or 6.3 ppm, 9.6 ppm, 66.1 ppm and 80.7 ppm according to ref. 16) although
the two NMR lines at about 6 ppm and 9 ppm, respectively, overlap. There is one additional NMR
line of low intensity at about -40 ppm visible which cannot be assigned to a known compound.

After heat treatment of BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 for 18 h at 620 K the 19F MAS NMR spectrum reveal
seven clearly separated NMR lines with the chemical shifts -2.3 ppm, 2.7 ppm, 5.7 ppm, 13.6 ppm,
74.6 ppm, 77.2 ppm and 84.4 ppm in addition to the NMR line of BaF2 at 152 ppm which was also
observed in the XRPD pattern (Fig. 57), see Fig. 62. There seem to be two more NMR lines at about
9 ppm and 70 ppm. This large number of NMR lines reveal the cation mixing in the compound
creating different cationic environments for the fluoride ions. The chemical shifts are different from
the ones of BaMgF4 and BaZnF4 and, thus, a mixture of this both compounds creating this spectrum
can be excluded.

As already revealed by XRPD the heat treatment of pure BaZnF4 leads to the formation of
Ba2ZnF6 which can also be seen in the 19F MAS NMR spectrum of this compound where the di-
agnostic NMR lines of this phase appear at 16.5 ppm, 28 ppm and 166.5 ppm which is in good
agreement with the values from the literature (15 ppm, 30 ppm, 167 ppm)[13]. The NMR lines at
15 ppm and 30 ppm can also be seen in the 19F MAS NMR spectrum of single crystalline BaZnF4
recorded by Kowalczyk et al. [16], from which they denoted only the NMR line at 30 ppm as an im-
purity and assumed the NMR line at 15 ppm being a spinning sideband, exhibiting the difficulties in
preparing phase pure BaZnF4.

12.4 Conclusions and Outlook
Single phase nano-crystalline BaMgF4 was synthesized by high-energy ball milling. It showed
slightly different chemical shifts compared with the also phase pure BaMgF4 after heat treatment.
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Figure 62: 19F MAS NMR spectra of the mixture of BaF2, MgF2 and ZnF2 to give BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4
after milling for 24 h and after heat treatment for 18 h at 620 K.

Figure 63: 19F MAS NMR spectra of the equimolar mixture of BaF2 and ZnF2 after milling for 24 h
and after heat treatment for 18 h at 620 K. The orange arrows mark the NMR lines of Ba2ZnF6 while
the black arrows mark the NMR lines of an unknown impurity. Spinning sidebands are marked by
asterisks.
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This indicates a different, probably slightly more symmetric microstructure of the mechanosyn-
thesized material. In case of BaZnF4 almost single phase material was gained this way which,
however, is contaminated by a small amount of an unknown impurity. Heat treatment of this ma-
terial leads to the formation of Ba2ZnF6 and BaF2 in addition to BaZnF4. The mechanosynthesis
of BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 was reported which loses some BaF2 when heat treated at 620 K and, therefore,
seems to be metastable. Evidence for the formation of this compound was shown by XRPD and
more strikingly by 19F MAS NMR revealing the mixed cationic environments of the fluoride ions in
the BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 as well as in the in BaF2 reduced compound after heat treatment.

In upcoming studies the heat stability of BaMg0.5Zn0.5F4 and BaZnF4 will be investigated in
more detail. Furthermore, it will be tested if other stoichiometries of the quarternary fluoride can be
prepared by high energy ball milling. The investigation of the ionic conductivity and polarization
behavior of the mechanosynthesized and heat treated compounds will also be in the main focus in
the future.

Acknowledgement. The author thanks A.-T. Duong for her support in preparation of the samples. Financial
support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) within the frame of the Priority Program 1415,
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13 The fast fluoride ion conducting system LaF3-SnF2 and first
investigations of the electrochemical stability of mechanosyn-
thesized fluorides

The commonly used secondary battery systems today are, in addition to lead accumulators, mainly Li ion
batteries. However, starting in the late seventies of the 20th century there were also attempts to build fluoride
ion batteries based on the conversion reaction: MFy + M’ ⌦ M + M’Fz. [1–12] Thus, fluoride ions serve as
charge carriers between the electrodes consisting of a metalfluoride and a metal, respectively. The electrolytes
used till now are ceramic fluoride ion conductors. These only show sufficiently high ionic conductivities at
high temperatures. The main advantage of a fluoride ion battery is the fact that per metal cation at least one
fluoride ion can be stored in the electrode leading to a very high theoretical specific capacitance of such a
battery system. However, the metalfluoride as well as the countering metal has to be combined with a material
that conducts electrons as well as fluoride ions.

In case of a complete discharge of the battery the following reaction should take place: MFy + M’ !
M + M’Fz. For the reduction of MFy to M the fluoride ions have to be transported from the interior of the
MFy grains to their surfaces and, thus, to the ion conducting material transporting the fluoride ions eventually
to M’ to form M’Fz. Therefore, the MFy structure should change to the structure of the metal M starting
from the middle of the grain in case MFy is a fluoride ion conductor. It is not clear if the fluoride ions can
work their way into the grains of the metal M’ instead of just fluorinating the surfaces. This problem may be
overcome if a larger amount of the metal M’ is used or if M’ has a higher valence than M. However, if this
battery shall be charged again, the same problem should arise with the metal M. Thus, both, the metal as well
as the metalfluoride should be nano-crystalline such that a large amount of the material is located in the grain
boundary regions. Another solution could be the use of high surface geometries like nanorods. However, due
to the oxidation of the metal and the reduction of the metalfluoride the volume of the grain (or nanorod) will
change which should lead to contact-problems with the fluoride ion and electron conductor. A redox stable
viscous liquid (maybe an ionic liquid) in which the metal and the metalfluoride particles are dispersed (like
soggy sand) which conducts the fluoride ions as well as the electrons while keeping the nanoparticles well
separated could be a solution to this problem. However, such a liquid was not found until now. Furthermore,
the fluorination of the surfaces of the metal will in many cases interrupt the electron transport from the metal to
the charge collector. Thus, another solution should be found which could be the one used for Li ion batteries:
insertion compounds. These compounds retain their structure and the volume changes are sufficiently small.
In Li ion batteries graphite acts as the anode material by incorporating Li (which gives its electron to the
graphite and becomes Li+, giving the battery its name). Graphite, however, will most probably not incorporate
negatively charged ions in between its layers but react to CFx. Therefore other materials, maybe containing
metal ions which can change their valence without changing the structure in a pronounced way, have to be
found.

Another problematic piece of a fluorine battery is, as was already mentioned, the electrolyte. The fastest
fluoride ion conductors known are PbSnF4 followed by KSnF4 and BaSnF4

[13], thus Sn containing com-
pounds. Here first results on a new system exhibiting very high ionic conductivities shall be briefly shown. In
Fig. 64 a) the admittance spectra of a mixture of LaF3 (99.9%, Fluka) and SnF2 ("for synthesis", Chempur)
with x(SnF2) = 0.60 are shown. The samples were prepared by high-energy ball milling the mixtures for 6
h in a Fritsch Pulverisette 7 premium line planetary mill employing a milling beaker (45 mL) made of sta-
bilized ZrO2 and 140 milling balls (diameter: 5 mm) of the same material. The conductivity measurements
were done with a Novocontrol Concept 80 broadband dielectric spectrometer at pellets cold-pressed from the
powders at an uniaxial pressure of about 1 GPa. The measurements were done by slowly heating the sam-
ples up to a temperature of 513 K (for some samples only 473 K) and then decreasing the temperature in
steps of 20 K except for SnF2 where the sample was heated from 373 K up to 473 K to prevent sintering of
the crystallites. The measurements were done in N2 atmosphere which was evaporated from liquid nitrogen.
Therefore, the pellets should be free of any water and, thus, there should be no pronounced contribution of
proton-conduction to the overall conductivity. As can be seen a well developed dc plateau can already be seen
at a temperature of 233 K. Starting at a temperature of 253 K, electrode polarization effects can be clearly
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Figure 64: a) Admittance spectra of a milled mixture of LaF3 and SnF2 with x(SnF2) = 0.60. b)
Arrhenius plots of the high-energy ball milled LaF3-SnF2 mixtures. c) Logarithmic plot of the dc
conductivities and activation energies of the LaF3-SnF2 mixtures as a function of composition x at
373 K. 161



Figure 65: XRPD pattern of the sample with x = 0.50. The peak positions of LaF3 and SnF2 are
shown by red (LaF3) and blue (SnF2) bars.

Figure 66: HRTEM micrographs of the sample with x = 0.60. In the picture on the left the reference
bar has a length of 20 nm, in the picture on the right it is 2 nm.
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seen at low frequencies shifting the dc plateau to higher frequencies with increasing temperature due to the
ion blocking electrodes. Thus, the conductivity is probably mainly ionic. At 513 K the transfer number of
the electrons, being the fraction of charge carried by them, can be estimated to be smaller than 10�4 from
the difference of admittance at the dc plateau and the admittance measured at the lowest frequency. However,
since a conductivity plateau at low frequencies (caused by the electron conduction) is not visible, polarization
measurements will be done in the future to separate the ionic from the electronic conductivity more accurate.
Arrhenius behavior is observed for all the samples, see Fig. 64 b). The activation energies seem to follow the
dc conductivities for the samples with x � 0.40, i. e. a high conductivity comes along with a high activation
energy. Thus, since the ionic conductivity is in general dominated by the height of the migration barriers and
the number of mobile ions it seems that the ionic conductivities scale with the number of mobile ions at least
for the samples with x � 0.40. The Arrhenius plot of the sample with x = 0.60 shows a change of its slope at
high temperatures exhibiting a decrease of the activation energy. Since the measurements were done starting
from high temperatures and going to low temperatures this is not due to grain growth but indicates a change
of the conduction mechanism which may be caused by structural changes in this temperature regime.

Plotting the conductivity of the investigated samples, measured at T = 373 K, as a function of composition
x, Fig. 64 c) is obtained. The samples with x = 0.20 and x = 0.30 are missing since the mechanical treatment
of these mixtures reproducibly lead to a product which generated an intense, moldy stench of which the origin
remains unclear (HF and F2 are described as having a keen smell; organo-tin compounds are described as hav-
ing a moldy smell whereby their formation seems to be actually impossible). However, since it is not unlikely
that the gaseous substance is (highly) toxic or (highly) corrosive the conductivities of these samples were not
measured, yet. As can be seen the sample with x = 0.60 shows the highest dc conductivity which is higher
than the one of BaSnF4

[13] and just about one order of magnitude smaller than the one of PbSnF4
[13] being the

fastest known fluoride ion conductor. The reason for this high ion conductivity could be the nanostructuring
of the SnF2. In case of the pure high-energy ball milled SnF2 the dc conductivity is very comparable to the
one of the sample with x = 0.50 exhibiting the second highest dc conductivity of the samples investigated and
being also higher than the conductivity of the high-energy ball milled SnF2 reported in ref. 14. This would also
explain the change of the activation energy at high temperatures since SnF2 itself shows a similar behavior for
temperatures larger than about 433 K which is not far from its melting point of 468 K[15] and, thus, probably
related with the beginning of structural changes. However, since the measurements started at 513 K the SnF2
should have been molten in the beginning such that the nanostructuring should have no effect anymore. Thus,
the LaF3 may somehow stabilize the nano-crystalline SnF2. Structural investigations of heat treated samples
will be done in the future.

In Fig. 65 the XRPD pattern (recorded with a Bruker Advance D8 diffractometer by using Cu-Ka radia-
tion at 40 kV) of the sample with x = 0.50 is shown. The XRPD peaks of the LaF3 can clearly be identified but
there are no peaks of the SnF2 visible. The LaF3 peaks however are not shifted which indicates that there was
no or at least almost no substitution of La ion by Sn ions. Thus, the SnF2 seems to be amorphous or its crystal-
lites are extremely small. In Fig. 66 two high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images
of the sample with x = 0.60 are shown. The measurements were done in Hannover by Prof. Armin Feldhoff
using a JEOL JEM-2100F. In the image on the left crystallites with diameters of about 40 nm can be seen
which is probably the LaF3. In the image on the right the atomic planes of a grain with a diameter of about
2-3 nm can be observed which is surrounded by material which exhibits no atomic planes. Thus, the residual
material surrounding this crystallite seems to be amorphous. However, it should be noted that only the atomic
planes which are orientated parallel to the electron beam can be seen. Therefore, it seems likely that the SnF2
is nano-crystalline with crystallite sizes of a few nanometers which is, therefore, X-ray amorphous. It should
be noted that EDX measurements were not done at high resolution due to technical problems with the device
such that the chemical identity of the differently sized crystallites were not determined. Thus, at first glance
the high ionic conductivity observed may be due to highly mobile fluoride ions in the grain boundary regions
of the SnF2 of which this material exhibits a large amount. The LaF3 could act as tiny milling balls efficiently
reducing the size of the SnF2 crystallites. However, further investigations of the (micro) structure as well as
of the ionic diffusivity are needed for a better understanding of this system.

The simple preparation and the fact that no PbF2 is needed but less toxic LaF3 for this fast fluoride ion
conductor might be interesting for some applications. However, coming back to the fluoride ion battery it has
to be considered that the specific energy of a battery is the product of the specific capacity and the working
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voltage. Thus, the larger the potential difference between anode and cathode the larger the possible specific
energy of a battery can be. SnF2

[16], PbF2
[17] and PbSnF4

[18] turned out to be stable only in a narrow voltage
range. Thus it seems likely that this is also true for the LaF3-SnF2 compounds prepared within this study (as
well as for BaSnF4). Maybe it can be used as an electrode material. However, the electrochemical stability of
these compounds will be tested in the future as it was already done for Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 and Ba0.40La0.60F2.60
for which cyclovoltammograms were recorded in a cooperation with Dr. Ilie Hanzu, see the abstract titled
"Evaluation of the electrochemical window of fast fluoride conductors by solid-state voltammetry" for the
SSI 19 which was held in Kyoto (Japan) in 2013 attached to this chapter. It was found that in contrast to
Ba0.50Ca0.50F2 the Ba0.40La0.60F2.60 is stable in a broad voltage range of about 3.2 - 3.5 V which makes this
material interesting as an electrolyte in a fluoride ion battery when operated at high temperatures (due to its
rather low fluoride ion conductivity). Perhaps a battery with a Ba1�xLaxF2+x electrolyte could be operated at
temperatures close to ambient temperature when thin films are used for which the ball milled material could
be dispersed in a liquid and applied to the electrode material by spin coating (see e. g. ref. 19 for a short
explanation of this technique).

Acknowledgement. The author thanks A. Feldhoff for the TEM measurements and W. Y. Tsang for her
support in preparation of the samples. Financial support by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)
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Introduction 
Today, energy and environment related issues are 

undoubtedly of tremendous importance. Thus, many of 
the current research efforts are focused on prospecting 
and evaluating new materials with applications in the 
field of electrochemical energy storage. 

Fluorine ion conductors have already been pio-
neered as solid electrolytes in full solid-state electro-
chemical systems. Systems such as Pb-CuF2, Pb-BiF3 or 
Sn-SnF2 have been proposed and investigated [1]. Un-
fortunately, the choice of materials usable as solid elec-
trolytes is somehow limited by the low mobility of F–. 
Nevertheless, nanocrystalline fluorides with the fluorite-
type structure exhibit an order-disorder transition ac-
companied by an increase in ionic conductivity and 
have been shown to have competitive conductivities. 
More recently, the preparation of materials with high 
defect concentrations by high-energy ball-milling has 
further improved the performances of the fluorides in 
terms of F– conductivity [2]. 

However, in order to evaluate the stability and reli-
ability of a full electrochemical cell based on fluorine 
ion conductors, the stability of the electrolyte with re-
spect to the operating potentials of the electrodes has to 
be studied. Here, we report first results on the determi-
nation of the electrochemical window of two selected 
fluorine ion conductors. 

 
Experimental 

Nanocrystalline fluorine ion conductors were pre-
pared by high-energy ball milling the binary fluorides 
(CaF2: 99.99%, Alfa; BaF2: 99.99%, Sigma; LaF3: 
99.9%, Fluka) in a Fritsch Pulverisette 7 (premium line) 
planetary mill. The mechanosynthesis was carried out in 
a zirconia milling beaker with 140 Y-stabilized ZrO2 
balls with a diameter of 5 mm. The mixtures were 
milled for 360 min at 600 rpm under air. After optimiza-
tion the procedure, two fluoride conducting phases were 
obtained viz Ba0.5Ca0.5F2 [2] and Ba0.4La0.6F2.6. Pellets 
were assembled and pressed with a platinum grid in the 
middle. The Pt grid served as a pseudo-reference elec-
trode for the cyclic voltammetry measurements. The use 
of Pt as a reference electrode has been already well 
documented in the literature [3]. The diameter of the 
pressing tool was 7 mm and the pressure used was 
2 Mp. Gold contacts were applied to both sides of the 

pellets and they were fitted between the platinum con-
tacts of a laboratory made measuring cell. Cyclic 
voltametry experiments were carried out under nitrogen 
protective atmosphere at 573 K with a VMP3 potentio-
stat (BioLogic Science Instruments). 

 
Results and Discussion 

First results show that the stability of ternary 
Ba0.5Ca0.5F2 is relatively poor when compared to 
Ba0.4La0.6F2.6 (see Fig. 1). Ba0.5Ca0.5F2 reveals a sharp 
rise in current around 0.5 V (vs Pt reference) and thus 
seems to be considerably less stable with respect to 
oxidation. It also presents multiple peaks when scanning 
is performed in the cathodic direction. Most likely, this 
unexpected behavior is caused by the high concentration 
of point defects in combination with an inert (and thus 
reducing) atmosphere. 
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Fig 1. Solid-state cyclic voltammetry of two selected fluorine ion 
conductors. Ba0.4La0.6F2.6 shows a better stability and a wider electro-
chemical window as compared to Ba0.5Ca0.5F2. 
 
On the other hand, Ba0.4La0.6F2.6 appears to be signifi-
cantly more stable and its electrochemical window can 
be estimated to 3.2 – 3.5 V. The almost absent current 
hysteresis points towards a stable system with promis-
ing applications to fluorine-ion batteries. 
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14 Mechanosynthesis of a new polymorph of SnF2?
In the course of the work on the LaF3-SnF2 system it was found that high-energy ball milling of pure SnF2
("for synthesis", Chempur) leads to a change of its XRPD pattern instead of an amorphization as found in case
of the LaF3-SnF2 system. The first clear changes of the XRPD patterns occurred after about 30 h of milling 2
g of SnF2 in a milling beaker (45 mL) made of stabilized ZrO2 equipped with 140 milling balls made of the
same material (5 mm in diameter) in a Fritsch P7 premium line planetary mill at 600 rpm. Most noticeable is
a new peak at about 24.7� 2q next to the peak of the stable a-SnF2 (at 25.05� 2q ).

After about 50 h of milling the XPRD pattern clearly differs from the one of a-SnF2. Increasing the
milling time further led to further changes of the XRPD pattern. It should be noted that this change of the
structure due to ball milling does not depend on the milling atmosphere since it can be observed after milling
in air as well as after milling in argon atmosphere. Therefore, it seems very unlikely that these changes are
caused by the formation of oxides or oxyfluorides. The investigation of the structure is currently in progress
in cooperation with Dr. Lars Robben (Uni Bremen). The new pattern cannot be matched with any of the
known polymorphs of SnF2 like b -SnF2 and g-SnF2

[1,2]. It seems plausible to assume the formation of a
high-pressure polymorph of SnF2. The high pressure phase of SnF2 reported by Ghedia[3] in his thesis,
however, differs from the phase prepared within this study. Furthermore, the XRPD patterns of other SnxFy

compounds or elemental Sn (which might form by a disproportionation reaction SnF2 ! Sn + SnF4) also
showed no agreement with the pattern of the prepared material. The XRPD pattern of the sample milled for
50 h employing Mo Ka radiation (l ⇡ 0.07107 nm) could be indexed to a tetragonal lattice with a = b = 1.27
nm and c = 1.31 nm by L. Robben. However, a high resolution X-ray scattering measurement conducted at
Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY) by Dr. Jozef Bednarcik, with l = 0.02073 nm, lead to a more
complex pattern, see Fig. 67. It was indexed to a monoclinic system with a = 1.25767 nm, b = 0.61187 nm
and c = 1.12058 nm by L. Robben. A pair distribution function (PDF) was calculated from another pattern
recorded over a larger q-range (q = 4 p sin(q )/l ) of up to 20 Å�1, see Fig. 67. The interpretation of the data
is still in progress.

The change of the structure was also investigated by 19F MAS NMR spectroscopy conducted with an
Avance III 600 MHz spectrometer (Bruker). The measurements were done at nL(19F) = 565 MHz (B0 = 14.1
T) employing a 1.3 mm MAS probe (Bruker) at a spinning rate of 60 kHz. The NMR lines were referenced
to C6F6. The NMR spectrum of the non-milled a-SnF2 reveals four NMR lines with the chemical shifts 112
ppm, 115 ppm, 119 ppm and 124 ppm which can be assigned to the four different sites of the fluoride ions
in the a-SnF2 structure[4]. In table 1 the number of neighboring tin ions and their distances to the fluoride
ion at the respective sites are listed. The 19F MAS NMR spectrum is similar to the one reported by Bräuniger
et al. [5] for a-SnF2 (99%, Sigma Aldrich) although they were not able to resolve four but only two NMR lines
located at 112 ppm and 121 ppm albeit they used a spinning rate of 60 kHz. This difference is probably due
to the smaller field-strength of the magnet they used (B0 = 9.4 T) for their measurements. Interestingly, in
the 19F MAS NMR spectrum of Bräuniger et al. [5] an additional, narrow NMR line was observed at about 50
ppm. They assigned it to an impurity. Thus, the batch of SnF2 sold by Chempur seems to be less contaminated
with other fluorides than the one from Sigma Aldrich.

As already discussed in the chapter "Increase of the fluoride ion conductivity in cation-mixed alkaline
earth fluorides: mechanosynthesis and characterization of metastable Ba1�xCaxF2" the 19F NMR chemical
shift is a function of the distance between the cations and the fluoride ions, and the number of neighboring
cations. The larger the number of neighbors and the smaller the distance between fluoride ion and cation,
the larger the chemical shift. It should be recalled that the deshielding decreases exponentially with d(Sn-F).
Thus, it seems plausible to assign the NMR line with the smallest chemical shift of approximately 112 ppm to
the fluoride ions on F4 sites. In case of the fluoride ions on the other sites the assignment is difficult without
knowing the exponential function of the shielding: Is the deshielding of the fluoride ions on F1 sites larger
since it is characterized by the smallest d(Sn-F) of all sites than in case of F2 where the distance of the second
Sn ion is clearly smaller than in case of the F1 site? How large is the additional deshielding caused by the
Sn ion located in a distance of 0.26753 nm in case of the F3 site? Thus, an assignment can only be guessed.
Furthermore, Sn has an electronegativity of about 1.7. Thus, the bonds between the Sn and fluoride ions will
have a non-negligible covalent part which also affects the deshielding of the fluoride ions.

After 10 h of milling the SnF2 its NMR lines start to coalesce, eventually forming a single, broad NMR
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Figure 67: Top: XRPD pattern of SnF2 milled for 50 h recorded at DESY with l = 0.02073 nm.
Bottom: PDF pattern of the same sample calculated from a XRPD pattern with larger q-range also
recorded at DESY.
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Table 4: Number of next nearest neighbors of the fluoride ions on the four different sites and their
distances d(Sn-F) in accordance with ref. 4

site d(Sn-F) in nm
F1 0.20266

0.24007
F2 0.20981

0.22037
F3 0.20678

0.24740
0.26753

F4 0.2182
0.2734
0.28439

line located at about 125 ppm in the spectra of the SnF2 milled for 50 h. This chemical shift is very similar
to the largest chemical shift in the 19F NMR spectrum of the non-milled a-SnF2. Furthermore, an additional
narrow NMR line emerges at about 65 ppm. Increasing the milling time to 80 h the intensity of the narrow
NMR line is increased and the broad NMR line exhibits a shoulder indicating an additional NMR line at about
130 ppm. Thus, it seems plausible to assume that the structure of the milled SnF2 leads to an increase of the
coordination number of the fluoride ions or a decrease of the average d(Sn-F) leading to an increase of the
average chemical shift. However, the broad single NMR line might also be due to a beginning coalescence
caused by a high jump rate of the fluoride ions in the milled SnF2. 19F MAS NMR measurements at lower
temperatures planned for the future will allow a discrimination between structural and dynamic effects. The
NMR line at about 65 ppm points to a small coordination number or a large Sn-F distance. It might also be a
side-product of the reaction (like HF, which chemical shift strongly depends on its chemical environment[5]).

If the sample milled for 50 h is stored for some weeks, its XRPD pattern changes back to the one of
a-SnF2. Storage under air and storage in Argon atmosphere lead to very similar results. Thus, the decom-
position is probably thermally induced rather than due to moisture or oxygen. This will be tested by in situ
XRPD measurements in the future. However, the low stability of the material probably impedes conductivity
measurements since the material has to be dried at temperatures larger than 373 K to get rid of the proton con-
ductivity. The applicability of non-thermal drying techniques (drying in vacuum, or storage in the presence of
P2O5) for this purpose will be tested in the future.

To get more information about the structure high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
measurements were performed by Dr. Di Wang at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) using a FEI Titan
80-300 with CEOS image Cs correction. The micrographs showed a fast structural change of the material
caused by the electron beam, see Fig. 68. The change is accompanied by a decrease of the volume. Thus,
the new phase seems to be rather a high-temperature than a high-pressure phase. The electron diffraction
patterns, however, could not be interpreted due to insufficient data. Therefore, additional TEM measurements
were done by Prof. Dr. Armin Feldhoff in Hannover. Strangely, although the sample investigated exhibited
the XRPD pattern of a crystalline solid no crystalline material was observed by TEM and HRTEM. To rule
out a decomposition by the solvent (isopropyl alcohol) used to disperse the SnF2, additional measurements by
simply scattering the dry material onto the grid were carried out. In that case again no crystalline material was
observed. Therefore, no useful electron diffraction patterns are available for the milled SnF2.

Planned 119Sn Mößbauer spectroscopic measurements at KIT by Dr. habil. Vladimir Šepelák as well as
by Prof. Franz Renz (Hannover) could not be done since no active Sn-source was available at the moment.
That way information about the valence of the Sn and its coordination in the lattice could have been ob-
tained. Maybe synchrotron radiation could be used for this purpose in the future. Also Raman-spectroscopic
measurements are planned. However, the system is highly complex since its structure seems to change with
prolonged milling. Furthermore, there are some difficulties concerning the reproducibility of the structural
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Figure 68: The change of a crystallite of SnF2 milled for 50 h observed by scanning TEM mi-
croscopy.
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changes which seem not to be related with the ball to powder mass ratio. Thus, other factors like, for instance,
the air humidity at the moment the SnF2 is put into the milling beakers may play a role. Another problem
could be the purity of the a-SnF2 used for this study. All this will be investigated in the future.

The preliminary results discussed here were exhibited on a poster at the 10th International Conference
Solid State Chemistry (SSC) in Pardubice (CZ) which is shown in the following.
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15 Mechanosynthesis and characterization of the garnet-type
fast Li ion conductor Al-doped Li7La3Zr2O12

Fast ceramic Li ion conductors are interesting for the use as electrolytes in all solid state Li ion batteries. In
common Li ion batteries liquids or polymers are used as electrolytes such that they are not stable at elevated
temperatures. Furthermore, these liquids are often toxic and flammable. Thus, the use of ceramic electrolytes
should improve the performance and safety of a Li ion battery. [1] However, such an electrolyte needs to have
an ionic conductivity of at least 10�4 S/cm at ambient temperature combined with a negligible electronic
conductivity. Apart from this, it has to have a high (electro-)chemical stability. [1]

In 2007 Murugan et al. [1] reported on the synthesis of a ceramic Li ion conductor exhibiting ionic con-
ductivities higher than 10�4 S/cm at ambient temperature. The compound prepared by them with the assumed
composition Li7La3Zr2O12 (LLZ) crystallizes in a cubic garnet-type structure. The material exhibited a high
mechanical and chemical stability. However, the first attempts of other groups to prepare this compound
failed. Instead of the cubic garnet with the high ionic conductivity, LLZ with a tetragonal garnet structure
was obtained which exhibited a conductivity of about 10�6 S/cm at ambient temperature[2,3]. Later it was
found that the cubic phase can be stabilized by Al ions. [4–7] Thus it seems likely that they were accidentally
introduced into the Li7La3Zr2O12 during the high-temperature synthesis from the corundum crucibles used by
Murugan et al. This result raised several questions regarding the role of the Al in the LLZ. Which sites does
the Al occupy? How does the Al affect the Li ion conductivity? Which amounts of Al can be introduced into
the LLZ structure? Is there an optimal concentration of Al regarding the Li ion conductivity?

In the present study which was a collaborative work with Dr. Alexander Kuhn (a phd student of Prof.
Heitjans at that time) a mechanochemical synthesis routine for the LLZ was created. It turned out that LLZ
can be prepared directly from the oxides (Li2O, Al2O3, La2O3 and ZrO2) by high-energy ball milling employ-
ing a tungsten carbide milling vial set. However, subsequent heat treatment of the product at 873 K for 6 h
was needed to obtain the phase pure LLZ. At these low temperatures there is almost no loss of the volatile Li
and Al which was tested by elemental analysis before and after heat treatment employing inductive coupled
plasma (ICP) optical emission spectroscopy (OES). Furthermore, the introduction of impurities from the cru-
cibles can be impeded in this manner. Thus, a systematic study of the effect of the variation of the composition
on structure and Li ion dynamics was possible. Since in case of the conventional solid state synthesis over-
stoichiometric amounts of Li were used, three different batches of LLZ were prepared differing in the amount
of Li2O in the starting mixture. In each batch the Al content of the mixtures was varied. The structure of the
samples prepared was investigated by XRPD and 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy. The Li ion dynamics were
investigated by several 7Li NMR spectroscopy techniques and impedance measurements.

Interestingly, it was possible to synthesize an Al-free compound which seems to crystallize in an only
slightly distorted cubic garnet structure. It seems that the low synthesis temperature allowed a stabilization
of this, probably metastable, distorted cubic structure against the stable tetragonal structure. The introduction
of Al leads to samples exhibiting XRPD patterns of the cubic garnet LLZ which are in excellent agreement
with the diffractograms reported in the literature. With increasing amounts of Al the widths of the XRPD
peaks were reduced indicating larger crystallites and less strain, thus, a better crystallinity of the samples. In
case of the samples doped with small amounts of A the phase pure samples showed an 27Al MAS NMR line
at about 64 ppm (referenced versus an aqueous solution of AlNO3), thus, tetrahedrally coordinated Al which
probably occupies a vacant Li site in the garnet structure as first proposed by Geiger et al. [6] With increasing
amount of Al in the LLZ two additional NMR lines emerged at about 78 ppm and 82 ppm. According to
their chemical shift, also these Al were tetrahedrally coordinated by oxygen. The emergence of these NMR
lines was accompanied by the formation of La2Zr2O7. A Rietveld refinement of a LLZ sample with high Al
content done by Dr. Lars Robben (Universität Bremen) showed a decreased electron density at the La and Zr
sites. Therefore, the two 27Al NMR lines at 78 ppm and 82 ppm were assigned to the substitution of La and
Zr by Al, although the Al does not occupy their sites since the Zr is octahedrally coordinated by oxygen and
the La dodecahedrally. If the Al would have occupied these sites the 27Al NMR chemical shifts were clearly
different (octahedrally by oxygen coordinated Al can be found at chemical shift values of around 6 ppm to 20
ppm). Furthermore, if the amounts of La2O3 and ZrO2 are reduced in the starting mixtures, large amounts of
Al can be introduced into the garnet-structure without the emergence of any side products. The same effect
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was observed when the Li2O content of the starting mixtures was increased. If all the Li is introduced into the
LLZ this automatically leads to a reduction of the amounts of the other cations in the LLZ. Thus, the use of
overstoichiometric amounts of Li2O imitates the reduction of La and Zr in the LLZ. Based on this results the
following chemical formula for the Al-doped LLZ was suggested: Li+7�3x+zAl3+x [La3�yAlyZr2�zAlzO12]z�7.
The structure of the LLZ can be seen as build up by the La- and Zr-units and stuffed with Li for charge
compensation. Thus, as observed, the substitution of Li by Al should not have a large impact on the structure.
In contrast, the substitution of La and Zr by Al should clearly affect the structure as observed within this study.
These structural changes are probably also responsible for the different Li ion mobilities due to the change of
the potential landscape. The structural changes due to the La and Zr substitution by Al seems to decrease the
jump barriers for the Li ions.

The ionic mobility of the samples was studied mainly by 7Li NMR line shape analysis. The onset tem-
perature for the motional narrowing gives the jump frequency of the Li ions at that temperature being the full
width at half maximum of the non-narrowed 7Li NMR line. No clear dependence of the ionic mobility from
the Al amount of the Al-doped LLZ was found. However, very small amounts as well as very large amounts
of Al seem to be not beneficial for the Li ion mobility. Interestingly, the ratio of by Al substituted La to the
by Al substituted Zr ions seems to play an important role regarding the ionic mobility and the structure of the
LLZ.

The 7Li NMR spin lattice relaxation measurements gave rate maxima in the range from 573 K to 623 K
for the samples prepared. For a few samples field gradient measurements were carried out by A. Kuhn. With
this technique the measurement of the long range (= several µm) diffusion of the Li ions is accessible. For the
measurements the sample was put in a commercial probe (Bruker) and put into the magnet but not in its usual
place where a homogeneous magnetic field is present but beneath this place such that the sample experiences
a magnetic field gradient. Thus, the sample experiences different magnetic field strengths along the z-axis (=
parallel to the field direction). Therefore, the Li ions of a thin layer (in the order of one µm) in the sample
perpendicular to the magnetic field B0 are marked with their Larmor Frequency. The magnetization build up
by the Li ions in this layer can be turned from the z-axis into the xy-plane by a p/2-pulse. Staying there the
magnetization defocusses due to spin-spin relaxation. A p-pulse after a waiting time leads to a refocussing of
the magnetization such that the signal can be detected. However, the refocussing does only work for the Li
ions staying in the layer. Thus, if Li ions leave the layer during the waiting time the intensity of the signal is
decreased. This way the diffusion coefficient of the Li ions in the material is directly accessible (in case of
sufficiently long spin-spin relaxation times). For a more detailed description of this technique, see ref. 8.

The low synthesis temperatures created polycrystalline LLZ which exhibited a large amount of blocking
grain boundaries. Therefore, the samples heat treated at 873 K showed very low dc conductivities. However,
a high-frequency plateau was observed exhibiting the Li ion conductivity in the bulk. For completeness an
Li2O enriched starting mixture was heat treated after the milling process at about 1500 K for 15 h. For this
sample a dc conductivity of about 1 x 10�4 S/cm at ambient temperature was observed giving an activation
energy of about 0.33 eV for the sample with n(Al) = 0.30 (n(Al) = x+ y+ z).

Figure 69: XRPD patterns and 27Al MAS NMR spectra of mechanosynthesized La2Li0.5Al0.5O4
before and after heat treatment at 873 K for 6 h.
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Figure 70: Crystal structure of La2Li0.5Al0.5O4.
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From the different experiments giving jump rates (line shape analysis, spin lattice relaxation rates) or
diffusion coefficients (static field gradient measurements) as well as from the impedance measurements the
jump rates of the Li ions were calculated. In a plot of the logarithmic jump rate versus the inverse temperature
for a sample with n(Al) = 0.40 a straight line was obtained giving an activation energy of about 0.33 eV.

Several questions remain to be answered, for example: What are the exact positions of the Al ions intro-
duced into the LLZ? Which substitution ratio is optimal for a high ionic conductivity? How to control the
reaction to be more reproducible regarding the Li ion mobility properties?

Some of the questions might be answered by the investigation planned for the near future. Furthermore, it
will be tested if the sintering temperature can be reduced from the 1500 K used for the highly conducting LLZ
pellet. This would ease the use of the LLZ for applications. Especially the preparation of thin films of the
LLZ to be used as electrolytes in all solid state batteries is of large interest. To the knowledge of the author,
the mechanosynthesis routine presented in this work is currently used by several research groups to prepare
thin films of LLZ for application in micro batteries.

The results were presented in a paper written by A. Kuhn and the author, published in J. Phys. Chem.
C (shown below). It should be noted that some of the main results of this work are also shown in a tutorial
review about the mechanosynthesis of oxides. [9]

Another interesting result from that study was the synthesis of La2Li0.5Al0.5O4 as a side phase. Only
a single publication written by Abbattatista et al. [10] dealing with the preparation of this compound could
be found by the author. According to this publication, the compound crystallizes in the tetragonal K2NiF4
structure (space group: I4/mmm). Thereby, the La ions occupy sites coordinated by nine oxygen ions (4e)
(4 oxygen ions forming a square beneath a larger "oxygen-square" twisted by 45� to the first one almost even
with the La ion and another oxygen ion forming a pyramid with the large square) while the Al and Li ions are
statistically distributed over the octahedrally coordinated site (2a). First attempts to prepare La2Li0.5Al0.5O4
by high-energy ball milling a mixture of Li2O, Al2O3 and La2O3 for 8 h under the same conditions as already
reported for the synthesis of the LLZ, resulted in almost phase pure material exhibiting a small amount of
residual La2O3, see Fig. 70. It will be tested in the future if phase pure La2Li0.5Al0.5O4 can be prepared (e. g.,
by enhancing the milling time). Also a doping with other elements will be tried. Interestingly, the 27Al MAS
NMR spectrum of the mechanosynthesized La2Li0.5Al0.5O4 exhibits two NMR lines with chemical shifts of
12.7 pm and 78.5 ppm pointing to octahedrally and tetrahedrally by oxygen coordinated Al, respectively, see
Fig. 70. After heat-treatment of the sample only a single NMR line representing Al ions with octahedral
coordination can be seen, as expected for the structure. The XRPD pattern of the heat-treated sample exhibits
a narrowing of the peaks due to grain growth and reduction of strain. Also the peaks of La2O3 are still visible.
Since the XRPD pattern of the mechanosynthesized material clearly shows the structure of La2Li0.5Al0.5O4,
it seems likely that the mechanosynthesized La2Li0.5Al0.5O4 is characterized by a distribution of Al ions over
the 2e and 4e sites (although the 4e sites are not tetrahedrally, but at least asymmetrically coordinated). This
might affect properties of this material like its ionic conductivity[11] or dielectric behavior[12]. This shall be
tested in the future. A distribution of cations on the sites of the structure of a compound prepared by high-
energy ball milling differing with the one in the structure of the same compound prepared by a conventional
solid state synthesis is inter alia known for compounds crystallizing in the spinel structure. [13,14]
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ABSTRACT: Various polycrystalline samples of Al-doped garnet-like Li7La3Zr2O12
crystallizing with cubic symmetry were synthesized from the binary oxides Li2O, ZrO2,
Al2O3, and La2O3. The synthesis of phase pure samples was carried out following a two-step
preparation route. It consists of an activation step by high-energy ball milling and a
subsequent annealing step at elevated temperatures. The synthesis route chosen allows the
precise adjustment of the cationic ratios, leading to a garnet which is best described by the
formula Li7−3x+zAlx+y+zLa3−yZr2−zO12. As confirmed by X-ray powder diffraction and 27Al
magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), at low Al concentrations the
incorporated Al3+ ions act as an aliovalent dopant by replacing three Li+ ions. However, with
increasing Al content, La3+ and Zr4+ ions are progressively replaced by Al ions. It turned out
that, in particular, the substitution of La3+ and Zr4+ with Al3+ ions stabilizes the cubic
modification of the garnet and greatly affects the corresponding Li ion dynamics. The latter
has been probed by both impedance and 7Li NMR spectroscopy. The high ion conductivity (10−4 S cm−1 at 293 K) found does
not only depend on the stoichiometry and the annealing conditions chosen but also on the exact kind of Al distribution on the
different sites in Li7La3Zr2O12.

I. INTRODUCTION
Li-containing garnet-type oxides are considered to act as
promising fast ion-conducting electrolytes in, e.g., all-solid-state
lithium-ion batteries. These are expected to be one of the key
technologies to store electrical energy in the next years.1−7

Hence, previously a number of studies have been published
which are concerned with profound investigations of the
structure−property relations of crystalline garnet-type oxides
(see, e.g., refs 6 and 8−14). In particular, the garnet with the
nominal composition “Li7La3Zr2O12” (LLZ) crystallizing with
cubic symmetry attracted large interest. In contrast to the
tetragonal counterpart, which is characterized by an ionic bulk
conductivity in the order of 10−6 S cm−1 (300 K),16,22 some of
the samples with cubic symmetry investigated so far show an
extraordinarily high Li+ conductivity in the order of 10−4 S
cm−1 (300 K).1,7,14−21 Currently, much work is in progress to
identify the origins causing the high lithium ion conductivity.
The results of recently published studies provide strong

evidence that Al3+ ions, which were unintentionally incorpo-
rated into LLZ during the high-temperature synthesis
procedure using alumina crucibles, at least stabilize the cubic
modification against the tetragonal one.14,17,20,23 For compar-
ison, the preparation of Al-free LLZ usually leads to the
formation of the tetragonally distorted garnet.17,19,23 It is worth
noting that Al-free tetragonal LLZ transforms into the cubic
modification at elevated temperatures.23 However, as some of

us showed quite recently, the phase transformation is not
accompanied by a significant enhancement of the ionic
conductivity.16 Obviously, merely increasing the symmetry
does not lead to the enhancement of the Li+ conductivity
observed for some of the samples studied (see also ref 24). As
already discussed by Geiger et al., at low dopant levels the
incorporation of Al may influence the number fraction of Li
vacancies and, thus, the Li ion conductivity. Further
investigations focusing on the role Al plays in influencing the
Li ion dynamics parameters might be useful to understand and,
in the best case, to improve Li ion transport in LLZ.
Here, we present a systematic study addressing in depth the

effects of Al incorporation on both structural and dynamic
properties of LLZ. For this purpose we developed a soft
synthesis route avoiding high temperatures and enabling the
precise adjustment of the contents of all cations in LLZ.
Alternatively, sol−gel procedures25−28 may certainly be used for
similar investigations. However, the necessary temperatures for
the latter procedures are still higher than the temperatures
needed for the synthesis routine described here.
In the present study, various polycrystalline samples of cubic

LLZ with different amounts of Al were prepared from mixtures
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of the binary oxides Li2O, ZrO2, La2O3, and Al2O3 by high-
energy ball milling29!32 and subsequent annealing of the
mechanically activated mixtures. While the final composition of
the samples can easily be controlled by precisely adjusting the
amounts of the starting materials used, a low annealing
temperature prevents Li loss usually taking place when LLZ
is prepared according to high-temperature ceramic synthesis
routes. Sample characterization was carried out by X-ray
powder diffraction (XRPD) and 27Al magic angle spinning
(MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. In
particular, 27Al NMR spectroscopy has been used to roughly
correlate the distinct NMR lines of Al-doped LLZ17,23 with the
doping mechanisms identified. Ion transport properties were
probed by variable-temperature 7Li NMR line shape measure-
ments as well as impedance spectroscopy. The latter take
advantage of measurements carried out at frequencies up to the
gigahertz range.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A series of polycrystalline samples with the nominal
composition Li7!3x+zAlx+y+zLa3!yZr2!zO12 were prepared by
high-energy ball milling from the corresponding binary oxides,
viz. dry Li2O (99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich), γ-Al2O3 (99.997%, Alfa
Aesar), La2O3 (99.99%, Fluka), and ZrO2 (99.99%, Sigma-
Aldrich).
For the conventional solid-state synthesis routines reported

in the literature an excess of Li is used (vide supra). To
elucidate the effect of the Li2O ratio on the structure as well as
on the ion dynamics, three series of samples with different Li2O
ratios were prepared. The first one, labeled series A, has the
nominal stoichiometry Li7!3xAlxLa3Zr2O12. Series B, which is
Li7!3 xAl xLa3Zr2O12 + 0 .75x(Li2O) and ser ies C
(Li7!3xAlxLa3Zr2O12 + 1.25x(Li2O)) were preapred with a
slight excess of Li2O.
Here, mixtures with a total mass of 2 g were high-energy ball

milled in an argon atmosphere using a planetary mill P7
premium line (Fritsch) in combination with a vial set made of
tungsten carbide (45 mL beaker, 100 balls with a diameter of 5
mm each). The mixtures were milled at a rotational speed of
600 rpm for 8 h at ambient temperature. Afterward, a pellet (8
mm in diameter and "1 mm in thickness) was prepared from
each of the milled powders by cold-pressing at "1 GPa. The
pellet and the residual powder were placed in quartz shuttles
and annealed at 873 K using a constant flow of synthetic air
(Linde). After 6 h, the samples were cooled down to a
temperature of about 773 K. After that, the shuttles were
removed from the oven and quenched to ambient temperature
by putting them on a fire brick. For comparison, for one of the
samples the annealing step was replaced by a reaction step; i.e.,
the powder was kept for 15 h at 1500 K in a corundum crucible.
The obtained powders were characterized by XRPD using a

D8 Advance diffractometer (Bruker) operating with Cu Kα
radiation at 40 kV. Further characterization was carried out by
27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy using a Bruker Avance III
spectrometer connected to an Ultrashield Plus 600 MHz
magnet (Bruker) with a nominal field of 14.1 T. NMR spectra
were acquired with a Bruker 2.5 mm double-resonance MAS
probe using a single excitation pulse with a length of "2 μs.
The spinning rate νrot was set to 30 kHz using room-
temperature bearing gas. Chemical shift values δiso were
referenced to an aqueous solution of aluminum nitrate.
Variable-temperature 7Li NMR measurements, including the

acquisition of (i) line shapes under nonrotating, i.e., static

conditions, and (ii) spin!lattice relaxation (SLR) rates, were
performed with an MSL 400 spectrometer (Bruker) in
combination with a 9.4 T cryomagnet (Oxford). Prior to
these measurements the samples were dried at 373 K for at
least 12 h in vacuum and then heat-sealed in glass ampulla. The
resonance frequency was 155.4 MHz. For the measurements
presented a standard high-temperature probe (Bruker) was
used. The π/2 pulse length was 2 μs. SLR NMR rates were
measured with the saturation recovery pulse sequence where a
comb of closely spaced π/2 pulses was used to destroy any
longitudinal magnetization M(t).33,34 The subsequent recovery
of M(t) was probed with a single π/2 pulse as a function of
waiting time. Additionally, some preliminary solid echo NMR
measurements were recorded by taking advantage of the static
field-gradient of a cryomagnet (14.1 T of an Avance III
spectrometer (Bruker)). Macroscopic lithium diffusion coef-
ficients were estimated from the obtained echo decay curves.
Additionally, ac impedance spectra (0.05 Hz to 20 MHz)

were measured with a Novocontrol Concept 80 broadband
dielectric spectrometer which is equipped with an Alpha-AN
analyzer in connection with a ZGS active sample cell test
interface (Novocontrol). The sample temperature was
controlled (±0.1 K) with a Novocontrol QUATRO using a
gas-flow of heated nitrogen which was freshly evaporated. After
annealing the impedance pellets as mentioned above electrodes
were applied by Au evaporation using an Edwards 306
evaporator. In order to remove any residual moisture, prior
to the measurements all pellets were kept several hours inside
the sample cell at 390 K under a constant flow of nitrogen gas.
The ac impedance data, recorded at frequencies up to 3 GHz,
were measured using a (microwave) rf extension line
(Novocontrol) connected to an Agilent 4991 rf analyzer.
For selected samples the amount of Al and Li was measured

by inductive coupled plasma (ICP) optical emission spectros-
copy (OES) using a Varian 715 spectrometer. Here, 25 mg of
the samples was mixed with an equimolar solution of 3 mL of
concentrated nitric acid and concentrated phosphoric acid. The
mixture was placed in a Teflon autoclave which was heated
inside a microwave oven at 523 K for about 25 min. Calibration
curves were measured using LiOH and Al2O3. It turned out that
the losses of Li and Al, occurring during annealing at 873 K for
6 h after mechanical activation, were as low as ca. 1 and 2 wt %,
respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Mechanosynthesis of Al-Doped Li7La3Zr2O12.

Exemplarily, in Figure 1 the XRPD patterns of mechanosynthe-
sized Al-doped LLZ with x = 0.3 (series B) before and after the
annealing step are shown. Judging from XRPD the two-step
synthesis route yields phase-pure LLZ crystallizing with cubic
symmetry. Directly after high-energy ball milling, the
polycrystalline powder is composed of nanometer-sized
crystallites of LLZ as well as ZrO2. The XRPD pattern of
ZrO2 (Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards
(JCPDS) number 37-1484) is indicated in Figure 1a by vertical
bars. The broad humps detected point to amorphous milling
products. Thermal annealing of the activated powder for 6 h at
873 K completes the mechanically initiated reaction. The
pattern obtained for the final product (Figure 1b) is in perfect
agreement with the data reported by Geiger et al.23

Without the assistance of thermal annealing, merely by
increasing the milling time (up to 48 h) no complete
conversion of the starting materials has been observed. Thus,
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soft annealing is a necessary preparation step in the synthesis of
cubic LLZ. Here, the complete transformation of a mechan-
ically activated mixture advantageously occurs at a significantly
lower temperature as compared to conventional synthesis
routes (see also ref 29).
B. Aliovalent Doping: Replacement of 3Li+ with Al3+.

It is assumed that a replacement of Li with Al according to 3Li+

! Al3+, which leads to LLZ with the composition
Li7!3xAlxLa3Zr2O12, takes place. This doping mechanism, in
the following denoted by (!), was already discussed by Geiger
et al.23 (vide supra). At first glance, one might assume that the
substitution of Al3+ for 3Li3+ could explain the enhanced

conductivity usually observed for cubic “Li7La3Zr2O12”.
However, it seems questionable whether the associated
formation of additional vacancies on the lithium sites further
facilitates Li transport since, from the outset, the regular Li sites
are only partially occupied in cubic LLZ.
In order to get further insight into the role that Al plays, in a

first approach we prepared aliovalently exchanged LLZ samples
with the nominal composition of Li7!3xAlxLa3Zr2O12 (0 " x "
1.2) by using the exact stoichiometric ratios of the starting
materials (series A, vide supra). Figure 2a shows the
corresponding XRPD patterns recorded with the Al contents
x as indicated. For all values of x, LLZ is obtained as a major
phase. Up to an Al amount of x = 0.25, the products are phase-
pure on the XRD level, and the aliovalent exchange turns out to
be successful.
For x < 0.20 the obtained powders do not crystallize well

with cubic symmetry. This is in good agreement with the
results of Rangasamy et al.14 The patterns show broad and
asymmetric peaks presumably caused by very small crystallites
and/or increased lattice strain. Moreover, a partial reduction of
the crystal symmetry might be responsible for the broadening
observed. In Figure 5, the width of the most intense XRPD
peak, showing up at 2" # 17°, of the three series is shown as a
function of x. Except for a few samples (notably the ones with x
= 0.60 of series A and C), the peak width almost continuously
decreases with increasing Al content. Obviously, the relevant
substitution processes taking place (see below) stabilize the
cubic crystal structure.
The aliovalent exchange goes along with the emergence of a

27Al MAS NMR line around 64 ppm (see Figure 2b). With
increasing Al content several impurity phases such as La2Zr2O7
(JCPDS 17-450), LaAlO3 (JCPDS 31-22), #-LiAlO2 (JCPDS

Figure 1. XRPD patterns of a mechanosynthesised sample of LLZ
with x = 0.30 (series B, see text for further details): (a) XRPD directly
recorded after 8 h of mechanical treatment in a high-energy ball mill;
(b) final XRPD pattern of phase-pure cubic LLZ which was obtained
after annealing the material for 6 h at 873 K.

Figure 2. (a) XRPD patterns of a series of Li7!3xAlxLa3Zr2O12 samples (series A) with the nominal Al contents x as indicated. (b) Corresponding
27Al MAS NMR spectra which were recorded at a magnetic field of 14.1 T and an MAS spinning rate of 30 kHz. See text for further explanation.
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38-1464) and La2Li0.5Al0.5O4 (JCPDS 40-1167) show up.
However, no clear trend in the formation of these phases is
observed. At least for x > 0.6, La2Zr2O7 seems to be the main
side product formed. An important consequence is that the
stoichiometry of the LLZ phase is altered. For example, when
La2Zr2O7 is formed, the garnet phase contains less La and Zr.
Accordingly, when LaAlO3 shows up, LLZ is reduced in Al and
La. Obviously, Al replaces not only Li but also La and Zr.
The corresponding 27Al MAS NMR spectra of the samples

(Figure 2b) comprise several lines viz. at 11, 64, 78, 82, and 93
ppm. The signal at 11 ppm shows up when LaAlO3 is formed.
The associated isotropic chemical shift value !iso is in
accordance with literature data for pure LaAlO3.

23,35 The
corresponding chemical shift of "-LiAlO2 can be calculated
from the quadrupolar and isotropic shift values given in the
literature.39 It turns out to be !75 ppm at 14.1 T. Here, a slight
shoulder is indeed observed at 75 ppm when LiAlO2 is formed.
However, it is covered by the intense NMR line at 78 ppm
which represents Al in the LLZ phase. Interestingly, the line at
78 ppm is observed in La or Zr deficient LLZ. Therefore, it
might represent Al residing on the La and/or Zr sites in the
garnet. This assumption will be checked in detail below.
Interestingly, some of the samples investigated by 27Al MAS
NMR reveal a slight shoulder at 82 ppm. Probably, this NMR
line also represents Al in LLZ (see also below).
The NMR line at 93 ppm is only observed for x = 0.6. At first

glance it might be assigned to Al ions in La2Li0.5Al0.5O4 wherein

Al is assumed to be coordinated by oxygen forming an
elongated octahedron.36 Because there are no NMR data in the
literature available, we prepared almost phase pure
La2Li0.5Al0.5O4 by mechanosynthesis. The corresponding 27Al
MAS NMR spectrum of an annealed sample (6 h at 873 K) is
composed of a single line at 12 ppm which shows a relatively
low intensity. This might explain the absence of such an NMR
line with this chemical shift in the 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of
the LLZ sample with x = 0.60 (see Figure S1, Supporting
Information). Thus, the NMR intensity located at 93 ppm
seems to represent Al on an unknown site in the garnet (see
also ref 37).
The effect that incorporated Al does stabilize the cubic

modification over the tetragonal one has already been discussed
in refs 17 and 23. In the present study, this effect can also be
monitored via the change of the XRPD peak widths with
increasing x. The peak widths are significantly reduced with the
incorporation of Al (see Figure 5). Certainly, when impurity
phases are present (series A), the trend is less clearly visible.
The samples of series B and C, which were prepared with an
excess of Li2O, proved to be more suitable to show the effect.
The additional amount of Li2O seems to provide a reaction
medium where the growth of the LLZ phase is favored. For
example, this might be due to an improved contact between
crystallites in the ball-milled precursor material. However, in
the case of series B and C, the only significant minority phase
found is La2Zr2O7.

Figure 3. (a) XRPD patterns of a series of Li7"3xAlxLa3Zr2O12 + 0.75 x(Li2O) samples (series B) with the nominal Al contents x as indicated. (b)
Corresponding 27Al MAS NMR spectra which were recorded at a magnetic field of 14.1 T and an MAS spinning rate of 30 kHz. See text for further
explanation.
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The corresponding XRPD patterns and 27Al MAS NMR
spectra of series B are shown in Figure 3. The XRPD data point
to phase-pure LLZ up to a value of about x = 0.3. The
incorporation of small amounts of Al in the LLZ phase goes
along with the emergence of a 27Al MAS NMR line at 64 ppm,
which again represents the aliovalent exchange of Al for Li. At
higher Al levels, XRPD peaks of a second phase, viz. La2Zr2O7,
are observed. Again, this results in a garnet phase depleted in La
and Zr. Concomitantly, the NMR line at 78 ppm emerges with
both increasing x and the formation of La2Zr2O7 (see above).
Exemplarily, a Rietveld refinement of the sample with x = 1.2
revealed that it is composed of !33 wt % La2Zr2O7 and !66 wt
% Al-doped LLZ. With these values the actual stoichiometry
Li7"3x+zAlx+y+zLa3"yZr2"zO12 of the sample can be determined to
be Li6.68Al1.54La2.55Zr1.26O12 with x # 0.35, y # 0.45, and z #
0.74. These values are in good agreement with those estimated
from 27Al MAS NMR: the three distinct NMR lines showing up
at 64, 78, and 82 ppm are assumed to be related to three
distinct doping mechanisms (!), ("), and (#). While (!)
denotes aliovalent doping (see above), (") is described by La3+

! Al3+ and (#) denotes Zr4+ ! Li+ + Al3+. Assuming x + y + z
= 1.54, as calculated from Rietveld analysis, a rough
deconvolution of the corresponding 27Al MAS NMR spectrum
of the sample with x = 1.2 (series B) yields x = 0.33, y = 0.42,
and z = 0.80.
It should be mentioned that 27Al MAS NMR signals around

80 ppm were also observed by Geiger et al.23 From their 27Al
MQMAS NMR measurements they concluded that these
signals result from a single NMR line which is perturbed by
second-order quadrupolar effects. However, judging from the
27Al MAS NMR spectra of some of our samples (see below),
we may not rule out that these signals could also originate from
two separate NMR lines representing different crystallographic
sites in the structure of the garnet.

Compared with series B, the samples of series C show very
similar results (see Figure 4a): phase-pure LLZ is obtained but
up to Al levels of x = 0.6; at even higher values of x the
formation of La2Zr2O7 is observed. Interestingly, the

27Al MAS
NMR line at 78 ppm (and 82 ppm) emerges with significant
intensity although the XRPD patterns do not reveal any
indications for the formation of La2Zr2O7, see Figure 4b. This
might be considered as an argument against the above-given
assignment that this NMR line reflects the replacement of Zr
and La with Al. It is worth noting that no residual Li2O can be
detected by XRPD which does not rule out that it may be X-ray
amorphous. However, assuming that the excess of Li2O has
been incorporated into the garnet and disregarding the
formation of oxygen vacancies, the LLZ formed should be
characterized by smaller ratios of Al, La, and Zr. In the case of
series C with Li7"3xAlxLa3Zr2O12 + 1.25x(Li2O) this would lead
to [(12 + 1.25x)/12]Li(7"0.5x)[12/(12+1.25x)]Alx[12/(12+1.25x)]·
La3[12/(12+1.25x)]Zr2[12/(12+1.25x)]O12. This assumption would
explain why for series C garnet-type LLZ is obtained phase
pure up to higher Al contents (x = 0.60) than for series A (x =
0.25) and B (x = 0.30) as well as for series B compared to series
A. This might be considered as another argument for the
existence of the doping mechanisms La3+ ! Al3+ and Zr4+ !
Al3+ + Li+, respectively.

C. Mixed Doping Mechanisms. In order to check the
assumption that Al replaces La and Zr in LLZ as mentioned
above, we synthesized several LLZ samples with very high Al
contents, which can be described with the formula
Li7"3x+zAlx+y+zLa3"yZr2"zO12. Indeed, it is possible to synthesize
nearly phase-pure LLZ with nominal Al contents up to n(Al) =
x + y + z # 2 whereby considerable amounts of La and Zr are
replaced by Al. Selected results are shown in Figure 6.
In Figure 7 three different compositions with very high Al

contents are presented. Interestingly, both the XRPD pattern
and 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of a sample with the nominal

Figure 4. (a) XRPD patterns of a series of Li7"3xAlxLa3Zr2O12 + 1.25x(Li2O) samples (series C) with the nominal Al contents x as indicated. (b)
Corresponding 27Al MAS NMR spectra which were recorded at a magnetic field of 14.1 T and an MAS spinning rate of 30 kHz. See text for further
explanation.
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composition “Li6.95Al2La2.15Zr1.15O12” are very similar to those
of the sample with x = 0.60 of series A. However, in the case of
Li6.36Al1.78La2.26Zr1.38O12 besides a small amount of !-LiAlO2
almost phase pure LLZ is obtained. The corresponding 27Al
MAS NMR spectrum reveals a signal with a very low intensity
at 11 ppm (see inset in Figure 7). It probably indicates the
formation of a small amount of LaAlO3. Increasing the nominal
amounts of La and Zr up to a composition of approximately
Li5.73Al1.78La2.36Zr1.47O12, the formation of La2Zr2O7 can be
observed. Hence, the maximum amount of Al which can
substitute La and/or Zr in the LLZ seems to be n(Al) ! 1.78
while n(Al) = 2 leads to the formation of, e.g., !-LiAlO2 and
La2Li0.5Al0.5O4. Interestingly, the XRPD peaks of these three
samples are considerable broader than those found for the
other LLZ samples with a large Al content. Therefore, it seems
plausible to assume a characteristic Al content at which the
stabilization of the cubic LLZ is at its maximum. If the amount
of Al is increased further, the cubic LLZ is destabilized once
again.
For comparison, the aliovalently Al-doped sample (mecha-

nism (") assumed) with x = 1.20 (series B) is also shown in
Figure 6. Note that the intensity of the NMR line at 82 ppm of

this sample is higher than those found for the other samples
(see Figure 6). Assuming that the signal at 82 ppm reflects
mechanism (!) Zr4+ ! Li+ + Al3+, a very large amount of Al has
been substituted for Zr, which is in agreement with the
calculated chemical formula Li6.68Al1.54La2.55Zr1.26O12 (vide
supra). However, this seems to be an exception since generally
we observed a preference of the substitution mechanism
connected to the 27Al NMR line at 78 ppm over that one
ascribed to the signal at 82 ppm.
From the results presented up to here, two main conclusions

can be drawn: (i) the doping mechanisms La3+ ! Al3+ and Zr4+

! Al3+ + Li+ do take place, and (ii) the 27Al NMR lines
showing up at 64, 78, and 82 ppm result from Al residing on
different crystallographic sites in the garnet. Hereby, the line at
64 ppm represents the replacement of Li by Al while the other
lines reflect the replacement of La and Zr. NMR chemical shifts
of the three signals lie in the range being typical of tetrahedral
coordination. The signal at 64 ppm might well be Al on the
tetrahedral Li1 position. For the substitution of Al for La and
Zr the situation is probably different. In garnet-type LLZ La
resides in a dodecahedral site and Zr in an octahedral site. The
27Al NMR lines with chemical shifts of 78 and 82 ppm, which
emerge with the exchange of La and Zr by Al, rather point to 4-
fold oxygen coordination.40 Therefore, Al probably does not
occupy the La or Zr sites but resides on tetrahedral sites next to
a vacancy created. So far, the correct assignment of the various
NMR signals turns out to be a difficult task because no clear
relation between isotropic 27Al MAS NMR chemical shifts and
both the coordination number and the Al"O distance d can be
found in the literature.38

By comparing the different doping mechanisms, there is a
qualitative difference between the aliovalent doping mechanism
and the mixed doping mechanism. This can be rationalized by
considering the structure of the garnets stuffed with Li.
Li7La3Zr2O12 should be understood as Li7

+[La3Zr2O12]
7", i.e., a

negatively charged garnet network being filled with Li ions
compensating for the negative charge. The aliovalent doping
mechanism then leads to Li7"3x

+Alx
3+[La3Zr2O12]

7". In this
case, the stoichiometry of the garnet network is not affected by

Figure 5. Width of the XRPD peak (full width at half-maximum
(fwhm)) at 2# ! 17° (see Figures 2a, 3a, and 4a) as a function of Al
content x. The solid line is drawn to guide the eye.

Figure 6. (a) XRPD patterns of a sample of series B with x = 1.2 as well as of selected samples systematically reduced in La and Zr. (b)
Corresponding 27Al MAS NMR spectra recorded at a field of 14.1 T and an MAS spinning rate of 30 kHz. The inset shows a magnification of a part
of the NMR spectra of the sample with the composition Li6.36Al1.78La2.27Zr1.36O12. It exhibits a small amount of octahedrally coordinated Al (see
text).
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doping, and a significant impact on the Li dynamics is not to be
expected. The replacement of La and Zr by Al, however,
directly affects the garnet network itself, leading to
Li7!3x+z

+Alx
3+[La3!yAlyZr2!zAlzO12]

z!7. It is obvious that this
kind of doping will more likely have a significant impact on the
garnet structure as well as on the Li ion dynamics.
D. Li Ion Dynamics As Probed by NMR and

Impedance Spectroscopy. 1. NMR Line Narrowing. Li ion
dynamics of the samples were roughly characterized by static
7Li NMR line narrowing measurements. Such measurements
are useful when short-ranged dynamics have to be studied. As
an example, in Figure 8a the 7Li NMR lines of the sample with
x = 0.30 of series B are shown. At low T the NMR line is
dipolarily broadenend and can be described with a Gaussian
line shape. At higher temperatures, as the jump rate of the Li
spins exceeds the dipolar coupling constant, the dipole!dipole
interactions are averaged, resulting in a motionally narrowed
NMR line.41 Here, a two-step narrowing is observed pointing
to a hetergeneous Li ion dynamics.11,17

By plotting the line width (full width at half-maximum,
fwhm) vs T, a so-called motional narrowing (MN) curve is
obtained which can be used to roughly estimate the Li+

diffusivity. In Figure 8b, the corresponding narrowing curve
of cubic LLZ (series B, x = 0.30) is shown together with those
of the previously studied tetragonal16 and cubic17 LLZ prepared
by conventional solid-state synthesis. The Li diffusivity of the
mechanosynthesized material is nearly as high as that of cubic
LLZ synthesized conventionally but significantly higher than
that of the Al-free LLZ crystallizing with tetragonal symmetry.
At the inflection point (T = TMN) of the NMR MN curve the

mean Li jump rate !MN
!1 is approximately given by the relation

!MN
!1 " Δ"rl, where Δ"rl denotes the rigid lattice line width in

radians. Here, Δ"rl(T!0) is approximately 5.7 ! 104 s!1. In
Figure 8b, the temperature TMN is marked by a vertically drawn
dashed line. To compare the dynamic properties of the samples
prepared, in Figure 8c TMN is shown as a function of n(Al)
(which is x for series A, B, and C) together with the TMN values
of both cubic LLZ17 and Al-free tetragonal LLZ16 prepared via
high-temperature solid-state synthesis. Most of the samples
prepared exhibited TMN values ranging from 235 to 315 K and,

Figure 7. (a) XRPD patterns of three samples systematically reduced in La and Zr but with a very high Al content. (b) Corresponding 27Al MAS
NMR spectra recorded at a field of 14.1 T and an MAS spinning rate of 30 kHz.

Figure 8. (a) 7Li NMR lines of mechanosynthesized, aliovalently
doped LLZ with x = 0.30 (series B). Data were recorded under static
conditions at "0/2# = 155.4 MHz. (b) Motional narrowing (MN) of
the corresponding line width (red data points). For comparison, the
MN curves of cubic (dashed black line, data taken from ref 17) and
tetragonal (dashed blue line, data taken from ref 16) LLZ prepared by
conventional solid-state syntheses are included as well. (c) TMN
(deduced from the curves shown in (b)) as a function of the nominal
composition n(Al). Series D marks the samples systematically reduced
in La and Zr. The data point at n(Al) = 1.78 refers to the sample
Li6.36Al1.78La2.26Zr1.38O12. The green and blue triangles mark the
inflection points of cubic and tetragonal LLZ.16,17
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thus, show higher diffusivities than the samples free of Al (see
Figure 8c).
Regarding TMN(n(Al)), the characteristic temperature seems

to pass through a broad minimum located between n(Al) =
0.20 and n(Al) = 0.60 for the samples of series A and B. It
points to a maximum Li ion diffusivity for samples with these
compositions. At n(Al) ! 1.00 there seems to be a minimum of
the Li diffusivity for these two series. Interestingly, the Li
diffusivity increases once more when the Al content is increased
further. For comparison, the value of a very fast sample with a
nominal composition of Li6.67Al0.38La2.86Zr1.90O12 is also shown.
Obviously, the Al content itself is not the only parameter

determining the Li ion dynamics. Possible explanations could
be (i) a correlation with the Li concentration,42 (ii) the
occurrence of oxygen vacancies as presumed by Murugan et
al.,42 or (iii) a strong influence of the relative contributions of
the different doping mechanisms. As to (i), we did not observe
a clear correlation between the Li content and the ion
diffusivity of the samples prepared which was evaluated by
comparing the integrals of the 7Li NMR lines. Concerning (ii),
with the analytical tools available we are not able to decide
whether oxygen vacancies, which have been assumed in, e.g.,
refs 26 and 42, are present to a significant extent. As to (iii), it is
important to consider the different types of doping which
definitely have a different impact on the garnet structure as
pointed out above.
It is worth mentioning that some of the samples were

prepared several times in different batches to check the
reproducibility of the results. It turned out that TMN varied by
up to "140 K for some equally prepared samples. Exemplarily,
in Figure 9a the XRPD patterns of two samples with x = 0.30 of
series B are shown.
The sample labeled as “F” (fast) is characterized by TMN =

240 K while the slower one labeled as “S” is shifted toward
higher T, yielding TMN = 380 K (see Figure 8c). Interestingly,
the XRPD peak widths of sample “F”, which is also included in
Figure 5, are larger than those obtained for sample “S”. In
Figure 9b, the corresponding 27Al MAS NMR spectra are
shown to check for any differences of the two samples. Whereas
the NMR spectrum of sample “S”, which has already been
included in Figure 3b, reveals a distinct signal at 78 ppm
presumably reflecting the doping mechanism (!), in the

corresponding NMR spectrum of sample “F” a signal at 81 ppm
shows up. Tentatively, the latter can be ascribed to doping
mechanism ("). Independently of these differences, the two
spectra show very similar NMR intensities at 64 ppm ascribed
to the aliovalent doping (#). Thus, as already proposed above,
the relative contributions of the different doping mechanisms
(!) and (") seem to significantly affect Li ion dynamics in LLZ.
However, it should be mentioned that there are also some

samples with a similar composition prepared more than one
time which revealed besides similar XRPD patterns very
comparable dynamic properties.
Since some of the samples of series B reveal the highest Li

diffusivities observed in this study, only samples of these series
were chosen for additional conductivity measurements and
NMR experiments.

2. 7Li NMR Spin#Lattice Relaxation Rates.When plotted as
a function of inverse temperature, the 7Li NMR spin#lattice
relaxation (SLR) rate R1 passes through a maximum at the
temperature at which the Li jump rate $#1 is in the order of the
Larmor frequency: $#1 ! %0. Exemplarily, in Figure 10 the SLR

Figure 9. (a) XRPD patterns of two different samples of series B with x = 0.30. The XRPD peak widths of the sample labeled as “F” are broader than
those found for the sample labeled as “S”. (b) 27Al MAS NMR spectra of the two materials which were recorded at a field of 14.1 T and a spinning
rate of 30 kHz.

Figure 10. 7Li NMR SLR rates R1 of LLZ with x = 0.30 (series B)
recorded at &0 = %0/2' = 155.4 MHz. For comparison, those of cubic
and tetragonal LLZ prepared by a solid-state synthesis are also
included (data were taken from refs 16 and 17).
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rates R1 of LLZ with x = 0.30 (series B) are shown. The
diffusion-induced NMR SLR rates are very similar to those of
conventionally synthesized cubic LLZ which has been studied
by some of us quite recently (see ref 17). For comparison, the
corresponding data are indicated in Figure 10 by a dashed line.
Below 180 K the rate R1 is governed by nondiffusion induced
background relaxation, which is characterized by a very weak
temperature dependence. At elevated temperatures the low-T
flank of the diffusion-induced rate peak R1(1/T) is visible. For
the sake of completeness also the NMR SLR rates recently
obtained for Al-free LLZ crystallizing with tetragonal
symmetry16 are included (see dashed-dotted line).
Independent of n(Al), diffusion-induced rate maxima show

up between 573 and 623 K pointing to jump rates in the order
of 109 s!1 (see the Arrhenius plot of Figure 12 where !!1 is
plotted vs 1/T). Taking into account the estimated jump rate
from NMR motional narrowing measurements, which has also
been included in Figure 12, an activation energy Ea of 0.33(2)
eV can be deduced. This value is in good agreement with the
results from recently published studies on cubic LLZ.1,17 For
comparison, the corresponding Arrhenius lines of cubic and Al-
free tetragonal LLZ are also shown in Figure 12 (see the dashed
lines).
3. Static Field-Gradient NMR Measurements. The Li jump

rate deduced from 7Li SLR NMR is very similar to that
extracted from preliminary static field-gradient (SFG) NMR
measurements which were exemplarily carried out using the
mechanosynthesized sample with x = 0.30 (series B). In
general, SFG NMR probes macroscopic Li diffusion coefficients
D in the micrometer range.43!46 In order to compare D with
the Li jump rates probed by SLR NMR, the diffusion
coefficients recorded at various temperatures were converted
into !!1 values with the help of the Einstein!Smoluchowski
equation. Here, we assumed uncorrelated motion and a jump
distance of "0.25 nm. Although the absolute value of the so-
obtained rates included in Figure 12 is fraught with an
uncertainty of up to a factor of "5, good agreement is found
with the data obtained from motional narrowing and SLR
NMR (see, e.g., ref 47 for comparison with other studies).
For the sake of completeness, additional SFG NMR

measurements were carried out on cubic and Al-free tetragonal
LLZ studied in refs 17 and 16, respectively. Once again, the
values probed are in very good agreement with the
corresponding Arrhenius lines of Figure 12.
4. Impedance Measurements. Impedance spectroscopy

measurements were carried out at room temperature for
selected samples. In Figure 11, the real part "! of the complex
impedance of the sample with x = 0.30 (series B) is shown as a
function of frequency f. While at low frequencies "! is
influenced by the effects of ion-blocking electrodes, at f = 1
Hz the conductivity reaches a plateau which passes into a
dispersive regime. At even higher frequencies ( f > 10 MHz) a
second plateau shows up which reflects the bulk conductivity
being in the order of 10!5!10!4 S cm!1. The exact value of "!
associated with this shallow plateau turns out to depend on
n(Al) as well as the synthesis conditions chosen. A similar
behavior of "! was found for all the samples prepared by
sintering the high-energy ball milled powders at 873 K for 6 h.
Most likely, the low-frequency plateau observed is governed

by grain boundary effects significantly blocking long-range ion
transport in LLZ. This can be easily verified by sintering the
samples at temperatures much higher than 873 K. As an
example, in Figure 11 the impedance spectrum of a

mechanosynthesized sample of LLZ with x = 0.40 is shown
which was annealed at 873 K for 6 h. For comparison, the
electrical response of a sample with n = 0.40 is included which
has been annealed at 1500 K for 15 h. Its composition is
“Li7.75Al0.40La3Zr2O12”, i.e., an excess of Li was intentionally
added to compensate for Li loss during annealing (see Figure
S2 in the Supporting Information for the XRPD pattern and the
corresponding 27Al MAS NMR spectrum). As can be clearly
seen in Figure 11, sintering drastically changes the impedance
response: the plateau associated with the bulk conductivity is
significantly shifted toward higher frequencies dominating "! in
the range from 10 kHz to 10 MHz. "!(T) of the bulk response
follows Arrhenius behavior with an activation energy of 0.28(3)
eV (see Figure S3, Supporting Information), which is in fair
agreement with literature data.1,17 Conversely, when the pellet
sintered at 1500 K is thoroughly ground in an agate mortar and
the obtained powder is cold pressed to a new pellet, a
conductivity spectrum very similar to the original one is
obtained. For comparison, samples which were not annealed
after mechanical activation show a rather low Li diffusivity and
conductivity, respectively.
Finally, coming back to the sample with an Al content of

n(Al) = 0.30, in analogy to ref 16, the conductivity values of the
two plateaus seen in Figure 11 have been converted into Li
jump rates using the Nernst!Einstein equation and the
Einstein!Smoluchowski equation. The values calculated are
included in the Arrhenius plot of Figure 12. It is evident that
the plateau showing up at higher frequencies reflects the fast
transport process. The solid line included in the figure
represents a least-squares fit taking into account also NMR
data. The activation energy turned out to be "0.33 eV.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Phase pure Al-doped Li7La3Zr2O12 crystallizing with cubic
symmetry with an Al content of almost up to n(Al) = 1.78 can
easily be prepared by high-energy ball milling and subsequent
annealing carried out at rather low temperatures. In contrast to
conventional high-temperature solid-state synthesis the low-
temperature mechanosynthesis avoids Li loss and allows the
precise adjustment of the samples' stoichiometry. This turned
out to be beneficial to study the effect of various kinds of

Figure 11. Impedance spectra of mechanosynthesized LLZ with x =
0.30 (red circles) measured at ambient temperature. For comparison,
the black squares represent two impedance spectra of a sample with a
nominal Al content of x(Al) = 0.40. As indicated by the arrow,
sintering at 1500 K for 15 h, which was immediately carried out after
the milling step, significantly affects the electrical response.
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doping on both structural and dynamic properties of garnet-
type LLZ. The comprehensive structural investigation of
various Al-doped LLZ samples by XRPD and 27Al MAS
NMR reveals that the three distinct NMR lines showing up
appear to be connected to three different doping mechanisms
whereby Al replaces Li (preferred at low dopant concen-
trations), La, and Zr. The impact of the Al dopant on the
stuffed garnet Li7

+[La3Zr2O12]
7− is not restricted to the Li

sublattice but does directly affect the garnet network itself,
leading to Li7−3x+z

+Alx
3+[La3−yAlyZr2−zAlzO12]

z−7 or
Li7−3x

+Alx
3+[La3−yAlyZr2−zAlzO12−2z]

7−. This rationalizes the
large impact of Al doping on the Li ion diffusivity as well as
ion conductivity of cubic LLZ.
Appropriate Al doping results in highly conducting LLZ with

a bulk conductivity in the order of 10−4 S cm−1 similar to that
reported by Murugan et al.1 Using an LLZ sample with n(Al) =
0.30 (series B), the fast Li diffusion process was exemplarily
probed by various NMR techniques and impedance spectros-
copy altogether covering a dynamic range of many decades. In
agreement with recent investigations, the activation energy
turned out to be ∼0.3 eV. Impedance spectroscopy measure-
ments revealed that the grain boundaries of a cold-pressed
nonsintered powder sample have a significant blocking effect on
Li ion transport. This can be overcome by appropriate high-
temperature sintering of the garnets.48

Certainly, further studies are needed to investigate the
relationship between synthesis conditions and the relative
contributions of the various doping mechanisms taking place.
Small variations of the preparation parameters seem to have a
significant effect on this ratio which, in turn, is expected to
affect Li ion transport.
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16 Investigations of the mechanically induced phase transfor-
mation of g-Al2O3 to a-Al2O3

The thermally induced phase transformation of g-Al2O3 was investigated in the early 1980s. It was found that
it starts from unsaturated Al on the surface of the g-Al2O3 crystallites from which the a-Al2O3 crystallites
grows into the g-Al2O3 crystallites. [1–8] This unsaturated Al was identified as fivefold by oxygen coordinated
Al by employing 27Al magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy.[9] In
g-Al2O3 Al is typically coordinated by four or six oxygen atoms. About one decade later the mechanically
induced g-Al2O3 to a-Al2O3 phase transformation came into focus due to the attempts of producing nano-
crystalline alumina to increase its surface area (e. g. for catalysis) or improve its sintering behavior to obtain
denser, stiffer and harder corundum.[10–12] Some of the groups investigating the mechanically induced phase
transformation observed a transformation from the g-phase to the a-phase, but some did not, see ref. 12 for an
overview. In 2005 Wang et al. [12] published a study in which they proposed that this phase transformation can
only occur in the presence of seed crystals of a-Al2O3. Three years later a very similar study was published
by Bodaghi et al. [13] with the same result.

In the current study which is presented in the following paper entitled "Mechanically Induced Phase
Transformation of g-Al2O3 into a-Al2O3. Access to Structurally Disordered g-Al2O3 with a Controllable
Amount of Pentacoordinated Al Sites", written by the author and Prof. M. Wilkening, this assumption was
tested. Three g-Al2O3 distributed by different companies (Alfa Aesar, Merck and Dalian Luming Nanometer
Material Ltd.) exhibiting different crystallite sizes and BET surface areas (measured by Dr. Monir Sharifi
being a phd student of Prof. Michael Wark that time) were investigated. The phase transformation was
followed by 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy since XRPD patterns of g-Al2O3 and transition aluminas are often
very noisy and hard to interpret. The 27Al MAS NMR spectra of the two polymorphs are, however, very
easily distinguishable since the g-phase shows octahedrally as well as tetrahedrally coordinated Al, while in
the a-phase only octahedrally coordinated Al occurs. [9] The 27Al MAS NMR spectra for this study were
recorded by Dr. Ekaterina Romanova using a cryomagnet with a nominal field of 17.6 T in Leipzig. The high
magnetic field increases the resolution of the spectra compared to average or low magnetic fields (increased
signal intensity, larger frequency range for the spectrum, reduced second order quadrupolar interactions (27Al:
I = 5/2)). It was found that the phase transformation of the g-phase to the a-phase occurred in one sample
after 5 h of milling (sample A), whereas the other two samples (samples D and M) showed a much slower
transformation behavior. The reason for these differences were identified to be the size of the surface area
of the g-Al2O3 crystallites. For very small crystallites which, therefore, are characterized by a large surface
area the g-phase is stabilized due to the lower surface-energy of this polymorph compared to the one of
the a-phase. [14] Thus, if g-Al2O3 with small crystallite sizes and, therefore, a large surface area is milled,
the transformation does not occur but a further comminution of the crystallites stabilizing the g-phase even
more. If the unmilled samples D and M which did not transform by mechanical treatment are heat treated
at temperatures clearly smaller than necessary for the thermally induced phase transformation, grain growth
can be observed. When these samples are high-energy ball milled afterwards they transform to the a-phase
almost as fast as observed for sample A. However, by increasing the amount of energy introduced by ball
milling by changing the milling vial set material from ZrO2 to WC, which is harder and much denser, also
the high-surface area g-Al2O3 can be transformed by milling for 5 h. Under these conditions the reaction can
probably be performed endothermal.

Furthermore, it was found that the pentagonally coordinated Al (penta-Al) plays a crucial role for the
mechanically induced g-Al2O3 to a-Al2O3 phase transformation. If g-Al2O3 is high-energy ball milled the
penta-Al forms most probably due to the breakage of Al-O bonds when a crystallite is mechanically cracked.
By adding fluorides like either CaF2, BaF2 or an oxide like La2O3 to sample A the phase transformation does
not take place or is clearly slowed down. This is accompanied by a strong reduction of the amount of penta-
Al which can be observed by 27Al MAS NMR since the fluoride of the CaF2 or BaF2 or the oxygen of the
La2O3 coordinates to the unsaturated penta-Al. Thus, the mechanically induced g-Al2O3 to a-Al2O3 phase
transformation seems to be very similar to the thermally induced phase transformation described before.

Another very interesting result is the possibility to produce large amounts of penta-Al in case of the
aluminas that do not or only very slowly transform to the a-phase. T1 measurements of the three Al sites
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Figure 71: 27Al MAS NMR spectra of a mixture of g-Al2O3 milled for 10 h and deionized water.
The mixture was put into the rotor and measured several times in a row. The spinning frequency of
the rotor was 30 kHz. See text for further explanations.
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in the high-energy ball milled g-Al2O3 indicated that the penta-Al is probably mainly located in the surface
regions of the crystallites. Penta-Al at the surface of aluminas is an anchoring site for catalytically active
materials like Pt or V2O5. [15] The bonding occurs via the oxygen delivered by the catalytically active material
like it was also shown within this study for La2O3 and the fluorides. Consequently, bonds like O5Al-O-Ptx
or O5Al-O-V2O4(V2O5)x are created. Hence, "a substantial challenge remains to develop synthesis methods
that allow for the systematic and controllable variation of the number of Al3+penta sites, ultimately enabling us
to tailor the dispersion and morphology and, therefore, catalytic activity of active metals on the commonly
used g-Al2O3 support material." [15] This is possible with the method introduced here. A large amount of
penta-Al is accessible by high-energy ball milling of g-Al2O3 characterized by a large specific surface area.
This amount can be tailored by the milling time as well as through subsequent annealing as demonstrated in
the paper. Catalytic active materials are commonly brought onto a supporting material by wet impregnation
technique, i. e. salts containing the metal to be brought onto the support are dissolved in water. The solution
obtained is brought into contact with the support material.

However, it was found that the high-energy ball milled g-Al2O3 transforms to g-AlOOH (boehmite) when
in contact with water and heat-dried. This can be seen in Fig. 71 where 27Al MAS NMR spectra of a mixture
of 10 h milled g-Al2O3 (sample D) and distilled water are shown for different measuring times. The rotation
of the rotor leads to an increase of the temperature of the rotor which can be measured directly by the change
of the chemical shift of the 79Br NMR line of KBr. The change of the distances between the Br and K ions due
to the temperature change leads to a change of the chemical shift. These measurements were done for several
rotational speeds with the probes and rotors present in the group by Kai Volgmann who was a phd student of
Prof. Paul Heitjans that time. He found a temperature of about 327 K at a spinning frequency of 30 KHz. This
spinning frequency was also used for the measurements here. As can be seen in Fig. 71 the spectrum changed
after already 12 minutes of rotation. A sharp NMR line becomes visible at about 12 ppm while the intensities
of the NMR lines of the penta-Al at about 35 ppm and the one of the tetrahedrally coordinated Al at about
68 ppm decrease with increasing measuring time. Thus, the transformation can be followed in situ. However,
since the water is consumed by the reaction, the reaction slows down after a while such that the measurements
had to be stopped. After 48 min of measuring the dried powder was removed from the rotor, mixed with water
again, and put back into the rotor. Since the amount of powder was reduced due to this procedure and the
amount of Al per formula unit decreased from two to one the quality of the spectra is reduced. After 84 min
the procedure has to be repeated which again leads to a decrease of the intensity such that the measuring time
had to be doubled. The reaction kinetics are not accessible this way since the amount of water which can be
added to the mixture is too small for an unimpeded reaction. This is due to the fact that the rotor cannot be
spun up to 30 kHz when mainly filled with water.

However, the transformation of the high-energy ball milled g-Al2O3 exhibiting a large amount of penta-Al
to boehmite does not happen to a significant extent if the water is removed from the mixture at low tempera-
tures under reduced pressure since the transformation does not happen at ambient temperature. This was done
for a study of the catalytic activity of Al2O3 supported V2O5 for the oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane
to ethylene for which the effect of different alumina supports was tested. For that study which was done
by Ai-Ling Qiao et al. at the Leibniz-Institut für Katalyse (LIKAT, Rostock, Germany) the catalysts were
prepared by wet impregnation technique. NH4VO3 being the precursor of V2O5 was dissolved in deionized
water together with oxalic acid. This solution was impregnated onto the aluminas. After that the solvent was
removed under reduced pressure with a rotavapor. The solid remainings were dried at 393 K and eventually
calcined at 873 K for 6 h. It was found that the catalytic activity and more important the product selectivity
of the catalyst based on the high-energy ball milled g-Al2O3 (sample D, milled 10 h at 600 rpm employing a
ZrO2 vial set with 140 balls with a diameter of 5 mm of the same material) was very similar to the ones of
the two best performing samples. The latter ones were g-Al2O3 samples with surface areas larger than 200
m2/g while the surface area of the mechanically treated alumina was only 5.8 m2/g. Expectedly, by UV-vis
spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy evidence was found for the presence of very small V2O5
clusters homogeneously distributed on the surface of the mechanically treated alumina crystallites. Thus, if
the activity and selectivity could be increased further or if a similar catalytic activity could be achieved by us-
ing less V2O5 (here 10 wt% was used) the use of mechanically treated g-Al2O3 would be an alternative to the
usage of non-milled aluminas. In addition to this, the long term stability of the catalysts should be investigated
since the sintering tendency of the V2O5 at the surface of the ball milled alumina might be reduced compared
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to V2O5 at the surface of conventional aluminas. Perhaps the surface area of the ball milled alumina can be
increased without decreasing the amount of the penta-Al which should lead to a better performance of the
catalyst. Furthermore, the catalytic performance of co-milled g-Al2O3 and V2O5 (as well as that of a milled
mixture of sample D, PtO and Pt) is currently investigated at LIKAT. A manuscript dealing with the results
gained at LIKAT was submitted to Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research. [16]

It should be noted that some of the main results of the work published in J. Phys. Chem. C are also shown
in a tutorial review about the mechanosynthesis of oxides. [17]
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of solid state reactions as well as phase transforma-
tions from a microscopic point of view is of great importance to
uncover the details of the underlying formation mechanisms.
The information gained is highly useful to vary the preparation
conditions in order to synthesize materials with tailored proper-
ties in a knowledge-based way. In particular, with nonconven-
tional preparation techniques such asmechanosynthesis, in many
cases nonequilibrium, metastable compounds are accessible.
Understanding their formation processes might help improve
their properties so that highly functionalized materials can be
made available. In this study, we show in detail by using 27Al
magic angle spinning (MAS) nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy, in particular, by which parameters the
mechanically induced phase transformation from !-Al2O3 to its
"-modification is influenced. It turned out that the transforma-
tion highly depends on the properties of the starting materials as
well as the various milling conditions applied. The present study
is closely entangled with the preparation of nanocrystalline
!-Al2O3 by high-energy ball milling.

Besides the "-modification and !-phase, six polymorphs of
Al2O3 are known, viz., #, $, %, k, F, and &. Whereas the "-phase is
the thermodynamically stable one, the other polymorphs are
metastable at room temperature. "-Al2O3 is a well-known

multipurpose material with applications in many industries.
For instance, besides its prevailing use as abrasive it represents
a universally applicable high-temperature ceramic due to its
hardness and resistance against corrosive materials.1!7 Further-
more, transitionmetal doped alumina such as Cr:Al2O3, see ref 8,
and Ti:Al2O3 belong to the very first lasing media and continue
to be of great importance in this field.9,10

The !-phase of Al2O3 is commonly used as a catalyst support
material in practical applications.11!14 Many studies are concerned
with the investigation of the so-called metal!support interactions;
see, e.g., refs 15!17. Understanding these interactions from an
atomic-scale point of view might be very helpful for the target-
oriented design of new catalysts as well as improved support
materials. Quite recently, it has been proven by high-resolution
27Al NMR that coordinatively unsaturated, i.e., 5-fold, coordi-
nated Al3+ centers on the !-Al2O3 surfaces act as binding sites for
active catalyst phases such as widely used PtO being the precursor
for metallic Pt.15 Interestingly, 5-fold Al ions13,18 also show up
during the thermally induced irreversible !f " phase transfor-
mation which has been the topic of numerous studies.12,19!22
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It occurs according to the following transformation sequence
involving the δ and θ phase of aluminum oxide23

γ-Al2O3 f
1023 K

δ-Al2O3

δ-Al2O3 f
1173 K

θ-Al2O3 f
1373!1473 K

1050 K see refs 12; 24
α-Al2O3

The thermally induced phase transformation is assumed to be a
surface-controlled reaction: α-Al2O3 is reported to grow from
the γ-Al2O3 surface toward the interior of the grain; unsaturated
Al centers located on the surface are assumed to act as starting
points.12,19,20,22,25!28 The formation and the role of 5-fold
coordinated Al ions in the thermally induced transformation
have been studied in detail by Kwak et al. by 27Al MAS NMR
spectroscopy making use of the advantages29 of measurements
carried out at ultrahigh magnetic fields.13,18 In accordance with
previous assumptions they found strong evidence that this
species is exclusively located on the surface of the micrometer-
sized γ-Al2O3 crystallites. This view is strongly supported by the
observation that the phase transformation can be inhibited by
adding suitable hydroxides or oxides such as La2O3 and BaO
which bond to the unsaturated Al ions.12,13,18,30 Consequently,
bonded oxides reduce the number of nucleation sites needed for
the phase transformation. It is worth mentioning in this context
that, quite recently, Lee et al. detected large amounts of four- and
five-coordinated Al sites in a thin film of amorphous Al2O3.

31,32

In an impressive study they used 2D MAS NMR spectroscopy31

to characterize the structure of a fully X-ray amorphous Al2O3
sample.

Besides heat treatment, it is known that the γ f α phase
transformation can also be initiated mechanically by ball milling
at ambient temperature. Zieli!nski et al.33 reported on a virtually
complete transformation by milling of γ-Al2O3 for 8 h in a high-
energy ball mill. They used vial sets made of either tungsten
carbide or hardened steel. While some of the subsequent studies
could reproduce this result,23,34,35 others, however, could not
confirm the initiation of the γ f α phase transformation.36,37

Wang et al. suggested that the phase transformation can only be
initiated mechanically if a small amount of α-Al2O3 particles,
acting as seed crystals, is already present from the beginn-
ing which is well-known when the phase transformation is
thermally induced.36 Later Bodaghi et al. came up with the same
assumption.37

As we illustrate below, reactive 5-fold coordinated Al sites also
show up during the mechanically induced γ f α phase trans-
formation. The transformation is initiated by high-energy ball
milling of polycrystalline γ-Al2O3 in a planetary mill at ambient
temperature. This leads to nanostructured materials character-
ized by a large surface area and an increased volume fraction of
interfacial regions which are anticipated to show structural
disorder, see also refs 31 and 32. The crucial role of nanomater-
ials in catalytic processes has been outlined previously.38

Here, the progress of the phase transformation is comprehen-
sively followed by both X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) as well
as 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy as mentioned above. NMR
measurements were carried out at a high magnetic field of 17.6 T.
Magnetically inequivalent Al species can be well distinguished by
27Al MAS NMR due to their distinct isotropic chemical shifts
δiso.

39Whereas NMR lines showing up in the range from 12 to 16
ppm indicate Al species being coordinated by six oxygen anions,
signals at 35 ppm can be assigned to 5-fold and those at

approximately 70 ppm to 4-fold coordinated Al ions.31,32,40,41

Inα-Al2O3 crystallizing with space groupR3c all of the Al ions are
octahedrally coordinated by oxygen. This is in contrast to the
crystal structure of the γ-phase where the Al cations are
distributed among distinct tetrahedral and octahedral sites.42

Thus, the γf α phase transformation can directly be tracked on
an atomic-scale level by following the changes of the 27Al MAS
NMR spectra of the corresponding γ-Al2O3 powders mechani-
cally treated for different milling times, tmill.

Depending on both the initial morphology of the sample and
the kind of milling, the phase transformation can be successfully
suppressed and nanostructured γ-Al2O3 is produced. Surpris-
ingly, under certain milling conditions pentacoordinated Al
species (Alpenta) are formed to an unexpectedly large number
fraction as high as 20%. The role of unsaturated Al sites during
the phase transformation as well as the influence of milling
conditions, thermal pretreatment, and surface area of the starting
materials are comprehensively and systematically evaluated. In
particular, the above-mentioned assumption36,37 concerning the
important role of α-Al2O3 seed crystals for the mechanically
induced transformation will be reviewed.

Within this study we present the guidelines allowing one to
definitely influence both the initialization and inhibition of the
phase transformation as well as the number fraction of penta-
coordinated Al ions formed. Controlling the latter is a key
requirement to design support materials for catalytically active
materials which bind on the unsaturated Al sites of the γ-Al2O3
particles.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Three different samples of γ-Al2O3 (labeled A, D, and M)
were investigated which were purchased from Alfa Aesar (A),
Dalian Luming Nanometer Material, Ltd. (D), and Merck (M),
respectively (see Table 1). α-Al2O3 (99.99%) used as seed
crystals was obtained from Alfa Aesar.

In order to initiate the phase transformation, 2 g of γ-Al2O3
was milled under air in a Fritsch P7 planetary mill (premium line)
at a rotational speed of 600 rpm. If not stated otherwise a 45 mL
zirconia (ZrO2, Mohs’ hardness 8.5) vial set equipped with 140
balls of the same material was employed leading to a ball-to-
powder mass ratio of approximately 27:1.

The samples were characterized by XRPD (see Figure 1) using
either a Philips X’Pert or a Bruker Advance D8 X-ray diffract-
ometer both operating with Cu Kα radiation (λ ! 0.154 nm).
XRPD measurements were carried out in air atmosphere at
ambient temperature. For supplementary transmission electron
microscope (TEM) investigations, a powder specimen was
dispersed in ethanol, and a drop of 10 μL of suspension was
dried on a copper-supported holey carbon film. (Scanning)
transmission electron microscopy (S)TEM was made at 200 kV

Table 1. Sample Purities and Initial Surface Areas of the !-
Al2O3 Powders Investigated

supplier purity (%)

BET surface area

measured (m2 g!1)

A Alfa Aesar 99.997 60

D Dalian Luming Nanometer

Material Ltd.

99.99 144

M Merck >99.5 126
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on a field-emission instrument of the type JEOL JEM-2100F-UHR
in bright-field, dark-field, and phase contrast. Additional TEM
measurements were carried out on a JEOL JEM-2010 at 200 kV.

27Al MAS NMR measurements were carried out using an
Avance 750 NMR spectrometer (Bruker) connected to a wide-
bore cryomagnet providing a field of 17.6 T. This external
magnetic field corresponds to a 27Al NMR resonance frequency
of 195.25 MHz. A commercial 4 mm MAS probe (Bruker) in
combination with high-speed 4 mm rotors with an inner dia-
meter of 2.5 mm were used. The spinning speed was set to 15
kHz. NMR spectra were recorded with a single pulse sequence.
The π/2-pulse length was 16 μs, and the recycle delay was about
5 s ensuring full spin!lattice relaxation. Up to 1000 scans were
accumulated for each spectrum. NMR spectra recorded were
referenced to an aqueous solution of Al(NO3)3. For comparison,
an Avance 600 spectrometer in connection to a 14.1 T magnet
was employed to record 27Al MAS NMR spectra at spinning
speeds of 15 and 30 kHz. The excitation pulse length was 2 μs
(π/2-pulse); the recycle delay was at least 5 s (see above).
Shorter or longer excitation pulses do not influence the resulting
NMR spectra. For the measurements carried out at 14.1 T a
standard MAS NMR probe in combination with ZrO2 rotors
(2.5 mm in outer diameter) was used. 27Al NMR spin!lattice
relaxation (SLR) rates were measured using the well-known
saturation recovery pulse sequence.43 In order to obtain signal-
specific NMR SLR rates, the free induction decays were Fourier
transformed and the individual signal intensities plotted as a
function of delay time afterward. Supplemental 19F MAS NMR
spectra (see Figure S2, Supporting Information) were recordedwith
the Avance 600 spectrometer at a resonance frequency of 565MHz.
The rotation frequency was 60 kHz. A single-pulse sequence was
used for data acquisition; the π/2-pulse length was 2 μs.

Nitrogen adsorption isotherms at 77 K were determined with
a Quantachrome Autosorb 3 apparatus. Prior to each adsorption
measurement, the samples were outgassed at 473 K for 24 h. The
Brunauer!Emmett!Teller (BET) method was used to deter-
mine the specific surface area.

It is important to note that Wang et al.36 and Bodaghi et al.37

have also investigated samples D and M from the same suppliers.
However, they examined batches which had been delivered some
years ago. Provided the synthesis conditions have remained the
same during the last years, a comparison of our results with those
found earlier can be made (see below).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Characterization of the !-Al2O3 Samples. The XRPD
patterns of the starting materials reveal the typical signature of γ-
Al2O3. However, the first peak showing up at 2θ = 33! does not
match exactly with the pattern of γ-Al2O3 typically found in the
literature;44,45 see Figure 1. A small amount of α-Al2O3, not
exceeding more than 5%, shows up in samples D and A. The
XRPD pattern of sample A exhibits an additional peak at about
2θ = 41! which cannot clearly be attributed to any of the known
phases of Al2O3. In contrast to A and D, sample M seems to be
free of α-Al2O3. Let us note that traces of α-Al2O3 are hardly
detected by XRPD.
The full width at half-maximum, Δfwhm, of the most intense

peak located at 2θ = 67! (see Figure 1), which is inversely
proportional to themean crystallite size Ædæ, cf. ref 46, increases in
the following manner: Δfwhm(A) < Δfwhm(M) < Δfwhm(D). In
the case of γ-Al2O3 estimation of mean crystallite size on the
basis of the XRPD pattern shown in Figure 1 is fraught with large
uncertainties. Thus, the values presented here are just used for a
qualitative comparison: at the beginning, sample A consists of
larger crystallites than the other two samples. This is well
corroborated by the SEM images shown in Figure 2 (see below)
giving a much clearer insight into mean particle sizes of the

Figure 2. SEMmicrographs of sample A (top) as well as samplesM and
D (bottom).

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of the γ-Al2O3 powders used as
starting materials. The patterns of samples A and D reveal a small
amount of α-Al2O3 highlighted by red arrows. Solid lines show the
expected XRPD pattern of α-Al2O3. The diffraction peaks of γ-Al2O3
are represented by dashed lines. The values given represent the widths
Δfwhm (full width at half-maximum) of the peak with the highest
intensity. They might be used for a rough comparison of the mean
crystallite sizes of the startingmaterials used. The trend of the peak width
agrees well with that revealed by the SEM images shown in Figure 2.
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oxides investigated. Let us note that usually samples of Al2O3, as
well as other oxide ceramics,47 milled for many hours reveal
crystallite sizes on the order of 20 nm.48 TEMmicrographs taken,
which are not shown here for the sake of brevity, revealed that
after a few hours of milling the powders consist of cluster-
assembled particles of 200!300 nm which are themselves
composed of much smaller and agglomerated nanocrystals with
diameters ranging from 20 to 50 nm. Instability of the milled
samples under the conditions of TEMmeasurement made it very
difficult to distinguish between crystalline and amorphous re-
gions in the samples. It is worth noting that Lee et al. used 2D
27Al NMR to show that a thin film of amorphous Al2O3 was
dominated by 4- and 5-fold coordinated Al ions while 6-fold Al
ions appear to be the minor species.31,32

The BET surface area aBET of sample A is 60 m2 g!1 while
those of samples D and M are 144 and 126 m2 g!1, respectively.
On the basis of molecular dynamics simulations Blonski and
Garofalini predicted that γ-Al2O3 becomes the stable modification
when its specific surface area exceeds approximately 125 m2 g!1.49

The stabilization stems from the lower surface energy of γ-Al2O3
playing a decisive role in the case of nanometer-sized crystallites.
Later McHale et al. verified this prediction experimentally by
means of absorption microcalorimetry measurements.50

Hence, comparing these results with the properties of the
samples studied here, only sample A is expected to undergo the
γf α phase transformation easily if the initial properties of the
material play a crucial role for the phase transformation to be
initialized. Regarding its morphology before milling, material A is
characterized by the smallest BET surface area and the largest
mean crystallite diameter. In the earlier studies on the samples D
and M mentioned above36,37 the aBET values of the samples had
not been measured. The surface areas were roughly estimated
from the average grain sizes to be smaller than 125 m2 g!1.
According to the SEM micrographs shown in Figure 2 the mean
particle size of sample M approximately ranges from 20 to 160 μm
while that of sample D lies in the range from 1 to 20 μm. As can be
clearly seen, the particles of sample M initially consist of agglom-
erated smaller crystallites (Figure 2). Certainly, for the stabilization
of the γ phase of Al2O3 (see above) the crystallite rather than the
particle size is relevant.

B. Mechanically Induced ! f " Phase Transformation.
1. Sample A. The 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of sample A
(Figure 3) is composed of two distinct lines at δiso = 12
ppm and δiso = 70 ppm.
These isotropic chemical shifts can be attributed to Al

octahedrally and tetrahedrally coordinated by oxygen, respec-
tively (see above). After 2 h of milling the intensity of the latter
resonance line decreases and an additional signal concomitantly
emerges at approximately 37 ppm. It can be attributed to 5-fold
coordinated Al generated during milling as already assumed by
Zieli!nski et al.33 Most probably, the unsaturated Al centers are
located on or near the surface of the particles being expected to
show structural disorder. Indeed, strong evidence for this
assumption was found by Kwak et al. who investigated the
thermally induced γ f α phase transformation of micrometer-
sized Al2O3 particles by

27AlMASNMR spectroscopy.13,18 Here,
it turns out that any penta-coordinated Al ions (of the order of
1!2%, see ref 13) of the starting material are difficult to detect
when a 17.6 Tmagnet is used. Since pentacoordinated Al ions are
generated during milling, the mechanism of the mechanically
driven transformation might be very similar to that observed
when γ-Al2O3 is exposed to high temperatures. This means that

coordinatively unsaturated Al centers serve as nuclei for the
growth of α-Al2O3. Indeed, the results presented below give
strong evidence for this assumption.
After 5 h of milling the phase transformation is almost finished

and the corresponding NMR spectrum is dominated by a single
line located at 15 ppm. For comparison, that of pure α-Al2O3,
which is also included in Figure 3, solely consists of a diagnostic
NMR line located at 16!17 ppm. Increasing tmill to 10 h does not
lead to any further changes of the NMR spectrum. The XRPD of
a sample milled for 10 h reveals the typical pattern expected for
α-Al2O3 (Figure 4).
However, although the NMR signal at 37 ppm has drastically

decreased in intensity after 5 h of milling, there is still a small
number fraction of 5-fold as well as 4-fold coordinated Al ions
detectable by NMR (see the magnification of the corresponding
NMR spectrum in Figure 3). The shallow NMR line at 70
ppm points to nanometer-sized Al2O3 crystallites which have not
been transformed into the α-modification. As mentioned above,
the γ-modification is reported to get stabilized at a sufficiently
small crystallite size (see below for further details).50 In contrast
to NMR, such detailed features cannot be observed by XRPD.
The corresponding powder patterns do not reveal any significant
indications of residual (crystalline) γ-Al2O3 (see Figure 4)
demonstrating the well-known difficulties to study (inherently)
structurally disordered materials by X-ray diffraction. Certainly,
the residual number fraction of 4- and 5-fold Al ions might point
to a small amount of X-ray amorphous Al2O3.

31,32

Remarkably, the transformation can almost be inhibited when
a certain amount of CaF2 or a small amount of La2O3 is added.
The 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of a mixture of CaF2 and γ-Al2O3

Figure 3. 27Al MAS NMR spectra of sample A treated for the milling
times as indicated. The spectra were recorded at a resonance frequency
of 195.25 MHz and a spinning speed of 15 kHz. Spinning sidebands are
marked with asterisks.
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(molar ratio of 1:1), which was treated for 5 h in the planetary
mill, is shown in Figure 5. In contrast to pure !-Al2O3 (see also
Figure 3) the formation of pentacoordinated Al ions is signifi-
cantly suppressed. The NMR signals at "iso = 12 ppm and
particularly that at "iso = 67 ppm clearly show that the ! f #
phase transformation has been greatly suppressed. The magni-
fication of the corresponding NMR spectrum (shown at the top
of Figure 5) reveals only a very small number fraction of Alpenta
centers. It was verified by XRPD (see Figure S3, Supporting
Information) as well as 19FMASNMR that nomechanochemical
reaction between the fluoride and Al2O3 took place which means
that no new (bulk) phase has been formed. The relevant NMR
spectra, which are not shown here for the sake of brevity, are
included in the Supporting Information section (Figure S2).
Obviously, as in the case of BaO and La2O3, see refs 12 and 30, F
anions of CaF2 coordinate to the unsaturated Al sites (located on
the surface) and, thus, prevent the phase transformation from
taking place. Interestingly, when the amount of CaF2 is reduced
and only 9 mol % of the fluoride is added, the phase transformation
is still largely suppressed and, additionally, a significant amount

of pentacoordinated Al ions is formed (see Figure 6); the same
holds for a mixture of a sample with 9 mol % La2O3. The
important effect of these additives is discussed in detail in the
next section relating the initial morphologies of the samples with
the initialization of the transformation and the role of penta-
coordinated Al ions.
2. Samples D and M. In Figure 7 the 27Al MAS NMR spectra

of sample D and M are shown. As in the case of sample A, with
increasing tmill the intensity of the signal at 70 ppm decreases and
5-fold coordinated Al shows up at approximately 37 ppm.
Simultaneously, a second NMR line emerges at 14 ppm finally
shifting to 15 ppm when tmill is increased to 20 h (sample D).
This clearly indicates that the microstructure of the sample has
been changed and that the !f# phase transformation has been,
at least partly, initiated. For comparison, the corresponding
XRPD pattern reveals a very small amount of crystalline #-
Al2O3 (Figure 8). In contrast to the behavior of sample A, the
phase transformation is largely suppressed when D or M are
mechanically treated. However, in compensation for the absent
phase transformation, a large amount of pentacoordinated Al
ions shows up (cf. the discussion below).
For comparison, the same samples were mechanically treated

in refs 36 and 37 and studied by XRPD as mentioned above.
However, no phase transformation could be detected at all.
Certainly, a straightforward comparison with earlier results is
difficult because in previous studies36,37 different milling techni-
ques and vial sets were used. Keeping in mind that the milling
conditions might greatly affect the initiation of the transforma-
tion (as will be shown in detail below), the local changes made
visible by NMR are obviously hard to detect by XRPD. This
disadvantage is further increased due to the additional disorder
expected to be introduced during milling. Let us note that 27Al
MASNMR spectra recorded at 14.1 T and a spinning speed of 30
kHz are very similar to those recorded at higher magnetic field
(see the corresponding spectrum in Figure 7). Thus, the smaller

Figure 5. 27Al MAS NMR spectra of sample A which was mechanically
treated for 5 h in a high-energy ball mill together with an equimolar
amount of CaF2. For comparison, the corresponding NMR spectrum of
the sample treated without the fluoride (see Figure 3) is also shown.
Spinning sidebands are marked with asterisks.

Figure 6. 27AlMASNMR spectra of mixtures of sample A and CaF2 (as
well as La2O3) milled for 5 h in order to influence the phase
transformation and the amount of pentacoordinated Al ions formed.
Spinning sidebands are marked with asterisks. (100 mol % means a
stoichiometric mixture (1:1) of CaF2 and Al2O3.)

Figure 4. XRPD pattern of sample A which was milled for 10 h (top).
No significant amounts of residual crystalline !-Al2O3 can be detected.
For comparison, the XRPD pattern of the starting material (see
Figure 1) is also shown.
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rotation frequency of 15 kHz, mainly used for the NMR
experiments presented here, has negligible effects on the spectral
features observed at 17.6 T.
In the present case, milling of sample M leads to abrasion

of ZrO2 (Figure 8). This might be due to the sharp-edged
morphology of sample M. Since abrasion is not observed when
sample D (as well as A) is milled, it can be clearly ruled out that
abrasion originating from the vial set significantly prevents (or
inhibits) the transformation. This can be corroborated when
sample A is intentionally jointly milled with ZrO2 (see Figure S5
presented in the Supporting Information section).
In contrast to sample A, at comparable milling times an

unexpectedly large amount of pentagonal coordinated Al shows
up in the NMR spectra of samples D and M. At milling times
being equal or larger than 10 h, the number fraction Af of 5-fold
coordinated Al ions, Alpenta, reaches a value of approximately
20%. In Figure 7 the 27Al MAS NMR spectra were roughly fitted
with a combination of Gaussian- and Lorentzian-shaped func-
tions to estimate the area fraction Af of the NMR line showing up
at 37 ppm.
Since the transformation of sample D as well as M is much

slower than that observed for sample A, the coordinatively
unsaturated Al centers seem to be hindered to serve as starting
points for the growth of !-Al2O3. Furthermore, traces of !-Al2O3,
which are particularly seen in the XRPD pattern of sample M
(Figure 8), do not promote the transformation of "-Al2O3 into
!-Al2O3 as expected. Thus, !-Al2O3 seed crystals seem to not
play the crucial role assumed for the same sample previously.36,37

This might be explained by the fact that at the very early stages of
milling the mean crystallite sizes of samples M and D are smaller
than that of sample A. For small Al2O3 crystallites with diameters
in the nanometer range the "-modification becomes the thermo-
dynamically stable form.50 Obviously, further mechanical treat-
ment simply causes the reduction of the crystallite size or the
formation of amorphous Al2O3 but does not lead to a completion
of the partly initialized phase transformation. This might also
explain the features of the 27Al MAS NMR spectrum of sample A
showing a small amount of nanometer-sized "-Al2O3 (see the
NMR spectrum of sample A which was treated for 10 h in a
planetary mill (Figure 3)). This result leads to an important
conclusion: a large amount of unsaturated Al ions can be
generated if sufficiently small "-Al2O3 crystallites are used as
starting material. For comparison, nanocrystalline "-Al2O3 pre-
pared in ways other than ball-milling is not expected to show such
a large amount of Alpenta ions which are located, most likely, in
the structurally disordered interfacial regions.
According to this explanation the role of the additives such as

La2O3 and CaF2, when treated together with sample A (see
above), can also be understood: Presumably, if jointly milled
from the beginning, they immediately coordinate to the initially
formed unsaturated Al centers and prevent the phase transfor-
mation from being induced. This indicates that the initially
generated Alpenta ions might be located on the surfaces of the
crystallites or, more precisely, located in the surface-influenced
volume. Assuming a surface layer of 0.5 nm thickness, which is
reasonable for the sample studied here, and taking into account a
mean crystallite size of approximately 10 nm (20 nm, see above),
up to 30% (15%) of the ions might be located in such areas.51

Simultaneously with the coordination process, increasing of tmill
causes the mean crystallite size to be progressively reduced so that
nanocrystalline "-Al2O3 is obtained. Because of the large surface
area such a sample turns out to be resistant against transforming
into !-Al2O3. If the amount of additives remains below a certain
limit, the nanostructured powder obtained will be additionally chara-
cterized by a large number fraction of pentacoordinated Al ions.
These are continuously formed with increasing milling time until a
certain (controllable) limit is reached.

Figure 8. The XRPD pattern of samples M and D which were each
milled for 5 h (top). In the case of sample M strong abrasion of ZrO2
(see vertical bars) can be detected. For comparison, the XRPD of the as-
received sample M is also shown (bottom).

Figure 7. 27Al MAS NMR spectra recorded on samples D (left) and M
(right) after the materials were milled for several hours in a high-energy
ball mill. Data were recorded at a resonance frequency of 195.25 MHz
(17.6 T) and a spinning speed of 15 kHz. Spinning sidebands aremarked
with asterisks. The spectrum represented by a dashed line (see right-
hand side of the figure) has been recorded at 14.1 T and a spinning speed
of 30 kHz. See text for further details.
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Interestingly, the 5-fold coordinated Al species of sample M
treated for 20 h in a ZrO2 vial (see Figure 7) are characterized by
a (room temperature) 27Al MAS NMR SLR rate (1/T1,5‑fold =
R1,5‑fold = 2.6(1) s

!1) which is by a factor of 2 larger than those of
the 4- and 6-fold coordinated species (R1,4‑fold = R1,6‑fold = 1.4(1)
s!1). This is in agreement with the observation of Kwak et al.
regarding a short NMR relaxation time as being diagnostic of Al
sites located on the surface of micrometer-sized crystallites.13,18

Let us note that irrespective of the coordination number the
corresponding magnetization transients M(t) follow stretched
exponentialM(t) ! 1! exp(!(t/T1)

!) time behavior with !!
0.6 (see Figure S5, Supporting Information). Pentacoordinated
Al ions located on or near the surface are exposed to a quite
different electrical environment than Al in 4- and 6-fold coordi-
nation in the bulk structure. Consequently, these are expected to
show a different NMR SLR behavior due to an enhanced electric
quadrupole relaxation mechanism. However, in the case of
structurally disordered nanometer-sized crystallites prepared by
ball milling this interpretation does not rule out the possibility of
unsaturated Al ions being also present in the bulk regions of the
nanocrystallites which are expected to show a high defect density.
Nevertheless, at least those residing in the structurally disordered
areas on the surface of the particles might coordinate to suitable
fluorides or oxides added to the starting material (see above and
Figures 5 and 6). Thus, the number fraction Af of pentacoordi-
nated Al ions available to act as anchoring sites for catalytically
active materials can be easily adjusted in these cases. Apart from
varying the milling conditions and morphologies of the starting
materials (see below), this represents an easy to handle strategy
to purposefully design !-Al2O3 substrate materials useful in
catalysis.
The pentacoordinated Al ions formed turned out to be remark-

ably stable against heat treatment. Even when the nanocrystalline
samples were kept at 523 K for more than 20 h still a large
amount of pentacoordinated Al is detectable by 27Al MAS NMR
(Figure 9). Finally, the metastability of sample D (as well as M)
mechanically treated for 10 h shows up when the material has
been exposed to 773 K for 22 h. However, even after this rather
crude annealing step, the 27AlMASNMR spectrum recorded still

reveals an easily detectable amount of pentacoordinated Al sites.
Interestingly, sample D when milled for 10 h transforms almost
completely into !-AlO(OH) (boehmite) when heated in water
at temperatures above 320 K for several hours. This is not
observed for an unmilled sample (not shown for the sake of
brevity). However, storing the samples in air for several weeks
does not lead to decomposition of the metastable products as
verified by 27Al MAS NMR and XRPD as well.

C. Influence of Seed Crystals on the Phase Transforma-
tion. When sample M is intentionally contaminated with a small
amount of "-Al2O3, the phase transformation is promoted to a
certain degree; however, even after 10 h of milling, a complete
transformation is not observed. In Figure 10 27Al MAS NMR
spectra of sample M are shown which was intentionally con-
taminated with 1 mol % "-Al2O3 and 1 mol % of sample A,
respectively.
Similarly to the observations discussed above, after 5 h of

milling a large amount of 5-fold coordinated Al is formed and an
additional NMR line at approximately 15 ppm emerges which
can be ascribed to Al in "-Al2O3. As expected, the amount of !-
Al2O3 decreases with increasing tmill. Obviously, the !-Al2O3
crystallites of sample A, which easily convert into "-Al2O3 (vide
supra), additionally promote the phase transformation. How-
ever, compared to sample A (see Figure 3) the extent of the phase
transformation is still largely reduced. This is also verified by

Figure 9. 27Al MAS NMR spectra of sample D which was treated in a
planetary mill for 10 h (see the corresponding spectrum shown in
Figure 7) and then heat treated for the durations and temperatures
indicated. Interestingly, even after a rude heat treatment at 523 K, the
number fraction of pentacoordinated Al sites (Alpenta) of the sample
remains very high. The corresponding NMR line takes about 11% of the
total area.

Figure 10. 27Al MAS NMR spectra of sample M which were recorded
after the material had been milled for the times indicated. Intentionally,
pure"-Al2O3 or a small amount of sample Awas added. For comparison,
the corresponding NMR spectrum of Figure 7 (no seed crystals) is also
shown. The spectra were recorded at a resonance frequency of 195.25
MHz and a spinning speed of 15 kHz. Spinning sidebands are marked
with asterisks.
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XRPD; the corresponding pattern of sample M mixed with a
small amount of A and milled for 5 h is very similar to that which
is obtained without contaminating the material. In conclusion,
although a large number fraction of 5-fold coordinated Al ions is
generated (see Figures 7 and 11), even seed crystals, whether
initially formed (see the XRPD pattern of sample M in Figure 8)
or intentionally added, seem to be more and more ineffective to
promote the ! f " phase transformation at long milling times.

D. Influence of Annealing on the Phase Transformation.
Sample M converts almost completely into "-Al2O3 after 15 h of
milling when the starting material was annealed at 873 K for 18 h
(see Figure 11). Even after 5 h of milling the ! f " phase
transformation is almost finished. The corresponding NMR
spectrum reveals only a very small amount of residual !-Al2O3
(Figure 11).
Let us note that the milling conditions remained exactly the

same. Furthermore, the temperature chosen is much below that
being necessary for a thermally induced ! f " phase transfor-
mation. Accordingly, the XRPD pattern and the 27Al MAS NMR
spectrum of the annealed material nearly coincide with those of
the thermally untreated sample (Figure 11). Grain growth is
reflected by a slight decrease of the XRPD peak widths. Thus, the
average crystallite size of sample M increases during annealing.
However, the peak widths are still broader than those found for
sample A. In order to probe whether this is a special feature of
sample M, sample D was also tested in the same way. Annealing
sample D for 15 h at 823 K also promotes the mechani-
cally induced ! f " phase transformation significantly (see
Figure 12).
Compared to the nonannealed powder the initial surface area

aBET of sample M, which was exposed to 873 K, decreased from
126 to 108 m2 g!1. Therefore, a significant amount of the initial
!-Al2O3 crystallites should have a surface area smaller than about
125 m2 g!1. Interestingly, only a rather small amount of 5-fold

coordinated Al shows up after mechanical treatment. This
observation and the extent of the phase transformation are very
similar to those observed for sample A being characterized by aBET =
60m2 g!1 andmost probably even larger crystallites. This result is

Figure 11. (Left) 27AlMASNMR spectra of sampleM after annealing at 873 K for approximately 18 h. For comparison, the corresponding spectrum of
the as obtained material is also shown. Ball milling for several hours initializes the phase transformation: pentacoordinated Al species show up and the
NMR line at approximately 70 ppm decreases. The corresponding NMR spectrum of sample M contaminated with sample A is shown for comparison
(dotted line, see Figure 10). Spinning sidebands are marked with asterisks. (Right) (a, b) XRPD pattern of sample M before and after heat treatment.
(c, d) XRPD pattern of the same material treated for the milling times indicated.

Figure 12. 27Al MAS NMR spectra of sample D which was annealed at
823 K for 15 h and then mechanically treated at 600 rpm in a planetary
mill for 10 h. For comparison, theNMR spectrum of the startingmaterial
(i), the spectrum of the unmilled but heat-treated sample (ii) as well as
the NMR spectrum of nonannealed !-Al2O3 (sample D) treated for 10 h
(iii) are shown. Note that those of the sample annealed at elevated T
were recorded at 14.1 T at a spinning speed of 15 kHz. Spinning
sidebands, if visible, are marked with an asterisk.
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in good agreement with the prediction of McHale et al.50 that
the ! modification is stabilized for crystallites with surface
areas exceeding approximately 125 m2 g!1. However, the
observation here is in contradiction to the explanation of Wang
et al. as well as Bodaghi et al. (see above)36,37 claiming that the
phase transformation can solely be induced by "-Al2O3 seed
crystals. Despite the change in initial surface area as well as
crystallite size, which is an easy to prove and obvious experi-
mental fact, we analyzed the 27Al MAS NMR spectra of the
annealed sample M (as well as D) in more detail to reveal any
structural changes on an atomic-scale level. Such changes might
also facilitate the ! f " phase transformation. Indeed, a small
number fraction of Alpenta ions form upon calcination (see the
correspondingmagnification in Figure 11). This has already been
observed by Kwak et al.15,18 Onemight assume that the reduction
in surface area in combination with the generation of 5-fold
coordinated Al ions is responsible for the ! f " phase
transformation observed after annealing.

E. Variation of the Milling Conditions.The results presented
so far were obtained by milling the !-Al2O3 samples employing a
ZrO2 vial set under the conditions stated in section II. Changing
these conditions (Figure 13) toward a higher mechanical impact
by using vials made of materials with a higher hardness and
density has a drastic effect on the initialization as well as progress
of the phase transformation. For example, when sample M is
treated in a vial set made of tungsten carbide (WC) together with
100 balls made of the same material, the ! f " phase
transformation is completed already after 5 h of milling. The
same is observed for sample D (Figure 13). Note that Mohs’
hardness of WC is 9.5 whereas that of ZrO2 is 8.5. As in the case
of sample A, which was milled using the ZrO2 vial, the corre-
sponding 27Al MAS NMR spectrum solely consists of an NMR
line at 15 ppm. It is noteworthy that large amounts of abraded
tungsten carbide show up in the XRPD of sample M (Figure 13).
However, these do not hinder the phase transformation from
taking place.

Obviously, in the case of sample M, a sufficiently large
mechanical impact, which can be controlled by the kind of vial
set and the number of balls used, is needed to initialize the phase
transformation. Depending on the properties of the sample
under study, below a certain limit, mechanical treatment may
simply lead to the formation of (stable) structurally disordered
nanostructured!-Al2O3with a large amount of pentacoordinatedAl
atoms. At an even lower mechanical impact, which can be adjusted
by decreasing the number of balls from 140 to 100, the formation
of 5-fold coordinated Al ions is almost completely suppressed
when, for example, sample D is treated in the planetary mill. For
comparison, using a shaker (Spex 8000 M) instead of a planetary
mill in combination with a ZrO2 vial and a single ball of 4 g
(10 mm in diameter) the transformation observed for sample A
(see above) can also be suppressed to a great extent. Even after
32 h of milling only a small amount of pentacoordinated Al is
found. This manipulation works also in the direction of promot-
ing the phase transformation: Using a ZrO2 vial, the !f" phase
transformation of sample M can be pushed on by increasing
the number as well as the weight of the ZrO2 balls used. Thus, the
! f " phase transformation as well as the formation of 5-fold
coordinated Al centers turn out to be very sensitive to the
(initial) milling conditions used. In summary, soft mechanical
treatment, which can be adjusted by changing the type of mill, the
vial, and the rotational speed as well as the kind and number of
milling balls, might be very useful to isolate (metastable) Al2O3
showing a large number fraction of pentacoordinated Al ions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Several samples of !-Al2O3, which were purchased from
different suppliers, were mechanically treated in a planetary mill
to initiate the !f" phase transformation. The latter is known to
take place when !-Al2O3 is heated up or mechanically treated in
high-energy ball mills. In the present study, structural changes
during milling were observed by both X-ray powder diffraction
and high-field 27Al MAS NMR spectroscopy. While X-ray

Figure 13. (Left) 27AlMASNMR spectra of sampleM (as well as D) after mechanical treatment for 5 h in aWCvial using 100 balls of the samematerial.
Spectra were acquired at 14.1 T with a spinning speed of 15 kHz. For comparison, the NMR spectrum of the starting material (bottom) and that of pure
"-Al2O3 (top) are shown, too. (Right) Corresponding XRPD pattern of sample M. Besides the strong peaks belonging to "-Al2O3 the pattern reveals
massive abrasion of tungsten carbide (corresponding peaks aremarked by black dots). However, this obviously does not hinder the phase transformation
from taking place.
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diffraction measurements suffer from structural disorder present,
local coordination spheres of the Al cations can be well-resolved
by NMR techniques particularly when carried out at high
magnetic fields. In all cases the formation of pentacoordinated
Al ions was found indicating that the transformation mechanism
is similar to the one reported for the thermally induced ! f "
phase transformation, i.e., the growth of "-Al2O3 starts from the
unsaturated Al centers on the, presumably structurally disor-
dered, surface of a metastable !-Al2O3 crystallite and propagates
into the inner regions.13 Noteworthy, when the initially formed
pentacoordinated Al centers are promptly trapped by, e.g.,
adding CaF2 as shown here (cf. the behavior of sample A), the
initialization of the phase transformation can be largely sup-
pressed. This might illustrate the crucial role of unsaturated Al
ions during the mechanically induced phase transformation.

Furthermore, it turned out that the presence of "-Al2O3 seed
crystals seem to play neither the major nor the only role in
initializing the phase transformation. The main reasons for a
complete phase transformation have to be looked for in the very
early stages of milling. Obviously, the initial surface area of the
startingmaterial takes a decisive part. The smaller the surface area
of the crystallites the easier the phase transformation takes place.
Presumably, this is due to the fact that the !-modification of
Al2O3 becomes stabilized when the mean crystallite size falls
below a certain limit.50 Thus, at least two competitive processes
may explain the different results obtained: mechanical treatment
induces the formation of "-Al2O3 and simultaneously causes
nanostructuring of the material. The various milling conditions
can be adjusted by changing the type of mill, the milling vial, and
the ball-to-powder weight ratio. This enables influence on the
result of the milling process in a directed way.

Depending on the (initial) properties and composition of a
phase-pure sample, being modifiable by preannealing or by
adding seed crystals, respectively, mechanical treatment can,
when just the limiting cases are regarded, lead either to a
complete phase transformation or to the formation of nanocrys-
talline, structurally disordered !-Al2O3. More importantly, milling
conditions can be chosen such that the final product is provided
with an exceptionally large number fraction of 5-fold coordinated
Al ions located in the surface-influenced volume which is most
likely characterized by structural disorder. In particular, this holds
when nanometer-sized !-Al2O3 crystallites serve as starting
material. The so prepared oxide, which is in this case free of any
additives, might be of large interest for the preparation of
catalysts since the unsaturated Al centers act as anchoring sites
for catalytically active materials, see refs 13!15.

Altogether, the mechanically induced phase transformation
investigated is controlled by a complex interplay of the materials
properties and the external milling conditions. Besides the details
of the present study, the investigation clearly shows that high-
energy ball milling represents an highly effective tool to isolate
(metastable) compounds which are not available by conventional
synthesis routes.
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